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Welcome to the fourth annual NASA Symposium on VLSI Design, co-sponsored by the
IEEE. Each year this symposium is organized by the NASA Space Engineering Research
Center (SERC) at the University of Idaho and is held in conjunction with a quarterly meeting
of the NASA Data System Technology Working Group (DSTWG). One task of the DSTWG is
to develop new electronic technologies that will meet next generation electronic data system
needs. The symposium provides insights into developments in VLSI and digital systems
which can be used to increase data systems performance.
The NASA SERC is proud to offer, at its fourth symposium on VLSI design, presentations
by an outstanding set of individuals from national laboratories, the electronics industry and
universities. These speakers share insights into next generation advances that will serve as
a basis for future VLSI design.
In spite of the present economic conditions, interest in the conference has remained steady
with 42 papers in 10 categories included in this years proceedings. National Laboratories are
represented by Rockwell International Science Center, NCCOSC Research and Development,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory.
Private industry is represented by Texas Instruments, Advanced Hardware Architectures and
Spacebourne Inc. Universities are represented by Cornell University, Utah State University,
University of Alabama, Washington State University, University of Calgary, University of
Southwestern Louisiana , Nanyang Technological University, Syracuse University, Concordia
University, University of California at Davis and Irving, California State University at Fuller-
ton Colorado State University, University of Toledo, University of Peradeniya, University of
New Mexico and the University of Idaho. In addition we are happy to welcome a number of
papers presented by international authors.
There are individuals whose assistance was critical to the success of this symposium.
Barbara Martin worked long hours to assemble the conference proceedings. The efforts of
these professionals were vital and are greatly appreciated. I hope you enjoy your stay in
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.
Sterling R. Whitaker
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Applications of Correlator Chips in Radio Science
Jon B. Hagen
Cornell University
NAIC Lab 124
124 Maple Ave
Ithaca NY 14850
607-255-5274
Abstract - Spectral line observations in radio astronomy require simultaneous
power estimation in many (often hundreds to thousands) of frequency bins.
Digital autocorrelation spectrometers, which appeared thirty years ago, are now
being implemented in VLSI. The same architecture can be used to implement
transversal digital filters. This was done at the Arecibo Observatory for pulse
compression in radar observations of Venus.
1 Introduction
This paper reviews applications and implementations of the digital correlator, a signal pro-
cessor long used for radio spectrometry and increasingly used for digital filtering. Most radio
engineers intuitively define points on the power spectrum (power density v.s. frequency) of a
signal to be the average voltages from a set of square-law detectors following a bank of band-
pass filters. A formal definition is provided by the Wiener-Khinchin theorem: the power
spectrum of a signal is the Fourier transform of the signal's autocorrelation function (ACF).
In autocorrelation spectrometry the intensive on-line averaging is done in a correlator; the
Fourier transform is a one-time operation done prior to further data analysis. (Occasionally
experimental ACFs are compared to theoretical ACFs without ever transforming from the
time domain to the frequency domain).
2 Basic Correlator Architecture
The architecture in question is extremely simple; the chip contains N identical arithmetic
modules or "lags" which operate in parallel, independently forming products from two data
streams and accumulating the sum of these products. One of the data streams, the "imme-
diate" data is common to every lag. The other data stream, the "delayed" data, is supplied
from successive taps of a shift register contained on the chip. Each clock pulse advances
the shift register data and adds the new lagged products to the contents of each accumula-
tor. Each module thus calculates a point on the autocorrelation function, i.e. the average
product of the signal voltage at time T and the signal voltage at time (t-T). An output mul-
tiplexer provides access to the individual accumulators. The basic block diagram is shown
in Figure 1.
To measure a power spectrum via the autocorrelation function, the immediate and the
delayed inputs are both tied to the same signal (the undetected baseband output voltage of
the radio astronomy receiver). This type of correlator was introduced in radio astronomy by
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Figure 1: Basic Correlator Architecture
Sander Weinreb (1) in 1963 and has been the workhorse for spectral analysis. It is discussed
further in Section 4 after a review of the basic principles of spectrometry.
3 Spectrometry in Radio Astronomy
Though a radio astronomer occasionally deals with objects that ate sources of spectrally
flat white noise, the more interesting and challenging sources have considerable spectral
structure. Such sources include molecular clouds with emission or absorption lines, natural
masers, and dispersed pulses from rapidly rotating neutron stars (pulsars). The spectrum can
have enough structure to warrant hundreds to thousands of points of resolution. Each point
requires its own radiometer, i.e. bandpass filter plus square-law detector or an equivalent
such as one module of a correlator. This kind of multiplex spectrometer (meaning that
all points are measured simultaneously) is always necessary in radio astronomy because
the received signals are noiselike random processes and time averaging is needed at each
filter/detector or correlator module. If the required accuracy is, say, 1% or one part in one
hundred, it is necessary to average about 1002 or 10,000 samples of V2. Sampling theory
shows that the time needed to gather the required number of independent samples will be
inversely proportional to the bandwidth. These radiometry considerations show why an
ordinary laboratory spectrum analyzer - a scanning receiver with a single bandpass filter - is
not suitable for this work as it would increase the required observation time in proportion to
the number of frequency channels. Such increases in observing time are simply not available;
radio astronomers are usually trying to dig small spectral features out of background noise
(the sum of cosmic noise, atmospheric noise, antenna noise, and amplifier noise) and, even
with multiplex spectrometers, integration times run to dozens or even hundreds of hours
since the signal-to-noise ratios (before averaging) are typically in the —30 to —60 dB range.
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4 Digital Correlators
The basic correlator module can be implemented partly or wholly in analog circuitry but
all-digital implementations have been favored from the start. Autocorrelation is not the only
way to do digital spectrometry; the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), familiar since the late
sixties, is, in principle, a more appealing algorithm since it ultimately must be more efficient
- arithmetic operations are done at a rate proportional to N log(N) rather than N2 where N
is the number of points on the spectrum. Surely, for N large enough, the FFT will be better.
Yet for N smaller than, say, 10,000, and at sampling rates, i.e. bandwidths, high enough
that the digital circuitry is running at full speed, it seems that the correlator architecture
has two advantages.
The first advantage comes from the simplicity of the architecture. The modules run
independently. Apart from the shift register that distributes the delayed data, there are no
data interconnections between modules. The correlator is easily expandable. To get more
points on the spectrum one cascades more of the same modules. Conversely, a machine with
many modules can be subdivided into several smaller correlators which can independently
analyze several different signals. The simplicity of the basic module thus provides flexibility
at the system level.
The second advantage is that correlators can use very coarse quantization of the input
signal. Instead of digitizing the signal with 8 to 16 bits, as is often required in digital signal
processing, it has been common to digitize to only one bit; the amplitude is ignored and the
signal's polarity determines whether the value of the bit is a 1 or a -1. As one would expect,
such a distorted representation of the signal produces a distorted version of the desired
correlation function, but, as long as the signal is a Gaussian random process, the distortion
can be removed perfectly after the integration is finished. The correction procedure is very
simple: divide all the points (lags) by the first point (zero lag), multiply them by Tr/2 radians,
and then replace them by their trigonometric sines. This relationship between the correlation
function of the input signal and the correlation of the 1-bit representation was first described
by J.H. VanVleck in a wartime study of overmodulation (clipping) for radar jammers.
Obviously 1-bit arithmetic greatly simplifies the multipliers and accumulators that form
the correlator modules. Each multiplier reduces to a single exclusive-or gate and each accu-
mulator reduces to a counter. (The same simplification doesn't work for an FFT processor;
while the data could be represented with one bit, the trigonometric coefficients still need
to be multibit and, except for the first stage, the butterfly operations still use multibit x
multibit multiplication). Simple one-bit correlation, however, does have its price: more inte-
gration time, by a factor of 7r2/4 or 2.47, is required if the averaging is to be as effective as if
the signal had been multibit. Going from a 1-bit digitizer to a 2-bit digitizer reduces the 2.47
integration time penalty to only 1.29 but obviously complicates the multiplier/accumulator
circuitry. A three-level digitizer ("1.6 bits") is often used; it permits multiplier/accumulator
circuitry almost as simple as the 1-bit case and yields an integration time penalty of 1.51.
In all of these quantization schemes the distortion of the ACF can be corrected [2].
Some of the integration time penalty can be recovered. When the signal is oversampled
by a factor of 2, i.e. sampling at a rate of 4 times the bandwidth, the factors of 2.47, 1.29,
and 1.51 reduce to 1.82, 1.14, and 1.26, respectively. Very little is gained by going to still
1.1.4
faster sampling rates.
5 Digital Filtering
The canonical transversal digital filter uses a tapped delay line (shift register). Successively
delayed samples of the signal are taken from these taps and multiplied by constant weighting
coefficients. The weighted signals are combined in a single multi-input adder. Each new
input sample pushes data down the shift register to produce a new output value from the
adder. The correlator architecture described above provides another way to implement the
transversal filter. The input signal provides the immediate data to an N-lag correlator. The
filter coefficients are generated serially (e.g. from a ROM addressed by a counter) and form
the delayed "data." After each input sample one correlator module will contain the desired
convolution of the last N data values and the N coefficients. Its accumulator contents are
latched into an output register and its accumulator is zeroed. After the next input sample,
the output register is loaded from the adjacent correlator module. The process continues
indefinitely, with the correlator modules being read out and rezeroed cyclicly.
At the Arecibo Observatory an 8-bit x 1-bit correlator was used this way as a transversal
filter to produce radar maps of the surface of Venus. The c.w. transmitted signal is phase-
coded with a long (4095, say) pseudo-noise sequence to get the bandwidth needed for range
resolution. The received signal (radar echo) is decoded by the transversal filter. The filter
coefficients are the plus ones and minus ones of the code so the code generator itself provides
these coefficients in the required serial sequence. With the code properly phased, the first
lag module of the correlator produces the signal reflected from the front cap of the planet.
The next lag module produces the signal corresponding to the next range ring, etc [3]. The
lags are read in order and the resulting data sequence is identical to what would have been
obtained by transmitting a powerful short pulse (pulse length equal to the baud length)
and using no decoder. Good range resolution, essentially equal to the baud length, is a
consequence of the very sharp peak resulting when the pseudo-noise code is convolved with
itself. The code sequence must be long enough to avoid aliasing other ranges in each decoder
channel, i.e. the code length is deeper than the radius of the planet. In this application
our correlator had fewer lag modules than the number of bauds in the code sequence - an
economic constraint. The code was phased such that the ranges of interest were decoded by
the implemented modules; other ranges landed in absent modules (which were, of course,
just ignored). This trade-off of ranges for less hardware would not have been possible with
the canonical delay line transversal filter.
6 VLSI Implementations
Correlators were implemented first with discrete transistor logic and then with all the stan-
dard families of integrated logic elements. A gate-array correlator chip designed by Albert
Bos (4) has 16 lags running at 50 MHz. More recently, Brian Von Herzen (5) produced a
VLSI chip with 320 lags that runs at 250 MHz. John Canaris (6), of the VLSI design group
at the University of Idaho (now at the University of New Mexico), is designing a 1024-lag
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correlator chip with 3-level quantization to run at 100 MHz. A commercial product, the
Zoran ZR33891 Digital Filter Processor is an 8-lag correlator chip that does 9-bit x 9-bit
multiplications at a 20 MHz rate and has 26-bit accumulators. As explained above, radio
astronomy applications favor designs use much coarser quantization in order to have many
more lags and higher speed.
7 Multi-chip Expansions
The basic correlator chip shown in Figure 1 can be used in a variety of ways to build expanded
systems. Perhaps the most obvious is series expansion (simple cascading), which only requires
that the chip have an output pin from its last delay element to provide the delayed data for
the following chip. Time multiplexing is a parallel expansion technique that provides both
higher speed and more lags. For example, suppose our N-lag correlator chip is able to accept
data at only half the required rate. We can split the data stream into two half-speed streams,
the even samples and the odd samples, and then use four chips to calculate the two possible
autocorrelation functions (ACFs) and two possible cross-correlation functions (CCFs). When
the integrated results are dumped to the computer, the sum of the ACFs gives us N even
lags and the sum of the CCFs gives us N odd lags. By going from one to four chips we've
doubled the speed and doubled the number of lags. Generalizing, we can divide data into N
streams and use N2 correlators to form all the possible lagged products. Another interesting
form of parallelism, distributed arithmetic (from the distributive law of multiplication), was
described by Zohar (7) as a way by which signals with many bits can by correlated using
simple 1-bit, 2-bit, etc, correlator chips. Since signed numbers complicate matters, consider
first a digitizer that encodes positive integers into, say, standard 8- bit binary representation.
Group the eight bits into four 2-bit digits. We could multiply two such 4-digit numbers by
separately multiplying each digit of one by each of the digits of the other. This could be done
in parallel by 42 or sixteen 2-bit multipliers. Sixteen 2-bit correlators could independently
form sub-products and accumulate them during an integration cycle. The results would be
read out, appropriately weighted, and added to accomplish 8-bit x 8-bit correlation. This
technique will work with signed numbers if we have either
1. a number system where the place weights carry signs, or
2. a number system where the digit values possible for each place are signed.
An example of the first case is the negabinary system (radix -2) where the digit values
are just 0 and 1 but the place weights are 1, -2, 4, -8, etc. An example of the second case
is the balanced ternary system where the values are -1, 0 and 1 and the place weights are
1,3,9,27, etc. For the negabinary system we would need 1-bit correlators with AND gates as
multipliers rather than the EX-OR gates of the standard 1-bit correlator. For the balanced
ternary system the popular 3-level correlator is just the right correlator element. Four 3-level
(1.6-bit) correlators can run in parallel to correlate 9-level (3.2-bit) numbers. Correlators
using many bits provide wide instantaneous dynamic range, especially if the quantization
levels are exponentially spaced rather than uniformly spaced.
1.1.6
8 Summary
Digital VLSI correlator chips using coarse quantization and having many lag units are simple
building blocks for spectrometers, convolvers, and digital filters. Chips can be paralleled to
increase the number of channels, speed, and dynamic range.
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Single Event Phenomena: Testing and Prediction
James D. Kinnison
The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory
Laurel, Maryland 20723
jdk@aplcomm.jhuapl.edu
Abstract - Highly integrated microelectronic devices are often used to increase
the performance of satellite systems while reducing the system power dissipa-
tion, size, and weight. However, these devices are usually more susceptible to
radiation than less integrated devices. In particular, the problem of sensitivity
to single event upset and latchup is greatly increased as the integration level is
increased. Therefore, a method for accurately evaluating the susceptibility of
new devices to single event phenomena is critical to qualifying new components
for use in space systems. This evaluation includes testing devices for upset or
latchup and extrapolating the results of these tests to the orbital environment.
Current methods for testing devices for single event effects are reviewed, and
methods for upset rate prediction, including a new technique based on Monte
Carlo simulation, are presented.
1 Introduction
Satellite system designers are constantly seeking new technology to increase the performance
of their systems. Many new VLSI devices are well suited to space applications. For example,
telescopes flown on spacecraft have greatly benefited from the use of on-board digital signal
processors. However, space contains many hazards for which most VLSI devices have no
inherent immunity. To be used in a satellite application, the response of these integrated
circuits to the various space hazards must be measured, and some estimate of the survivability
of these devices must be made.
One of the most difficult problems facing integrated circuits is that of exposure to charged
particles. As these particles pass through a material, they lose energy by ionizing the mate-
rial, inducing electron-hole pairs along the path of the particle. The interaction of electrons,
protons, and heavy ions with integrated circuits leads to two different kinds of problems.
The first is total dose degradation, in which the cumulative effect of many particles passing
through an integrated circuit causes parameter degradation and functional failure, and will
not be considered here. In addition to this problem, single particles passing through a device
may cause a variety of effects, collectively known as single event phenomena (SEP).
In digital devices, the most common phenomenon is single event upset, in which the
state of a bit or an active node is reversed. This erroneous state remains until that bit or
node is reset. CMOS devices are susceptible to ion-induced latchup, similar to input latchup
commonly observed on the workbench. In this case, a charged particle traverses a p-n-p-
n region, and the induced current pulse injects enough minority carriers into the parasitic
transistors present in the structure to cause a low impedance path from supply to ground.
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Latchup is usually destructive. Analog or mixed analog-digital devices are susceptible to
current pulses injected by charged particles. These pulses are short-term transients which
can propagate to other devices and cause a bewildering array of system-level effects. Finally,
power MOSFETs are susceptible to burnout and gate rupture due to charged particles,
described first in [1].
2 General Considerations
The effects discussed above are nominally different, but have a core of similarity. In each
case, the effect is initiated by a single charged particle traversing a sensitive region of a
device. In the simplest case, a monoenergetic beam of particles irradiating a device, some
particles deposit enough charge in a sensitive region to cause an event (i.e., an upset, latchup,
or transient). The number of events occurring, N, is given by
N = p*n (1)
where p is the probability that a particle causes an event, and n is the number of particles
passing through the device. Normally, the number of interactions is given in terms of the
particle fluence, the number of particles per unit area, instead of the number of particles. If
we multiply p and divide n by the area of the device, the previous equation becomes
N = (T*V (2)
where a is the event cross-section, with units of area, and ^ is the particle fluence.
In principle, the cross-section contains all the information about an integrated circuit
necessary to estimate the event rate in any environment. For each type of event, the cross-
section depends on many factors, including angle of incidence, the type and energy of the
incoming particle, the temperature, and the electric fields present near the sensitive regions.
In some cases, it is possible to assign a physical meaning to the cross-section. For example, in
a static RAM, each cell is nearly identical, and contains a nearly identical sensitive volume.
If a particle induces enough charge in one of these volumes, an upset occurs in that cell. The
cross-section is just the area of the sensitive volume normal to the particle path.
In the case of heavy ions, it is convenient to describe the event cross-section as a function
of the incident particle linear energy transfer (LET), rather than particle type and energy.
The linear energy transfer is the amount of energy transferred to the target material along
the particle path, and is the derivative of the energy with respect to distance along the track.
LET is usually given in units of MeV*cm2/mg, and is determined by the incident particle
type, charge, and energy, and by the target material density. The cross-section for a device
is zero below some LET normally referred to as the threshold LET, and rapidly increases
to a value called the asymptotic cross-section. For SEP due to protons, the cross-section is
determined as a function of incident proton energy rather than LET, but the form of the
cross-section remains the same.
For many devices, the angular dependence of the cross-section is easily expressed. A
particle which travels through a device at some oblique angle has a longer path through
the device than a particle which travels normal to the device; therefore, more energy is
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transferred to the target material. The result is a particle which appears to have a larger
LET than the same particle at normal incidence. Therefore, the LET of the particle is
expressed as an effective LET given by
Note that this does not account for azimuthal asymmetry of the device, and so does not give
the azimuthal dependence of the cross-section. This dependence is measured by irradiating
the device at several azimuthal angles.
The cross-section of a device can sometimes be estimated using a computer model. This
obviously requires in-depth knowledge of the device layout which is not usually available
to the user. In most cases, the cross-section must be measured. These tests are usually
performed at a particle accelerator laboratory; one of the most commonly used sites is the
Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator at Brookhaven National Laboratory. No matter where
the test is performed, the layout is much the same. The accelerator provides a beam to
a target area with the same LET (or in the case of protons, energy) as particles found in
space. Since the path length of heavy ions in air is very short, the target area is usually
a vacuum chamber connected to an evacuated beam line. The device under test (DUT)
is mounted in the target area, irradiated with particles, and tested for events. Since the
beam is monoenergetic, and the particle fluence over the exposure is measured, equation (2)
can be used to calculate the cross-section. This procedure is repeated for a variety of test
conditions, until the cross-section is completely characterized.
3 Test Methods
Nearly all SEP cross-section measurements are performed in the manner outlined above. The
main differences occur in the ways that logistical problems for a target area are solved. For
example, nearly all SEP tests are computer controlled, but the tests must be performed in
a vacuum chamber. Therefore, the problem of communicating with a DUT or test hardware
through vacuum feedthroughs must be solved. Similarly, DUTs dissipate heat when operated;
in a vacuum chamber, good thermal control is essential.
The integrated circuits under consideration are usually quite complex, and the problem
of exercising the device while looking for errors is challenging, to say the least. While there
are many ways to implement a test for SEP events, they all fall into four categories, the
squirt, golden-chip, pseudo-golden-chip, and loosely coupled methods. There are benefits to
each method, but none is appropriate for all device types. Therefore, an understanding of
all four is essential to planning a good SEP test [2].
3.1 Squirt Method
The squirt method is the simplest way to test for SEP. In this type of test, a device is prepared
for exposure, irradiated, and then interrogated for the presence of events. In general, the
DUT is under static bias, and only SEP which are not time dependent are considered.
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As an example, consider upsets in a static RAM. The test hardware consists of a circuit
which loads a fixed pattern into the memory, then reads back the contents of the memory
and compares this to the original. The cross-section is calculated by counting the total
number of upset bits and dividing by the particle fluence over that exposure. This sequence
is repeated for a variety of particles with different LET and incident angle, and for a number
of other device conditions such as bit pattern and temperature.
Latchup or burnout tests are often performed using this method. In this case a device is
irradiated under static bias; after exposure, the device is examined for latchup or burnout.
Since the latchup could have occurred during any part of the irradiation, the results of this
test can not be used to calculate the latchup cross-section, but the susceptibility of a device
to a particle of a particular LET is determined.
Obviously, this type of test is easy to implement, and for many devices, is quite adequate
as a screen for destructive phenomena. However, this type of test is usually incomplete in the
sense that only static errors are counted. In the case of the static RAM, for instance, those
portions of the device which provide control and address decoding are never tested. Since
one error in control logic may upset many bits at once, this oversight may gloss over grossly
undesirable behavior. Other significant behavior, such as the device operating frequency
dependence of the event cross-section, may also be missed. Finally, sensitive bits may flip
more than once during an exposure. If this occurs, an error may never be counted, or may
only be counted once, and so the cross-section may be too 1 ow by a factor of two or three.
Despite these drawbacks, there may be times when this type of test is appropriate. The
upset cross-section of many memories is still measured this way, since cell upsets dominate
the cross-section.
3.2 Golden-Chip Method
Since static tests can miss some types of events, dynamic testing is preferred for SEP mea-
surements. The golden chip method is a way to implement these dynamic tests without
building a large VLSI integrated circuit tester that fits in a vacuum chamber. The test hard-
ware is built around two identical devices which are mounted so that one is irradiated while
the other is not. If the devices are given the same inputs, they should have the same outputs,
unless an event occurs. Therefore, the error detection consists of a set of level comparators,
one for each output, and a counter which keeps track of the number of events observed. In
addition, the control hardware must be able to simultaneously reset the test device and the
golden device when an error occurs.
Golden-chip tests offer one important advantage over the previous type; the test is dy-
namic, not static. Therefore, all portions of a circuit can be exercised. In addition, events
are counted dynamically, so missed multiple events are much less likely. The golden-chip
method can be used to test many different kinds of logic devices which operate at relatively
low frequency and with a small number of inputs. For example, latchup tests can be per-
formed by comparing the supply current and outputs of an irradiated device to those of
a golden device. When a large difference in the supply current is observed, a latchup has
occurred.
However, there are limitations to the usefulness of this method. First, the test hardware
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must provide inputs to the devices simultaneously. Second, the number of input states in a
test cycle determines the amount of data storage needed in the test control hardware; for
some devices, the number of inputs needed to effectively exercise all portions of the DUT can
be quite large. Third, the devices should not be overly sensitive to noise, which on an output
could be mistaken for an event. Finally, the device outputs, including timing parameters,
must be identical to within the resolution of the tester comparators. In most cases, this
restriction imposes an upper limit to the DUT operating frequency during the test.
3.3 Pseudo-Golden-Chip Method
The pseudo-golden-chip method seeks to avoid the limitations of the golden-chip method
by comparing the output sequence of the DUT to some standard sequence. In essence,
we replace the golden device with a computer. As the DUT is irradiated, each output is
compared to an expected value. Any discrepancy is counted as an event.
A good example of a device suited to this test method is a FIFO memory. A known bit
pattern is repeatedly applied to the FIFO, and after each write, a word is read. If the correct
pattern does not appear, then a single event upset has occurred in either the control logic
or the circular buffer in the FIFO.
This type of test is frequently used in SEP testing. Most groups who regularly test
devices for SEP susceptibility have developed some type of computer-based test hardware
which can rapidly be tailored for this kind of test. As with the golden-chip method, the
number of different states in the input sequence limits the usefulness of this tests. The
operating frequency of the DUT is also limited by the time taken to compare all the DUT
outputs to the expected values.
3.4 Loosely Coupled Systems Method
All three methods discussed above are based on some set of test hardware closely controlling
and examining a device. This is, in principle, the best way to test for SEP. In practice,
however, an event in a DUT can cause the test hardware to malfunction. This is disastrous
in an SEP test; any dead time, in which the beam is on but events cannot be counted,
artificially reduces the accuracy of the cross-section measurement. Therefore, it is essential
that the test system is able to quickly detect and correct any events observed in the DUT.
The loosely coupled systems method is built around the interaction of two systems. The
first system, which I will call the DUT test system is used to exercise the DUT. The second
system, called the test controller, is used to monitor for events reported by the DUT test
system, and to reset the DUT test system when an event is observed. The two systems
communicate asynchronously.
This method is the most effective way to test microprocessors and related devices. In
this case, the DUT test system would be a single board computer which executes some fixed
test routine on bootup. This routine is written so that a known status word, which indicates
whether the DUT test routine was completed successfully or an event occurred, is sent to the
test controller computer at regular intervals via a serial link or some similar communication
protocol. The test controller receives the status word, examines it, and forces a reset in the
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DUT test computer if an event is detected. In addition, the test controller operates as a
watchdog so that if an event in the DUT stops the operation of the DUT test system, a reset
is forced.
In spite of the benefits discussed above, there are problems with this method. First,
some information about the distribution and effect of event in the DUT is lost. We can
determine that an event occurred, but not where or exactly what the consequences of that
event are in the DUT. Second, the cross-section measured is really the cross-section of the
DUT test system, not the DUT; if only the DUT is irradiated and all events which occur
in the DUT are observed, then the system event cross-section is a close approximation to
the DUT cross-section. Third, because the devices tested in this manner are complex, the
cross-section may vary significantly with test program. Because of these problems, the DUT
test system should be as close to the target application as possible.
4 Rate Prediction
The cross-section for some event is a parameter used to characterize the susceptibility of
a device to that event. It contains all the information needed to estimate the event rate
in an arbitrary charged particle environment. The methods by which these estimates are
calculated, however, are not simple, and much research into event rate prediction methods
has been centered around simplifying the calculation of event rate estimates.
Unfortunately, some methods developed for one type of event may not be applicable to
other types of events. Most of the effort has been directed toward developing single event
upset prediction methods. Only recently have researchers started examining other effects
and the relationship between the cross-sections for different effects. The most important
event rate prediction methods are discussed below.
4.1 The Path-Length Distribution Model
The path-length distribution model assumes that every upsetable cell in a device is identical,
and that each contains one thin rectangular parallelepiped region, called the sensitive volume,
such that a particle which deposits charge in this region may cause an upset. If this is true,
the upset rate, N, is given by
N = 22.5* AQC I" -^(L)dL (4)Jo L*
where A is the area of the sensitive volume, Qc is the smallest deposited charge that will
cause an upset (called the critical charge), L is LET, D[p(L)] is the differential distribution of
path lengths over which a particle of LET, L, will produce a charge greater than the critical
charge, and ^ is the integral flux spectrum given as a function of LET. Pickel and Blanford
[3], in 1980, originally proposed an integral of this form for the error rate.
All of the parameters in (4) are given by the cross -section except the particle flux.
The critical charge is just the threshold LET in units of pC/ /zm(which is equivalent to
MeV*cm2/mg) times the minimum thickness of the sensitive volume (in /im). A is the
asymptotic cross-section. The differential path length distribution depends on the shape of
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the sensitive volume, and is not simply expressed. In most cases, the sensitive volume is
assumed to be a rectangular parallelepiped, and the appropriate path-length distribution is
used to evaluate (4)
The path-length distribution model was developed to predict single event upset rates in
memories. The assumptions used to write (4) approximate most static RAMs to first order.
However, many devices are not so simply described. For instance, a microprocessor may
contain many different upsetable nodes, each with a unique sensitive volume. The result
is that each node may have a different threshold and asymptotic value. The cross-section,
as measured in SEP tests, is the sum of the responses of each individual sensitive volume.
The integral in (4) does not model these situations well, but it is possible to increase the
accuracy of the calculation for some devices which do not have identical sensitive volumes. If
the individual sensitive volumes can be separated into a small number of groups with nearly
identical volumes in each group, error rates can be calculated for each group. The total
device error rate is just the sum of the group error rates.
Only single event upsets are considered in the path-length distribution model; the as-
sumptions concerning the shape and uniformity of the sensitive volume only apply to single
event upset. In other cases, particularly latchup, the concept of a sensitive volume is not
meaningful, and so an equation like (4) cannot be written.
Several computer programs have been written to estimate the single event upset rate of a
device using the path-length distribution model. The first of these was Cosmic Ray Induced
Error Rate Analysis (CRIER) by Pickel and Blandford [4]. In 1981, Adams, Silverberg,
and Tsao published the first part of a new model of the galactic cosmic ray environment.
Over the next three years, they added the effects of the Earth's magnetic field to the model,
and included a program to calculate the single event upset rate of a device in an arbitrary
environment by evaluating (4). This model is called Cosmic Ray Effects in Microelectronics,
also known as CREME [5]. CREME is commonly used today for single event upset rate
estimations.
4.2 The Bendel Proton Upset Models
It is commonly known that galactic cosmic rays cause single event upsets. Less commonly
known is that high energy protons found in the Van Allen radiation belts can also cause single
event upsets. These protons do not produce enough ionization to upset a device directly,
but secondary particles created in nuclear reactions with the target material can produce
sufficiently high ionization to cause upset. The Bendel models provide an estimate of the
upset rate due to proton nuclear reactions in a variety of low Earth orbits as a function of
semi-empirical fit parameters.
The first model is called the one-parameter Bendel model [6]. The proton upset cross-
section is measured at a few proton energies, and then fitted to the following equations to
solve for A:
a- = (24/A)14[l - ezX-O.lSF1/2)]4 (5)
Y = (18/A)1'*(E - A) (6)
where E is the proton energy and a is in units of 10~12 upsets per proton/cm2 per bit. An
estimate of the proton upset rate as a function of orbit altitude and inclination, and as a
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function of the parameter A is given in [6]. This semi-empirical model works reasonably well
for older devices, but needs improvement for newer, more complex technology.
To increase the accuracy of the method, Stapor, et al. [7]
have recast (5) as a two parameter model. The equation becomes
a = (B/A)14[1 - exp(-0.l8Ylf2)}4 (7)
where Y and a are defined as in (5)-(6). As before, an estimate of the proton upset rate as a
function of altitude and inclination, and as a function of both parameters, A and B, is given
in [7].
Estimates made with the two parameter Bendel model have been compared to flight
data taken on the CRRES satellite. These estimates are in reasonably good agreement with
the flight data [8]. However, the estimates provided by the Bendel models are averages
over a very dynamic environment, and the short term error rate may be much higher than
the estimate. Therefore, systems with devices susceptible to proton upset must be able to
withstand short periods of greatly increased error rate.
4.3 Probabilistic Model
The definition of a cross-section given in (l)-(2) is based on a probabilistic interpretation of
the interaction which causes SEP. Consider a monoenergetic beam of particles with direction
normal to the face of a device. If the beam is uniform, the probability that a particle intersects
the device at a particular point is constant across the face of the device. Assume that some
regions of the device are sensitive to an event; any particle passing through those regions
will cause an upset. The probability that a particle passes through these regions is just the
total area of the sensitive regions divided by the area of the device. The total area of the
sensitive regions is given by the cross-section.
In space, the particles interacting with the device are not monoenergetic, and so not all
have the same LET. In addition, the particle flux is omnidirectional; the particles arrive
from every direction at the same rate. So, for a particle of a given LET and direction, the
probability that an event occurs is just the cross-section for that LET and direction divided
by the projected area of the device normal to the particle direction.
The probabilistic nature of the cross-section can be exploited to calculate an event rate
for a device in a particular environment using a Monte Carlo simulation [9]. For a calculation
of this nature, only the event cross-section as a function of LET and incident direction and
the fluence as a function of LET are needed. The flux spectrum is divided into narrow LET
bins. For a particle in one of the bins, the basic algorithm is as follows:
1. Pick a random LET within the bin.
2. Pick a direction.
3. Calculate the cross-section based on the LET and direction.
4. Generate a random number.
5. If the random number is less than the cross-section, increment the event count.
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The event rate estimate is given by the event count which results after repeating the algorithm
for the total number of particles in each LET bin of the flux spectrum.
The algorithm given above is applicable to any SEP for which a cross-section can be
measured. Event rates generated by this type of computer simulation compare well with
CREME and Bendel model estimates and with flight data. The advantage of this method is
that no information about the geometry or architecture of the device is necessary to generate
a good estimate of the event rate.
5 Current Research
Several areas of current research in SEP may lead to new test and estimation techniques
which will simplify the problem of qualifying new devices for use in space. These new
techniques include new ways to stimulate devices to produce SEP, methods of estimating
the cross-section for on type of event from the cross-section of another type, and new models
for estimating event rates from cross-section data.
Accelerator beams are not cheap, and it can be difficult to schedule an experiment in
a timely fashion. In addition, few researchers are located near an accelerator; experiments
must be transported to the accelerator facility. Because of these difficulties, some researchers
are using radioactive isotopes to provide high LET, low energy particles in a small vacuum
chamber as an alternative stimulus for SEP. The most commonly used isotope for SEP
testing is 252Cf, which produces fission fragments with a mean LET of 43 MeV*cm2/mg.
Unfortunately, these fragments have a limited range in silicon; they lose a significant fraction
of their total energy in about 25 ^m. Therefore, this type of testing works reasonably well
for single event upset testing, but is not useful for latchup, which requires deeper penetration
into the device. In addition, as the particle travels deeper into the device, the LET changes
as energy is lost. This effect must be taken into account when assigning an LET to the fission
fragments. In spite of the disadvantages, 252Cf is commonly used to compare the relative
sensitivity of devices, and to supplement accelerator tests.
Several groups are examining the use of pulsed lasers to simulate the effects produced by
charged particles in devices [10]. A narrowly focussed laser beam produces localized electron-
hole pairs in the target material like an ion. The effective LET of the laser beam can be varied
by changing the intensity of the laser, so a wide LET range can be simulated. The primary
advantage of using a laser beam to stimulate SEP is that the spot size is of the same order
as the feature size. Therefore, sensitive regions of the device can be mapped accurately, and
geometrical assumptions about the sensitive volume are not necessary. Unfortunately, metal
layers reflect the laser light, and so regions under metal can not be tested; the cross-section
given by laser exposures is not complete, and can not be used in event rate calculations.
However, the information gathered using a laser can be used to identify SEP sensitive regions
so that device designers can correct the problem.
Solid-state detectors have been used in nuclear and radiation physics experiments for
some time. In many ways, an integrated circuit may be viewed as a collection of solid state
detectors. McNulty, et al, [11] have characterized the charge collection properties of many
integrated circuits, and have shown that these measurements can be used to calculate the
single event upset cross-section of a device. In a test of this type, the DUT is biased such
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that the inputs and output are floating, supply pins are grounded, and the ground pins are
connected to pulse height analysis system. When the device is exposed to a particle beam,
charge is collected; the passage of a single particle is seen as a current pulse. These pulses
are collected and sorted by the pulse height analyzer into a pulse spectrum. Peaks in this
spectrum represent sensitive regions in the device, and the area under a peak divided by the
total fluence over the exposure is the cross-section of the sensitive region which generated
that peak. This technique may be used to map sensitive volumes, so geometrical assumptions
are not necessary to calculate an event rate. To date, this technique has only been used to
measure single event upset cross-sections in regular structures, like static RAMs. A complex
device such as a microprocessor may not be tested well with charge collection techniques. In
addition, this is a static test, which can not be used while dynamically exercising a device. It
is not clear that this test will accurately measure a cross-section that depends on frequency,
program, or other dynamic variables.
A group led by Newberry has recently begun examining the relationship between device
upset rates and system-level upset rates [12]. She has shown that, for some systems, single
event upsets which occur in a device in that system are not propagated to the system output,
and that, for other systems, device upsets are multiplied and spread throughout the system.
This indicates that the upset rate of a system may not be the sum of the upset rates for
each component of the system. If this is true, methods for simulating the effect of upsets on
system behavior must be developed. In addition, this behavior may force experimenters to
test for events at the system level, instead of the device level; entirely new test methods will
have to be developed.
6 Summary
Satellite systems will continue to grow more complex, and the problem of SEP susceptibility
will not go away. Therefore, it is critical that space systems designers understand the behav-
ior of new integrated circuits in the space environment. I have discussed the methods which
are commonly used to assess SEP vulnerability and to estimate the rate at which SEP occur
in an orbital environment. SEP tests can be grouped in four classes of test types. Each
of these test types have benefits and drawbacks, and an understanding of each test type is
necessary to effectively gather the data necessary to predict the rate at which SEP occur in
space.
In addition to the test types, I have discussed the most commonly used methods used to
calculate estimates of the SEP rate in any environment. The assumptions upon which each
of the methods are based are given, and the range of applicability is discussed.
Finally, some of the newest areas of SEP research are discussed. These research areas give
some indication of the direction future SEP tests will take. Of critical importance will be
the way system-level SEP tests are performed, and how these tests will be used to estimate
the performance of a complex system in space.
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Abstract - Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor (HBT) technology has emerged as
one of the most promising technologies for ultrahigh-speed integrated circuits.
HBT circuits for digital and analog applications, data conversion, and power
amplification have been realized, with speed performance well above 20 GHz.
At Rockwell, a baseline AlGaAs/GaAs HBT technology has been established in
a manufacturing facility. This paper describes the HBT technology, transistor
characteristics, and HBT circuits for data acquisition and communication.
1 Introduction
Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor (HBT) technology has shown great capabilities for the
realization of high performance analog, digital, and microwave circuits [1-2]. To date, most
of the HBT circuits demonstrated are based on AlGaAs/GaAs material system with wide-
bandgap AlGaAs emitters and heavily doped GaAs bases. The AlGaAs/GaAs HBT tech-
nology offers a number of intrinsic advantages. High ft and /mox (above 55 GHz), as well
as high transconductance (above 10000 mS/mm), can be realized. The threshold voltages
(Vth) are highly uniform; matching of Vth's of HBTs in differential pairs of about 1 mV has
been measured. The intrinsic junctions of HBTs are well shielded from substrate and surface.
Trap induced hysteresis effects are absent and I// noise is low. AlGaAs/GaAs HBTs also
offer high breakdown voltages. The HBTs are fabricated on semi-insulating GaAs substrate,
which reduces parasitic capacitances of transistors and interconnect lines and allows inte-
gration of multifunctional circuits. Rockwell pioneered the research of AlGaAs/GaAs HBT
technology and developed a baseline technology with high current gain for analog, digital,
and A/D conversion applications. The technology is now established in a manufacturing
facility (Rockwell's Microelectronics Technology Center-MTC). High performance HBT cir-
cuits can be realized with high yields. As a result, recently Rockwell announced its initial
HBT products. This paper presents Rockwell's baseline HBT technology and its applications
in data acquisition and communication. Development of HBT-based technologies will also
be described.
2 Rockwell's Baseline HBT Technology
The HBT technology features emitter-up/single-heterojunction bipolar transistors, mono-
lithically integrated Schottky diodes, NiCr thin film resistors, MIM capacitors, and up to
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three levels of metal interconnect. AlGaAs/GaAs HBTs are fabricated on MBE or MOCVD
grown epitaxial wafers. The epitaxial layer structure and a schematic cross section of an
integrated HBT and a Schottky diode are shown in Fig. 1. The minimum geometry device
used for the circuits has an emitter area of 1.4/im x 3/mi, denned by projection optical
lithography. The measured Gummel Plot of this device as shown in Fig. 2(a) illustrates
current gain of about 100 at Ic = 1mA. The measured RF characteristics of the transistor
at Vce = 2V and Jc = 8 x 104A/cm2 are shown in Fig. 3(b). Ft and /mai above 55 GHz
are obtained.
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Figure 1: (a) HBT epitaxtal layer structure (b) Simplified cross section of an HBT and a
Schottky diode
The diodes are realized using same layer structure and process as the HBTs. Typical
series resistance and parasitic capacitance are 40fi and 12/F for a 2/tm x 4/jm diode.
Many high-performance digital and analog circuits have been realized with the Rockwell
baseline HBT technology. Frequency dividers have been demonstrated to work above 25
GHz [3]. 8-GHz 1000-gate gate arrays and 15-GHz 500-gate gate arrays were also realized
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Figure 2: (a) Gummel Plot and (b) RF characteristics of an HBT that has an emitter area
of 1.
Figure 3: (a) Microphotograph of a fabricated HBT 2:1 mux. (b) Eye pattern of the mux
output at 30 Gb/s operation.
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(jointly developed with IBM) [4-5]. We have demonstrated a number of ultra-high speed
HBT circuits for lightwave communication, jointly with Bellcore. These include a 30 Gb/s
2:1 mux, a 27 Gb/s 1:2 demux, a 27 Gb/s 4-bit mux/demux, and a 7 Gb/s 8-bit mux/demux
[6-7]. The microphotograph and operation of the 30 Gb/s 2:1 mux are shown in Fig. 3.
In the A/D conversion area, we have realized HBT voltage comparators that operate up
to 20 GSps [8], as shown in Fig. 4. We have demonstrated 2 GSps sample-and-hold (S/H)
circuits with less than -40 dB distortion (jointly with HP Labs.), and Multi-GSps 4-bit and
6-bit quantizers [9-10]. We are developing high performance ADCs and DACs with the HBT
technology. These include: a 6-GSps 6-bit ADC (also with HP Labs.), a 1.5-GSps 8-bit
ADC, a 100-MSps 12-14 bit sigma-delta ADC, and a 1.2-GSps 12-bit DAC.
Figure 4: (a) Microphotograph of a fabricated HBT voltage comparator, (b) Output eye
pattern of the comparator at 20 GSps operation, (c) Measured sensitivity and phase margin.
3 An HBT Based Data Acquisition System
We are developing a 1.5-GHz 8-bit data acquisition system (DAS), under a NASA/ONR
contract. The primary goal is for laser altimeter applications, although the system can be
used for general purpose ultra-high speed data acquisition. The system specifications are
shown in Fig. 5. The system includes an HBT ADC, an HBT clock driver, 16 HFET (het-
erojunction FET) IK memory circuits, and Si CMOS interface circuits. A schematic block
diagram is also shown in Fig. 5.
The key component of the system is an HBT 8-bit 1.5-GSps ADC. The ADC employs
a folding and interpolating scheme [11] that features flash ADC speed at significant savings
in device counts and power. The block diagram of the ADC design is shown in Fig. 6.
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Sampling rate
Resolution
Data demultiplexing
Memory size
Data acquisition period
Power dissipation
Operating temperature range
1.5
8
8:16
2048
1.36
15
-15 to 75
GSps
Bits
Bytes
MS
W
°c
Figure 5: System specifications and Block diagram of an HBT based DAS.
Vin
Figure 6: Block diagram of the 8-bit 1.5-GHz ADC design.
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It contains an on-chip S/H circuit, a 3-bit coarse quantizer, a 6-bit fine quantizer, and a
combining logic. We chose an all-differential architecture to reduce common-mode errors.
An on-chip 1:2 demultiplexer for each output bit reduces the output data rate. The circuit
contains about 1700 HBTs (950 in the A/D and 750 in the demux). The estimated power
consumption is 3 W. Figure 7 shows a fabricated 8-bit 1.5 GSps HBT ADC.
Figure 7: Microphotograph of a fabricated 8-bit 1.5 GSps HBT ADC.
To evaluate the expected dynamic accuracy of the HBT 8-bit ADC design, we have sim-
ulated the performance of the whole ADC circuit (except the data demuxing) with HSPICE,
and analyzed the results. The digitized input waveform for a 1.6 MHz input at 1.5 GSps
operation was reconstructed as shown in Fig. 8. The vertical scale of the signal waveform
(shown on the right side of the figure) is in units of LSBs (least-significant bits). The distor-
tions and noises were calculated, with much finer vertical scale (on left side). The calculated
signal to noise + distortion ratio (S/N) is about 47 dB, which corresponds to 7.5 effective
bits. Operations of the ADC at other sampling rates and input frequencies were similarly
simulated and analyzed. Good S/N ratios were obtained. Initial fabricated ADCs are being
evaluated.
•1.S- 350 TOO
Time(n»)
Figure 8: Simulated output waveform and noise + distortion of the 8-bit HBT ADC operation
at 1.5 GSps and with a 1.6 MHz input.
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The HBT clock driver circuit provides control logic and synchronized complimentary
clocks to the 16 memory chips. It also contains a high speed frequency divider as a part of a
phase locked loop for a clock generator. Other important components of the DAS are the 16
IK-bit FIFOs (first-in first-out memory). They are implemented with Rockwell's HMESFET
which has a large noise margin.
The access time is 1.3 ns, with an estimated power consumption of 0.8 W per chip. Design
of the FIFO allows convenient cascading of a series of chips for memory extension. The HBT
clock driver and HMESFET circuits are also in fabrication now. We used an off-the-shelf
CMOS transceiver chip to interface the GaAs chips with a personal computer.
4 Packaging Considerations
The HBT ADC and clock driver will be packaged with commercially available multi-layer
ceramic packages, such as the TriQuint MLC132/64. They can be tested by direct capture
of output data using logic analyzers (e.g. HP 16500) up to 1.5 GSps operation (with the
help of on-chip demux). The memory chips will be packaged in MSI 3H32CM chip carriers.
The data acquisition system will be assembled on a printed-circuit board (PCB). Figure 9
shows the design of the eight-layer PCB. The outer two layers will be implemented with
polymide for high performance microstrips. The inner six power and ground layers will be
realized with FR4 material for strength and low cost. The layout of one outer layer is shown
in Fig. 10(a). The PCB measures 20cm x 15cm. The ADC and clock driver will be mounted
back-to-back, so that the ADC output and clock signals can be routed to each FIFO iden-
tically. The PCB provides a clock synthesizer, a DMA (direct memory access) interface to
computer, and SMA connectors for analog and clock inputs.
Figure 9: PCB design of the data acquisition system.
At Rockwell Science Center, advanced packaging technologies are being developed. One
idea is to use Total Substrate Removal (also known as epitaxial layer lift-off or peeled film
process) of the GaAs circuits, and attach them on a substrate of high thermal conductivity
(e.g. diamond or A1N) in high density. The thin (about 5//m) circuits and high thermal
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conductivity of the substrate allow extra-dense chip packaging. This shortens the metal
interconnect, thus increasing the allowed signal rates. A conventional Multi-Chip Module
(MCM), using polyimide and Au/Cu wires, can be used for signal interconnect and power
supply. The circuits on diamond or A1N substrate will be flip-chip bonded to the MCM.
We estimated that 15cm x 10cm of PC board area can be reduced to 2cm x l.lcm of the
new MCM are a, as shown in Fig. 10(b). The packaging concept is illustrated in Fig.ll. In
addition to the size and speed benefits, the new packaging allows for increased ADC accu-
racy due to lower temperature variation over the chip, and improved lifetime/reliability due
to improved thermal management. Furthermore, the HBT clock driver circuit may not be
needed since the clocks to the memory chips may be distributed with a common bus in the
new packaging. This will result in about 20% reduction in power consumption.
MCM
PCB
Figure 10: (a) Layout of one outer layer of the PCB. (b) Schematic layout of an advanced
MCM, that contains the two HBT circuits and sixteen HFET memory chips.
Diamond
Si substrate
SC-25S7.T
Heatsink
•Thin GaAs chips
MCM
Figure 11: Advanced MCM packaging concept.
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Figure 12: A simplified lightwave communication system.
5 HBT Circuits for Communications
HBT technology offers great capabilities to meet speed, accuracy, and power requirements
of many communication systems. High-performance HBT circuits for lightwave and wireless
communications have been demonstrated and many more are being developed.
Figure 12 shows a simplified lightwave communication system. Parallel digital data are
serialized by a mux into a bit string of high data rate. A laser driver receives the bit string
and generates current pulses to modulate a laser diode. The light signal is transmitted to
a photo-detector through an optical fiber. The detector converts the light energy back to
current pulses that are then translated into voltage pulses by a transimpedance amplifier.
The signal is amplified, and a clock recovery circuit is used to regenerate synchronized clocks
for the decision circuit and demux. Finally, the demux de-serializes the data into parallel
outputs. As mentioned in Section 2, we have demonstrated ultra-high speed mux and de-
mux circuits for this application. The 20 GSps voltage comparator can serve as the decision
circuit to distinguish data 1's from O's. In addition, we have realized an 11 Gb/s HBT laser
driver that can modulate more than 50 mA of AC current into a 50 ohm load [6]. For the
receiver side, a D C coupled, differential transimpedance amplifier has been demonstrated
[12]. We have also realized DC coupled amplifiers of 10-dB gain and 14 GHz bandwidth. An
HBT phase detector for clock recovery operated at 5 GHz. We are now developing complete
clock recovery circuits for 2.5 and 10 Gb/s operation. These building blocks will be inte-
grated monolithically into transmitter and receiver circuits, and in 4- to 8-channel arrays,
for various fiber optic applications.
Pseudo-random bit generators (PRBS) are used for scrambling and descrambling data
and for testing communication modules (as part of a bit-error-rate detector). They can also
be used in pseudo-random code modulated laser altimeters for NASA [13]. We have realized
an HBT PRBS (with a 15-stage shift register) and tested it up to 5.3 GHz, as shown in Fig.
13.
For wireless communication, power HBTs implemented with thebaseline technology have
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5.3 GHZ
(a) (b)
Figure 13: (a) Microphotograph of a fabricated HBT PRBS. (b) Output eye patterns at 1
and 5.3 GHz.
shown > 60% of power added efficiency at 825-850 MHz. High performance HBT mixers
were realized. We are developing an HBT based DBS (direct digital synthesizer) for I and Q
demodulation. The DDS includes a DAC (digital to analog converter), an accumulator, and
a ROM for sine/cosine look-up table. In addition, we are designing high-resolution sigma-
delta ADCs with high speed HBT modulators. These ADCs are aimed at 12- to 14-bit 100
MSps for digital radios.
6 Development of Advanced Technologies Involving
HBTs
HBT technologies with material systems other than GaAs are being developed at many
research laboratories. InP based HBTs and integrated circuits have been demonstrated [14-
16]. The technology offers low power, high speed, and OEIC compatibility with 1.3 and
1.55^m lights. It does not have good Schottky diodes, however. The breakdown voltages
of simple single-heterojunction transistors with InGaAs collectors are low, compared with
those of GaAs HBTs. High-performance Si/Ge HBTs have also been realized, with ft's up
to 75 GHz [17]. Si/Ge HBT technology allows use of many established techniques of Si
transistor technologies. It suffers, however, because of conductive Si substrate. This leads
to finite collector to substrate capacitance and prohibits integration of analog, digital, and
microwave circuits. Other III-V HBTs being investigated include GalnP/GaAs HBTs (for
wider bandgap and less DX problems than AlGaAs), In As and GaSb based HBTs (for low
power), and GaP/AlGaP HBTs (for high temperature electronics).
Monolithic integration of III-V HBTs with field-effect transistors (FETs) are being pur-
sued. FETs extend the capability of HBTs by providing high input impedance, low noise,
active loads, and current sources and sinks. A simple manufacturable process of GaAs HBT
and MESFET process has been proposed by a UCSD/Rockwell collaboration team [18].
High performance MESFETs (with 300 mS/mm transconductance, 11.5 GHz /t, and 16
GHz fmax) have been demonstrated on the baseline HBT material. Integration of GaAs
HBTs and HEMTs are being developed at Rockwell, supported by Air Force Wright Lab-
oratory. This development involves regrowth of HEMT layers on HBT wafers, followed by
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etching away HEMT layers from areas devoted to HBT. SPICE simulations predict that
sub-0.5 ns IK SRAMs and 7-bit 4-GSps sample-and-hold circuits can be implemented with
this technology. Monolithic optoelectronic receiver circuits have been fabricated with the
baseline HBT technology [19]. The base-collector junction of HBT layers was used for the
photodetector. The OEICs have measured bandwidths as high as 13 GHz for optical signals
in the 0.8/mi band. This implies suitability for 17 Gb/s digital transmission with a -12 dBm
sensitivity for 10~9 bit error rate. Furthermore, Rockwell has also demonstrated integration
of complementary Pnp and Npn HBTs, under an ARO contract [20]. The Pnp transistors
exhibit ft = 20 GHz and fmax = 19 GHz. Gain blocks implemented with the Pnp HBTs
showed a gain of 8 dB and a 3 dB bandwidth of 6 GHz.
A Rockwell/Lincoln Laboratory/UCSD collaboration team has proposed integration of
resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs) and HBTs [21]. A schematic cross section of the integrated
RTD/HBT technology is shown in Fig. 14. RTD layers will be grown on top of HBT layers,
and RTDs will be fabricated in series with HBTs. RTD/HBT integration achieves several
objectives. When RTDs are integrated on the emitter side of HBTs, circuits with high func-
tional density can be obtained, similar to that of RHETs-resonant tunneling hot electron
transistors [22]. Active device counts can be reduced by about a factor of four for same logic
functions. RTDs can be integrated on the collector sides of HBTs as loads with differential
negative resistance (NDR) to realize circuits of minimum static power consumption. Power
reduction of about a factor of three is achievable. The high density and low power features
can be combined on the same circuits. We have experimentally verified the operation of
a basic RTD/HBT gate with a discrete RTD and a discrete HBT packaged together. Sub-
nanosecond operation of RTD/HBT circuits has been demonstrated with SPICE simulations.
c y
B _ /N
4= RTD
—• S
Sdxxfty
Dink
ISOLATION IMPLANT
Figure 14: Schematic cross section of integrated RTD/HBT technology
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7 Summary
Rockwell has established a manufacturable AlGaAs/GaAs HBT technology in a produc-
tion facility. The technology features emitter-up single heterojunction Npn transistors with
integrated Schottky diodes, NiCr resistors, MIM capacitors, and three levels of metal in-
terconnect. The HBT has a current gain of about 100, and ft and fmax of about 55 GHz.
Rockwell has announced initial HBT products based on this technology.
In this paper, we have described a 1.5 GSps 8-bit data acquisition system. The sys-
tem contains an HBT ADC, an HBT clock driver, 16 HMESFET IK FIFO memory chips,
and Si interface ICs. The GaAs circuits are in fabrication. The system will be assem-
bled on a printed circuit board, with DMA interface to a personal computer. We have
presented advanced packaging ideas for reduction in size and power, and for improved per-
formance. Ultra-high performance HBT circuits for lightwave and wireless communications
have been demonstrated or are being developed. Integration of these building block circuits
into transceiver modules and arrays is being pursued. HBT related technologies being devel-
oped at Rockwell and its collaborating institutes include InP based HBTs, GaAs HBT/FET
integration, OEICs, and RTD/HBT integration. With successful realization of these tech-
nologies, we will be able to support many system innovations and improvements for NASA.
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A New Eddy Current Model for
Magnetic Bearing Control System Design1
Joseph J. Feeley and Daniel J. Ahlstrom
Department of Electrical Engineering
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NASA Space Engineering Research Center
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Moscow, Idaho 83843
Abstract - This paper describes a new VLSI-based controller for the implementa-
tion of a Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) theory-based control system. Use of
the controller is demonstrated by design of a controller for a magnetic bearing
and its performance is evaluated by computer simulation.
1 Introduction
Magnetic levitation is being used in an increasing number of applications to support rotating
or reciprocating shafts. In this setting, the assemblage of power supplies, control circuits,
actuator coils, pole-pieces, amplifiers, and position sensors is termed a magnetic bearing. The
control of magnetic bearings is discussed in [1] and the references cited therein. Traditional
control system design studies require, first of all, a simple and accurate model of the system
to be controlled. The lack of such a model for magnetic actuators containing significant eddy
currents has hampered recent control system design efforts [1, 2]. The purpose of this paper
is to introduce a new mathematical model of eddy currents in a magnetic actuator. The
model is relatively simple, appears reasonably accurate, and is convenient to use in control
system design. The model is based on Maxwell's electromagnetic equations and is simplified
using reasonable, ad hoc assumptions consistent with a magnetic bearing application.
A complete set of equations for the mathematical model of a magnetic bearing is presented
in Section 2, and conclusions and directions of future work are discussed in Section 3.
2 Mathematical Model
For convenience in developing the mathematical model, the magnetic bearing system is sep-
arated into three subsystems: a) the magnetic actuator, b) the magnetic force production
mechanism, and c) the shaft. Each of these subsystems is treated separately in the following
subsections. For the sake of specificity, the model development is applied to specific mag-
netic bearing of interest to NASA. Figure 1 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a magnetic
bearing used in a cryogenic refrigerator developed by NASA for certain space applications.
The refrigerator, magnetic bearings, and associated control systems were designed and con-
structed by Phillips Laboratories [2].
1This research was supported in part by NASA under Space Engineering Research Grant NAGW-1406
and by the NSF under Research Initiation Grant MIP-9109618.
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Figure 1: Cross-sectional view of magnetic bearing.
Figure 1 shows one end of a shaft centered between two diametrically opposed magnetic
actuators. The actuators are activated by separate control circuits energized by voltage
sources ua and v^. The voltage sources are controlled in a coordinated way by a feedback
controller to produce the forces required to maintain the shaft in the desired position in spite
of disturbance forces. Another pair of actuators and control circuits are used to control the
position of the shaft in the orthogonal plane containing the axis of the shaft. No coupling
of forces between the two planes is considered and the two actuator pairs are controlled
independently.
2.1 Magnetic Actuator
The purpose of this section is to develop a mathematical model relating the voltage applied
to the actuator circuit to the current developed in that circuit. Applying Kirchoff's voltage
law to the circuit on the left in Fig. 1 gives
= R^ + N- dt (1)
where R is the resistance of the actuator circuit, i'i is the coil current, N is the number
of turns in the actuator coil, and $1 is the flux in the magnetic circuit. The flux is related
to the current by the magneto motive force (2) relationship
(2)
/v
where 72. is the reluctance of the magnetic circuit. Assuming the reluctance of the two
air gaps is much larger than that of the magnetic material in the pole-piece, 72. can be
approximated by
/.. • ~\
(3)
where ZQ + z is the length of one air gap, HQ is the permeability of free space, and A is the
area of pole-piece normal to the flux direction. Substituting (3) and (2) in (1) and carrying
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out the indicated differentiation gives
> A I 1 y/7, 1-, fly
(4)vl =  di\ ii dz2
Similar analysis of the circuit on the right leads to the following expression for v2
1 dii i-2 dz]
2 t \ 7_i ' / \fJ Jj I \ /(ZQ - Z) dt (ZQ- Z)2 dt \ '
Equations (4) and (5) are the desired expressions showing the relationships among control
voltage, actuator current, shaft position, and shaft velocity.
2.2 Magnetic Force Production Mechanism
The purpose of this section is to develop an expression relating the current in the actuator
coil to the electromagnetic force exerted on the shaft. The differential electromagnetic energy
stored in an air gap as depicted in Fig. 1 is given as [3]
1£M,aw = dz (6)
2 /J-o
where B = $/A is the flux density. From Newton's second law the differential energy
can also be expressed as a force acting through a differential distance
dw = Fmdz (7)
Combining (6) and (7) and accounting for the presence of two air gaps, the attractive
forces shown in Fig. 1 are
F =
/*o
and
(9)
o
If the current in the actuator coil is constant, the flux it produces is constant, in both
space and time, and no eddy currents are induced in the pole-piece. Further, if the majority
of the mmf drop occurs in the air gaps, the mmf relationship can be used to express the flux
density in terms of the coil current. The flux densities in the two magnetic circuits can then
be written as
and
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JIQJV,,
2
 2(z0-z) ^ '
Substituting (10) and (11) in (8) and (9) yields the usual [2] expressions for electromag-
netic force in terms of the coil current and the length of the air gap
(12)
and
*2 y
z0 — z) (13)
If, however, the current in the actuator coil changes with time, eddy currents are induced
in the pole-piece. The eddy currents, in turn, produce a reactive flux in opposition to the
original flux. The result of the superposition of the two effects is a reduced net flux in the
pole-piece. The resultant spatial flux distribution in the pole-piece in a plane orthogonal to
the flux direction is governed by the diffusion-type equation [4]
*
dB(x,y,t)
dt (14)
where a and fi are the conductivity and permeability of the pole-piece material.
Equation (14) can be solved analytically for a bar whose length is long relative to its
cross-sectional dimensions, 2a and 26. When excited by a sinusoidally varying actuator coil
current
cos azii(t) =
(10) and (15) can be used to develop the boundary conditions
(15)
(16)
Subject to this boundary condition, the sinusoidal steady state solution of (14) is [4]
cosh(ay)
2(z0 + z) cosh(ab) +
( kiry\ ( /— \Pkcos — - \cosh(x<Jpk}\2b J \ V ) (17)
where:
s n
(18)
(19)
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and
A-«•+ (20)
-Bi(z,y,2,cj) is a complex number representing the magnitude and phase of the flux
density in the pole-piece. The normalized magnitude of f?i(z,y,z,u>) is plotted in Fig. 2
with z — 0 and w = 10 rad/sec. The figure clearly shows the effect of eddy currents in
depressing the magnitude of the flux in the central regions of the pole-piece.
0.013
O.OOS
—O.OOS
—O.O2
Figure 2: Contour plot of normalized magnitude of flux density.
In order to develop a simple, frequency dependent model of the force produced by .the
actuator current, the flux density as given by (17) is averaged over pole-piece face area
yielding
(21)
fc=l,3,5
The frequency response of BI(Z,U) is dominated by the tanMgi) term in (21), and log-
magnitude and phase plots would reveal the familiar [2] high frequency roll-off of approx-
imately 10 db/decade and 46deg phase lag at high frequencies due to the ^/Ju factor in
the a term. Substituting the spatially averaged flux density, as given by (21), for the con-
stant flux density,5i, in the force equation, (8), yields the following frequency dependent
approximation for the magnetic force produced by a time- varying current
Similar analysis yields a similar expression for the force produced by the other actuator
2.1.6
Average Force
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Figure 3: Normalized magnitude and phase of average electromagnetic force
(23)
The normalized magnitude and phase of (22) are plotted in Fig. 3 and clearly
show a first-order type response with a high frequency roll-off of approximately 20
db/decade and a phase lag at high frequencies of about 90deg. The response of a first-
order system of the form
(24)
is also plotted in Fig. 3. Comparison of the responses of the two functions indicates
that, at least with respect to sinusoidal steady state conditions, the exact expression of
(22) can be conveniently and accurately represented by the approximate expression of (24).
While the break frequency u>j is closely related to the <r/x product, an optimal value in a
particular application is easily found numerically. The final forms of the frequency domain
approximations for the magnetic forces are then
F (25)
and
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A
While (25) and (26) are convenient frequency domain models of the response of magnetic
force to sinusoidal steady state actuator current, it is also useful, for many design and
analysis tools, to have equivalent time domain expressions. This can be accomplished with
little justification, other than it produces an expression that appears to have the right form,
by replacing ju with s, holding i and z constant, and taking inverse Laplace transforms.
The results are the first order differential equations
and
,o7Am (2 )
at
(28)
2.3 The Shaft
The objective of this section is to develop the equations of motion describing the dynamic
response of the shaft to the forces imposed upon it. Referring to Fig. 1, application of
Newton's second law gives rise to the following equations of motion
* = " <29>
~ = jj [Fmz - Fml - K fv\v + Fd] (30)
where v is the velocity of the shaft, M is its mass, K/ is a coefficient of viscous friction,
and Fd is a disturbance force.
3 Conclusions and Recommendations
A new nonlinear dynamic model for use in the design and analysis of control systems for
magnetic bearings has been presented. The time domain representation of the model is given
by Equations (4), (5), (27), (28), (29), and (30). These equations are summarized below as
a set of first order, nonlinear differential equations in state- variable form.
<&i _ 2(2:0 4- z}Rii i:v 2(z0 + 2>i
dt * 2 ( '
(&2 _ 2(z0 - z)Ri2 i2v 2(z0 - z)v2
*
 (
 'dt
2.1.8
dFml
dt
(27)
I- <29>
+ Fd] (30)
These six equations, and their linearized counterparts, form a convenient basis form mag-
netic bearing control system analysis and design. Research continues in two areas. First,
to validate the proposed model with experimental data and second, to develop alternative
control system designs compatible with VLSI implementation. Control system designs cur-
rently under investigation are based on the following approaches: a) classical frequency
domain methods, b) modern HZ and #<» methods, and c) neural network/fuzzy control
methods. Results of these efforts will be published in future papers.
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Abstract- A new algorithm and hardware implementation of the Viterbi squar-
ing function has been developed. The use of an approximation squaring tech-
nique preserves the Viterbi performance as is demonstrated by Monte-Carlo
simulations. Additionally, the 16-bit approximate squaring implementation is
expected to require one-fourth the area and operate at three times the speed of
the conventional squaring implementation.
1 Introduction
The Viterbi algorithm [1] is used to encode and decode data in communication systems.
This algorithm has been utilized in trellis coded modulation (TCM), trellis shaping (TS),
and trellis coded quantization (TCQ). Use of the Viterbi algorithm at the TCM receiver
results in 3-6 dB improvement in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a given error rate [2].
In TS, the use of the Viterbi algorithm at the transmitter results in a reduction of 0.9
dB in the transmitted energy [3]. In TCQ, the Viterbi algorithm is used as a means of
data compression, showing better performance than realizable vector quantizers [4] for the
encoding of a memoryless source. The recent use of the Viterbi algorithm in communication
products such as disk drives, tape drives, and modems has triggered the development of a
single chip Viterbi processor [5].
This paper focuses on an efficient algorithm for performing the squaring function in the
Viterbi processor. The new squaring function uses significantly less area than the conven-
tional squaring techniques'and, at the same time, boosts the speed of the processor without
reducing its accuracy. In the first portion of this paper, the algorithm for the approximated
squaring (APSQR) function is presented. Through Monte-Carlo simulations, it is shown in
section two that this new squaring function results in accurate performance of the Viterbi
algorithm. Section three covers the hardware implementation of the APSQR and compares
the APSQR with a conventional squaring scheme.
2 Approximated Squaring Function
The Viterbi algorithm also known as forward dynamic programming [6], is an efficient search
technique for determining the minimum cost sequence of states in a finite state machine. The
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state transitional behavior of the finite state machine in time is mapped into a digraph known
as the trellis diagram. As a result, only the path in the trellis diagram that agrees most
closely with the received sequence is retained. The optimum path is determined by the path
with the minimum mean square distance in the trellis diagram. Thus, the core computation
in the Viterbi algorithm is:
Xt,ki or a^,j + A t i fc2). (1)
Where A is the path length, a is the path metric, and At+lj- is the optimum path terminated
at state j. Computing the path metric requires a dedicated squaring function ( ctk,j = Pl,j)
which occupies approximately 30% of the total Viterbi processor chip area using conventional
circuit techniques.
The conventional squaring technique relies on decomposing a number into the sum of
the least significant bit and the remaining bits. The square is calculated using (x + y)2 =
x
2
 + 2 • x • y + y2 and applying it recursively to a shifted version of the remaining bits. By
decomposing the number into the sum of the most significant bit and the remaining bits,
it is possible to approximate the square of the number without degrading the accuracy of a
Viterbi algorithm.
We will now describe the approximated squaring algorithm. Let A = onon_ion_2.. 04030^1
be the number to be squared. Next, decompose A into the sum of the most significant bit
and the remaining bits:
A = onO 0..0 0 0 0 + on_ion_2.. 04030^1. (2)
We expand A2, or rather A10 in binary, into:
A10 = (onO 0 ..0 0 0 0 + an_ian_2..a4a3a2a1)10. (3)
Now applying (x + y)2 = x2 + 2 • x • y + y2, A10 becomes:
A10 = onO 0..0 0 0 010+(10)(an_1an_2..o4a302a1)(anO 0..0 0 0 0)+(an_1an_2..a4a3a2a1)10. (4)
Neglecting the last term, A10 is approximated as:
A10 ~ onO 0..0 0 0 O10 + (10)(an_1an_2..a4a302a1)(anO 0..0 000 ) . (5)
This can be rewritten as:
A10 ~ (onO 0..0 000-1- an_1an_2..a4a3a2aiO)(anO 0..0 0 0 0). (6)
The approximate squaring of A requires summing the two most significant bits (first term)
and a left shift of (onO 0..0 0 0 0 + an_ian_2..a4a3a2aiO) by n-1 bits.
Fig.l shows a plot of the output versus the input for both the approximated and the
actual squaring functions. The maximum error is 25% and corresponds to input amplitudes
of 2" — 1 where n is an integer. Using the approximated squaring function, the average error
is approximately 10%.
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3 Simulation Results
Although the average error due to the APSQR function is relatively high, the Viterbi algo-
rithm inherently compensates for noise (or errors) in the data. To illustrate this property,
Monte-Carlo simulations have been used to demonstrate the effect of approximating the
squaring function on the TCQ.
The performance of the TCQ was measured for a Memoryless uniform source with a uni-
formly distributed codebook. The simulation results were based on encoding 1,000 different
blocks of length 10,000 random data samples. The resolution for the source was selected to
be 15 bits. This reduces the effect of finite resolution used in TCQ which results in better
measurement of the APSQR function performance. The simulation results are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1
The performance versus the bit rate
for the conventional and the approximated
squaring function.
Rate
(Bits)
3
4
5
6
Conventional
SNRd5
18.776
24.940
31.029
37.085
Approximated
SNRdfi
18.748
24.912
31.002
37.058
The bit rate is the number of bits per sampled input data. SNR is the expected signal
to noise ratio, and it is given in dB. The variance was less than 0.006 dB in each case. As
one can see, the degradation in performance of the TCQ due to utilization of APSQR is less
than 0.03 dB for the expected value of the SNR. Thus, approximating the squared numbers
produces a negligible error in the output. In the next section, it is shown that there is a
significant saving in circuit area and increased speed with this implementation.
4 Hardware Implementation
To illustrate the efficiency of the APSQR function, the conventional squaring function is
first described. The conventional implementation of the squaring function has a cellular
architecture such that a single block is repetitively used in the design[7, 8]. Fig. 2 shows a
cellular implementation of a 7-bit squaring function of [7]. Each cell contains a full adder
and a multiplexer with connections shown. The input signals, aj. .ar, enter at the top of
Fig. 2 and propagate vertically through the cells. Simultaneously, the carry bits, (7, and (70,
propagate from right to left. This implementation uses ££=3 * fuU adders and multiplexers
for an n-bit squaring function. For example, a 7-bit squaring function requires:
i = 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 = 25
i=3
(7)
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or 25 adders and 25 multiplexers. The number of adders and multiplexers increases quadrat-
ically with the number of input bits, i.e. £"_3 i = (n2 + n -f 6)/2. The increased hardware
resulting from the increased number of input bits consumes excessive area and dynamic
power, and significantly reduces the speed compared to the APSQR function.
The speed of the cellular squaring function is limited by the propagation of the carry
bit through the last chain of adders. In Fig. 2 the worst case delay occurs as the carry bit
propagates from cell 1 through cell 7. Note that the delay increases linearly as the number
of input bits increases. Additionally, this design is not suitable for pipelining because of the
two dimensional signal flow.
The proposed hardware implementation for a 7-bit APSQR is shown in Fig. 3. The
controller circuit is responsible for detecting the most significant bit, and controlling the
multiplexers for the proper number of left-shift operations. Three layers of multiplexers pass
or shift their input by one, two, and three bits to the left. The final layer consists of modifier
cells which sum the two most significant bits. The modifier cell becomes active if its input
corresponds to the most significant bit. The detection of the most significant bits by the
modifier cell is accomplished through observing the output of the controller.
The number of multiplexers used in this architecture with n input bits is upper bound
by:
Number of Multiplexers = (n — 1) Iog2(4 • n) (8)
As an example, a 7-bit input requires 35 multiplexers. Based on this equation, the number
of transistors used by an n-bit APSQR function is:
Number of Transistors = 4 • (n - 1) Iog2(4 • n) + 28 • n -f S (9)
The first term corresponds to the number of transistors in each multiplexer and in this
implementation, the multiplexers are composed of two bilateral switches (4 transistors). The
term 28 • n represents the number of transistors used in the design of modifier cells, and 6
represents the number of transistors used in the controller design.
The number of transistors used in the cellular design is estimated as 4 transistors per
multiplexer and 26 transistors per adder [9]. Thus, the number of transistors used in each
cell of the conventional squaring function is 30, and the number of transistors used in an
n-bit cellular squaring function is approximated as:
Number of transistors = (n2 + n + 6)15 (10)
Figure 4 shows the comparison between the two designs. A worst case number of transis-
tors is estimated for the APSQR controller, 8 = 200. The dashed line represents the number
of transistors used in the cellular design of the squaring function, and the solid line represents
the number of transistors used in the APSQR function. With a 7-bit input, the APSQR is
approximately 50% more area efficient than the cellular squaring function. As the number
of input bits increases, the APSQR function becomes significantly more efficient. With a
16-bit input, the APSQR requires less than one-fourth the area of the conventional design.
The delay through the APSQR function is the sum of the delay through the controller,
the delay through the multiplexers, and the delay through the modifier cell. Assuming the
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controller is designed in two layers of logic, and the modifier cells are designed in three
layers of logic, then the speed of the APSQR function can be approximated as 5-gate delays
(plus a small delay through the tapered buffer at the output stage of the controller). This
delay remains nearly constant despite the size of the input. For this reason, the speed of
the APSQR is almost independent of the number of input bits. This is not the case with
the conventional squaring scheme. The worst case delay is the propagation of the carry bit
through the last chain of adders. Each adder introduces 2 gate delays. Thus for the number
of input bits greater than 3, the APSQR function is faster than the conventional scheme.
Additionally the APSQR architecture is inherently pipelinable.
5 Conclusion
The APSQR function is an appropriate squaring function for the Viterbi algorithm. The
APSQR requires less hardware, and at same time, due to low input capacitance, its dynamic
power consumption is less than the conventional squaring scheme. In addition, the APSQR
function provides an improvement in the speed due to the shorter critical paths. Monte-Carlo
simulations have shown negligible degradation in the performance of a Viterbi processor
which utilizes the APSQR function.
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Figure 1: Simulation of approximated squaring function (solid) versus the actual squaring
function (dashed).
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Abstract- Superscalar processors can achieve increased performance by issuing
instructions out-of-order from the original sequential instruction stream. Imple-
menting an out-of-order instruction issue policy requires a hardware mechanism
to prevent incorrectly executed instructions from updating register values. A
reorder buffer can be used to allow a superscalar processor to issue instructions
out-of-order, and maintain program correctness. This paper describes the design
and implementation of a 20Mhz CMOS reorder buffer for superscalar processors.
The reorder buffer is designed to accept and retire two instructions per cycle. A
full-custom layout in 1.2 micron has been implemented, measuring 1.1058 mm
by 1.3542 mm.
1 Introduction
A superscalar processor can improve performance by looking ahead into the sequential in-
struction stream, and executing independent instructions out-of-order. However, issuing
instructions out-of-order can cause the processor to execute instructions which should not
have been executed. For example, a branch instruction in the instruction stream is pre-
dicted by the processor to be taken. The processor begins to execute instructions from
the target of the branch before the actual direction of the branch is determined. If the
branch is determined to be not taken, then the instructions from the target of the branch
have been executed incorrectly. For the program to complete correctly, the results of the
instructions which have been executed incorrectly must not write results to the register file.
Program correctness can be maintained by only allowing instructions to update the register
file in the original program order. A reorder buffer allows a superscalar processor to execute
instructions out-of-order by allowing the register file to maintain the in-order state of the
processorf?, ?]. The reorder buffer temporarily holds all results computed by instructions
after execution regardless of the order of execution, and then updates the register file with
the results in the original program order. Results are written to the register file in-order
by operating the reorder buffer in FIFO fashion. As entries in the reorder buffer reach the
bottom of the FIFO, the completed results are written to the register file[?].
The organization of a reorder buffer in a superscalar processor is shown in Figure 1. Each
decoded instruction is allocated an entry at the top of the reorder buffer. During allocation,
the instruction's destination register identifier and a unique tag identifier for the instruction
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INSTRUCTION DECODER
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Figure 1: Location of a Reorder Buffer in a Superscalar Processor
the operand value, or neither, indicating that the value must be read from the register file.
After the functional unit receives its operands and executes, the result is stored in the result
field of the reorder buffer. When a completed instruction reaches the bot
2 Design
The reorder buffer presented here has been designed for a superscalar processor with a two
instruction fetch unit, and two execution units which execute concurrently. The reorder
buffer allows the instruction decoder to enter two instructions into the buffer, read the tag
or data for four source registers specified by the instructions in the decoder, and write the
results for two functional units each cycle. In terms of processor pipeline stages, the reorder
buffer supports the instruction decode, write back, and register update stages.
2.1 Operation
During instruction decode, the reorder buffer is associatively searched with the source register
identifiers of each instruction in the decoder. The source register identifiers are compared
with a field of the reorder buffer which holds the destination register identifier of preceding
instructions. If a match is found, three control fields of the reorder buffer are used to further
PAGE BLANK NOT FH.MED
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search of the completed instructions tag identifier with the tag field of the buffer. A match
enables a write into the data field of the corresponding buffer entry, and sets the Ready bit.
As instructions reach the bottom of the reorder buffer, they are written to the global
register file during the register update stage. Register update is controlled by the Ready and
Valid bits of the entries at the bottom. If both bits are set, the contents of the data field
can be written to the register file to the location specified by the destination register field.
2.2 Configuration
A block diagram for the reorder buffer is shown in Figure 2. The reorder buffer is split into
two banks. Each bank contains four reorder buffer entries. Each entry has the following
fields:
Destination Register Identifier This field specifies the true destination register of the
instruction before register renaming takes place.
Destination Register Tag This field holds the renamed value of the destination register.
Each Tag in the reorder buffer is unique so that every decoded instruction can be
located by its tag.
Data This field temporarily holds the results of the corresponding instruction which have
been computed by the functional units.
Valid This is a single bit field that defines whether the associated reorder buffer entry
contains valid information. This field is set when instructions are entered into the
reorder buffer, and cleared if the entire reorder buffer needs to be invalidated (ie.
mispredicted branch).
Current This is a single bit field which tracks the most recent instruction to update a
destination register. As each destination register is entered into the reorder buffer,
this bit is set for the entry, and the current bit of any other entries with the same
destination register are reset.
Ready This is a single bit field that is set when an instruction entry in the reorder buffer
has completed execution by a functional unit. It signifies that the result of the corre-
sponding instruction is ready to write back to the register file.
One entry from the instruction decoder can be written to each bank every cycle. The first
instruction in the decoder is always written to the first reorder buffer bank, and the second
instruction is written to the second reorder buffer bank. One result can be read from each
bank every cycle from the bottom of the reorder buffer, and the entries will be shifted out of
the reorder buffer if a shift is requested by the instruction decoder for incoming instructions.
FIFO operation of the reorder buffer is achieved by shifting all the fields of each reorder
buffer entry down one row. Both of the banks shift together so that when entries reach the
bottom, they are paired with the same entry with which they entered the reorder buffer.
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Phase Function
Precharge
Evaluate
Read
Precharge
Shift
Evaluate
Write
Description
The match lines of the content addressable
memory cells are precharged prior to evaluation.
A self timed signal turns off precharge mid-phase,
and enables evaluation of the cam cells.
Valid, Ready, and Tag or Data is read for each source
register identifier in the decoder after match lines have
evaluated.
Data is read from the bottom of the reorder buffer and written
to the register file if the Ready bit is set.
The match lines of the CAM cells are precharged prior
to evaluation.
The entire reorder buffer shifts in a FIFO fashion. New
entries are shifted into the top of the FIFO.
Evaluation follows precharge.
Results are written from the functional units to the reorder
buffer for the entries whose tags match the tags of the
completed instructions.
Ready bits are set for entries which receive results.
Current bits are reset for entries which no longer contain
the most recent update to a destination register.
Table 1: Functions of Timing Phases
2.3 Timing
A four phase clock is used to trigger the multiple functions that the reorder buffer must
perform each cycle. The functions performed during the four phases are given in Table 1.
Figure 3 is the timing diagram of the four phases. An additional timing signal is generated
by the circuitry to trigger two events in a single phase. This self-timed signal is generated
by the precharging match lines of the content addressable memory cells. Precharge begins
at the start of phase one and three. When precharge has completed, the signal turns off
the precharge drivers and enables evaluation of the CAM cells. This self-timed signal is
important since precharging the match lines is completed under a nanosecond. Otherwise,
if two more phases are used, the cycle time would increase dramatically.
3 Implementation
The regular structure of the reorder buffer is ideal for a full custom implementation. Custom
cells were designed for each field of the reorder buffer described in the previous section. A
total of six custom cells were used with minor variations occurring within cells depending
on the placement of the cell in the buffer. Additionally, a self timed signal is generated by
a custom circuit to enable evaluation after precharge in phases one and three. A universal
shift cell was designed to allow data to shift between memory elements.
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Figure 3: Timing Diagram of Reorder Buffer
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3.1 Destination Identifier Cell
The destination identifier field of the reorder buffer is implemented with four-port CAM
cells[4]. The four port CAM cell is able to evaluate four match signals simultaneously.
The schematic of the circuit are shown in Figure 4(a). Operating the four port CAM cell
involves precharging the four match lines and placing the value to be addressed on the bit
lines. During precharge, the discharge paths for the match lines are off to prevent evaluation
before the bit lines have settled. After precharge, if the value on a bit line does not match
the content of the cell, the corresponding match line is discharged. The match lines of the
CAM cell in the reorder buffer are precharged and evaluated twice each cycle. During the
evaluate phase, the four source register values from the instruction decoder are placed on
the bit lines of the CAM cell, and the match lines select the data value to be read from the
reorder buffer. Then, in the write phase, the destination register of bo
3.2 Current Cell
The current cell is placed physically adjacent to the four-port CAM cell and shares the four
match lines of the CAM cell. The current cell performs three functions each cycle: read,
write, and reset. During the read phase, the current cell discharges all of the match lines
passing through the cell if the value of the cell is logically zero. This prevents matches of
duplicate destination registers to a single source register by allowing only the most recent
destination register entry in the reorder buffer to match. Write access is provided to the
current cell to provide shifting capabilities between reorder buffer rows. Reset of the current
cell occurs during the write phase if matchO or matchl stay high. The schematic of the
current cell is shown in Figure 4(b).
3.3 Tag Identifier Cell
The tag identifier field is implemented with a single memory cell with two-port CAM and
four port RAM capabilities. Figure 5(a) shows the schematic of the tag cell. During the read
phase, the cell allows four port read access on the bit lines. The corresponding word lines
are enabled by the destination match lines which pass through the cell. The two-port CAM
is implemented in the same way as the four-four port CAM, and provides two match lines
for signaling matches between the reorder buffer tag and the tag of instructions completing
execution in the functional units. Evaluation of the tag match lines is enabled in the write
phase, during which, the tag match lines control the word lines of the data field.
3.4 Ready Cell
The ready cell provides a control signal from the reorder buffer during the read phase for
each of the four source registers whose value is being read from the reorder buffer. The
signal indicates whether the tag or data value read from the reorder buffer should be used
for the corresponding source register. Logically, the ready signal will be the select signal for
a multiplexor which chooses between the tag and data value. For this function, the ready
signal is designed as a four-port RAM cell. The destination match lines, which pass through
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Figure 4: Schematic of a) Destination Iddentifier Cell (top) and b) Current Cell (bottom)
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the cell, enable word access to the cell, allowing the value of the cell to be placed on the bit
lines.
The tag match lines also pass through the cell as shown in the schematic of the cell in
Figure 5(b), and they enable a set function during the write phase. When the tag for a
reorder buffer entry matches during the write phase, the data from a functional unit is being
written to the entry, and the ready bit is set.
3.5 Valid Cell
The function of the valid cell is to provide reset capabilities to the reorder buffer, and
control the use of tags and data read from the reorder buffer for source operands. The cell
is implemented as a four-port resetable RAM cell. The word lines of the cell are controlled
by the destination match lines which pass through the cell. The bit lines of the valid cell
are used to select between the value obtained from the reorder buffer, or from the register
file for each source operand.
Reseting the reorder buffer can be achieved by clearing all of the valid cells in the buffer.
The reset line of the valid cell asynchronously resets the cell, and indicates that the values
in the reorder buffer should not be used. Typical uses of the reset capabilities are for reset
of the microprocessor or to recover from mispredicted branches. The valid bit is set as each
instruction enters the reorder buffer from the instruction decoder.
3.6 Data Cell
The data cell is a modified four-port RAM cell. The cell has two sets of bit lines for data
access controlled by four word line enables. The word lines of the cell are controlled by the
destination match lines during the read phase, allowing four values to be read from the data
field. Then, during the write phase, the tag match lines are muxed onto the word lines. The
tag match lines enable writes to the data field from functional units who have completed
execution. Additional read and write control inputs to the cell, enable the path between the
cross-coupled inverter pair and the pass transistors to the bit lines. These enables prevent
the reading and writing of data during the evaluate phases of the cycle. Read is enabled by
phase two, and write is enabled by phase four.
3.7 Shift Operation
The FIFO operation of this reorder buffer is achieved by shifting data between buffer entries.
The shift is accomplished with a row of shift cells between each entry of the buffer, and with
shift inputs and outputs on each of the cells of the buffer. During a shift phase, the data
content of each cell in a column is shifted down one row or entry in the buffer, and the top
entry is loaded with new instruction data. The shift cell performs two functions. First, it
isolates entries of the buffer during shift with a transmission gate to prevent shift data from
a single cell from propagating to other cells in the same column except for the target cell.
Secondly, it uses the gate capacitance of inverters to store the data to be shifted, and then
drive the shift inputs of the target cell. The transmission gate is enabled during phase 1
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Figure 5: Schematic of a) Tag Cell (top) and b) Ready Cell (bottom)
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to charge the shift cell with the data on the input. After phase 1, the transmission gate is
disabled, and the data is shifted into the target cell during phase 3.
4 Simulation
A simulator program in C++ was developed to accurately represent a superscalar reorder
buffer. It was used to verify the functionality of the extracted layout. The simulator is
represented at the register transfer level and updates the contents of each cell at the end of
each phase. Every type of cell in the design is defined as a class in C++. The simulator
reads instruction information, generates an output file of the state of each cell at the end of
phases 2 and 4, and generates a command (script) file. IRSIM uses that command file on
the extracted layout to generate output which can then be compared against the simulated
output. Optionally, the simulator has an user interactive feature whereby the complete state
of the reorder buffer is represented in a user-friendly way.
The simulator reads in two (optionally one) instruction at a time from a .asm file and
cycles through four phases until there are no more instructions left to execute. The .asm
file input provides two source registers, a destination register, the latency involved in the
operation, and the expected output for this virtual instruction. Note that no real operations
are performed, the simulator behaves as if these values were passed to it from the instruction
window.
As the simulator executes through each phase of a cycle, it generates appropriate com-
mands that IRSIM should execute into a .cmd file. For instance, before phase 2 is executed,
the source registers must be placed on the Destination Register Identifier bus for match
comparison. This is done by the "set" vector command. At the end of phase 2, IRSIM is
told to display the Valid, Ready, Tag, and Data values read from the reorder buffer, while
at the end of phase 4, IRSIM is told to display the contents of the reorder buffer. Since the
simulator knows the theoretical contents of the reorder buffer at that point, it outputs the
expected value into a .out file, in a format identical to the output of IRSIM. After both the
simulation and the layout simulation (IRSIM) have been executed, another program "cleans"
the output of IRSIM, compares both outputs, and indicates any differences in a separate file.
4.1 Results
Simulation could be performed at 10 ns for each phase (25 MHz). During phase 1 and 3,
precharging of the match lines took approximately 1 ns. The shifting during phase 3 took
up to 3 ns to complete. Thus the self-timed circuit must be wary of this and not should
not start before either condition is completed to avoid corruption of data or premature
discharge of the match lines. During phase 1 evaluation of the match lines, if all the bits
of the source operands compared the Destination Identifier Cell match except one, then the
corresponding match line will have to discharge through a single transistor. This worst case
took approximately 7 ns. Reading the reorder buffer during phase 2 lasted 3 ns for data bus,
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6 ns for ready and valid bits, and up to 7.5 ns for the tag bus. The tag takes longer to read
because it has additional internal load on it. During phase 3 evaluation of the match tag
lines, if all the bits of the result tag compared to the Tag Cell match except one, then the
corresponding ma
The limiting phase is phase 2. Since no external loads were used during simulation, the
actual read time will take longer than stated. Since the tag bus has internal load, with addi-
tional external load, the worst case discharge time will take longer than 7.5 ns and probably
longer than 10 ns. In addition, since no dead time was used, this will further increase the
effective cycle time. In reality, taking in consideration for self-timed precautions, external
load, and dead time, we can expect our 1.2 micron implementation would operate at 20 MHz.
5 Conclusion
The reorder buffer is an important part of an advanced computer architecture design that
relies on run-time analysis of the concurrency at the instruction-level. This paper described
the design and VLSI implementation of a reorder buffer. The results of this paper could be
used to estimate and evaluate the design of superscalar microprocessors.
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Analog/Digital pH Meter System I.C.
Paul Vincent and Jea Park
Department of Electrical Engineering
California State University
Fullerton, California 92634
Abstract - The project utilizes design automation software tools to design, simu-
late and fabricate a pH meter I.C. system including a successive approximation
type seven-bit analog to digital converter circuits using a 1.25/xm N-Well CMOS
MOSIS process. The input voltage ranges from 0.5V to 1.0V derived from a
special type pH sensor and the output is a three-digit decimal number display
of pH with one decimal point.
1 Introduction
The recent availability of automated integrated circuit design software tools and the dramatic
increases in the hardware tool performances make it feasible to design a VLSI circuits and
systems on a personal computer. Also the unavailability of a commercial, small, inexpensive
digital and single chip-electronic pH measuring system prompted authors to make use of
these tools for creating a pencil-size pH measuring system. Since Tanner tools provided only
digital cell libraries and no extensive analog cell libraries at present, additional libraries cells
were created. Also other integrated circuit design tools were added to complete the system
design on a personal computer.
2 System Operation and Features
A sensor which outputs a linear voltage proportional to pH value drives an analog input to
the device. When a user depresses the "sample" momentary switch (see Figure 3), then the
system displays a pH value between 1.1 and 13.8. The device is powered by a 3 volt battery.
An internal timing is used to start and stop the system clock to conserve battery life. The
device is intended to be used with three seven-segment displays. A seven-bit conversion was
chosen, because the number of increments of tenths (131 stepS). Since solutions with pHs
at the extreme ends of the range are fairly exotic, the range of displays was set at between
1.1 and 13.8. These values are attained by adding a value of 11 to a seven-bit digital repre-
sentation of the linear input analog voltage.
2.1 Successive Approximation
This method was chosen for it's simplicity of implementation (Figure 4). The seven-bit reg-
ister holds an approximation of the input analog voltage. The approximation takes place in
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seven clock cycles, one for each bit.
A seven-bit shift register, one bit for each of the approximation bits, controls the approx-
imation. Approximation takes place one bit at a time, beginning with the most significant
bit (msb). All of the control register bits are set to zero, except the bit that is currently
being sampled. In effect a "1" is shifted through a field of zeros in the control register. The
"1" enables loading of a mux-flipflop for the bit of the approximation register being sampled.
The sampled bit of the register is set to a "1", and the output of the register is fed to an
analog comparator via a D/A converter. If the approximation value is less than the input
value, then that bit of the register is left at a "1." If making the sample bit a "1" causes
the approximation to exceed the value of the input voltage, then that bit is set to a "0."
Sampling begins at the msb and proceeds "SUCCESSIVELY" to the least significant bit
(Isb).
2.2 D/A Conversion
A straight voltage divider resistors requires 2n resistors for n-bits. A capacitor-based (charge
scaling) approach requires capacitors which increase in area exponentially, both of the above
methods were not chosen because of their large chip size [1].
A voltage-scaling R-2-R ladder method (Figure 5) was selected [2] because of it's simplic-
ity and good area utilization. With the R-2-R ladder, 2n resistors are required for an n-bit
conversion. The output voltage accuracy depends on the accuracy of the resistances and the
ratio of the "2R" resistor values to the "R" resistor values. The ratio can be improved in
layout by orientating the "R" and "2R" resistors in the same direction so that processing
variations will track between them, and the effects on their resistance ratio can be minimized.
N-Well (R=2, 4KOhm/Square) is used for the resistors. Resistance Values of 30K ohms
and 60K ohms are used.
2.3 Reference Voltages
The output of the R-2-R ladder is from 0.5 to 1 volt. For this work, the bottom of the
ladder must be referenced at 0.5 volts. The input to the ladder must be referenced to 0.5
volts for a logic "0" and 1.0 volts for a logic "1" (Figure 5). Diodes are used here as voltage
references with a current limiting MOS transistor controlled by an external voltage for this
device. This approach is used, because of the single 3 volt power source and the closeness of
the reference to the threshold voltage for this technology.
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2.4 Analog Comparator
A two-stage comparator (Figure 6) comprising a differential stage and an inverting stage
was selected. The poor gain of the differential stage is augmented by the inverting stage and
problems controlling the trip point of the "current-sink" inverter stage are reduced by the
differential stage [3].
2.5 Digital Decoding and Display Logic
As mentioned previously, the decoding was somewhat simplified over a pure 7-bit-binary-to-
bcd decoder, by adding a decimal value of 11 to the output of the approximation register, and
then converting that binary value to bed. The bed conversion method is that of a standard
74HC185 [4]. The BCD-to-7-segment decoder/drivers are derived from equation generated
using Altera's Maxplus EPLD synthesis tool driven by a tabular ASCII input. Tabular input
implementations of the binary-to-BCD decoding were also made, but proved to be much less
area-efficient than the 74HC185 method. Self test is centered around signature generation
and the output of a "go-no-go" indication. Self testing is initiated by setting an external
test-node signal active. In the self test mode (Figure 7), the analog circuit feedback to the
approximation register is tapped out and driven off-chip. A digital comparator is connected
in its place, with the difference that the test now becomes greater than or equal to, instead of
greater than. An on-chip counter, driven by the clock generator circuit provides exhaustive
inputs to the approximation register. The decoded display outputs are compressed into a
signature register, and a "go-no-go" indicator is set based on hard-wired comparison to the
known good signature.
3 Simulation and Design Tools
This design required an IBM PC with at least 4 Mb of RAM. The design files all fit onto
a 1.44 Mb floppy diskette. OrCAD was used for schematic entry. An OrCAD library was
replaced by that of Tanner Research. This library includes ASCII "macro" files describing
ports on the physical cell designs for the MOSIS library parts in order to tie the library into
the place-and-route tool. Also it has a collection of macros for the logic simulator, GateSim.
OrCAD's annotation utility is used to flatten the design, annotate the cell references
(instance numbers) and generate a flattened OrCAD wirelist. Two passes are made with the
annotator. The first pass, with a switch on, causes edits to the schematic files, changing all
the "reference" designators. Values for multiple instances of a work sheet are accounted for
in the renumbering of references. The second pass, with difference switches on, flatten the
design, elaborates references for the multiply instantiated sheets and generates a flattened
wirelist. Tanner's netlist tool, NetTran, is run next, again in a two-pass process.
The first pass translates the wirelist to a silos format which includes the entire cell li-
brary of MOSIS cell macros. The second pass prunes the unused cell macros form the netlist.
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3.1 Logic Simulation
Simulation was based on cell/primitive. The top-level of the design contained 407 schematic
components (about 1250 two-input gate equivalents). The top-level functional simulation
of all 128 input steps ran in 1 minute to 2 minutes on a 486/PC clone with "limitless"
memory. The simulation comprised a "test-bench", where the digital portion of the chip was
instantiated, which was connected to a counter and a comparator. The digital successive
approximation register outputs were run into the digital comparator, whose output was fed
back to the digital portion of the chip. Therefore, the test patterns for the chip consisted of
a reset pulse for the counter and clear pulse for the chip.
3.2 Static Timing Verification
GateSim includes a static timing verification routine where a delay window must be specified
for the verifier reports on all paths within the window. No delays above 200 ns were found.
Since the target speed is more a function of the very slow R2R ladder, whose response time
is in ms, timing in the digital logic did not give a problem.
3.3 Analog Simulation
Hand designs were done for the analog circuits and manually entered as netlist for P-SPICE.
Based on these approximations, analog cells were laid out. Parametric information from the
layout is then extracted using L-Edit. P-SPICE simulations were based on parametric from
the actual layout.
3.4 Mixed Signal Simulation
A P-SPICE netlist is generated from the combined analog and digital schematics. P-SPICE
digital primitives are used for the digital cells. Extracted parametric from analog cells are
used for the analog devices.
3.5 Auto Place and Route
The Place-and-Route tool run off on a Tanner "tpr" netlist, translated from OrCAD wirelist.
The Place-and-Route is a two step operation. In the first step, the interior core of the chip
is routed using the standard cells from the cell library. In the second step, the pads are
routed. The tool provides annealing algorithm also in order to optimize the chip area. The
core placement and routing took about 2 hours an a 486/PC clone with 32 Mb of RAM.
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3.6 Design Rule Check
DRC is built into the L-Edit. The MOSIS library from which the chip is built from contains
the design rule for the process. This tool is run because the analog and wiring portions are
added.
3.7 Layout vs Schematic Capture
As a verification of layout, LVS was used and compared SPICE files.
3.8 Fault Grading
GateSim contains a fault-grading utility. Fault detection is based on user-provided non-
faulted simulation results.
4 Summary
The I.C. comprises a seven-bit successive approximation register, seven-bit digital-to-analog
converter (R2R) ladder, an analog comparator and digital logic for display decoding and
driving. The successive approximation register is clocked by an on-chip oscillator at a rea-
sonably slow speed.
The chip is intended to be operated at 3 Vdc. The Ph reading is made by depressing a
momentary "sample" button. This causes a reset pulse to the chip, which in turn will start
the on-chip clock oscillator until the next sampling, the chip will shut off its clock oscillator
until the next sampling is initiated by the user.
The I.C. design methodology includes the use of schematic capture, logic simulation,
auto-placement-and-routing and layout-vs-schematic verification. Both the high-level and
low-level simulations were performed. The fault grading and built-in self-test circuitry are
included. Tanner Research's GateSim is used for the logic simulation and OrCAD is used
for schematic capture. Tanner netlister and OrCAD library link the two different tools. The
additional manual creations of the insufficient device library parts to the Tanner's cell library
was added. The P-SPICE program was also merged with other software tools. The layout
verification was performed using Tanners LVS tool.
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• Synopsis/general description of design and methodology
• Circuit description, block diagram, hierarchy partitioning
• Simulation
• Custom design
• Layout, parasitic extraction, back annotation
Figure 1: Outline of Presentation
• 1.25 urn N-Well Cmos
• 7-bit Successive Approximation Register
• D/A Converter
• Analog Comparator
• Input Voltage from Sensor (0.5v to Iv)
• 3V Battery Powered
• Digital Decoding - Display of pH from 1.1 to 13.8
• Built-in Self Test
Figure 2: Design Features
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Figure 3: Block Diagram
approximation := 0;
approximation-temp := 0;
for n in 6 downto 0 loop
approximation-temp := (approximation +2n);
if (approximation-temp < analog-voltage)
then approximation := approximation-temp;
end loop;
Figure 4: Successive Approximation
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Figure 8: CAE Data Generation
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• Analog symbols hand-made for OrCAD (LIBEDIT)
• "macro" definition (Tanner ascii format) for NetTran
• L-Edit cell created to match i/o port definition
• Capacitance information added to macro definition
Figure 10: Gluing the Analog Parts into NetTran/L-Edit
• OrCAD annotation two passes
— 1st pass updates schematic references
— 2nd pass generates annotation file
• OrCAD cleanup graphical rule checking
• OrCAD ere - electrical rule checking
• OrCAD Annotator (run twice ... explain details) - question - is this step superfluous?
• Tanner NetTran (run twice ... 2nd time to prune macros)
Figure 11: Net List Generation
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An 18 Bit 50 kHz ADC for Low Earth Orbit
Donald C. Thelen
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Abstract - A fourth order incremental analog to digital converter (ADC) is pro-
posed which performs 18 bit conversions at a 50 kHz rate on sampled and held
data. A new self calibration scheme is presented which eases the matching re-
quirements of capacitors, and the performance of the operational amplifiers in
the ADC by changing coefficients in the digital postprocessing.
1 Introduction
Dynamic range in charge coupled device (CCD) image sensors is measured by the maximum
number of electrons in a well divided by the minimum number of usable electrons in the
well. This dynamic range can be as high as 18 bits for today's CCD detectors, where each
increment corresponds to two electrons. The analog outputs of the CCD detector must be
converted to digital words before they can be manipulated by a microprocessor, or stored
in memory. With a readout rate of 50,000 pixels per second, CCD sensors are pushing the
limits of analog to digital converter (ADC) performance.
Using voltage division techniques such as R-2R ladders or charge redistribution capacitor
arrays to build an 18 bit ADC would require component matching on the order of 4ppm to get
good linearity. The best matching achievable on a silicon chip without expensive trimming
is about lOOOppm. Sophisticated techniques are clearly needed to fabricate an 18 bit ADC
on a silicon chip, without increasing the complexity of the semiconductor processing.
Satellite applications impose the additional requirement that an ADC perform properly
when exposed to the radiation in space. Proton radiation found in low earth orbits may
cause an ADC chip to latch up or loose data due to single event upsets. Radiation can also
generate noise [1, 2] in analog circuits which must be filtered out, or compensated for. This
paper proposes an architecture for a 18 bit, 50kHz (ADC) for low earth orbit.
2 Architecture
Self calibrating, oversampling, and integrating techniques are effective ways to overcome basic
process limitations to get high resolution. These techniques are reviewed here to determine
which one will most likely meet the speed requirements, and reject noise caused by proton
radiation.
Charge redistribution successive approximation ADC's can achieve 18 bit resolution at
50kHz when self calibration techniques are used to overcome the matching problems of on
chip capacitors [3, 4]. The combination of resolution and speed is achieved by performing one
comparison per bit (for an 18 bit conversion, the comparator must settle 18 times). While
this leads to good conversion speed, there is no inherent rejection of noise in the ADC. A
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noise spike caused by the arrival of an energetic proton could lead to an erroneous value
for one of the more significant bits, which would lead to a large error in the final answer.
The remaining conversion cycles can not change a bit which has been corrupted by noise.
Algorithmic [5], and pipelined [6] ADC's are also one comparison per bit architectures, and
will be plagued by the same noise rejection problem. A redundant ADC [7] could overcome
this problem, but the self calibration routine becomes more complex. The redundancy adds
to the conversion time, while decreasing the importance of each individual comparison in
the final answer.
Integrating ADC's such as dual slope ADC's exhibit excellent linearity and rejection of
noise added to the input signal, and can have very high resolution [8, 9). Noise on the input
is integrated along with the desired signal, so only the average value of the noise, which
is usually zero, corrupts the accuracy. The main disadvantage of integrating ADC's is the
notoriously slow conversion rate. One analog to digital conversion consumes 2" comparison
cycles, so to perform an 18 bit analog to digital conversion at a 50kHz rate would require a
13 GHz comparator clock rate. This fast comparator would be required to compare signals
whose difference is only about 2QpV. This is clearly beyond the capability of inexpensive
integrated circuit technologies.
The most popular oversampled data conversion technique in use today is the delta sigma
ADC [10]. Delta sigma ADC's convert an analog input into a pulse density modulated signal
at a frequency well above the Nyquist rate, then smooth the modulated signal with a digital
low pass filter. The pulse density modulated signal is viewed as the original signal plus
quantization noise. The digital filter gets rid of the quantization noise, and any other noise
on the input which is outside the bandwidth of the ADC. Delta sigma ADC's work well on
continuous signals such as voice or music, but are not intended for multiplexed sampled and
held data [11]. A charge coupled device (CCD) image detector is one example where an
ADC is multiplexed between a large number of pixels.
The incremental ADC [11, 12] is also an oversampled ADC, but it is intended for sampled
and held data, which makes it better suited for multiplexed inputs. Like the delta sigma
ADC, the incremental ADC also uses a large number of input samples to get high resolution,
but the signal processing is done on a sample by sample basis instead of on a continuous
data stream. Noise on the input is averaged, and noise which causes a bad comparison can
be corrected by later cycles. A fourth order incremental ADC with an internal sample rate
of 4.25 MHz, and an external data rate of 50 kHz was chosen for its high accuracy, moderate
speed, and rejection of noise.
3 First Order Incremental ADC
The incremental ADC is really a switched capacitor version of the charge balance ADC [13,
14]. The operation of a first order and second order incremental ADC are described in
detail in [11, 12]. The operation of the first order incremental ADC, shown in Figure 1 is
summarized here. The timing of the switch control signals, shown in Figure 2, is slightly
different than that used in [11, 12] to help speed up the conversion rate. The ADC starts
in the reset mode, where the integrating capacitor C2 is discharged, and the digital counter
on the output of the comparator is set to zero. The phase 1 switches are then closed,
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and Vin is sampled on Cl. The phase 1 switches open, then the phase 2 and phase 4
switches close, transferring the charge — VinCl to the Cl. The output of the integrator
is now VJnt = VmClfCI. Next the phase 2 switch opens, and the comparator is strobed.
If V^ > 0, then the output of the comparator is a logic 0, and +Vref is applied to the
input of the phase 3 switch. The phase 3 switch then closes (the phase 4 switch is also
still closed) which transfers either +VrefCl or — VrefCl on (72, depending on the output of
the comparator. If Vin > 0, the new integrator output is Vint = (Vin — Vref)Cl/C2, while
if Vin < 0, Vint = (Vin + Vrej)Cl/C2. A gated counter increments if the output of the
comparator is a zero. This cycle repeats n times with the same input voltage, until the
output of the integrator is given by equation 1 [12].
,-) (1)
t=i
where a is the integrator gain ((71/(72), and a,- are the individual comparator outputs which
have the values +1, or — 1. Solving for the ratio of the input voltage to the reference voltage
yields:
Vin Vint .
We can interpret equation 2 to be the average of the comparator outputs, plus a residue.
Setting a = | allows Vinmax = Vrej = V3W where V^u is the maximum signal swing allowed
by the opamp. With a = |, the maximum possible value of Vint is Ke//2, so the maximum
residue is 1/n. Therefore, to get n bits of resolution, 2n integration/comparison cycles are
required, which means this technique is as slow as an integrating ADC.
Noise added to the input will be integrated along with the signal, so like the integrating
ADC, only the average value of the noise will affect the ADC output. Unlike the integrating
ADC, noise at the input of the comparator will not significantly affect the incremental ADC
accuracy. If a noise spike causes the comparator in an incremental ADC to output an
erroneous value, both the integrator (through the feedback path) and the digital counter
will record this bad value. The output of the integrator is now very large, so on the next
cycle, the comparator will output a value which compensates for the previous error.
4 Fourth Order Incremental ADC
A higher order integration of the input signal and feedback data can be achieved by cascading
the first order modulators as shown in Figure 3 [11].
After n cycles, the voltage on the output of the fourth integrator is:
K-n(n-3)(n-2)(n-l)n
n-2 / -w • -i \ n-1
-Vref £ bi(n l}(n * *') - Vref £a(n - i)) - Vref £di) (3)
t=2 Z t=3 t=4
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Figure 3: Cascade of First Order Modulators
The indices on the summations in equation 3 are skewed because there is a delay of one clock
period in each of the integrators. The gain of the mth integrator is am, a; are the outputs
of the first comparator, &,- the outputs of the second comparator, and so on. This equation
can be solved for Vin/Vre/:
Vir, 24
V,re} (n-3)(n-2)(n-l)n~v "
24K,int
n — 3)(n - 2)(n — (4)
The last term of equation 4 can again be considered to be a residue, which is not accounted
for by the digital outputs, the smaller the residue, the higher the resolution. The decrease
of the residue as n increases is now on the order of n~4, which explains why the fourth order
ADC is so much faster than the first order ADC. The decoder however, is more complex for
the fourth order modulator than for the first order circuit. The outputs of the comparators
now must be multiplied by a polynomial /(i), where i increments with each clock cycle. We
can interpret this to mean that the first digital outputs are to be weighted more heavily in
the answer than the later ones. We can also see that the outputs of the first modulator are
weighted more heavily than the outputs of the later modulators. If we have noise in the
system, errors at the first part of the conversion cycle will affect the accuracy more than
errors in the later part of the conversion cycle. Errors which are caused by single event
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upsets of the data stored from the outputs of the comparators, and errors in the charge in
the integrating capacitors can not be corrected.
5 Digital Processing and Self Calibration
The fourth order incremental ADC offers good trade offs between speed, accuracy, and noise
rejection, but unfortunately gain errors in the integrators will cause nonlinearities in the
ADC transfer function. The gain errors are caused by capacitor mismatch, and finite gain
and bandwidth of the opamps. There are circuit techniques which correct the nonideal
behavior of opamps and capacitor arrays, but in this case, the integrator gains do not need
to be any particular value for the ADC to function properly, as long as the output processor
knows exactly what the gain of each integrator is. It is usually preferable to increase the
complexity of digital circuitry instead of analog circuitry, so I have chosen to calibrate this
ADC by changing coefficients in the digital decoding logic to match the analog gain, instead
of trying to set the gain of the analog integrators to exactly |. The digital decoding logic is
shown in Figure 4.
In Fourth
Order
Modu-
lator
Polynomial
Circuit
Calibration
Registers
Figure 4: Decode and Calibration Logic
The z~x blocks are delay lines which resynchronize the time shifted comparator outputs
in equation 4. The polynomial circuit generates the terms (n — i -f 3)(n — t + 2)(n — i + 1),
(n — i + 2)(n — i -f 1), and (n — i + 1) where t is incremented each clock cycle. The finite
differences technique is used to generate these terms, so no multiplications are necessary,
which greatly simplifies the hardware. The multipliers of the delayed comparator data are
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simply AND gates since the comparator outputs are only one bit wide. The accumulate and
dump circuitry is reset when the integrators are reset and a new input sample is acquired.
The sample rate of the signals coming into the accumulate and dump circuits is n x freset
where fre3et is the input and output data rate of the overall ADC, and n is the number of
comparison/integration cycles per input sample. The calibration registers store the exact
values of integrator gains (am). The calibration registers are set during a self calibration
routine, where inputs are applied which switch from — Vref to +Vref or from — Vrej to +Vref
part way through the conversion. These inputs precisely emulate input voltages without
actually generating calibration voltages which must be accurate to 18 or more bits. An
optimization routine then searches for the gains which make the combined errors of all the
inputs a minimum, and stores these values in the calibration registers. Self calibration should
be performed periodically to compensate for gain temperature coefficients, and component
drift. The area of the self calibration circuitry can be made small by multiplexing the
multipliers, since the circuitry after the accumulate and dump circuits runs at 50kHz.
6 Modulator Circuit
The modulator circuit in Figure 1 will be fabricated as a fully differential circuit to improve
power supply rejection, cancel odd order capacitor nonlinearities, and increase signal to noise
ratios. The phase 4 switch is turned off after the phase 3 switch to make the charge injection
independent of which reference voltage is selected. The charge injection is then a common
mode voltage which is rejected by the differential opamp [15]. Likewise, the phase 1 switch
connected to ground is turned off before the phase 1 switch to V{n. Class A-B opamps [16],
shown in Figure 5, are used to avoid nonlinear settling caused by slew rate limiting, and to
reduce power consumption. The common mode feedback circuit for the opamp, Figure 6,
provides continuous feedback through capacitors which are periodically zeroed to compensate
for leakage.
The comparator, Figure 7, relies on positive feedback [18] to make a quick decision. The
differential pair and input current mirrors isolate the integrator outputs from the switching
noise in the later stages of the comparator. All circuits were simulated on Hspice [17], using
the optimizer to help fine tune the transistor sizes.
7 Results
The number of integration/comparison cycles was chosen to be 85, which makes the sample
rate 4.25MHz when the data rate is 50kHz. Simulations show that the fourth order incremen-
tal ADC is able to reject noise on it's input of 200/i%ms, and noise at the comparator input
of 2QmVTma. A test chip will be fabricated to evaluate the feasibility of the self calibration
scheme, as well as ADC performance in proton radiation. Test chip layout is in progress.
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8 Future Work
A three level quantizer [19] can be used instead of the present two level quantizer to raise
the resolution, or lower the sample rate. This change should not result in a loss of linearity
for a differential circuit realization. MASH type Delta Sigma ADC's [10] are also sensitive
to gain matching between integrators. This self calibration scheme could be1 extended to
MASH Delta Sigma ADC's.
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Abstract - This paper presents a few techniques for the decomposition of Syn-
chronous State Machines of medium to large sizes into smaller component ma-
chines. The methods are based on the nature of the transitions and sequences of
states in the machine, and on the number and variety of inputs to the machine.
The results of the decomposition, and of using the Sequence Invariant State Ma-
chine (SISM) Design Technique for generating the component machines, include
great ease and quickness in the design and implementation processes. Further-
more, there is increased flexibility in making modifications to the original design,
leading to negligible re-design time.
1 Introduction
Most digital Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuits currently designed contain con-
trollers which co-ordinate and control activities occuring inside and outside the chip. Usu-
ally, such controllers are comprised, partly or wholly, of synchronous sequential machines.
Often, depending on the nature and complexity of the control action required, these sequen-
tial machines are of medium to large sizes (requiring five or more state variables). While
it is always possible to design these machines as single units using random logic, this im-
plementation presents the designer with a narrow choice of options, since a large number of
state variables results in difficult-to-derive and unwieldy design equations. Also, the layout
process for these single, large machines becomes complicated and even minor changes in the
original flow Table may result in a complete re-design. In addition, large machines tend to
be slower and not very amenable to fault diagonostics or to trouble-shooting.
Hence there is a need to decompose such large machines into smaller, more manageable
component machines, which offer greater flexibility to the designer. This paper presents
a few such decomposition techniques, resulting in faster and better designs. Furthermore,
the Sequence Invariant State Machine (SISM) Design Technique [1] is used to generate the
component machines, which enhances the ease of the design process, by not requiring the
use of complicated design equations and K-Maps. The final and greatest advantage is that
the layout is automated.
2 Notations and Definitions
Definition 1: An active state machine is one in which some outputs are valid and which is
exercising control over the chip in part or whole.
3.1.2
Definition 2: An inactive state machine is one in which no output is valid.
Definition 3: A ready protocol between two state machines signifies that the machine which
originates the ready signal is becoming inactive and is handing over control to the machine
which receives the signal.
Definition 4'- A start-up state is a state in which a machine waits until it receives a ready
signal from another machine, indicating it is to become active and to go into its next valid
state. In the example of Figure 1, states A, X' and X" are start-up states.
Definition 5: An idle state or wait state is one in which a machine raises a ready signal to
another machine to become active, and perhaps waits in this state as long as the machine is
inactive: it., until it receives a ready signal in its turn. In Figure 1, states F, X' and X" are
wait states. A single state can function both as a start-up and as a wait state.
Definition 6: State splitting is the replication of a state from the original machine, into
corresponding states in component machines. These states serve exactly the same function
as the original state with the same outputs. States G' and G" in Figure 1, are split states of
the original state G. State splitting is used to limit the interaction and to avoid unnecessary
transfer of control between machines.
3 Decomposition and SISMs
Most of the state machines encountered during design, have their own individual peculiarities
and constraints, and a formal, all-encompassing procedure for their design or decomposition
is difficult. There would be several possible ways of achieving the results, and depending
on the criteria, more than one optimal solution would be found. These criteria for finding
the 'best' solution usually include speed and area considerations, cost, quickness and ease of
implementation and testing, among others. The designer might choose one or more of these,
in various orders of priority.
Some decomposition techniques are presented in the following sections, bearing in mind
the implementation of the component machines using the SISM Design Technique [1]. There
are several advantages to be gained, using this method:
• The structure and design of all the sub-state-machines are the same, provided, they
all have equal number of state variables.
• The design of the SISMs is simple and easy, not involving the use of K-Maps or design
equations.
• The layout process for these machines is uncomplicated and is automated, leading to
very quick results[2). Also, since the basic structure of the SISM is very regular, the
layout is very dense and the area savings are considerable.
• The simulations for the circuits using SISMs are also easy and quick. Any changes to
be incorporated are easily done with negligible re-design time.
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Machine 1
Machine 2
Machine 3
Figure 1; Example of Decomposed State Machine
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Figure 2: General Block Diagram of SISM
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Table 1: General eight-state three-input flow table
3.1 The operation of SISMs
The driving idea behind the SISM architecture is to build a state machine given only the
dimensions (number of inputs i and number of states s) of the flow Table. The state machine
thus created must be capable of performing the operations of any sequence of states that are
described in the i by s flow Table, to achieve sequence invariance.
An SISM has the basic block structure as shown in Figure 2. The destination state codes
are a representation of the flow Table to be implemented. The input switch matrix selects a
single column of the flow Table and passes the next state information for the entire selected
column to the next state logic decoder. This next state decoder selects one from the column
of states presented to it, as the next state, depending on the present state. The hardware for
the SISM depends only on the dimensions of the flow Table to be implemented. The only
difference between state machines built for flow tabes with different sequences of states, but
with the same dimensions, is in the programming of the destination state codes.
The operation of an SISM can be illustrated with the following example. Let Table 1
represent a general flow Table for a 3 state variable, 3 input state machine, /j, 72 and I3
are the inputs, So—SV are the present states and Nij are the next states. The set of #,-_,• also
comprises of the destination codes. Let the state assignment be Sb =000, 5"i=001, 57=111.
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The next state logic is a general BTS circuit [3,4] with each path decoding a state. The
input switch matrix passes the destination codes to the next state logic, as shown in Figure 3.
The circuit works as follows: For an active input, /,-, all next state codes in the ith column of
the input matrix are passed to the inputs of the next state logic. The present state variables,
ys, select only one code among them and pass it on to the flip-flops. For example, if the
machine is in state Si and input 72 is asserted, then JVi2 would be passed to the inputs of
the flip-flops. The current input selects the set of potential next states that the circuit can
assume (selects the input column) and the present state variables select the exact next state
(row in the flow Table) that the circuit will assume on the next clock pulse.
4 Decomposition Techniques
This section describes some methods of decomposing large state machines and at the same
time, indicates the feasibility of each method for varying situations, with illustrations.
4.1 Functional and Hierarchical Decomposition
As is most often the case, the designer of a digital controller is provided with a word statement
of the specifications and the sequence of operations that the controller should conform to,
rather than a state diagram or a flow Table. In such cases, a popular method is to decompose
the controller into functional blocks, with each block representing an operation in the main
sequence of events. In other words, a functional block diagram is generated. Each functional
block is progressively decomposed into smaller, more specific operations, culminating in state
machines with sets of states, defining macro operations. The requisite flow Tables, design
equations and outputs are generated for these machines and are then hierarchically combined
to produce the final controller.
4.2 Decomposition using 'bottleneck' states
Many state diagrams reveal on inspection natural 'bottleneck' states which connect groups
of states. In the example shown in Figure 1, state F is such a state. The state machine can
be decomposed around such states, making the groups of states into sub-machines, with the
bottleneck state included in any one of them.
This method of decomposition is convienient and economical in that, it saves the gener-
ation of additional dummy states to help decomposition, or the resortion to state-splitting
for the same purpose. The only criterion to be observed here is that the number of states in
the groups connected by the bottleneck should be roughly the same, so that, when formed
into sub-machines, they all need the same number of state variables. This method has been
used in fragmenting the state machine in Figure 1, where there are 3 groups of states around
state F, with each group having 6 states, needing 3 state variables each.
3.1.6
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Figure 3: General 8 state 3 input next state equation circuit
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Table 2: Example flow table showing types of inputs
4.3 Decomposition using groups of inputs and states
The inputs to a state machine can be classified under three general categories: 1) those
inputs under which all the states make transitions to other states in the machine; 2) those
under which states of a group transition amongst themselves, and 3) inputs under which a
single state transitions to other states. In Table 2, I\ and /2 belong to the first category, /a
and 74 to the second and /s and 7$ to the third.
Fragmentation of a large machine can be done, depending on the nature of inputs pre-
sented to it. An examination of the flow Table reveals which of the three classes of inputs
discussed above are predominant, and decomposition can be done accordingly. The cen-
tral idea here is to seek for disjoint groups of inputs, under which groups of states transition
amongst themselves, and in addition, there should be little or no overlap between the groups;
it., isolated groups of inputs with corresponding isolated groups of states should be identified.
These can be formed into sub-machines.
It is clear that, if a large machine comprises of inputs which are used by all the states
in the machine to make transitions, or if there is an even mix of the three types of inputs
discussed above, as in Table 2, then breaking up of that machine is not viable, or at the
most, minimal. This is because decomposing that machine would necessitate a duplication
of either the inputs or the states or both in all the component machines leading to larger chip
area and reduced speed. On the other hand, if a machine has inputs exclusively of the third
class (under which single states transition to other states), then a maximal decomposition
of the machine is possible. In other words, the machine can be fragmented into one bit state
machines, each containing a state of the original machine, with corresponding inputs under
which the state transitions to other states (in this case, to other one bit machines). This
method is also called as one hot coding[5] and is quite popular in applications where the size
of the machine is not very large, since it requires the use of one flip-flop for every state of the
machine, and thus the area occupied is more. The main advantage here is ease and quickness
in design, with little or no design equations, and can be used for standard cell designs. Also,
in one bit machines, since there is only one state variable, the series and feedback delays are
minimal and the speed of operation is enhanced.
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5 Implementation using SISMs
In order to implement the sub-machines using SISMs, a few general guidelines have to
be followed, during the decomposition: All the machines should have an equal number of
state variables and a common maximum of the number of inputs, to take advantage of the
repetitive and automated design and layout processes for SISMs. If any machine has fewer
states or inputs than those of other machines, dummy states and inputs can be introduced in
that particular machine, to preserve regularity. Every component machine must have a start-
up/wait state, to facilitate the ready protocol and the handover of control between machines.
Also, such states should have no valid outputs that are used in the normal activities of the
controller t'e., the machine should be inactive, while it is in the start-up or wait state. If a
machine does not have such states naturally, an additional state performing their functions
should be introduced. An added constraint is that a machine can have only one wait state,
though it can have more than one start-up state. Usually the start-up states of all machines
are coded 000 or 111 to help reset the machines with a common reset signal, provided to the
flip-flops.
Finally, it is a good practice to keep all states from the original machine, that transition
among themselves, in a single sub-machine, rather than distribute them over a few machines.
This saves unnecessary interaction and handing over of control between them, resulting in
hardware savings and speed enhancement. If this is not feasible under certain circumstances
(for example, when there is a single transition from a state in one group, to a state in
another, both being separated by many states), then, state splitting can be used to limit the
interaction.
An example to illustrate the techniques described so far, is shown in Figure 1. The original
machine with 14 states and 6 outputs has been broken up around the natural bottleneck
state F, into 3 sub-machines MI, MI and M$. All the machines have 6 states each and can
be coded with 3 state variables. States A and F are the natural start-up and idle states for
machine M\. State X' is the combined start-up and idle state for A/2, while X" serves the
same purpose for MS. States X' and X" have been deliberately added to facilitate the ready
protocol. State G of the original machine, common to group HIJK and to group LMNO, has
been split into states G' and G", to eliminate any interaction between MI and MS. It can
also be observed that there are no common inputs among all the three machines and that
there is a maximum of 3 inputs to any state.
In the normal sequence of events, at power-up, a common reset signal is applied, which
leaves all the machines in their start-up states, namely, A, X' and X". Machine M\ is
activated first and proceeds through its sequence of states. On reaching state F, it waits
there, and depending on the occurance of 1$ or /i2, either state G' or G" will be entered,
and the corresponding machine activated. The return of control to M\ is achieved when M2
sinks back to state X' or when MS returns to state X", at which time, M\ moves from state
F to either of states A or B, depending on where the ready signal originated. (The ready
signal is just the transition between states; for example, state J going to state X', on receipt
of /n, will be a ready signal for machine M\ to go from state F to state A.)
The generation of the hardware for the machines begins with the construction of the flow
Tables for the individual machines. As an example, the Table for machine MI is shown in
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Figure 4: Next state equation circuit for YU of Table 3
Table 3. Next the circuits for the machines are generated using the SISM procedure. This
is illustrated in Figure 4, for one of the next state variables, Yii, of the flow Table shown
in Table 3. In Figure 4, the complementary signals of all inputs (IiN I5N) have been
used to prevent the input to the flip-flop from going into a high- impedance state, when the
inputs are not active. For example, if the machine is in state B and /2 has not occured for a
clock cycle, and if the complementary signal, I^N were not present as an additional input,
then, the flip-flop would be presented with a high impedance at its input, thereby making its
output unpredicTable on the next clock edge. However, if it can be assured externally that
the input always occurs within the clock cycle, the complementary signal can be dispensed
with. The output forming logic is generated as usual, using the present state codes of the
states for their corresponding outputs.
6 Conclusions
The paper discussed the need for the decomposition of large state machines and a few tech-
niques for achieving the same. The use of SISMs for implementing the component machines
and the general requirements for doing so, were examined in detail. The methodology pro-
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Table 3: Flow Table for the component machine MI
vided in the paper gives a simple and easy way of implementing the decomposition of large
state machines. The process is also flexible, quick and automated, leading to reduced time
and cost of design.
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Abstract - A new scheduling algorithm is proposed which uses a combination of
resource utilization chart, a heuristic algorithm to estimate the minimum number
of hardware units based on operator mobilities and list-scheduling technique to
achieve fast and near optimal schedules. The schedule time of this algorithm
is almost independent of the length of mobilities of operators as can be seen
from the benchmark example (fifth order digital elliptical wave filter) presented
when the cycle time was increased from 17 to 18 and then to 21 cycles. It is
implemented in C on a SUN3/60 workstation.
1 Introduction
High level synthesis of digital system involves mapping of an abstract behavioral or al-
gorithmic level specification to a register-transfer-level structure while satisfying a set of
constraints. The system will normally output a datapath structure which implements the
specification together with a controller unit. The major tasks involved are i) extraction
of timing and data precedence relationship from the input ii) scheduling of operators into
timesteps iii) allocation of hardware resources like functional units, storage devices and in-
terconnects and iv) creation of the control unit[l]. Among these tasks, operator scheduling
in (ii) has been acknowledged to be one of the most crucial step[2]. Decisions made in
this step will have direct consequence on the performance and cost of the design in VLSI
implementation.
We consider in this paper the problem of scheduling under time constraint, i.e., finding
the cheapest schedule without exceeding the given number of time steps. A heuristic based
algorithm is proposed which tracks hardware usage, estimates the minimum number of hard-
ware units required based on operator mobilities and uses list-scheduling technique to place
operators to timeslots while minimizing the number of hardware functional units, lifetimes of
variables and additional multiplexer costs. Our proposed algorithm is able to place operators
into timeslots in almost linear time when their mobilities were increased as can be seen in
the benchmark example presented. In this paper we consider the scheduling algorithm which
minimizes the total number of hardware functional units only. The proposed algorithm in
its fullest implementation includes storage device and multiplexer costs considerations. This
is not discussed here due to space limitation but can be found in [3].
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes briefly previous related works. The
scheduling problem is formulated in Section 3. Section 4 describes our Nanyang Technological
University Scheduling System (NTUSS) followed by a brief description of the basic scheduling
3.2.2
algorithm in Section 5. Section 6 gives results for a benchmark example and finally Section
7 concludes this paper.
2 Previous Works
A. C. Parker et al. introduced the notion of freedom-based scheduling in MAHA[4]. Oper-
ators with the smallest degree of freedom (bounded by ASAP and ALAP times) are given
the highest priority when considered for scheduling. In Force-Directed Scheduling[5], P. G.
Paulin and J. P. Knight use 'force' to determine the suitability of an operator to a timestep.
The 'force' value favors a balanced distribution of operators over all the control steps. On
the other hand, the suitability of placing an operator to a control step is determined by a
selection function in the system described in [6] by Park In-Cheol and Kyung Chong-Min.
Similarly, their selection function is based on balancing the distribution of operators in each
control step. Hwang C. T. et al.[7] use integer linear programming model to find the optimal
operator-timeslot combination while minimizing a cost function which includes hardware
costs. In most of these systems the time taken to schedule increases tremendously with
increasing length of mobilities of operators.
3 Problem Formulation
For a given Acyclic Directed Dataflow graph, Critical Path analysis is used to determine
the possible timesteps an operator can occupy based on their given processing times and
data precedence relation. The longest path from the input to the output represents the
critical path and the latest time the last operator can start will place an upper bound on
the maximum timesteps the dataflow graph takes to produce its outputs. Every operator
will have to be restricted to within their ASAP and ALAP times if the last operator in
the dataflow graph were to start its operation within the upper bound. Operators having
their ASAP times equal to their ALAP times are in the critical path and are scheduled to
their respective ASAP times. We use a combination of resource utilization chart, heuristic
algorithm to estimate the minimum number of hardware units required and list-scheduling
technique[8] to place the rest of the operators to one of the timepoints within their ASAP
and ALAP times such that :
(i) data precedence relationship as defined in the input dataflow graph is not violated.
(ii) the number of hardware functional units, lifetimes of variables and additional multi-
plexer costs are minimized.
We assume that only single function modules, for example an add operator is processed by
a hardware unit which implements an add function only, are used. Under this circumstance,
if we can minimize the number of hardware functional units required to implement each
type of operator then we can eventually minimize the total number of hardware units to
implement the whole dataflow graph. Consequently, if we can assign all operators to all
the available hardware units without logical, timing and resource conflicts[9], then we have
found the cheapest feasible schedule.
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4 Overview of NTUSS
In this paper we consider time-constrained scheduling with respect to minimizing the hard-
ware costs only. Other considerations such as minimizing lifetimes of variables and minimiz-
ing multiplexer costs are not presented here. In our model, basically the problem of assigning
off-critical path operators to any one of the timepoints within their ASAP and ALAP has
been translated to :
'Squeezing' these operators into their respective resource utilization charts occupying the
least height as possible without violating timing and data precedence constraints. We ob-
tain the minimum height through a heuristic based algorithm which estimates the minimum
number of hardware units required based on their mobilities (ALAP-ASAP times). It is not
known to the author if it is possible to determine the absolute minimum number of hardware
units based on their mobilities.
4.1 Resource Utilization Chart
Functional Units
FU2
FU1
F
A
G
B
H
C
I
D
J
E timeslots
Figure 1: Resource Utilization Chart
A resource utilization chart which is equivalent to a Gantt Chart[10] shows in detail
the usage of hardware functional units. Figure 1 shows such a chart. The vertical axis
represents the type of hardware functional unit which process the operators that are placed
in the chart. All hardware along this axis, for example FUl and FU2 are identical. The
height of the chart represents the total number of hardware units of this type required in the
final implementation. The horizontal axis represents physical time which is also the schedule
time. A timeslot occupied by an operator in this chart represents the starting time (schedule
time) and the duration in which the operator in question is assigned to the stated hardware
functional unit on the y-axis. Hence by filling operators in the chart, the algorithm does
simultaneous scheduling and allocation. Each type of operator in the dataflow graph has its
own resource utilization chart.
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4.2 Algorithm to Determine the Minimum Number of Hardware
Units
The minimum number of hardware units required to process a particular type of operators
within their ASAP and ALAP times (mobility) is strongly dependent on their number and
concentration along the timepoints. All critical path operators should also be taken into
consideration. To estimate the minimum number, we concentrate our efforts on the timeslot
which has the highest overlap of mobilities including that of critical path operators. We
assume equal probability distribution of operators similar to the one adopted by Force-
Directed Scheduling[5]. For example an operator with ASAP=0 and ALAP=2 will contribute
a value of | (distribution density value) to each timeslot from 0 to 2. Critical path operators
contribute a value of '!' to their respective timeslots. The timeslot with the greatest sum
value (highest distribution density) is chosen. As shown in Figure 2, the sum may contain
an integer portion and a fractional portion.
Distribution Density Value
4/3
3/3
2/3
1/3
Al
fractional portion
A3
A2
.integer portion
1
timeslots
Figure 2: Distribution Density Chart
The highest distribution density value in this figure is 1|(1+|). It can be said that l|
,i.e., 2 machines can safely process all the operators whose distribution density values are
shown in Figure 2. But we can provide a better estimate by the following method.
Using the integer portion as a reference, conceptually areas Al and A2 represents the
'idle' time of the machine when it is operated from timeslot 1 to 3. Area A3 on the other
hand, represents the amount of 'excess' work that one (reference) machine is incapable of
handling at timeslot 2. If area A3 can be 'moved' to fill into areas Al and A2 without any
'excess', then there is no need to employ an extra machine. This is the criteria used to
determine whether the integer portion of the highest distribution density alone is sufficient
to be taken as the minimum number or an extra '!' is required. The lower and upper limit
of the x-axis of Figure 2 is obtained from step 3 and step 4 respectively in Figure 3. The
algorithm to estimate the minimum number of hardware functional units for one type of
operator is given in Figure 3.
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1. Calculate Distribution Density value for each timeslot in the resource utilization chart.
2. Get timeslot with the highest distribution density value.
3. Get minimum ASAP time among all operators whose mobilities coincide with the
timeslot obtained in step 2 (=mintime).
4. Get maximum ALAP time among all operators whose mobilities coincide with the
timeslot obtained in step 2 (=maxtime).
5. maxvalue= greatest integer < highest distribution density value.
sum= 0;
for ( i= mintime; i < maxtime; i+-f )
{
for ( all operators whose mobilities lie within mintime and maxtime)
/* this also includes operators in the critical path */
{
calculate sum(i)= distribution density value for timeslot(i) - maxvalue;
sum= sum + sum(i);
}
}
if ( sum > 1 )
minimum number of hardware units required= maxvalue + 1;
else
minimum number of hardware units required= maxvalue;
Figure 3: Algorithm to calculate the minimum number of hardware units.
The concepts presented so far can be integrated into a scheduling system whose algorithm
is described in Figure 4.
1. Read in the records.
2. Create successor and predecessor list for each operator in the list.
3. Determine the maximum ALAP among operators in each group.
4. Calculate the minimum number of hardware units required for each group.
5. Create resource utilization chart for each group.
6. 'Enter' operators that are in the critical path into their respective resource utilization
chart.
7. Sort the rest of the operators in order of decreasing processing times. If adjacent
operators in the sorted list have equal processing times, then they are sorted again in
order of ascending ALAP times.
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8. Select the top (of the sorted list) operator's resource utilization chart.
9. Get the earliest available timeslot from the selected chart.
10. Go back to the sorted list and find the first operator which can legally be placed in the
chosen timeslot. Steps 9 and 10 are repeated until an assignment is found.
11. Update mobilities of its predecessors and successors. Also mobilities of its predecessor's
predecessors and successor's successors.
12. Update the resource utilization chart of those operators that has fallen into the critical
path.
13. Go back to step 7 if there are some more unscheduled operators.
Figure 4 : The basic scheduling algorithm
5 Description of the Basic Algorithm
The basic technique used to 'fill' up the resource utilization chart is similar to the list-
scheduling[8]. In list-scheduling used in Deterministic Scheduling Theory, tasks are ordered
into a list based on some priority. When the processor becomes available, this list is scanned
and the first unexecuted task which can be processed by this processor is then scheduled
at that time and allocated to that processor. In our system, the list comprises of all the
non-critical path operators. They are sorted in order of decreasing processing times. If
adjacent operators in the list have equal processing times, they are then sorted in order
of increasing ALAP times. The resource utilization chart of the top operator's type (in the
main list) is chosen. The earliest available timeslot is selected (which means the earliest time
the machine is free) and the main list of unscheduled operators is scanned for an operator
that can be scheduled in that timeslot. If found, the operator is assigned to that timeslot and
its predecessor's and successor's mobilities are adjusted to preserve data precedence relation.
If not found, then the resource utilization chart is referred to again and the next earliest
available timeslot is chosen. The main list is scanned again for a suitable operator. This
process is repeated until a selection is made.
The resource utilization chart has to be 'filled' carefully in order to optimize hardware
usage. For example in Figure 1, if only two hardware units are required, the sequence A,
F, B, G, C, H, D, I, E and J (double-layered selection method) is found to be suitable for
single-cycle operators. For two-cycle operators, the most suitable sequence is A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I and J (single-layered selection method). Since there could be more than one
resource utilization chart to fill and only one chart is updated at any one time, there is a need
for co-ordination among them. This is taken care of by ordering all the unassigned operators
in the entire dataflow graph into one main list. The next resource utilization chart to be
updated is chosen from this list. In this sense it is global in nature. Only when the chart
has been chosen then only will the operators within the group of similar type be considered.
Scheduling is complete when all the unassigned operators are 'entered' into their respective
resource utilization charts.
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The approximate worst case time complexity of the algorithm can be shown to be in the
order of 4n3 + 2n2 — 2n where n is the total number of operators in the dataflow graph[3].
6 Experimental Results
Table 1 shows results of the benchmark example of fifth-order digital elliptical wave filter
from Kung et al.[ll]. In this example, 17 is the least cycle time that can be obtained from
Critical Path Analysis at the expense of 3 adders and 3 multipliers. ALPS is able to obtain
optimal results from their Linear Programming model. In order to reduce the hardware
costs, cycle time is relaxed to 18 and then 21 cycles. NTUSS shows the least increase in the
scheduling time taken.
SYSTEM
FDS[5] Xerox 1108 Lisp Machine
ALPS [7] Vax- 11/8800
[6] SUN4/280
NTUSS SUN3/60
CYCLES
17
18
19
21
17
18
21
17
18
21
17
18
21
(+)
3
3
2
2
3
2
2
3
2
2
3
2
2
(*)
3
2
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
TIME
1 min
3 min
7 min
13 min
0.26 sees
3.1 sees
34.5 sees
0.067 sees
0.101 sec
0.783 sec
1.25 sees
1.30 sees
1.42 sees
% CHANGE IN TIME
100%
300%
700%
1300 %
100%
1192 %
13269 %
100%
150 %
1169 %
100%
104 %
114%
Table 1: Fifth Order Digital Elliptical Wave Filter[ll]
7 Conclusions
A heuristic based scheduling algorithm is presented. Our algorithm differs from others. For
example in MAHA[4], an operator is chosen based on its degree of freedom and then only a
timeslot is chosen for this operator based on some other criteria. Our algorithm on the other
hand, chooses a timeslot (which minimizes the idle time of the machine) first and then picks
the most suitable operator from a sorted list. Some other heuristics like Force -Directed
Scheduling[5] and the one described in [6], the most suitable (operator,c-step) pair is chosen
based on some figure of merit. The decision making process is based on selecting the best
figure among a group of computed values. Our algorithm minimizes numerical computation
by making decisions based on direct usage of hardware resources in the resource utilization
chart and storage device/multiplexer cost considerations (although storage device/ multi-
plexer costs considerations are described here). Using the scheme just described, NTUSS is
capable of scheduling operators in almost linear time when their mobilities are increased.
3.2.8
There are also some limitations of the algorithm. For example it can handle static
scheduling problems only. Currently, we are also not able to handle loops and allocation to
pipelined datapaths. For the example presented we were able to obtain optimal results but
like all heuristics, the same cannot be guaranteed for all cases.
We are able to incorporate storage device and multiplexer costs considerations into
the model presented. Other real-world extensions like operator-chaining, multi-cycle and
mutually-exclusive operations can also be handled.
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Abstract - An architecture to evaluate a 24-bit floating-point sum or difference of
products using modified sequential carry-save multipliers with extensive pipelin-
ing is described. The basic building block of the architecture is a carry-save
multiplier with built-in mantissa alignment for the summation during the mul-
tiplication cycles. A carry-save adder, capable of mantissa alignment, correctly
positions products with the current carry-save sum. Carry propagation in in-
dividual multipliers is avoided and is only required once to produce the final
result.
1 Introduction
In evaluating sum of products, the mantissas of the current sum-of-products and the newly
examined product are compared. The mantissa of the one with the smaller exponent is
aligned first and then added to the mantissa of the other one. One alternative is to use fast
shifting units for mantissa alignment. However the cost of such units is prohibitive and may
well slow down the overall speed of the system if pipelining has to be used. The technique
used in the proposed architecture is to incorporate shifting capability into the multiply/add
unit, thus eliminating use of conventional shifters. Sequential carry-save multipliers are
used for evaluating the product of the mantissas involved in the floating-point operation
[1]. For an n by n multiplication, the result is available in carry-save form after n cycles.
Conventional result can be obtained through n additional cycles or a fast carry propagation
unit. Since the sum of products evaluation is the main concern in the proposed architecture,
carry propagation is deferred until the final stage. Thus, carry propagation is avoided in
individual product evaluations. A high throughput is achieved by incorporating the mantissa
alignment into the product evaluation cycles.
2 Floating-Point Sum-of-Products Evaluation in Carry-
Save Form
The summation of products involves the multiplication of multiplier and multiplicand pairs
and subsequent addition of these results. In the floating-point domain, the multiplication
itself involves addition of the exponents of operands and multiplication of the mantissas.
3.3.2
Carry-save techniques have been proposed to reduce the timing penalty associated with the
propagation of carry during the mantissa multiplication operation.
The multiplication of two floating-point numbers in carry-save domain is achieved by
performing a carry- save multiplication of their mantissas and adding their exponents. The
exponent part of the product is obtained by the addition of the exponents. The mantissa
of the product is the most significant half of the result in carry and sum registers. For a
conventional 16-bit mantissa carry-save multiplier, the result is obtained in 16 clock cycles.
Additional 16 clock cycles are necessary to produce a conventional result. A fast carry-
propagation circuit could also be used for this purpose. However, if the multiplier is to be
used in evaluating sum-of-products, the propagation of carry can be deferred till the final
stage. If the products in carry-save form are to be used for the evaluation of sum-of-products,
carry-save results are satisfactory and timing penalty due to propagation of carry only occurs
once as opposed to m times for a sum-of-products with m terms.
The results obtained from two multipliers can be added to produce a carry-save result
provided their results are of the same exponent (i.e., their mantissas are correctly aligned
first). Further, addition of other products to the current sum is possible provided their
mantissas are properly aligned. However, special care must be taken to ensure that the
summation result does not overflow.
Let us consider the evaluation of F=A+BW, where A, B, F and W are 24-bit floating-
point numbers (16-bit mantissa, excess 64 exponent). First the sum of the exponents of B
and W must be obtained. If the exponent of BW is smaller than the one of A, the mantissa
of the product should be adjusted prior to addition with A, otherwise the mantissa of A
should be adjusted. The mantissa associated with the lowest exponent should be shifted
right by the difference in the exponents and added to the other mantissa. In the worst case,
a shift of the mantissa by 15 bit positions may be required. The resulting exponent is the
higher of the two exponents. In carry-save representation, a correction must be applied, if a
carry-out is produced from the most significant digit [2].
One alternative to achieving mantissa alignment is to provide a fast shifting unit. The
cost of such a unit is prohibitive and may slow down the overall speed of the system if
pipelining is to be used. A 16-bit shifter would require 16 x 16 connections and sixteen
16 to 1 multiplexers. Since shifting is performed at the end of the multiplication prior
to summation a timing penalty occurs. The other alternative would be to incorporate bit
shifting capabilities into the summation and multiplier units such that no dedicated shifter
would be necessary to sum the products. Furthermore, if this could be achieved with little or
no timing penalty during the standard carry-save cycles, a number of multiplier units could
be run in parallel and very high summation rates could be obtained. To achieve massive
pipelining, multipliers operate on different sets of data and their results are added through
a dedicated carry-save adder.
Although the architectural details of an implementation are given in Section 4, the con-
trol requirements associated with individual multipliers and the summation unit to allow for
massive pipelining are examined below:
1 When a new multiplier and a multiplicand are selected for multiplication, the product's
exponent is determined by adding their exponents and is compared with the exponent
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of the current sum-of-products.
2.a One in the current sum-of-products, then the multiplication is performed and resulting
mantissa is added to the current sum-of-products after necessary mantissa alignment.
2.b If the exponent of the product is higher than the one in the current sum-of-products,
then the mantissa of the current sum-of-products is adjusted to its correct position.
Since the exponent of the product can be precomputed, the summation unit has 16
clock cycles to correctly align its mantissa with respect to the product while the mul-
tiplication is being performed.
The above requirements can be achieved by using a dedicated shifter unit and many
multipliers. Pipelining maximizes the usage of the fast shifter. Another alternative is to
incorporate mantissa alignment into the multiplication cycles. To achieve this objective,
a concept called "global exponent" that is basically the exponent of the current sum-of-
products, is proposed in this paper. Instead of recording the exponent of individual products
currently being evaluated, their relative difference to the global exponent is recorded. Every
multiplier unit and the summation unit have a counter. Since we are dealing with 16-bit
mantissas, the maximum relative difference is 15. A unit is required to align its carry-save
value one bit at a time as long as its counter is positive. The hardware realization of this
alignment for the multiplier and summation is presented in Section 3.
Initially, the global exponent is the first product's exponent and is subsequently updated.
The succeeding products are examined one by one, and the relative difference between their
exponent and the global exponent are evaluated. The shifting requirement is tagged to
the assigned multiplier unit to ensure correct mantissa alignment at the end of 16 clock
cycles. For an exponent difference of 16 or above, the multiplier can be set to zero and no
further intervention would be necessary. Some sophisticated buffering techniques can also
be developed not to schedule this product evaluation at all. The multiplier could therefore
operate on a set of operands leading to a significant result. We have considered such an
optimization, however, it has not been discussed in the current paper.
Another point of concern is the overflow out of the summation unit. When an overflow
is detected, all counters in the system and the global exponent are incremented by one to
ensure consistency of mantissa alignment and global exponent. The overflow can be detected
before it occurs by examining the most significant carry and sum bits. A correction action
is initiated by incrementing all counters in the system and the global exponent.
3 Built-in Mantissa Alignment for Floating-Point Ad-
ditions
In order to achieve the alignment requirement associated with the sum-of-products, two units
are of special interest. The first, is a floating-point multiplier that incorporates alignment
into the multiplication cycles and the second is a summation unit that allows for alignment.
We first concentrate on the design of the former. The design of the latter is fairly trivial and
is described later in this Section.
3.3.4
The conventional carry-save floating-point multiplier as described earlier generates a
product in 16 clock cycles for a 16-bit mantissa. To incorporate mantissa alignment into
the multiplication operation, this architecture is modified in order to produce a correctly
aligned carry-save result. This result is ready for subsequent addition to the current sum-of-
products without further manipulation. In the proposed sum-of-products architecture, the
alignment requirement of a multiplier unit is determined by a counter. In a 24-bit floating-
point environment (16-bit mantissa, excess 64 exponent), a 4-bit counter is necessary to
record the shifting requirement. The value of the counter is set prior to the start of a
multiplication and is subsequently modified to reflect the requirements of the system.
To achieve alignment required for subsequent summation, the multiplier could be shifted
right as many positions as required prior to the actual multiplication cycles and then the
multiplication could proceed with the remaining bits of the multiplier. Since fewer bits of
the multiplier are examined (starting with the most significant ones) reduced precision may
result. Furthermore, the sum-of-products evaluation approach as described in Section 2,
requires a multiplier to shift its current product in the middle of a multiplication. This can
not be handled simply by preshifting the multiplier prior to the start of the multiplication.
Figure 1 shows a carry-save floating-point multiplier with built-in mantissa alignment
capability. The multiplication follows the conventional carry-save algorithm. However ad-
ditional paths are created to achieve mantissa alignment while multiplication is being per-
formed. Unlike the approach proposed above, the multiplier is examined exactly as in the
conventional carry-save algorithm and the multiplication is performed accordingly. However,
when shifting is required, the partial product is added to the current product and is fed one
bit further right compared to the original implementation. This new configuration ensures
correct alignment of the mantissa as specified at the end of the multiplication cycles. Fur-
ther, to conserve the integrity of the multiplication process, the multiplicand is also shifted
by one bit right when a shift is required.
Coto-l)
Counter/Sequencer
Figure 1: Block diagram of a carry-save multiplier with built-in mantissa alignment capability
Figure 2 shows a carry-save adder for adding the mantissa of products with built-in man-
tissa alignment capability. N is the number to be added to the current carry-save quantity.
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When alignment is not needed, the unit adds an ordinary number to an existing carry-save
number. When alignment is required, the carry-save result is fed one unit right compared
to the original configuration. This is similar to the approach used in the implementation of
the multiplier with built-in mantissa alignment. Two clock cycles are necessary to add the
carry and sum components of a recently evaluated product.
s(n+3)
Counter
Cany input •
c •Sum input
MUX XJ«/Ncn
Sum/Cany
Figure 2: Block diagram of a carry-save adder for summing of products with built-in mantissa
alignment capability
4 Architecture for Sum-of-Products Evaluation
The architecture presented in this paper is a novel approach to explore carry-save represen-
tation for sum- of-products evaluation as described in Section 2. The two components that
are of special concern in this architecture are: a floating-point carry-save multiplier that
can align the mantissa of a product during regular multiplication cycles (ready for subse-
quent summation) and a special floating-point adder with a mantissa alignment capability
to sustain continuous addition of products in carry-save domain.
Figure 3 shows the architecture of the sum-of-products module. The module is composed
of 8 floating-point multipliers with built-in mantissa alignment capability. The counters asso-
ciated with individual multiplier units are counter/adders to store the shifting requirements
as described in Section 3. Delta exponent is obtained by subtracting the exponents of the
product currently examined from the global exponent. When delta exponent is positive (the
exponent of a product to be evaluated is less than the global exponent), then the counter of
the multiplier is set to reflect this difference. Otherwise, all counters in the system except
the one of multiplier unit assigned to the current product evaluation are incremented by that
difference.
3.3.6
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Adder/Counter
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Register-Carry
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Figure 3: Architecture of a 24-bit floating point (16-bit mantissa, 8-bit exponent) Sum of
Products system.
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Figure 4 shows the timing characteristics of the architecture. The multiplicand and
the multiplier pairs are fed to each multiplier with a phase difference of two clock cycles
to ensure that their results can be summed without unnecessary buffering. Depending on
the implementation platform, the exponent of the product may need to be pre computed
since only two cycles are available for implementing the counter settings in the system. A
multiplication result is output to the bus every two clock cycle. Each multiplier requires 16
clock cycles to produce a result.
Sum of Save
Sum of Carry
Multiplier 7
J0\ /1\ IZ\ I3\ /4\ /5\ /6\ h \ /<M / l \
/ n \ / T \ / 2 \ / 8 \ / 7 \ / 5 \ / f i ) / 7 \ / 0 \ / T \
16-bit (mantissa) multiplication \ (
Multiplier 6
Multiplier 5
Multiplier 4
Multiplier 3
Multiplier 2
Multiplier 1
16-bit (mantissa) multiplication \ /
\ / 16-bit (mantissa) ' multiplication
1 / 16-bit (mantissa) multiplication -
\ / 16-bit (mantissa) multiplication
JL / 16-bit (mantissa) multiplication \
\ 1 16-bit (mantissa) multiplication \ (
Multiplier 0 _J_ 16-bit (mantissa) multiplication JLJL
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Figure 4: Timing diagram of the pipelined Carry-save Sum of Products architecture
The results obtained through the multipliers are fed through a wide bus to a summation
circuit. The 32-bit bus allows for the transfer of a result in one clock cycle to achieve the
desired 16-cycle pipelining. The sum component is fed directly to the summation circuit
and shifted while being added as required by the counter associated with it. The carry
component of the mantissa is moved to a shift register that ensures that its alignment is
correct by following the control applied on the summation circuit. The numbers associated
with the clock cycles in the summation unit indicate which multiplier is responsible for a
particular result.
The carry-save adder shown in Figure 2 is used to accumulate the sum-of-products in
carry-save form as required. A radix-2 carry-save configuration is sufficient since a new
product is generated every two cycle. When an overflow out of the summation unit is
detected, all counters and the global exponent are incremented by one to conserve floating-
point representation. Summation of negative products is also supported. Since products are
evaluated using positive mantissas, negative products are summed by using one's complement
of their mantissas to avoid carry propagation associated with two's complement. Two's
complement is later achieved in the summation unit by forcing a "one" to the least significant
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carry-in bit of the carry-save adder.
The final result in conventional form is obtained when there are no more products to be
summed by propagating the carry. This is achieved by feeding the carry and sum components
of the summation through an additional fast carry propagate circuit. The same result can
be obtained by allowing the carry to propagate through the summation unit. The 16-bit
sum component becomes the conventional result when carry is allowed to propagate for an
additional 16 clock cycles. The global exponent is the exponent of the final result and is
directly available from the circuit.
The architecture presented in Figure 3 uses 8 multipliers to achieve a throughput of one
product summation every two clock cycle. A doubling of this performance is possible by using
a radix-4 carry-save adder to accumulate summation results. Sixteen carry- save multipliers
or 8 radix-4 multipliers could be used to sum a product every clock cycle in conjunction
with this wide adder [3]. Dual prefetching of operands may be necessary to allow for the
examination of exponent of a product to meet the timing requirements. Time/hardware
tradeoff should be considered for a given implementation environment for maximum efficiency
[4]-
5 Conclusions
The proposed architecture achieves effective evaluation of floating-point sum-of-products in
carry-save domain. A product summation every two clock cycle is performed at steady state
at moderate cost by pipelining 8 floating-point carry-save multipliers. Better performance
can be achieved by performing 2 bit decode of the multiplier but at the cost of increased
complexity of the control. The performance of the proposed architecture may be further
increased by detecting and aborting multipliers that will produce insignificant results with
respect to the current summation value. Further performance increase is also possible by
detecting and not scheduling those products with very low exponents with respect to the
global exponent at a very early phase. The merits of such a system will depend on data and
should be considered in applications such as artificial neural network simulation hardware
[5]-
The multiplier with built-in mantissa alignment capability and the special carry-save
adder described in this paper can also be used in other environment that requires high per-
formance computing [6]. The carry-save result of the multiplier is useful for applications such
as Fast Fourier Transform and complex function evaluations where further computations are
necessary prior to the output [7,8]. This concept is similar to the residue-number-system
concept where an intermediate form of a number is generated to perform arithmetic opera-
tions more effectively [9]. However, we believe that carry-save representation offers a better
alternative in sum-of-products evaluation, since the carry-save form is obtained as an inter-
mediate form in the carry-save multiplication and does not require a costly initial conversion
[10]. The final conventional result can also be obtained without additional hardware.
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Abstract - In this paper, we propose a new heuristic scheduling algorithm based
on the statistical analysis of the cumulative frequency distribution of operations among
control steps. It has a tendency of escaping from local minima and therefore
reaching a globally optimal solution. The presented algorithm considers the
real world constraints such as chained operations, multicycle operations, and
pipelined data paths. The result of the experiment shows that it gives optimal
solutions, even though it is greedy in nature.
1 Introduction
The high level synthesis task is to transform an abstract behavioral specification of a digital
system into a register transfer level (RTL) structure that realizes the given behavior. This
task can be decomposed into a number of distinct but not independent subtasks [?]. The
first one is to specify the behavior of a digital system using a programming language or a
hardware description language (HDL), and then to translate the description into a graph-
based representation which is said to be control and data flow graph (CDFG). This subtask
is followed by operation scheduling process that assigns each operation to a control step.
The third phase is the resource allocation process that assigns the operations and values
to hardware. Among these subtasks, operation scheduling and resource allocation stages
are the main processes which are closely interrelated. The operation scheduling usually
determines the major design decisions such as the number and types of functional units,
clock cycle time, lifetimes of variables, and implementation styles (pipeline, chained and
multicycle operations, etc.). Therefore, a good scheduler is critical to an automated data
path synthesis system [?, ?, ?, ?].
The simplest scheduling scheme is to schedule operations "as soon as possible" (ASAP)
or "as late as possible" (ALAP) which is done in Emerald system [?]. This scheme may
produce an unrealizable scheduling if there is resource limitation. To manage this problem,
ASAP scheduling with postponement of operations is proposed in MIMOLA msystem [?] and
Flamel system [?]. Another approach to scheduling is the list scheduling technique in which
operations are sorted in topological order using the precedences specified in CDFG, and
these operations are then scheduled into control steps using some heuristic priority function
such as operation mobility used in SLICER [?]. Freedom-based scheduling used in MAHA
[?] determines the critical path. The operations on the critical path are scheduled first and
assigned to functional units. Then the other operations are scheduled and assigned one at a
time. In force-directed scheduling [?], the operations are iteratively scheduled into control
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steps based on the evaluation using distribution graph, which illustrates the distribution of
fixed operations and unscheduled operations in each control steps.
All these schemes which are the constructive algorithms build up a schedule by adding
operations one at a time until all operations have been scheduled. None of these constructive
algorithms is guaranteed to find the best possible schedule. In ALPS [1], the scheduling
problem is formulated as an integer linear programming (ILP) which gives a globally optimal
solution. Since ILP is an exponential algorithm in nature, it is not acceptable for some large
example even if an optimal solution can be generated. Practically, it is not always desirable
to produce an optimal solution in the scheduling problem space because the problem itself is
NP-complete. ^From this observation, Park and Kyung [8] proposed an efficient algorithm
based on the multiple exchange pair selection algorithm with cumulative gain which was
proposed by Kernighan and Lin in their min-cut graph partitioning problem [2]. They
devised the selection function used in their algorithm [2] by taking into account the fact that
the density of functional units was the important factor for determining an operation to be
moved, but no theoretical justification for it was provided. They also intentionally gave the
preference to a certain operation in a particular control step.
The number of times that an operation occurs in each control step shows how the op-
erations in the control and data flow graph (CDFG) are distributed among control steps.
It also determines the frequency distribution of the operations and thus characterizes the
feature of CDFG. From the basis of this statistical property, some measures can be derived
which may be used for selecting a good candidate operation to be moved. The theoretical
justification for these is quite simple but strong enough to devise a new selection function.
Based on this observation, we propose a new scheduling algorithm using statistical analysis
of the cumulative frequency distribution of operations among control steps. The presented
algorithm considers the real world constraints such as chained and multicycle operations,
and pipelined data paths. The essential method being used in our algorithm is also based
on the multiple exchange pair selection algorithm [2].
We will start by describing the scheduling process in the next section. The scheduling
process consists of two phase: one is the prephase for the scheduling phase and the other is
the scheduling phase. The prephase transforms a given CDFG into the intermediate form
containing information necessary for the scheduling phase. The scheduling phase selects
a set of trials, and accepts even locally undesirable movements if they belong to a set of
movements which maximizes the object function as a whole. This will be followed by the
extention of algorithm to the real world constraints such as chained operations, multicycle
operations, and pipelined data paths. Then, the experimental results for the examples used
in several other systems will be given. Finally, concluding remarks will be made in the last
section.
2 Scheduling Process
The presented scheduling algorithm takes into account the frequency distribution of opera-
tions occurred in each control step. The essential method being used is a modified version
of the algorithm in [2]. This algorithm selects a set of trials, and accepts even locally unde-
sirable movements if they belong to a set of movements which maximize the object function
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as a whole. Even though this algorithm may prone to get stuck in a local minimum rather
than finding the global optimum, it has a hill climbing property that can escape from local
minima and therefore reach a globally optimal solution. In the practical point of view, it is
not always necessary to produce an optimal solution as long as a near optimal one can be
obtained.
The scheduling process consists of two phases; one is a prephase for the scheduling phase
and the other a scheduling phase. We will now describe the prephase that transforms a given
CDFG into the intermediate form containing information necessary for the scheduling phase.
Then, the selection function which is the kernel of our scheduling phase is derived. This will
be followed by description of the scheduling algorithm which improves the solution iteratively.
To illustrate our scheme, we will use the example given in [11]. Figure 1 illustrates the CDFG
of this example.
r
3 z 3 J /
V V/
x dx
Figure 1: The data flow graph for the example
2.1 Prephase for Scheduling
This phase transforms a given CDFG into a constraint graph (CG) to identify the precedence
relationships that are due to both data flow and control flow dependencies, and the timing
behavior of each operation. Each node corresponds to an operation and has weight which
specifies the minimal number of cycles required to execute the corresponding operation. Two
nodes in CG are connected by a directed edge if and only if there is a precedence relation
between two operations. The weight of an edge indicates the number of control steps between
two operations. This transformed graph will be the input to the scheduling phase. Similar
descriptions of CG used in our system can be found in the literature [3, 8].
2.2 Selection Function
The number of times that an i -type operation occurs in each control step illustrates how the
operations are distributed among control steps in a given CDFG and therefore characterizes
the feature of that CDFG . This implies that if one operation in control step j is moved
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to another step k , the CDFG may have different properties after this movement. That is,
the distribution of operations in a given CDFG can be changed after the movement, which
implies that the concurrency of operations may be affected. We may also compute measures
such as the average number of operations for each control step and the spread of operations
among control steps. For the purpose of our scheduling process, we primarily consider the
two most important of such quantities, which are the mean and the variance of the number
of operations, to describe the balanced distribution of operations. Based on these measures,
we will explore how to balance the concurrency of the operations among control steps in a
given CDFG .
Roughly speaking, the average number is a measure of the minimum number of opera-
tions needed to uniformly distribute them among control steps and the variance measures
the spread or dispersion of operations in the corresponding control step. We first want to
introduce a measure for the average number of operations. The most common such measure
is the arithmetic mean. The mean of the number of operations of i -type operation is denoted
by M{ and defined by the formula
where JV,- denotes the total number of i -type operations and N the minimum number of
control steps required to perform a given CDFG.
Now we want to introduce a measure for the spread or variation of the number of opera-
tions to distinguish between two CDFGs. We choose a quantity that measures the deviation
from the mean M; in each control step and then take square of such quantity to derive
another measurement. This quantity of i -type operation in control step j can be defined by
where rii(j) is the number of i-type operations in control step j. By using this quantity,
another measurement which is said to be the variance of the distribution of operations
between two control steps can be introduced by
= (n,-(j) - M,-)2 + M*) - MO2
where Vt(j, k) denotes the variance of i-type operation at control steps j and k.
It can be seen that as the value of Vi(j, k) approaches to zero, the number of operations at
both control steps i and j tends to be balanced uniformly. That is, it measures the degree of
the balance of operations between two control steps. Then, the variance of the distribution
after the movement of an operation Oif from step j to k can be also defined by
W,*) = K-'CO + K-
= (n,-(j) - 1 - M,-)2 + («,-(*) + 1 - M,-)2
where Vt'(j, k) denotes the variance of i -type operation at control steps j and k after the
movement.
From the above results, we can derive another measurement, the Change of Variance
(CV), which is the difference between variances before and after the movement. The CV of
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an operation is defined by the formula
where C{p(j, k) denotes the value of the CV when p -operation of i-type operations is moved
from control step j to k.
We can observe that if the value of this function is greater than zero, it is preferable to
move Oip from step j to k. The negative value indicates that the movement is not desirable.
Clearly, from the values of this function, we can make a decision whether or not the movement
of an operation is preferable. That is, the balance of the concurrency of operations can be
achieved by decreasing the number of operations in the control step where the value of CV
is maximal. This provides the selection function used in our scheduling algorithm to choose
a good candidate operation to be moved.
2.3 Scheduling Algorithm
The goal of our scheduling algorithm is to reduce the number of functional units required but
not to lengthen the total execution time. This can be achieved by balancing the concurrency
of the operations assigned to the functional units, which implies the high utilization of the
units and in turn minimizes the number of units required. The balance of concurrency can
be specified by the degree of the distribution of operations appeared in each control step.
Therefore, we can accomplish this by distributing those as uniformly as possible without
violating any constraints.
We now describe our scheduling algorithm on the basis of this observation. For the
simplicity, we temporarily assume that each operation executes in one control step and all
operations are either arithmetic or logic operations only. The objective function is the cost
function whose arguments are each type of functional units and the number of those in
each control step. The ASAP and ALAP schedules are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3,
respectively. Figure 4 depicts the final scheduled graph for the example given in Figure 1.
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Figure 2: The ASAP schedule Figure 3: The ALAP schedule
for the example for the example
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Figure 4: The scheduled data flow graph for the example
STEP 1 Determine the critical path and compute the mobility of each operation using both
ASAP and ALAP schedules. In the following steps, the operations in the critical path are
not considered because each of them can not be moved to the other control step. We consider
either an ASAP or an ALAP schedule as an initial feasible solution.
STEP 2 Set counter to zero. Find the movable operations from the feasible solution de-
termined in the previous iteration. If there is no movable operation, then go to STEPS.
Otherwise, the following steps are performed.
STEP 3 Select the control step k for an operation Ofp such that the selection function
Cip(j,k) has the maximum value and then move Oip to control step fc. Oip denotes an
i-type operation which is numbered as p in CDFG. Then, that operation is locked at the
control step k temporarily.
STEP 4 Compute the gain which is the change of the value of the objective cost function
when the operation Oip is moved from control step j to k. Each of these gains computed in
this step is stored somewhere for the later use. Increment counter and go to STEPS.
STEP 5 Find a sequence of operations such that its cumulative gain is maximum among
those sequences generated up to now. If there is no improvement for the objective cost
function, the scheduling process is terminated. Otherwise, the current feasible solution
determined during the previous iteration is modified and go to STEP2.
We will now illustrate how the algorithm works using the example shown in Figure 1.
For the simplicity, it will be temporarily assumed that the available functional units are
multipliers and ALUs, and that multiplier cost is four and ALU cost is one. We also assume
that ALU is capable of performing addition, subtraction, and comparison. Let us consider
the ASAP schedule depicted in Figure 2 which is chosen to be an initial feasible solution. It
shows that the movable operations are Omu/Tj Oaiv9, and 0a/Ull. We then compute Cip(j, k)
for each of these operations as described before. For example, if the operation Omu/7 is moved
from control step 2 to 3 in Figure 2, then we can compute the selection function as follows:
= ni
= 2
,3) = {(2 - 2)2 + (0 - 2)2} - {(1 - 2)2 + (1 - 2)2}
= 2
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Figure 5: Fifth-order wave digital eliptical filter example
5 Conclusion
We have presented a new heuristic scheduling algorithm based on multiple exchange pair
selection algorithm using the statistical analysis on the cumulative frequency distribution of
the number of operation among control steps. The presented algorithm considers the real
world constraints such as chained and multicycle operations, and pipelined data paths. The
theoretical justification of this statistical method used in our selection function is simple but
is strong enough to choose a good candidate operation to be moved. The proposed algorithm
has a hill climbing property that can escape from local minima and reach a globally optimal
solution, even though it is greedy in nature and therefore may prone to get stuck in a local
minimum rather than finding the global optimum.
The experimental result shows that this algorithm can generate the optimal solutions for
the examples used in the literatures [4, 10, 11].
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Abstract - A new approach to high level synthesis with micro-rollback and self-
recovery method is presented whose objective is to generate a reliable system from
the behavioral descriptions. The approach is formulated as a rollback point insertion
problem based on the probability function of being inserted rollback points after
the given CDFG is scheduled. This function allows us not only to search the
problem space efficiently but also to avoid the exhaustive search.
1 Error Detection Scheme
When one of the components of system fails, it causes an error, i.e., it results in an erroneous
internal system state that can lead to system failure unless some special action is taken by the
system to recover or to reconstruct a valid internal state. In order to prevent system failure,
such errors must be detected soon after they occur. Thus, error detection is a vital step in
all recovery schemes and the system must include a mechanism for detecting the failure of
its components. The key to developing an effective error detection scheme is to minimize
the distance between error occurrence and detection in both space and time. Ideally, these
distance can be reduced to zero so that as soon as an error occurs, i.e., a component produces
incorrect results, the error is detected by all the other system components that are receiving
this erroneous information. This ideal can be achieved if all the components in the system
are self-checking so that in addition to their normal outputs they also indicate to the rest of
the system whether these outputs are correct.
No component can be self-checking with respect to all possible combinations of hardware
faults. Instead, for all likely faults, the component must either produce the correct output
or produce the output that contains an error indication. A component that satisfies this
requirement is said to be fault secure [1]. No component is fault secure with respect to all
possible combinations. Since the component is not guaranteed to produce a noncode output1
immediately following the occurrence of the first fault, several additional different faults may
exist in a component without any indication to the rest of the system and may cause the
destruction of the fault secure property of the component. In order to prevent this situation,
a component must be self-testing [1] such that it is guaranteed to produce a noncode output,
due to the occurrence of one or more faults, before additional faults can occur and lead to
the failure of the self-checking mechanism. Thus, self-checking must be both fault secure
and self-testing so that the reliable error detection can be provided. It is therefore assumed
that the error detection scheme must consist of such self-checking components. We further
assume that the data flowing in the data path are coded. The error detection scheme in our
1
 Output that contain an error indication
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system can be achieved by applying such self-checking design and coding techniques in the
literature [17].
2 Micro-rollback Scheme
In this section we present the rollback technique for multiple retries in the high level synthesis
which is at the heart of our system. Some constraints such as the number of available
registers, the maximum allowable recovery time, and the number of retries are given by the
user. The retries of a sequence of microinstructions are performed on the basis of control
steps. Although a large number of retries may not be necessary from the point of view of
recovery time, the need for multiple retries arises due to the fact that a single retry may
not guarantee the disappearance of the error. If an error is detected while a sequence of
instructions is being processed, our rollback algorithm brings the processing back a few
control steps to the state that had existed in the past before the error first occurred, thus
returns the system to an error free state where the offending microinstructions can be retried.
We mean the state of the system is the contents of all storage information between two
consecutive control steps, such as program status word, register contents, program counter,
and the instruction register.
In order to be able to perform such an operation, the system must store all such in-
formation necessary to undo the state changes that have occurred in the last few control
steps. Thus, setting up the rollback points is necessitated at the control step boundaries.
This implies that the scheduled CDFG is partitioned into several segments and each rollback
point is introduced at the beginning of every segment. A rollback point consists of a set of
registers which store the data flowing into that particular segment. This set of registers
stores the data that is only external to that segment, and the contents of these registers
must be stored until the next rollback point is located. The registers having the contents of
the previous rollback point will be overwritten with those of the current one's after a new
rollback point is located. While the execution of the microinstructions is continued, the re-
maining registers are used to contain information for them. When backing up the processing
to the previous error free state is necessitated in response to an error signal, all the required
information which is the contents of registers at the most recently located rollback point is
readily available. Note that no memory access is required and in turn the time required to
save and load the status across the control step boundaries can be saved. To illustrate our
rollback scheme, we define the following terminologies:
• N : The minimum number of control steps required to perform a given CDFG.
• Ni : The total number of i— type operations in a given CDFG.
• NT : The number of retries which is specified by the user.
• Nrp : The number of rollback points inserted at the control step boundaries.
•
 rmtn : The minimum number of registers required to execute a given CDFG.
•
 ravaii • The maximum number of available registers specified by the user.
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'• The maximum allowable recovery time for Nr retries given by the user.
' The maximum allowable recovery distance which is defined by [Tmax/NT\ .
• Ti :The time needed to run the set of microinstructions from the last rollback point to
Ci.
• TTi : The recovery time for NT retries at any control step C,- (i.e., Nr • T,-).
The value of Tmax is also assumed to be greater than the maximum execution time among
those of different type functional units. Furthermore, we assume the values of Tmax and TTi
are specified in terms of the number of control steps.
2.1 Insertion Function
In selecting a good candidate location where the rollback point can be set up, the most im-
portant factor to be considered is the probability of being inserted a rollback point at each
control step boundary. Let n denotes the number of control steps required to perform the
remaining part of a scheduled CDFG. Since Tmax and Nr are given by the user, the maxi-
mum allowable recovery distance can be computed by [Tmax/Nr\. Let the insertion function
P1£>ma;c(n, i) be the probability that a rollback point is inserted between two successive control
steps d and C,-+i, 1 < i < n, in the CDFG. The subscript 1 indicates the fact that the
rollback point can be inserted. In order to be able to compute this probability, we must find
all possible patterns of rollback points being set up at every control step boundary. These
patterns can be illustrated by the binary number sequences of length n. For example, a
sequence 101... indicates the following facts:
• The rollback point was set up at the point before Ci, i.e., the initial state of the system
is saved, and
• The rollback point was not inserted between C\ and C%, and so on.
Note that the probability of being inserted a rollback point depends on the maximum allow-
able recovery time Tmax, number of retries Nr , recovery time Tri,, and the location of the
previous rollback point. The initial state of the system must be stored before the processing
begins to start. Thus, inserting an element into i -th position in the sequence must be
satisfied the following conditions:
• 1 must be inserted if either i = 0 or there is 1 in (i — Dmax) -th position and there is
no 1 in the range [i — Ana*,«' — !], where Dmax <i <n.
• 0 can not be inserted if either i = 0 or there is 1 in (i — Dmax) -th position and there
is no 1 in the range [i — Dmax,i — 1], where Dmax < i < n .
• Otherwise, either an 1 or a 0 can be inserted
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All possible patterns can be generated on the basis of these features. For example, we may
generate all possible sequences for Dmax = 2 and n = 4 as follows:
sequence;
sequencei
sequence^
sequence^
sequence^
sequence^
rpo
1
1
1
1
1
rpi
0
0
1
1
1
rp2
1
1
0
1
1
rp
0
1
1
0
1
During the generation of such sequences, it can be easily seen that these sequences have
the same characteristics as the Fibonacci sequence. Figure 5 illustrates how such sequences
can be generated. In the following context, the first position (i.e., 0-th position) in the
sequence is not considered due to the fact that it is always set to one. Thus, we can derive
the following formula to compute Pfm"(n, i) . Given Dmax and n , let fDmax(n] denotes the
number of all possible sequences. Then, fDmax(n) are the Dmax-th order Fibonacci numbers
and defined by the rules
/*— (n) = JT* /Dm«(n - *), if n > Dmax ;
fD"»*(n) = 2n, if 1 < n < Dmax - 1 .
That is, they are started with 21, 22, • • • , 2D"""~l's, then 2Dma* — 1, and then each number is
the sum of the previous Dmax values. When Dma.x = 2 , this is the usual Fibonacci sequence;
for larger values of Dmax the equation can be solved by using the generating function[7] .
Let the functions f<?max(n,k) and f^max(n^k) denotes the number of O's and 1's on the
k -th position respectively for some given integers n and Dmax •> where 1 < k < n . Then, the
function fDmax(n) can be redefined in terms of two functions /iPm"*(n, fc) and /f mo*(n, k) by
/"—(n) = /0Dm"(n, k) + /f— (n, k) .
These numbers also have the characteristics of the Fibonacci number. Thus, these functions
can be defined by the similar way described previously. Due to the limited space, we will
not describe the detailed derivations for these functions.
Note that the initial conditions of these recurrence functions are depending on the func-
tion fDma*(n) . This provides an important fact that the number of 1's occurrences on z-th
position in all possible patterns can be represented in term of the number of all possible
sequences. Consequently, the probability P^mai(n, i) can be computed by the following rule:
T.D , -^ f?max(n-l,i-l)pJJmax(n ,"\ — J 1 V _ I _ l_
^i ln,tj-
 fDmai(n_ l}
This is the definition of the insertion function used in our rollback scheme. The function
Po>ma'(n,i) denotes the probability that a rollback point is not inserted at the location
between two successive control steps d and d+i, 1 < i < n, in the CDFG. It can be
defined in a similar fashion. However, since we only have interests in finding the location
that the rollback point can be inserted among control steps, it is not further considered.
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2.2 Rollback Point Insertion Algorithm
It is necessary to find the appropriate points in between every two consecutive control steps
and set up the rollback points on those locations in order to support the rollback scheme.
The following procedure processes a such task and is iterated until all necessary rollback
points are inserted. A rollback point consists of a set of registers, i.e., rollback registers,
that store the values received from previous segment and these registers can not be shared
with others. The remaining registers can be used for storing the intermediate results of
computations.
STEP 1 Construct the live- variable graph from the scheduled CDFG. The initial state of
the system is stored before the first control step. That is, the external input values of CDFG
are stored into rollback registers. Compute the maximum allowable recovery distance Dmax
for Tmax and Nr. Set current.check.point to zero. This variable specifies the current possible
rollback point between two consecutive control steps.
STEP 2 If the length of critical path minus current.check-point is less than or equal to one,
the process of inserting the rollback points is terminated. Otherwise, the following STEP 3
- 6 are repeated. That is, these steps are iterated until all the necessary rollback points are
set up in a given scheduled CDFG.
STEP 3 Compute the insertion function for the remaining control steps in order to decide
the possible rollback point. Select the earlier one of either the control step number whose
insertion function has the largest value among those or the value of current-check.point plus
maximum allowable recovery distance Dmax. If there is a tie among the computed values of
insertion functions for the corresponding control steps, the earliest point will be chosen.
STEP 4 Increase the value of current-check-point by the value selected in STEP 3. This
value of current-check-point specifies the most probable point between two consecutive control
steps where the rollback point can be inserted after the most recently located rollback point.
Compute the number of registers required for each control step from the previous rollback
point to current-check-point .
STEP 5 If the largest number of registers computed in STEP 3 is greater than the given
number of available registers rava,-/, the value of current-check-point is subtracted by the
control step number which has the largest number of registers and then repeat this step.
Otherwise, go to STEP 6.
STEP 6 If the recovery time Tr, is greater than Tmax (i.e., T, > Dmax), decrement cur-
rent.check.point by one and repeat this process. Otherwise, the rollback point is set up at
current-check-point. Then, the live-variable graph is modified such that the life regions of
variables received values from the previous segment are extended to the rollback point set
up in this step and go to STEP 2.
The algorithm is illustrated for the scheduled CDFG shown in Figure 4 where Tmax = 2,
Nr = 1, rmin = 4, and rat,a,-/ = 6. Let us consider the initial live-variable graph for this
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CDFG which is given in Figure 6. Let rp^ denotes the current-check-point variable in the
algorithm. Since Nr = 1, Dmax = Tmax = 2 and TTi = T,. The contents of variables y, u,
x , which are the initial status of CDFG are saved on the point rp0 . We then compute the
insertion function for each control step in the range [ rpi ,rpo + Tmax ] as follows:
For control step 1, Pa2(4,1) = /2(3)
For control step 2, P2(4,2) =
Thus, rp2 is chosen to be the most probable point. From the live- variable graph shown in
Figure 5, the number of registers required to execute the operations in the range [ Ci, C%
} is 6 and TT2 = TI = 1 < Dmax = 2. Therefore, a rollback point is inserted in rp2 without
examining another possible location rpi . The live- variable graph is then modified to reflect
the fact that the saved variables can not be shared with the others in the range [Ci, ^2]-
Similarly, next rollback point is inserted on rp3 and the final live-variable graph is given in
Figure 7.
3 Further Considerations
In this section, the basic rollback algorithm is extended to handle real world constraints such
as mutually exclusive operations, chained operations, and multicycle operations.
3.1 Mutually Exclusive Operations
When two operations can never be both executed at the same time, they are said to be mutu-
ally exclusive and therefore can share hardware. The existence of the conditional statements
such as if-then-else and case statements causes some operations to be mutually exclusive,
since only one branch in a conditional block occurs at a time. Such operations can be sched-
uled into the same control step without increasing the number of functional units if they are
performed on the same unit. In other words, they can be simply treated by taking them as
a single operation. Similarly, two variables are mutually exclusive if they can never be both
alive at the same time. They can also share a register for storage, even though their life times
are overlapping. In order to handle such variables for the mutually exclusive operations, we
must color the edges in the initial live- variable graph. Thus, the basic algorithm described in
the last section can be used to handle mutually exclusive operations with coloring algorithm.
The algorithm used for the coloring is a modified version of the node coloring algorithm in
[10].
3.2 Chained Operations
As the duration of one control step is increased, more operations can be performed during
one control step if there are enough components available to perform the operations. When
more than one operation is performed sequentially within one state, the operations are said
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to be chained together. Chaining allows higher utilization of functional units, but not the
hardware sharing, by assigning them within the same control step. It can be also eliminated
the need for registers to save data between two successive chained operations, because the
data produced by the first one is consumed in the same state by the second. Thus, for the
case of the chained operations, it is not necessary to modify the proposed rollback schemes.
3.3 Multicycle Operations
The possibility of scheduling operations that require more than one control step to execute
has been also incorporated into the system. This feature can be implemented by taking into
account the fact that multicycle operation can not be preempted to the completion of its
execution. That is, once the multicycle operation is assigned, the functional unit cannot be
shared by other operations until the operation is completed. In order to reflect this fact,
we simply use the following strategy in the course of examining the possible location that a
rollback point can be inserted;
• After the most probable location is decided, check the location if there is a multicycle
operation.
• If so, current-check-point is decreased to the control step at which that multicycle
operation begin to start.
• Otherwise, proceed the basic algorithm as usual. In other words, there is no effect on
this scheme due to the above fact.
4 Experiment
We have implemented the proposed algorithm in C on a SUN SPARK station 2 system.
The proposed system has been tested on several examples which were used in some systems
described in the literature [9, 11,12]. However, direct comparisons are not possible to make
due to the following facts:
• There has been no published report for rollback and recovery system from the behav-
ioral synthesis point of view which considers the real environment such as chained and
multicycle operations.
• Since the requirement of our design is reliability of the system, it may involve either
temporal or physical redundancy.
Thus, instead of giving the experimental results for several examples, we will classify the
results for a popular example into several cases, and then intensively analyze the effect on
the system. This will be followed by a brief discussion of another example borrowed from
[9]-
The first example is the differential equation which were described in [12]. Two types of
overhead should be introduced due to our design requirement. One is register overhead and
the other is recovery time overhead [13, 16]. They are defined by
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• register ^overhead = (ravau — rmjn/rova,-j) x 100
• recovery Jimejoverhead = (Nrp/N) x 100
We consider two cases in each table. In the first case we hold the maximum allowable
recovery time Dmax constant and compute the number of rollback points inserted for the
various number of available registers rava,-{. since rmin < roua,-/, ravau begins with rm,-n. The
columns show the result of this case. In second case we fix ravau and compute the number of
rollback points required for the various Dmax. Each row illustrates the results for this. The
entries of each table indicate the number of rollback points required in this example.
Table 1 specifies the result for the case of which neither chained nor multicycle operation
is allowed. After the scheduling process, rmin = 5 . The assumptions for this case are as
follows.
• one control step is equivalent to 100ns
• delay time: ALU = 60ns, multiplier =80ns
Table 1 shows that the optimum values for ravaiv and Dmax lie in the range of 20% - 60% of
register overhead and 20% - 40% of recovery time overhead, respectively. The result of the
experiment that has been taken into account the multicycle operations are summarized in
the Table 2. In this case, rm,-n = 6. We also made the following assumptions:
• one control step is equivalent to 60ns
• delay time: ALU = 40ns, multiplier =80ns
favail
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
•Umax
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
5
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
6
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
7
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
Table 1: The case for one cycle op-
erations only.
Tavail
6
7
8
9
10
11
Umax
2
4
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
5
3
2
1
1
1
1
6
1
0
0
0
0
0
7
1
0
0
0
0
0
Table 2: The case for the multicy-
cling operations.
For the case of multicycle operations, the suitable values of ravai/ and Dmax lie in 13% -
50% of register overhead and 30% - 50% of recovery time overhead, respectively.
Table 3 shows the result that the chained operations are considered. rmtn is 6 as the
result of scheduling process.
For this case, the following assumptions are made:
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favail
6
7
8
9
10
11
Umax
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
4
1
0
0
0
0
0
5
1
0
0
0
0
0
6
1
0
0
0
0
0
7
1
0
0
0
0
0
Table 3: The case for the chained operations.
• one control step is equivalent to 100ns
• delay time: ALU = 40ns, multiplier =80ns
In general, it can be easily seen that the register overhead and recovery time overhead have
conflicting requirements. In other words, as the recovery time overhead becomes greater we
should insert more rollback point, and vice versa. Similarly, we can estimate those suitable
values for each case by analyzing the corresponding tables. ^From this analysis of the results,
it can be observed that as the duration of one control step is increased, more register overhead
can be expected. Conversely, we can expect more recovery time overhead as there are more
multicycle operations. Another example shown in Figure 8 is the fifth-order wave digital
elliptical filter borrowed from [9]. This example contains multicycle operations and the
assumption we made in the previous example is also applied. This figure illustrates the final
result of our algorithm when rrot-n = 11 for given ravo,7 = 15 < 37% and Tmax = 6.
5 Conclusion
This paper presented a new approach to high level synthesis for the micro-rollback and
self-recovery system whose objective is to generate a self-recoverable system from a given
behavioral description. Ragahvendra and Lursinsap [13] proposed this new approach to high
level synthesis. However, they did not consider the real world constraints such as chained
and multicycle operations. As we described in the previous sections, such constraints have
been incorporated into our system.
The probability function for the rollback point insertion allows us to avoid searching all
the locations between two consecutive control step in CDFG in order to find the position that
the rollback point can be inserted. From the result of the experiment, we have formulated
a way of arriving at the reasonable values of the number of additional registers and the
allowable recovery time in spite of conflicting requirements.
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System Development Using VLSI
for Space Applications
T.R. McKnight, D.E. Rodriguez, J.C. Barnett and C.R. Valverde
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Laurel, MD 20723
(301) 953-5000
Abstract - This paper describes the authors' experience in designing a high per-
formance digital processor for a space application using commercially available
VLSI parts. Schedule, cost, reliability, and performance issues were addressed
in order to arrive at a successful design. In some cases, the use of "off-the-shelf
parts led to unanticipated problems. This experience provides a backdrop for a
discussion of the relative merits of custom VLSI versus off-the-shelf alternatives.
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NASA SERC Digital Correlator Projects
John Canaris
NASA Space Engineering Research Center for VLSI System Design
University of Idaho
Moscow, Idaho 83843
Abstract - Interest in custom digital correlator processors is growing, in both the
radio astronomy and earth sensing communities, as scientists realize that VLSI
technology is available to them. This paper presents three digital correlator
projects currently underway at the NASA SERC for VLSI Systems Design. The
projects are a 60MHz chip for the ESTAR satellite, a 100MHz, 1024 channel
autocorrelator and a 64 MHz, VLSI system consisting of 8 32 channel complex
crosscorrelators, including phase rotators.
1 Introduction
This paper presents three digital correlator projects currently underway at the NASA SERC
for VLSI Systems Design. The projects are a 60MHz chip for the ESTAR satellite, a 100MHz,
1024 channel autocorrelator and a 64 MHz, VLSI system consisting of 8 32 channel complex
crosscorrelators, including phase rotators.
2 ESTAR Correlator
This correlator chip is intended for use in synthetic aperture radiometer systems which
require the non-time lag cross-correlation of multiple data streams. The large number of
correlators (1600) makes the chip especially useful for applications requiring many antennas.
The study phase for this chip has been completed. The design and fabrication of this 1C is
awaiting funding.
The correlator chip accepts 80 input streams, clocked at a maximum rate of 60 MHz. The
80 inputs are divided into two 40 input sections, one horizontal (HBUS), the other vertical
(VBUS). Each horizontal input is multiplied by all vertical inputs with the products being
accumulated in separate registers. This process continues for one integration period, as
defined by the user. At the end of the integration period, data is made available for reading
from an asynchronous interface. This interface is capable of operating at a maximum rate
of 20 MHz. Correlated data is read out in 32-bit words. A new integration period can begin
when all data has been read out. Input data can be either 2-bit, 3 level or 1-bit, 2 level,
under user control. An 8 pin external test port is provided to simplify system testing. The
key features of this correlator 1C are listed below:
• 1600 correlators
• 60 Megasamples/second maximum input rate
• 20 MHz maximum data output rate
• Low Power (« 500//WYcorrelator)
• 2-bit/3-Level or l-bit/2-level correlation supported
4.2.2
Up to 1.11 second integration time at 60 MHz
External Test Port
Maskable Interrupt/Polling Supported
Data output is independent of system clock
32-bit Data Bus
Control circuitry uses SEU immune memory cells
TTL compatible inputs, can be driven with CMOS
3 High Performance Correlator
Currently in design, this chip is targeted for radio astronomy applications and digital spec-
trometers, where large numbers of lags are needed. The chip is designed to be easily used in
configurable systems.
This correlator chip accepts two data streams (Stream A and Stream B) at a maximum
sample rate of 100 MHz. Samples from Stream A are successively delayed (in a 1024-stage
internal shift register) and multiplied by the (undelayed) data from Stream B. Arithmetic
is performed in 1024 individual multiplier/accumulators, operating in parallel. At the end
of an integration period the data in the accumulators is parallel-loaded into 1024 output
registers. New integration can begin immediately. The contents of the output registers can
be shifted out at rates up to 20 MHz, via a 32-bit tri-stating output port. The chip supports
data multiplexing and all control signals are passed through the chip, to simplify cascading.
The key features of this correlator 1C are listed below:
Autocorrelation or Crosscorrelation
1024 lags
100 Megasamples/second
Double Nyquist sampling supported
32-bit accumulator stages (no prescaler)
3-level or 2-level arithmetic supported
Low Power
Data and Control signals completely cascadable
Selectable auxiliary ports on the data inputs
Data input blanking supported
Integration can continue while data is output
TTL compatible inputs, can be driven with CMOS
4 Cross Correlator
This digital correlator is intended for use in interferometry applications in radio astronomy.
This chip will integrate, in addition to the correlator itself, many of the functions needed
by a multiple antenna interferometry system. The die will contain the equivalent of 512
real correlator channels, organized into 8 sections of 64 channels each. Each section can
be configured into a 32 channel complex correlator. There will also be a phase generator
circuit associated with each of the 8 sections. Internal muxing circuits will allow flexibility in
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interconnecting the correlator sections. The correlator will be contain a control register and
a 16 bit asynchronous I/O port. This crosscorrelator chip is currently in the study phase
and is awaiting development funding. The key features of this correlator 1C are listed below:
• Real or Complex Crosscorrelation
• 512 equivalent lags
• Flexible internal data path configurations
• 64 Megasamples/second
• 16-bit accumulator stages (plus 7 bit prescaler)
• 4-level arithmetic
• Low Power
• Asynchronous I/O port
• Selectable auxiliary ports on the data inputs
• Data input blanking supported
• Integration can continue while data is output
• TTL compatible inputs, can be driven with CMOS
5 Conclusion
The several correlator chip development projects at the NASA SERC are intended to provide
the scientific community with levels of integration and correlator system complexity which
have not previously been available.
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Fully-Depleted Silicon-on-Sapphire and Its
Application to Advanced VLSI Design
Bruce W. Offord
NCCOSC Research and Development
San Diego, Ca. 92152-5000
Abstract - In addition to the widely recognized advantages of full dielectric isola-
tion, e.g., reduced parasitic capacitance, transient radiation hardness and pro-
cessing simplicity, fully-depleted silicon-on-sapphire offers reduced floating body
effects and improved thermal characteristics when compared to other silicon-
on-insulator technologies. The properties of this technology and its potential
impact on advanced VLSI circuitry will be discussed.
1 Introduction
Compared to the junction isolation of VLSI technologies based on bulk silicon, the full di-
electric isolation afforded by silicon-on-insulator (SOI) offers many well known advantages.
Of primary importance is the significant reduction in parasitic junction capacitance resulting
from the replacement of the silicon under the source/drain regions with an insulator. This
reduction in capacitance yields higher device switching speed and decreased dynamic power
consumption. Additional benefits of SOI include reduced interconnect capacitance, uncon-
ditional latch-up immunity, insensitivity to transient radiation and single-event phenomena
and the process simplicity inherent to the natural device isolation.
A further refinement of the SOI concept has led recently to the use of ever thinner silicon
layers. MOS devices fabricated on very thin Si films operate in a fully depleted (FD) mode in
which the gate-controlled depletion region extends to the back interface as the top interface
inverts. Under these conditions SOI devices display some improved characteristics when
compared to conventional, partially depleted SOI devices. Some of the advantages of full
depletion include; reduction of the kink effect due to the absence of the neutral layer in
the channel region [1]; better control of the channel region by the gate leading to reduced
punch-through current [2]; higher carrier mobility due to reduced transverse electric field [3];
and reduced short-channel effects [4].
Of the leading SOI candidate materials silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) has the longest history
of reliable service in harsh environments. We describe here the properties of a fully depleted
VLSI technology based on ultra-thin (< 100 nm) SOS films and show some of the advantages
of this technology to the designer of digital and analog CMOS circuitry. As with other fully
depleted SOI approaches this technology can be scaled laterally with relative ease because
the vertical scaling has already been accommodated by the thin active region. Because of
the full dielectric isolation, source, drain, p-well and n-well design rules become limited only
by the alignment capability of the lithographic tool and the ability to transfer patterns by
dry etching. These advantages lead to processing simplicity and very high density circuitry.
4.3.2
2 Material
Until recently, SOS technologies were based on silicon layers of at least 300 nm in thickness
because of the high density of grown-in defects occupying the region near the Si/sapphire
interface. This high density of twinning defects had two effects which precluded CMOS oper-
ation in the fully depleted regime. First, these defects significantly reduced carrier mobilities
in the near-interfacial region to levels which significantly limited transistor performance.
Second, the presence of intra-gap states associated with these defects pinned the potential of
the Si/sapphire interface thus inhibiting the control of back interface potential by the gate.
To deal with these two related problems we refined a defect reduction technique based on
solid-phase epitaxial regrowth [5] to improve the SOS films in the region near the Si/sapphire
interface. This method uses Si ions implanted at 185 keV at a dose of 6 x 1014/cm2 to amor-
phize the film near the interface. Regrowth through the amorphous region at 900 deg C
results in dramatically improved films with significant reduction in twinning defect concen-
trations as shown by RBS [6] and TEM [7]. CMOS devices fabricated from 100 nm thick im-
proved SOS show low field channel mobilities of 500cm2/V-sec and 200cm2/V-sec for NMOS
and PMOS devices, respectively and back interface state densities of 1 — 2 x 1011/cm2 [8].
3 Design Advantages
Figures 1 and 2 are cross sectional views of a CMOS/SOS device and a CMOS bulk device,
respectively. The full dielectric isolation offered by SOS eliminates the need for field oxides,
channel stop implants, and isolation techniques which can limit density and which make
CMOS latchup a design issue. The natural isolation together with the fully depleted nature
of the thin films lend a freedom to design novel structures and analog circuitry with different
power supply voltages. For example, an analog multiplier that is an important part of a
neural network design has been made in SOS at NRaD[9]. Design rules in SOS are made
simple and planarization schemes can be relaxed because of the absence of a thick field oxide.
Latchup is not an issue and radiation sensitivity is minimized. Decreased subthreshold slope
factor due to the fully depleted nature of the films allows for lowered threshold voltages and
hence faster switching times. The use of FD films also eliminates the need for body ties
which results in more compact layouts. Parasitic capacitances are reduced to their absolute
minimum in a FD SOS process, and if a silicide process is used, resistance of silicon and
polysilicon areas can also be very low. These advantages can result in fast, dense, and low
power designs.
4 Device Characteristics
Figures 2 and 3 show some typical drain current characteristics for a fully depleted n-channel
device and a non-fully depleted device with an Z/e// of 1.0 — y,m. Both devices have a nominal
silicon film thickness of 100-nm but the channel of the non-fully depleted device has been
doped such that the depletion width is less than 100-nm. Elimination of the kink effect
in the FD device is clearly shown. It is also interesting to note that no negative slope is
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observed in the output characteristics for the fully-depleted device. This is in contrast to
other SOI technologies where a negative slope in the output characteristics of an n-channel
device for a gate length of 1.0 — fim has been observed [10]. The poor thermal conductivity
of the buried oxide in other SOI technologies as opposed to the higher thermal conductivity
of sapphire is the reason attributed to this effect. The drain breakdown voltage (Vt,ds) of
the FD 1.0 — (mi device has been measured at 6.8 volts which is sufficient for use with a
5.0 volt power supply. This drain breakdown voltage is in sharp contrast to other 1.0 — fj,m
n-channel SOI devices which have shown a breakdown less than 5.0 volts [11]. This reduction
in Vbds for n-channel SOI devices without body ties has been shown to be due to parasitic
bipolar conduction [12]. This effect is particularly troublesome for devices with gate lengths
below about 1 micrometer fabricated in long lifetime materials such as SIMOX, ZMR, and
bonded wafer SOI. Bipolar effects are enhanced in these materials because of relatively long
minority carrier lifetimes which may exceed 100 ns in some of the more recently developed
material. In comparison, drain breakdown voltages measured on fully-depleted SOS nMOS
devices are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of effective channel length. From these data we
conclude that a similar reduction in Vbds exists in down-scaled, fully-depleted nMOS/SOS
devices but with a significant mitigation of this effect when compared to devices fabricated
in other SOI materials.
5 Circuit Applications
SOS has been used for years for radiation hard, medium scale integration circuits. With
the film improvement techniques available, SOS can be used for VLSI designs with all of
the benefits and advantages of an ultra-thin, fully depleted technology. Analog-to-Digital
converters, neural networks, and any space based application where low power, high speed,
high functionality, and radiation insensitivity are needed, can all benefit from the advantages
offered by SOS.
The microelectronics research facility at NRaD has fabricated a few technology demon-
stration chips using the process described in Table II. A 16 x 16 bit parallel multiplier with
0.75 — fim gate lengths and a IK SRAM with effective gate lengths of 1.25 — /xm have been
fabricated in thin film fully depleted SOS. The 16 x 16 bit multiplier has shown CMOS
loaded gate delays of 243 ps at 5.0 volts VDD. Although the design of the IK SRAM was
conservative, access times of 20ns were obtained. These designs at least demonstrate the
viability of FD SOS for VLSI applications.
6 Challenges
Floating body effects, while mitigated by fully depleted films, are not eliminated entirely.
This effect leads to early drain breakdown although for deep submicron devices it is predicted
that SOI will have a higher breakdown voltage than a bulk device[13]. Body ties, although
successful at eliminating the floating body (albeit at the expense of less dense circuitry) for
thicker, non-fully depleted films are not effective for a FD film due to the lack of free carriers
in the FD film. Lightly doped source and drains will increase drain breakdown voltage while
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creating a trade-off of saturation current.
7 Summary
High quality thin films of SOS have made the use of fully depleted, sub-micron transistors
possible. Due to the low minority carrier lifetimes in SOS, drain breakdowns over 5.0 volts
for a gate length of 1.0-m have been observed. The potential for very high speed, low power
and dense layout design has been demonstrated. The natural isolation offered by SOS and
the very thin films described here offer advantages to the designer and make SOS a viable
VLSI technology.
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Figure 1: Cross section of CMOS/SOS device. Figure 2: Cross section of CMOS/bulk device.
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TABLE I
Advantages of a SOS/Fully Depleted Technology
4.3.7
Advantages Primary Reason Application
Reduced capacitance
Immunity to transient upset
Elimination of "kink" effect
Increased drain breakdown voltage
Reduced junction capacitances due to very
thin film and smaller area junctions
High-speed electronics
Very small active volume for electron-hole Soft-error free memories; defense
generation
No neutral floating substrate (due to
substrate fully depleted)
Higher recombination rate due to short
lifetime cause a reduction in gain of
parasitic npn bipolar
electronics
Analog VLSI
Deep submicron VLSI
Table H
Silicide CMOS/SOS Process Steps
Description Details
Silicon thinned to 1000-A
Island isolation
NMOS threshold implant
Gate oxidation
Polysilicon deposition,doping, etch
NMOS source/drain implant
PMOS source/drain implant
Sidewall oxide deposition
Source/drain anneal
Sidewall oxide etch
Titanium deposition
Silicon implant
RTA
Ti etch
RTA
Contact oxide, etch contacts
Metal deposition, etch
Sinter
oxide grown in wet Oj then stripped
plasma etch
boron: 2.5 x 10° cm'2 at 35 keV
11 min at 875 "C in wet O,
Tj., = 580-C
arsenic: 2.0 x 10" cnr2 at 55 keV
BF,: 2.0 x 10" era1 at 50 keV
3000-AundopedLTO
550°C 30min, 850°C,30min in N,
plasma etch
TT, = 500-A
silicon: 1.0 x 10" cm2 at 100 keV
675 °C, 60sec, N,
1:1:5 NH.OH:H,0,:H,O,60°C,3 min
850°C, 60sec, N,
6000-AundopedLTO
10,000-AAI/l%Si
450°C for 30 min in N,+H,
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Design and Test of Field Programmable Gate Arrays
in Space Applications
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Jon C. Barnett, William S. Green and James D. Kinnison
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Abstract - Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAUs) offer substantial benefits
in terms of flexibility and design integration. In addition to qualifying this
device for space applications by establishing its reliability and evaluating its
sensitivity to radiation, screening the programmed devices with Automatic Test
Equipment (ATE) and functional burn-in presents an interesting challenge. This
paper presents a review of the design, qualification and screening cycle employed
for FPGA designs in a space program, and demonstrates the need for close
interaction between design and test engineers.
1 FPGA Technology
Utilizing Actel Field Programmable Gate Arrays for flight designs has several advantages.
The first is that the Actel FPGAUs are capable of being programmed with moderately
complex designs. This eliminates the need for a great deal of 'glue logic' and can also take
the place of complex logic that is not available in space qualified parts. The second is that
the design cycle is much shorter than that of conventional gate arrays. This allows design
changes in prototype hardware in as little as one hour instead of waiting eight weeks for
a typical masked gate array. The last advantage is the ready availability of reliable, space
qualified parts that only need be programmed and tested before use in a flight application.
i
2 Radiation Testing
However, a part is only acceptable for space applications if it can withstand the harshness
of the applicable radiation environment. Of the FPGAUs available in 1990, only the 2000
gate Actel A1020, using antifuse technology, had demonstrated adequate radiation tolerance
to make it a viable choice for space applications.
The Actel FPGAUs from the Matsushita foundry showed good radiation tolerance in all
areas of concern. Total dose testing with Co-60 indicated that the Matsushita devices stay
within data sheet parameters for doses above 100 Krads (Si), while those from the alternative
Texas Instruments line perform poorly after only 6 Krads (Si). Examination of two versions
of the Actel 1020 FPGA, the original 2.05 ACT1020-A from the Matsushita foundry and the
1.25 TI-1210D by Texas Instruments showed an acceptable amount of sensitivity to Single
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Event Upsets for both parts. We will present a review of radiation testing by APL and
others.
3 Device Qualification and Screening
Actel reports 37.4M device hours of dynamic burn-in on programmed devices at 125 deg C
producing a failure rate of 83 FITS. We performed 1000 hour burn-in life test at 125 deg C
on 8 sample programmed devices. No failures were observed. We will discuss the life test
design.
4 Testing of Unprogrammed Devices
ActelUs functional screening of unprogrammed devices is quite comprehensive. Obtaining
883C qualified parts with Particle Impact Noise Detection (PIND) testing and additional 240
hour burn-in greatly simplified screening for APL. The major work then involved adequately
screening the devices Rpost-programming.
5 Testing of Programmed Devices
Although the programmed devices represent Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASI-
CUs) of relatively low gate count, ensuring testability of the completed device is still impor-
tant and complex. By following good Design for Testability (DFT) techniques the designer
can enhance the testability of the device; thereby, significantly decreasing the cycle time
for functional test development. Only then can a designer take true advantage of the short
design turn-around time of FPGAUs.
Through cooperation between the design and test engineers, it is possible to develop
simulation vectors appropriate for final electrical test. An in-house RCS program translated
the simulation vectors from Mentor listings to the Sentry S-15 ATE tester environment.
Ensuring the completeness of these vectors via fault-grading these vectors is still an area of
concern. We will discuss these issues.
6 Screening of Programmed Devices
In order to successfully screen a completed FPGA for possible internal defects, it is necessary
to combine a thorough electrical test program with a complete burn-in regimen. Each design
required an individual set of burn-in circuitry, designed in-house. A discussion of this work
is included.
7 Final Results
We will present a summary of the successes, as well as the failures and problems encountered
for each of eight design types.
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of an SEU Immune CMOS Logic Family *
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Abstract - Fault testing of resistive manufacturing defects is done on a recently
developed single event upset immune logic family. Resistive ranges and delay
times are compared with those of traditional CMOS logic. Reaction of the logic
to these defects is observed for a NOR gate and an evaluation of its ability to
cope with them is determined.
1 Introduction
This paper reviews prior research on the effects of manufacturing defects in CMOS logic.
CMOS logic was chosen because it is becoming the technology of choice for digital microelec-
tronics as it is well suited for VLSI designs. It requires low power while still providing high
performance. It has been shown that stuck-at fault models do not accurately characterize
all manufacturing defects, particularly for CMOS technology [5]; therefore, there exists an
array of single fault physical models which cover critical manufacturing defects. This paper
focuses upon resistive fault models as described in [3]. The goal is to apply these physical
models to a newly developed SEU (single event upset) immune logic family [1]. Standard
CMOS is sensitive to radiation effects in space, thus a robust CMOS logic family was devel-
oped which could tolerate this environment. The purpose of applying these physical models
to this new SEU immune logic family is to observe how it deals with manufacturing defects
as compared to traditional CMOS logic. Such information will be useful in evaluating the
manufacturability of the technology.
2 Manufacturing Defects
Manufacturing defects are upsets in the fabrication process or environmental contaminations
which affect the layout or the material of an 1C causing it to function incorrectly. These
manufacturing defects are physically represented by fault models. Fault models are used to
generate test sets which in turn are used to determine faults in IC's. There are two types
of manufacturing defects: global and local [6], [2]. Global defects involve major fabrication
errors such as cracks or scratches on the wafer, mask misalignments, etc. These are easily
detectable since many sections of the 1C are damaged. Local defects, on the other hand,
affect a localized area on an integrated circuit layer. These are seen as changes of the
electrical properties at a point. Local (spot) defects are explored in this paper.
1This research was supported by NASA under Space Engineering Research Center Grant NAGW-1406
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VILMAX
VIHMIN
1.84V
2.76V
Table 1: Noise Margin Parameters for Traditional CMOS
Manufacturing defects can generally be attributed to the absence or excess of material
in one of the conductive, semi conductive, or insulating layers [4]. Airborne particles and
droplets are the most predominant causes of spot defects as they contaminate the lithographic
mask. Thus, most spot defects are generated during the lithographic process [6].
3 The SEU Immune Logic Family
While CMOS logic has many benefits, it is sensitive to radiation. In space applications, a high
radiation level environment, particles pass through the electronic circuitry and momentarily
alter the electrical properties in the area of penetration, thereby creating potential failures.
The failure occurs when a particle passes through a diffusion region of one logic level to the
substrate at the opposite logic level. This results in a short which gives rise to a glitch.
An SEU immune (SEU-I) logic family was developed to provide radiation immunity, while
maintaining many of the benefits of traditional CMOS logic [1]. In the SEU-I logic family,
additional weak feedback transistors momentarily maintain the logic level in the impacted
area and thus prevent the glitch. Figure 2 shows an SEU-I NOR gate and three SEU-I
inverters. For more information on this family please see [1].
4 Fault Simulation Methods
Schematics were entered using PIGLET, an artwork and schematic editor, and translated
to SPICE input using SCIP, a schematic translator and SPICE interface. Simulation was
performed using HPSPICE with CMOS26 process models on a Hewlett Packard 9000/385
workstation. CMOS26 is a l/«n CMOS N-Well process. All simulations were done in the
HPSPICE "slow case" in order to provide worst case conditions.
Resistive shorts were simulated on a two input NOR gate, driven by two inverters and
driving an inverter. The shorts simulated for each transistor were drain-to-source, gate-to-
source and gate-to-drain. Transistors were sized to provide a two to one /3 ratio between the
NMOS and PMOS transistors and between the strong and weak transistors of the n and p
networks. The process parameters were left as the HPSPICE CMOS26 default values.
The simulated input sequence was AB=(01 00 10 11). Each input was applied for lOQj/sec
with a transition time of Sr/sec. Input logic levels ranged from 0 to 4.5 volts, while the Vdd
supply was set to 5 volts. The delay times for the faulted gates were determined for the 01
to 00 and 00 to 10 patterns since these are the only valid delay times for the sequence.
Resistive shorts have two primary effects upon a logic gate, depending upon the input
pattern: one, the output voltage level may degrade, and two, the transition (delay) time
may change. Minimum and maximum input levels for logic high and low were determined
by applying a ramp input signal to an inverter and observing the input voltage levels corre-
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VILMAX
VIHMIN
POUT
2.93V
4.41V
NOUT
.57V
2.65V
Table 2: Noise Margin Parameters for SEU-I CMOS
Input
Pattern
00->01
00->10
00->11
01->00
11->00
10->00
Traditional
OUT
1
1
.5
1
1
1
SEU-I
POUT
7.5
15
6.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
NOUT
1.5
3
1
3
3
3.5
Table 3: Fault Free Delay Time (rjsec). Resolution
spending to a negative one slope on the output voltage [7]. This was done for both traditional
CMOS and SEU-I CMOS, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. These levels separate the output
voltage range into determinate and indeterminate regions. Careful considerations were made
to maintain the same transistor parameters between the traditional CMOS gates, the SEU-I
gates, and their respective noise margin inverters.
Simulations were performed to identify the critical short resistance at which a gate pro-
duced a valid output, meaning the output voltage fell within the determinate region. Below
this resistance, the output was in the indeterminate region, while above this resistance the
output voltage was always valid. For simulated shorts in which the output was affected for
several input states, this resistance was recorded for each of the affected states, resulting
in a resistive range. The smallest number in a resistive range indicates the short resistance
at which the output was valid for one of the affected input states and the largest number
indicates the short resistance at which the output was valid for all input states.
For shorts resulting in a valid output, delay times were recorded which indicate the time
required for the output to transition. As the simulated short resistance was increased, the
delay time eventually returned to that observed for a fault-free gate.
Capacitive loading was only provided through the driving of an inverter. If additional
loading was simulated, the delay of both the traditional and SEU-I CMOS gates would
increase.
5 Results
The output steady state level, resistance range, and delays were evaluated for the given
shorts of the traditional and SEU-I logic. Fault free delay times are given in Table 3. The
circuit used for the traditional CMOS simulations can be seen in Figure 1, whereas that used
for SEU-I CMOS simulations is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Traditional CMOS Circuit
5.1 Traditional CMOS Shorts
Drain-to-source shorts (DS) have the least effect since they only involve one transistor,
meaning that they do not alter the electrical characteristics of other transistors. The output
for each short was faulty under only a single input pattern, namely, 01 (T2), 00(T3 and T4)
and 10(T1). The input 00 activated the fault for both NMOS transistors because they are
in parallel.
Gate-to-source shorts (GS), on the other hand, affect two transistors in the NOR gate,
the first being the shorted transistor itself and the second being the transistor that connects
to the shorted gate node (each input connects to two transistors, one n and one p). Again
the output was only affected under a single input pattern, specifically 00(T1 and T2), 10(T3)
and 01 (T4). As the simulated resistance is decreased, the shorted transistor can not "turn
on" completely. Consequently, the transistor's channel resistance is higher. Furthermore,
the other transistor connected to the shorted node does not "turn off" completely.
Gate-to-drain (GD) shorts have the greatest effect since most of the shorts connect be-
tween the gate and the output, as opposed to the gate-to-source shorts which connect to
supply nodes. Therefore, the input has a direct influence on the output while also altering
the logic levels at other gates. For this reason, gate-to-drain shorts affect the output for
multiple input states, those of 01(T2 and T4), 00(T1, T2, T3 and T4), 10(T1 and T3), and
a mild effect (not enough to reach noise margin limits) from 11 (T2, T3 and T4). As was the
case for DS shorts, the GS short at T2 is identical to the GS short at T4. The delays are
limited by the physical characteristics of the affected transistor. As the short's resistance
is decreased, the gate and drain approach equipotential, causing the channel resistance to
change. This resistance will continue to change until an equilibrium is reached between the
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DS
GS
GD
Tl
3.30
6.25
2.30-*3.80
T2
5.60
5.76
6.0-»8.0
T3
7.10
7.84
4.60-^8.20
T4
7.10
7.08
6.0-»8.0
Table 4: Resistances for traditional CMOS (in K ohms)
DS
GS
GD
Tl
(10)1.5...
(00)4.0...
(00)1.5...
(10)1.5...
T2
(Ol)N.S.
(00)3.0...
(00)1.5...
(Ql)N.S.
T3
(00)1.0...
(10)6.5...
(00)1.0...
(10)1.5...
T4
(00)1.0...
(Ol)AT.S.
(00)1.5...
(Ol)JV.S.
Table 5: Delay times for traditional CMOS (in 7/sec). Resolution
"on" (channel) resistance and the short resistance. For example, PMOS transistors (i.e. Tl)
pass ones, thus, a GD short would cause the transistor to begin turning off, causing the
channel resistance to increase. This is the same idea as the gate to source short except that
the drain potential is dependent on how fully "on" the transistor is. It is for this reason
that the channel resistance will reach an equilibrium with the fixed short resistance. This
prevents the delay from becoming large. The NMOS transistors behave similarly.
Tables 4 and 5 show resistance values and delay times respectively. The affected input
states are shown as (AB). Take for example entry T4/GD where the input (00) has a delay
of 1.5»/sec. As the resistance increases the delay time drops to its fault free value of 1.07/sec.
The N.S. (Not Simulated) for input (01) means that although the DS short did cause faulty
behavior for the input A=0 and B=l it was not possible to calculate a delay time because
input (01) was the starting input of the sequence. All delay times return to the fault free
times as the resistance goes towards infinity.
5.2 SEU-I CMOS Shorts
As can be expected, the common transistors between the SEU-I and the traditional CMOS
behave in a similar manner to the same input patterns for the given faults. For this reason,
only the differences will be presented.
Drain-to-source shorts in the feedback transistor affect several input patterns, those where
the output is high (00) for T5 and those where the output is low (01 10 and 11) for T6.
T5 pulls POUT low while T6 pulls NOUT high. This short type, as can be seen, has a
higher resistive range since there is a direct influence on the output. Delays occur for the
T6 feedback gate where the output is low and the T5 feedback gate where the output is
high. As T6 is shorted, NOUT is pulled up causing T5 to turn off and thus increasing the
resistance to ground. Since T5 is the means by which POUT is pulled low, any effect upon
this gate would greatly affect the fall time. For the case of T5, POUT is driven by the
pull up transistors, thus, shorting T5 has little effect outside of causing POUT to be pulled
down. When POUT is pulled down the resistance from NOUT to Vdd is increased, thereby
5.2.6
Figure 2: SEU-I Circuit
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II Tl
DS
GS
GD
POUT
NOUT
POUT
NOUT
POUT
NOUT
140.0
30.0
26.0
22.0
33.0-^136.0
15.0-^27.0
T2
150.0
30.0
30.0
24.0
39.0-^140.0
16.0-^35.0
T3
No Effect
100.0
6.0
10.0
10.0
6.0->95.0
T4
No Effect
100.0
5.0
9.0
5.0
5.0-»95.0
Table 6: Resistances for SEU-I CMOS common transistors (in K ohms)
DS
GS
GD
POUT
NOUT
POUT
NOUT
POUT
NOUT
T5
50.0
30.0
No Effect
No Effect
No Effect
100.0
T6
10.0-^15.0
20.0-^40.0
No Effect
No Effect
120.0-»140.0
40.0
Table 7: Resistances for SEU-I CMOS feedback transistors (in K ohms)
increasing the rise time for NOUT.
Gate-to-source shorts for the feedback transistors have no effect on the outputs. This
type of short connects POUT to NOUT; because these nodes are always at the same logic
levels, the result is to simply to pull both nodes to the appropriate rail. The resistive range,
for the common transistors, is the lowest of all SEU-I transistor shorts. These shorts affect
the transistor's gate as opposed to affecting the output directly, as is the case for the DS
and GD shorts (i.e. the transistors "on" state is manipulated instead of the transistor being
bypassed).
Gate-to-drain shorts of the feedback transistors affect several input states, which are
the same as those of the drain-to-source short. In this case the T5 transistor pulls NOUT
down while T6 pulls POUT up. This happens when POUT is low. This fault type has a
high resistive range much like the DS short, where the input to the gate affects the output
directly. As a result of the shorted feedback transistors, there is a minimum effect upon the
delays. A GD short on T5 has no effect since it occurs at the input pattern (00) where the
transistor is not driving the output. However, it is also the DS short for T3, but this short
too has virtually no influence on the rise time. The feedback transistor T6 has an influence
for the input patterns (01,10 and 11), although, the effect to the output is again minimal.
For these input cases the output NOUT is driven by either transistor T3, T4 or both; thus,
as T6's resistance increases the effect is not noticed in output's fall time.
Tables 6 and 7 show resistance values for SEU-I CMOS common and feedback transistors.
Tables 8 and 9 present delay times for the common and feedback transistors. Shorts that
did not have an effect on the circuit are indicated by "No Effect".
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II Tl
DS
GS
GD
POUT
NOUT
POUT
NOUT
POUT
NOUT
(10)5.0...
(10)1.5...
(00)21.0...
(00)25.0...
(10)4.5...
(00)2.5...
(10)1.5...
(00)6.5...
T2
(Ql)N.S.
(Ol)N.S.
(00)12.5...
(00)24.0...
(Ol)N.S.
(00)2.5...
(U)N.S.
(Ol)N.S.
(00)2.0...
(U)N.S.
T3
(00)1.5...
(00)2.0...
(10)45.0...
(10)32.5...
(00)1.5...
(10)20.5...
(11)A^.5.
(00)2.0...
(10)8.5...
(U)N.S.
T4
(00)1.5...
(00)2.0...
(Ol)N.S.
(Ol)N.S.
(Ol)N.S.
(00)1.5...
(ll)N.S.
(Ql)N.S.
(00)2.0...
(11)^ .5.
Table 8: Delay times for SEU-I CMOS common transistors (in rysec). Resolution ^.5?/sec
DS
GS
GD
POUT
NOUT
POUT
NOUT
POUT
NOUT
T5
(00)2.5...
(00)4.5...
No
Effect
(00)1.5...
(00)2.0...
T6
(Ql)N.S.
(10)21.0...
(Ql)N.S.
(Ql)N.S.
(10)3.0...
(01) .^5.
No
Effect
(Ql)N.S.
(10)5.0...
(ll)N.S.
(Ql)N.S.
(10)1.5...
(U)N.S.
Table 9: Delay times for SEU-I CMOS feedback transistors (in »/sec). Resolution
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5.3 Discussion of Results
The results have shown that there are some considerable differences between the behavior
of the SEU-I and traditional CMOS logics. The differences are due to the weak feedback
transistors and, most importantly, the SEU-I gates which drive them.
Feedback transistors by their design have a higher resistance (this is required for SEU-I
operation [1]) which results in higher delays when driving the output, as in, the output
POUT during a 01, 10 or 11 input. This transistor feedback also provides a means by which
the faulted output can return and intensify the faulting effect. An example would be a
drain-to-source short on Tl with an input of 10. As the short's resistance decreases, POUT
gets pulled up from its ground level causing the feedback transistor T6 to start turning "on".
With this event NOUT gets pulled up from its ground level causing the feedback transistor
T5 to start turning "off". The result of T5 not being fully "on" leads to an increase of
POUT, thus intensifying the fault.
Since SEU-I logic is driven by SEU-I logic, an increase in delay and resistive range occurs.
This can be seen in the gate-to-source and gate-to-drain shorts. For example, consider the
gate-to-source short on Tl for the input 00. As the simulated resistance is decreased, Tl
begins to shut "off", causing the rise time to increase. For traditional CMOS, Tl's gate is
being driven low by a strong (lower channel resistance) NMOS transistor in the preceeding
inverter. In the case of the SEU-I CMOS, Tl's gate is being driven low by a weak (higher
channel resistance) PMOS transistor. The result of being driven by a weak transistor is an
increased rise time since it takes longer for the driving transistor to pull the driven transistor
(Tl) low. The high SEU-I delay is not confined to only faulted conditions, as can be seen
from the fault free values. SEU-I logic transistors are driven "on" by weak gates which pass
poor signals. An example would be the PMOS transistor Tl, the gate of which is driven
low by a weak PMOS transistor in the preceeding logic gate. PMOS transistors do not pass
good zeros. Thus Tl is never fully "on". The increase in resistive range, as compared to
the traditional CMOS, is due to the resistive ratio between the short of the driven transistor
and the channel of the driving transistor. A higher channel resistance must be matched by
a corresponding increase in the short resistance in order to maintain the same voltage level
at the gate. This means that traditional CMOS, because it drives the output with "strong"
transistors, can overcome, or tolerate, lower resistance shorts.
It is important to note that resistive shorts will also effect the gate being driven. For
example, if T6's channel resistance increases due to a short then a gate being driven by it
will experience a much greater delay time on its output. This can propagate through the
circuit.
6 Summary
As the results show, SEU-I CMOS logic is more sensitive to resistive shorts than its tra-
ditional CMOS counterpart. It is, however, important to note that realistic manufacturing
faults may not span from zero to infinity. That is to say that resistive faults may only oc-
cur for a small range of values. Consequently, the fact that the SEU immune logic is more
sensitive may not be a concern. The higher rise time is, on the other hand, a concern in the
5.2.10
area of performance since a circuit is dependent on its worst case time. A reduction of the
RC time constant could be achieved by strengthening the feedback transistors. However,
strengthening the feedback transistors affects the transient suppression abilities [1].
This research has only covered the narrow field of resistive faults. The author wishes to
continue exploring other manufacturing faults such as bridging, stuck-at's and stuck-on's to
make a more complete judgment on the logic's ability to tolerate such defects.
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Abstract - In our previous works, using a graphical tool, yield factor histograms, we
studied the yield sensitivity of High Electron Mobility Transistors (HEMT) and
HEMT circuit performance with the variation of process parameters. This work
studies the scaling effects of process parameters on yield sensitivity of HEMT
digital circuits. The results applied to two HEMT circuits are presented.
1 Introduction
The GaAs High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT) is being considered for VLSI circuit
design for space applications because of its high speed and its tolerance to many forms of
radiation. The digital HEMT circuit performances are strongly dependent on the process
parameter variations and on the device dimensions. So, the study of circuit performances
and their sensitivities to process parameter variations and to device dimension scalings is
very important to avoid failure of costly and time-consuming circuit designs.
In our previous work [1], we studied the statistical sensitivities of the HEMTs to process
parameter variations. Then in our second phase of the work [2], we designed two digital
circuits with these HEMTs and studied the yield sensitivity to process parameter variations.
For the HEMT yield sensitivity study, we statistically varied three parameters, gate length,
L, gate width, Z and the carrier mobility, //. It is important to study the yield and the
yield sensitivity with more parameter variations like parasitic resistances and the threshold
voltage and also observe the effect of HEMT sizing on yield and the yield sensitivity. So, the
purpose of this work is to study the circuit yield sensitivity as a function of more parameter
variations and also to study the HEMT sizing effect on the circuit yield sensitivity.
2 The HEMT Model and the Dimension Scaling
The basic structure of a uniformly doped AlGaAs/GaAs HEMT is shown in Figure 1. The
dc model used in this work is taken from reference [3]. This model uses the Trofimenkoff
type carrier velocity-field relationship to model the dc I-V characteristics for both normal
and compressed transconductance regions. In the model, three parameters which are directly
related to the physical parameters are needed to describe the I-V characteristics in the normal
transconductance region. These are shown below:
A =
 Ztf»
 (1)
5.3.2
Ohmic Metal Ohmic Metal
Schottky Metal
Undoped
n+-AlGaAs
Undoped GaAs
SI GaAs
Figure 1: Structure of a Uniformly Doped AlGaAs/GaAs HEMT.
C =
= LEC
I?
(2)
(3)
where /#, Ec, e, v3 and 8 are the charge control coefficient, saturation electric field, permittiv-
ity of AlGaAs, saturation velocity and effective width of the conduction channel respectively.
This dc model was validated in reference [4].
^From the dc model, we have analytically derived the expressions for the small-signal
parameters such as transconductance, gm, gate to source capacitance, Cgs and the current
gain cutoff frequency, fa in the normal linear region. The expressions are given below:
9m =
dip
dVG
AVD
VD/B (4)
dQr
dVG
VD/B) (5)
VD/B)(2 + VD/B) (6)
In the normal saturation region, we have applied numerical techniques to compute these
circuit parameters. See reference [4] for details.
Another parameter "BETA" which is used in the JFET SPICE circuit model is calculated
from the relation
R VT A C7\
.DJZjJ. ./i ^— . _ . /— _ . I I I
2(1 + \VD)(VG - Vtk) v '
where A is the channel length modulation parameter.
In the dc or the small-signal model, the parasitic effects are not included explicitly. This
effect was taken into account in the model by solving the nonlinear equations which are given
below:
VGS = VG + ID(VG,VD)RS (8)
VDS = VD + ID(VG, VD)(RS + RD) (9)
where VGs and VDS are the externally applied bias voltages and RS and RD are the parasitic
source and the drain resistances.
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Parameter
L(/im)
Z(/mi)
(i(m*/Vs)
Vtho(V)
A(mA/V2)
B(V)
C(KSl)
D
RsW
RD(ty
Normal Size Value
0.35
65
0.44
-0.017
49.517
5.285
8.341
0.015
5.9
6.0
Scaled Size Value
0.35
10
0.44
-0.017
7.618
5.285
54.216
0.015
38.35
39.0
Table 1: Physical and Model Parameters of the TRW #2078 HEMT.
In the subthreshold region of operation of the HEMT, a model parameter, D is used to
model the threshold voltage shift of the two dimensional electron gas caused by the drain
voltage. This threshold voltage correction is shown by the equation
Vth = Vtho - D x V D (10)
The physical and the model parameters used for the TRW #2078 HEMT are given in
Table 1 [3].
2.1 Scaling Rules for the HEMT
As we mentioned earlier, we did not consider the dimension sizing of the HEMT in the
statistical sensitivity study of our previous works. Scaling rules for the HEMT can be
arrived at from the analytical expressions for the parameters or from the measurements of
different size HEMTs from the same foundry. Most of the HEMT small-signal parameter
values are scaled up or down based on the gate width [5].
The drain source current, ID and the depletion charge are proportional to the gate width,
Z; so the partial derivative of these quantities, such as gm = J^P-, g^s = |pP-, Cga = -j$- and
Cgd = -j$- are also expected to be proportional to gate width. In addition, because Cda is a
geometric capacitance from source to drain, it is also proportional to gate width.
The circuit parameters of a HEMT with gate width Z can be related to a scaled HEMT
with gate width Z\ by using a scale factor Si = -j-. Then the circuit parameters are scaled
to some arbitrary gate width, Z\ as follows:
g* = —9m
(11)
(12)
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9L = f (13)
•->!
Of. = ^  (14)
C'd = ^  (15)
»^i
cL = j^ («>)
Scaling rules for the parasitic resistances RS and RD are different from the above param-
eters. These rules can be derived from simple Ohm's law: R = j. For either resistor
RS,D = %- (17)ID
where V is the voltage drop across the resistor and ID is the drain current that is proportional
to gate width. Using the scale factor defined above, RS and RD can be scaled as
Rfs = RSS1 (18)
R'D = RDSl (19)
As we see from the above equations, the parasitic resistances are inversely proportional to
the gate width. It can be shown from the definition of /x, it is independent of gate width.
In this work, we have used the 65^m normal gate width HEMTs in the example circuits.
We have used a scale factor of 6.5 to reduce the gate width to IQjim so that the HEMTs
could be used for the VLSI design. The last column of Table 1 shows the scaled parameters.
A computer simulation program was developed to calculate circuit parameters such as
drain current, transconductance, "BETA", gate-to-source capacitance and the current gain
cutoff frequency for both the normal and scaled HEMT. In Table 2, we present the simulation
results for the linear and the saturation regions. The bias conditions were chosen arbitrarily.
As we see from the table, the results agree excellently. For all cases, the scaling factor is
close to 6.5 as we expected.
3 Statistical Analysis
In our statistical analysis, we used the Monte Carlo technique and a computer program
called SPICENTER developed at the University of Idaho. Mathematical development of
the yield factor histograms and the yield sensitivity to process parameter variations can be
found elsewhere [1,2,6]. Here we briefly describe the method we used in our work.
3.1 Monte Carlo Simulator
In this work, the scaled TRW #2078 HEMT was used to implement the example circuits.
This HEMT shows only the normal transconductance effect. To describe this effect, six
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Circuit Parameter
/c(M)
gm(mS)
BETA(mA/V*)
C9,(fF}
fr(GHz)
ID(»A}
9m(mS)
BETA(mA/V*)
C..(fF)
h(GHz]
Bias Condition
VGS = 0.5V, VDS = 0.4V
VGS = 0.5V, VDS = 0.4V
VGS = 0.5V, VDS = 0.4V
VGS = 0.5V, VDS = 0.4V
VGS = 0.5V, VDS = 0.4V
VG5 = 0.2V, VD5 = 1.0V
VG5 = 0.2V, VDS = 1.0V
VGS = 0.2V, VDS = 1.0V
VG5 = 0.2V, VDS = 1.0V
VGS = 0.2V, VDS = 1-OV
Normal Size
5091
15.79
16.05
28.46
88.32
1376
10.87
24.20
6.51
265.58
Scaled Size
783
2.43
2.47
4.38
[_ 88.34
212
1.67
3.72
1.00
265.58
Table 2: Circuit Parameters of the TRW #2078 HEMT Calculated in this Work.
process related parameters such as L, Z, /z, V<AO, RS and RD are needed. In our Monte Carlo
simulation, we have chosen a ±5% uniform and uncorrelated variation of these parameters
about their nominal values listed in Table 1. In the simulation, we varied these parameters
randomly at the same time. The random parameter values are used in the model program
to calculate the circuit parameters gm, Cgi and "BETA" for a particular bias condition. To
create 1000 statistical HEMTs for normal size or for scaled size HEMT, 1000 simulations are
performed. These 1000 HEMT circuit parameter values form a "TRUTH MODEL" [6] input
to the JFET SPICE circuit model. Gate-to-drain capacitance Cgd is very small compared to
the Cg3, so in the SPICE model we keep this capacitance constant.
For the Monte Carlo analysis, the program SPICENTER takes each set of parameter
values created from the model program and computes the circuit performances like delay
time, rise time, fall time etc. The circuit performance calculated from each simulation are
compared with the nominal performance specification. If the circuit meets the specification
then the circuit is accepted otherwise it is rejected. From the accepted circuits, the program
creates the yield factor histograms for each of the independent parameters, L, Z, /z, RD-,
RS and Vtho- Our analysis technique is summarized in Figure 2. Details are to be found
elsewhere [1,7].
The yield sensitivity was determined by linear fitting the yield factor histograms. The
slope of each fit determines the yield sensitivity with respect to a particular parameter.
These yield sensitivities are presented as yield%/parameter% and also as yield% per each
unit dimension.
4 Results
In this work, we have chosen two example HEMT circuits to study the dimension scaling
effects on the circuit performances and their yield sensitivities.
5.3.6
HEMT Device Model Process Parameter Random Number Generator
Process Parameter Statistics
Compute Device Performance
Store as Device Performance
Data Base (Truth Model)
Read a Device from Data BaseCircuit Model
Compute HEMT Circuit Performance
Total Number of Circuits Number of Accepted Circuits
Store the Results for Records
Output Circuit Statistics, Yield Factor Histograms
Yield Sensitivity
Figure 2: Algorithm of the Monte Carlo Simulator.
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Parameter
Param. 1: L
Param. 2: Z
Param. 3: M
Param. 4: RD
Param. 5: Rg
Param. 6: Vtho
Normal Size
Yield Sensitivity
(yield%/parameter%)
-9.14 ± 0.49
+6.33 ± 0.44
+7.77 ± 0.45
-0.90 ± 0.83
-2.19 ±0.50
-0.07 ±0.50
Normal Size
Yield Sensitivity
-2602.56 ± 137.14%//im
+9.74 ± 0.67%//im
+1761.91 ± 102.60%/m2/Vs
-15.00 ± 13.74%/n
-37.13 ±8.56%/n
+0.44±2.90%/mV
Reduced Size
Yield Sensitivity
( yield% /parameter% )
-9.81 ± 0.42
+5.29 ±0.49
+7.79 ± 0.59
-1.05 ± 0.84
-1.47 ±0.44
+0.36 ± 0.45
Reduced Size
Yield Sensitivity
-2794.87 ± 120.92%/^m
52.95 ± 4.87%//mi
+1765.31 ± 132.94%/m2/ys
-2.69±2.16%/n
-3.83±1.15%/n
+2.11 ± 2.64%/mV
Table 3: Yield Sensitivity of the FFL NOR Gate.
4.1 Example I: 2-Input NOR Gate with Feedback FET Logic
Our first example circuit is a 2-input NOR gate with feedback FET Logic (FFL). This high-
speed and low power feedback FET logic is based upon a push-pull output stage with a
feedback inverter that shuts off the output current after the logic high state is reached. It
is two to four times faster than the comparable GaAs direct-coupled FET logic. Figure 3
shows the circuit diagram of this FFL NOR gate [8]. All of the transistors in the circuit are
n-channel type transistors. Using one type of transistors raises yield and reduces process
complexity.
We have chosen delay time as the performance criterion for this NOR gate. In our
analysis, the delay time is defined as the time taken at the output to reach 90% of its
final steady state value from the instant the input is triggered with a step voltage. The
nominal delay times for both the normal and the scaled size HEMT circuits were calculated
by simulating the circuit with the nominal parameter values. The delay time was found
to be 35.88 ps for normal size circuit and 34.06 ps for scaled size circuit. The output load
capacitance was scaled down by the same factor to calculate the delay time of the scaled size
circuit.
The Monte Carlo simulations were performed first with the normal size HEMT circuit
parameters. The yield was only 12.2% which is very low. To increase the yield, we relax the
delay time by 5% and resimulate. With this 5% increased delay time specification we achieve
a 48.1% yield. The yield factor histograms for 1000 simulations of this circuit are shown in
Figure 4. As we see from the figure, the yield is very sensitive to the gate length, width
and the mobility. But it is almost insensitive to the parasitic resistances and the threshold
voltage. However, we found a small decrement of yield with source resistance increment.
1000 simulations were also performed for the scaled size circuit and the yield was 13.2%.
So, we increase the delay time by 5% in the specification to increase the yield to 56.2%. We
observe similar results as the normal size HEMT circuit.
The yield sensitivity to each parameter variation was calculated for both the circuits and
are shown in Table 3. These are presented as yield%/parameter% and also as yield% per
unit dimension of the parameter.
5.3.8
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R=20K
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Figure 3: Circuit Diagram of an FFL HEMT NOR Gate.
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Figure 4: Yield Factor Histograms, Yield % vs. Parameter %, of an FFL NOR Gate.
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Parameter
Param. 1: L
Param. 2: Z
Param. 3: \i
Param. 4: RD
Param. 5: R$
Param. 6: V«ho
Normal Size
Yield Sensitivity
(yield%/parameter%)
-7.80 ± 0.65
+2.21 ± 0.49
+3.92 ± 0.41
-1.64 ±1.03
+0.15 ± 0.60
+0.52 ± 0.58
Normal Size
Yield Sensitivity
-2222.22 ± 183.60%/jim
+3.39 ± 0.74%/nm
+887.76 ± 91.74%/tn2/Vs
-27.23 ±17.10%/n
+2.53±10.26%/0
+3.07 ± 3.34%/m V
Reduced Size
Yield Sensitivity
(yield%/parameter%)
-5.69 ± 0.59
+1.96 ±0.49
+3.84 ± 0.67
-5.29 ± 0.94
+3.67 ± 0.70
+0.99 ± 0.71
Reduced Size
Yield Sensitivity
- 1619.66 ± 168.78%/Mm
+19.65 ± 4.82%/jum
+870.75 ± 149.91%/m2/Vs
-13.58 ±2.39%/0
+9.58±1.82%/n
+5.79±4.14%/mV
Table 4: Yield Sensitivity of the HEMT Inverter Chain.
4.2 Example II: HEMT Inverter Chain with Complementary
Logic
A chain of inverters mostly used in memory circuits is chosen as our second example circuit.
We propose a chain of five inverters implemented with complementary logic [9] and the circuit
is shown in Figure 5. In the circuit, P1-P5 are the p-channel and N1-N5 are the n-channel
depletion mode HEMTs. The capacitances Cl through C5 are the output capacitances for
each stage which are arbitrarily chosen to O.lpF for the normal size circuit. A step input is
applied and output is observed at the capacitor C5.
For this circuit, we have chosen rise time of the output at C5 as the performance criterion.
The rise time calculated from the nominal values of the parameters were 20.44 ps for normal
size and 23.77 ps for the scaled size circuit. Here also, we scale all capacitors down by the
same factor.
1000 Monte Carlo simulations were performed first for the normal size HEMT and then
for the scaled size HEMT inverters. The yields were not high enough, so we relax the
specification by increasing the rise time of 5% and simulate again. With the new specification
the yield went up to 52.1% and 56.8% for normal and scaled size circuit respectively. In Figure
6, we present the yield factor histograms of the Scaled size HEMT circuit with 5% relaxed
rise time specification. For this circuit both in normal and scaled size, the yield and the yield
sensitivity as a function of L, Z, fj, and Vtho variation is similar as we observed for circuit I.
The yield is not very sensitive to the parasitic resistances R$ and RD for the normal size
circuit but it is sensitive for the scaled size circuit. Yield increases with RS and decreases as
RD increases. As a verification of our result, we choose fall time as performance specification
in the Monte Carlo simulation and perform 1000 runs and we observed a consistent result as
we expected. That is, the yield is higher for higher RD value and lower for lower RS value.
The yield sensitivity of both normal and scaled HEMT inverters are shown in Table 4.
5 Conclusion
In this work, we first studied the dimension scaling rules of the HEMT circuit parameters.
Results of our study are given in Table 2. Then we used the yield factor histograms graphical
tools to study the dimension scaling of the HEMTs on the yield and the yield sensitivity of
two circuits. From our study, we found, for the NOR gate, that the scaling of the gate width
5.3.10
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Figure 5: HEMT Inverter Chain with complementary Logic.
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Figure 6: Yield Factor Histograms, Yield % vs. Parameter %, of HEMT Inverter Chain.
5.3.12
and the parasitic resistances do not change the yield and the yield sensitivity significantly.
The yield and the yield sensitivity of the inverter chain do not change much with the scaling
of the HEMT width. But yield is more sensitive to RS and RD for the scaled HEMT inverter.
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Abstract - N-Modular Redundancy (NMR) is one of the best known fault toler-
ance techniques. Replication of a module to achieve fault tolerance is in some
ways analogous to the use of a repetition code where an information symbol
is replicated as parity symbols in a codeword. Linear Error-Correcting Codes
(ECC) use linear combinations of information symbols as parity symbols which
are used to generate syndromes for error patterns. These observations indicate
links between the theory of ECC and the use of hardware redundancy for fault
tolerance. In this paper, we explore some of these links and show examples of
NMR systems where identification of good and failed elements is accomplished
in a manner similar to error correction using linear ECC's.
1 Introduction
In a repetition code, the information symbol is replicated as parity symbols for the purpose
of error detection and correction. An NMR system with voting also has the same purpose;
ie., tolerate failures in some modules. In an NMR system, voting can be replaced by Galois
Field (GF) arithmetic operations to identify the good and failed modules from the results
of these operations, just as GF arithmetic operations are used to identify and correct the
erroneous symbols in a received codeword, provided the number of errors or failed modules
is within the correction capability of the code. Some necessary results from the theory of
linear ECCs are reviewed in the next section [1,2].
2 Useful Principles from Coding Theory
This paper attempts to adapt some results from coding theory for use in fault tolerance
using modular redundant systems. Some definitions and results from coding theory [1, 2]
are reproduced below.
Definition 1 A block code of size M over an alphabet with q symbols is a set of M q-ary
sequences of length n called codewords.
If q = 2, the symbols are called bits and the code is a binary code. Usually M = qk for some
integer fc, and the code is an (n, k) code. Each sequence of k q-&ry information symbols is
associated with a sequence of n q-ary symbols making a codeword.
5.4.2
Definition 2 The Hamming distance d(x, y) between two q-ary sequences x and y of length
n is the number of places in which they differ.
Definition 3 Let C = c,-, i = 0, . . . , M — 1 be a code. Then the minimum distance of C is
the Hamming distance of the pair of codewords with smallest Hamming distance.
Suppose that a codeword is transmitted, and some symbols are corrupted by the channel. If
t errors occur, and if the distance from the received word to every other codeword is larger
than i, then the decoder will properly correct the errors, if it presumes that the closest
codeword to the received word was actually transmitted. This always occurs if d > (It + 1).
Within the space of all g-ary n-tuples, a set of n-tuples is selected and the elements are
designated as codewords. If d is the minimum distance of this code and t is the largest
integer satisfying d > 2t + 1, then nonintersecting spheres of radius t can be drawn about
each of the codewords. A received word that falls in a sphere is decoded as the codeword at
the center of that sphere. If t or fewer errors occur, then the received word is always in the
proper sphere, and the decoding is correct. Some received words with more than t errors will
be within the decoding spheres of other codewords and will be decoded incorrectly. Other
received words with more than t errors will lie in the interstitial space between decoding
spheres. (Notice that if the minimum distance is (It + 1), a received word with It or fewer
errors can be recognized as being in error, since it will be a non codeword.)
There is a class of codes called linear codes which are defined by imposing strong structural
property on the codes. This class includes most of the known good codes. Good codes are
those which have good error-correction and detection capabilities. The structure helps in
the search for good codes as well as in the design of encoders and decoders. There are
good codes that are not linear, but non linear codes are hard to deal with because of their
lack of structure. The theory of linear codes involves the concept of vector spaces. From
group theory, it is known that under componentwise vector addition and componentwise
scalar multiplication, the set of n-tuples of elements from GF(q) (the Galois Field with q
elements), is a vector space called GF(qn). A special case of major importance is GF(2n),
the vector space of all binary n-tuples with two such vectors added by modulo-2 addition in
each component.
Definition 4 A linear code is a non-empty set of n-tuples over GF(q) called codewords
such that the sum of two codewords is a codeword and the product of any codeword by a field
element is a codeword.
There are qk codewords, each n symbols long out of which k are information symbols and
(n — k) are parity symbols added for error-correction purposes. Another way of defining a
linear code is that it is a subspace of GF(qn).
It follows from the theory of vector spaces that any (n, k) linear code can be represented
by its generator matrix which is a A: by n matrix with the property that any codeword is
a linear combination of the rows of this matrix. The generator matrix is a concise way to
describe a linear code. The generator matrix is formed by using any set of basis vectors for
the subspace as its rows. Any one-to-one pairing of fc-tuples and codewords can be used as
the encoding procedure, but the most natural approach is to use the equation
c = iG (1)
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where, i, the information word, is a fc-tuple of information symbols to be encoded and c is
the codeword n-tuple. G is the generator matrix.
Obviously the parity symbols can be generated as a linear combination of some of the
information symbols. Every generator matrix G is equivalent to one with a k by k identity
in the first k columns. That is,
G = [IIP] (2)
and P is a k by (n — k) matrix. We call this the systematic form of the generator matrix.
This generator matrix leads to systematic codes, where the information symbols appear as
a block in the first k positions of the codeword, and the parity symbols appear as a block in
the next (n — k} positions.
Associated with every generator matrix is a parity check matrix H, defined such that
GHT = 0. (3)
For the systematic form of G, an appropriate definition of a systematic parity check matrix
is
. H = [-PT;I] (4)
where I is an identity matrix of dimension (n — fc), because then GHT = 0.
When a codeword is transmitted through a communication channel, it can become cor-
rupted. The effect is the same as adding an n-tuple called the error pattern to the codeword.
The GF(q) sum of the codeword and error pattern gives the received word. If it is assumed
that the number of errors is within the error-correction capability of the code, each cor-
rectable error pattern gives rise to a unique syndrome. The syndrome is generated from
the received word by GF(q) operations. Thus the syndrome helps to recover the original
codeword from its corrupted received version. One way of generating the syndrome from the
received word is to take its product with the transpose of the parity check matrix, ie.,
S = rHT (5)
where S is the syndrome corresponding to the received word r. From the structure of H,
the structure of HT can be seen to be
-P
where, I is an identity matrix of dimension (n — k}. The structure of HT, shows that the
syndrome can be generated as the vector sum of the received parity symbols and the additive
inverse of the parity symbols recomputed from the received information symbols. For any
extension field of GF(2), the additive inverse of an element is the element itself.
3 NMR as a Repetition Code
Consider a repetition code, where there is one information symbol and (N—1) parity symbols,
which are copies of the information symbol. This is an (JV, 1) repetition code. The codewords
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are [00 ... 0] and [x x ... x], where x is any member from the code alphabet with q symbols.
This is a special case of linear codes. This code has a minimum distance of N and hence can
correct t errors where N > (It -f 1). Consider a received word [ri r2 ... rjv]. From the theory
of linear ECC, we can find the syndrome corresponding to this received word as follows.
First, we recompute the parity symbols from the received word. Notice that for a repetition
code, the parity symbols are copies of the information symbol itself. Thus the reconstructed
parity symbol vector corresponds to the (N—l)-tuple [r\ri... r^]. To generate the syndrome,
we find the GF(q) vector sum of the additive inverse of the recomputed parity symbol vector
and the received parity symbol vector. That is, the syndrome
S = [(-rt 0 rzX-rj © r3)... (-r, 9 rN)] (6)
where ® represents GF(q) addition. Thus the syndrome of the error pattern is obtained by
the GF(q) addition of the additive inverse of the received information symbol with each of
the received parity symbols. For all correctable errors, the syndrome uniquely determines
the error pattern, ie., it shows which symbols are in error and by how much.
An NMR system resembles a repetition code in that the module is replicated just as the
information symbol is replicated in the repetition code. The modules in an NMR system
can be either good or faulty. A faulty module can, in general, take an undefined state but
the module output is always equivalent to an element from GF(q), where q = 2m, m being
the number of module output lines. In other words, we are representing the module outputs
as GF(q) symbols. Imagine that the first module in an NMR system corresponds to the
information symbol of a repetition code, and the other modules correspond to the parity
symbols. Consider that the first module is GF(q) added with every other module using
(N — 1) two-input GF(q) adder units. Assume that the adder units are fault-free. This
system is shown in Figure 1, where the c,-'s represent GF(q) addition.
The following theorem can be proved. Some terms are defined first.
Definition 5 A Module Fault Pattern is an N-bit vector over GF(2), with weight less than
or equal to l^y^J, where 1's represent faulty modules and O's represent good modules by
position in an NMR system. The most significant position represents the first module and
the least significant position represents the last module.
Definition 6 A Fault Signature is a vector over GF(q) whose symbols are the outputs of the
GF(q) adders for a particular fault pattern. The symbols of the fault signature are assigned
by position; they depend on the physical position of the corresponding adder in the system.
Theorem 1 Assuming fault-free adders in an NMR system where a particular module output
is GF(q) added with the outputs of all other modules as in Figure 1, there is a unique
correspondence between all module fault patterns of [—f^J faulty modules or less, and fault
signatures, so that the faulty and fault-free modules can be identified.
Proof:
Consider the equivalent (N,l) repetition code. This code has a minimum distance of N.
Therefore it can generate unique syndromes for all error patterns of [^T^J errors or less.
The NMR system is configured such that the first module output is GF(q) added with
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Figure 1: Star-Connected NMR System
every other module output to generate the fault signature. The syndrome of the received
word is generated by the GF(q) addition of the additive inverse of the received information
symbol with the received parity symbols. Since the module output lines have boolean values
(elements of GF(2)), and q is equal to 2m, GF(q) is always an extension field of GF(2).
Therefore, the additive inverse of any element in GF(q) is the element itself. Thus the given
configuration of the NMR system exactly determines the syndrome of the fault pattern
which in turn gives the position of the failed module and what its output should have been.
Therefore, the fault signature is identical to the syndrome of the corresponding error pattern
or the module fault pattern. D
Thus diagnosis of an NMR system is exactly similar to error correction using a repetition
code if the GF(q) arithmetic modules are fault-free. If multiple module failures are assumed
to be common-mode in nature, then the code reduces to a binary code (the only elements of
the alphabet are good and faulty, corresponding to 0 and 1 arbitrarily), and the GF(q) adder
blocks reduce to comparators. This leads to very simple systems [3]. The same situation
results if single element failures alone are considered.
4 Extending the Code to Cover Checker Units
In the previous section, the similarity between an NMR system and an (N,l) repetition code
was elaborated. One of the features of the implementation was that the determination of
the syndrome had to be error-free, ie., the GF arithmetic units had to be assumed fault-free.
This is because the repetition code only covers the modules; it does not cover the checker
units. This observation opens up a new possibility. It seems as if an encoding scheme that
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somehow includes the checker units also might lead to a system which can also tolerate
checker units failures. This would be a very desirable property indeed. In this section, this
idea is pursued.
Consider an NMR system capable of tolerating t faulty modules. Let each module have
an output bus with m lines. Thus the module outputs can be represented by the elements
of GF(q), where q = 2m. In other words GF(q) is an extension field of GF(2) and hence the
additive inverse of an element in GF(q) is the element itself. Consider a t error-correcting
linear code over GF(q) with N information symbols and p parity symbols. There will be
qN valid code words, and the minimum distance of the code is (22 + 1). Each parity symbol
will be a linear combination of some of the information symbols. We will constrain the
generation of parity symbols thus; each parity symbol must be a GF(q) sum of an even
number of information symbols. Assume that in an NMR system, the modules correspond
to the information symbols and the checker units roughly correspond to the parity symbols.
In the no-fault case for an NMR system, we are dealing with codewords whose information
symbols are all the same. Notice that in all the cases, the parity symbols are all zeroes
because of the way the code is constructed. Thus we know beforehand what the parity
symbols should be when there are no faults. GF(q) adders are connected at the module
outputs exactly the way the parity symbols are generated. The outputs of the adders are
actually reconstructions of the parity symbols from the received information symbols. We
know that the received information symbols (or equivalently, the output set of all the N
modules) must be of the N-tuple form [x x. . . x] where x is any element from GF(q). All
these N-tuples have the same parity symbols represented by the p-tuple [0 0.. . 0] because
of the construction of the code. The GF(q) sum of the outputs of the p GF(q) adders
and the p-tuple [0 0... 0] gives the "syndrome" of the fault pattern. If the fault pattern is
correctable, ie., if t or less modules are faulty, the modules can be identified because the
syndrome identifies the fault pattern. Notice that there can be faults in the adder units also
(which correspond to faults in received parity symbols) as long as the total number of faulty
elements does not exceed the correction capability of the code, t. A total of t faulty elements
can be identified unambiguously using this scheme. This will be formalized by the following
theorem.
Theorem 2 Consider an NMR system whose module outputs are considered as elements of
GF(q), an extension field of GF(2). Consider also a minimum distance N linear ECC with
N information symbols and p parity symbols whose parity symbols are all GF(q) sums of an
even number of information symbols. A network ofp GF(q) adders is connected at the output
of the NMR system, such that each adder takes as input the modules corresponding to the
information symbols that make up a single parity symbol. This system gives fault signatures
that uniquely identify all possible fault patterns of \_^f^\ faulty elements or less.
Proof:
The system described here corresponds to a linear code, where the module outputs corre-
spond to the information symbols and the GF(q) adders roughly correspond to the generation
of parity symbols. Also, since GF(q) is an extension field of GF(2), additive inverses of field
elements are the elements themselves. Due to the structure of the code, the fault-free case
corresponds to code words of the structure [xx ... x(informationN~tuple)Q ... Q(parityp—
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tuple)}, where x is an element of GF(q). In this proof, we will assume that the number of
faulty elements does not exceed the capability of the code.
Case A: Faults confined to modules
Consider a received word whose information part is identical to the N-tuple formed by the
module outputs. We know apriori, that the correct parity p-tuple is the all zero p-tuple.
The received (N+p)-tuple obviously is a correctable received word, as far as the code is con-
cerned, as long as the number of corrupted symbols (module outputs) is less than or equal to
the error-correction capability of the code. Notice that the parity symbols (adder outputs)
recomputed from the received information symbols (module outputs) are identical to the
corresponding symbols of the fault signature generated by the GF(q) adders. Since there is
no error in the received parity symbols, the fault signature is identical to the syndrome of
the error patter. Thus the faulty modules can be uniquely identified.
Case B: Faults confined to GF(q) adders
The parity symbols corresponding to the faulty adders are corrupted and all the other parity
symbols are O's. Consider a received word whose information part is identical to the module
outputs (all correct and identical), and parity symbols are all zeroes except the ones that
are in error which correspond to the locations of the failed adders. Obviously, the syndrome
of the error pattern is the same as the parity part of the received word, which is identical to
the fault signature. Thus the faulty GF(q) adders are identified from the syndrome.
Case C: Faults mixed among the modules and GF(q) adders
Consider a received word whose information part is identical to the module outputs and
whose parity symbols are zeroes in all positions except the ones corresponding to the faulty
adders. The syndrome is generated by recomputing the parity symbols and then GF(q)
addition of the recomputed parity symbols with the received parity symbols. On close in-
spection, it can be seen that the resultant p-tuple is identical to the fault signature. The
adders recompute the parity with errors corresponding to the positions of the faulty adders.
This is the same as if the parity symbols were recomputed without error but the received
parity symbols corresponding to the positions of the faulty adders were in error. Hence the
fault signature is identical to the syndrome of the error pattern and the failed elements can
be identified from the fault signature.
To conclude the proof, if there are no faulty elements, the fault signature will be the all
zero vector. D
It is obvious that we are not using all the redundancy inherent in the coding structure,
since we are really dealing with only a few codewords. But this is a necessary evil since we
want the effects of error-correction to extend over the computation of the syndrome. This is
the main difference from the theory presented in the previous section.
5 A Systematic Way of Generating Required Codes
It has been shown that we can create an NMR system that tolerates L^^J faulty elements
by creating a special type of linear error-correcting code of minimum distance N. This
section introduces one systematic way of doing this. This method is not unique; there could
be other ways of doing this.
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Theorem 3 Consider a linear block code over GF(q), where q = 2m, with qN code words,
ie., N information symbols. If #62 parity symbols are appended to the information symbols
such that each parity symbol is the GF(q) sum of a unique pair of information symbols, the
resulting code has minimum distance equal to N.
Proof:
We will first show that the minimum distance is at least N. Let the information symbols be
represented by the N symbol vector I, and the parity symbols be represented by the ftC?
symbol vector P. For any two code words i and j, I,- and Ij differ in a positions, where
0 < a < N. Consider one of those differing symbol positions (For example, consider that the
left most position in I,- and I, are different). The parity vectors P, and Pj have parity symbols
corresponding to the GF(q) sum of the each information symbol with each other information
symbol. I,- and Ij agree on (N — a) positions. Consider the parity symbols generated by a
symbol at a differing symbol position (for example the left most symbol in I,- and Ij in the
example being considered) with these (N — a) agreeing positions. It is clear that P,- and Pj
differ in at least (N — a) positions. But I,- and Ij differ in a positions. Therefore any two
code words differ in at least N positions.
Now we will show that the minimum distance is not more than N. Consider the codewords
whose information vectors are the all zero vector and the all x vector, where x is any element
of GF(q). These two code words have the same parity vectors equal to the all zero vector
(notice that GF(q) is an extension field of GF(2)). Obviously, the distance between these
two codewords is N. Therefore, the minimum distance of the code is not greater than N.
The two results together prove the theorem, n
An example 5MR system is shown in Figure 2. The X^s represent GF(q) adders. In this
system a maximum of two faulty elements (the code being used is a double error-correcting
code) can be identified, irrespective of the positions of the faulty elements, including the
adders.
6 An Example; Following a (7,4) Hamming Code
As was mentioned in Section 3, if only a single faulty element needs to be tolerated,
the code reduces to a binary code, and results in easy implementation of the NMR system.
Additionally, since only one failed element is anticipated, GF(2) addition on module outputs
can be simulated by a comparison operation if we arbitrarily assume that the element '!'
represents a failed module, and the element '0' represents a good module. In Section 4,
we introduced the need to compose a parity symbol from an even number of information
symbols. This was to ensure that in a fault-free NMR system following the code, a GF(q)
addition on the module outputs would always yield the additive identity (0) since an even
number of module outputs are being added in GF(q) which is an extension field of GF(2).
This results in the advantageous situation where we know apriori, what the parity symbols in
an error-free case would be. In the case of a single failed element represented by the element
1 of GF(2), a straight comparison operation always simulates a GF(2) addition since there
can be at the most one differing input to the comparator. Also, since the fault-free element
is represented by element 0 (the additive identity of GF(2)), no matter how many fault-free
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Figure 2: Linear ECC Implementation of 5MR System
Failed Element
Mi
Mi
M3
M4
cl
C2
C3
Comparator Outputs
Ci C>2 ^3
Pi Pi P3
1 1 0
1 01
1 1 1
01 1
1 00
0 1 0
00 1
Corresponding Error Pattern
Information
i\ i-2 is *4
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Parity
Pi Pi P3
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 00
01 0
0 0 1
Table 1: Relation to (7,4) Hamming Code
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Figure 3: (7,4) Hamming Code Example
elements are compared, the result would be 0. Hence there is no need to compose the parity
bits using an even number of information bits, in the corresponding binary linear code. These
principles are illustrated in the example.
Consider a (7,4) binary Hamming code. The i's represent information bits and the p's
represent parity bits. Note that a Hamming code has single error correction capability. We
are trying to isolate a single faulty element. The parity bits are generated as follows.
Pi = ii + *2 + i*
P-2 = ii + *3 + *4
P3 = »2 + *3 + t4
Notice that the parity bits are composed of an odd number of information bits. This is
allowed since we are considering the fault-free modules to be represented by the additive
identity of GF(2). Let the modules being checked be represented by the information bits.
Let bus-bus comparators be connected at the outputs of the modules according to the way the
parity bits are generated; ie., one three-way comparator compares the outputs of modules
Mi,M2,&M3, a second comparator compares the outputs of Mi,M3,&M4, and a third
comparator compares M2,M3,&M|. The relations are summarized in Table 1 given. The
system is shown in Figure 3.
The special feature of this implementation is that the comparators roughly correspond to
the parity bits. Thus the comparators are also included as part of the code. The outputs of
the comparators indicates which element is faulty. Notice that when a module is faulty, the
outputs of the comparators indicate the syndrome of the fault pattern (or the error pattern
in the equivalent code). For example, when the module MI is failed, the comparators output
the vector [1 1 0], This vector corresponds to the syndrome of the error pattern [ 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 ] , where the first four positions represent the information bits which are the modules
in the equivalent NMR system, and the last three represent the parity bits which are the
comparators. Since 1 represents a failed element by our representation, we know that module
MI, corresponding to the first information bit is the failed element. As another example,
consider the case where comparator C\ is failed. Now the comparators output the vector
[100], which is the same as the syndrome of the error pattern [ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ] . This error
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pattern indicates that the first parity bit is in error, or in the equivalent NMR system, the
first comparator is failed. Similarly, all possible single element failures are uniquely identified
by this system.
7 Conclusions
In this paper, we explored the links between the use of N-Modular Redundancy for hardware
fault tolerance, and the use of linear Error-Correcting Codes. We showed how NMR is an
application of a (N,l) repetition code, and also showed how special encoding structures can
be designed to cover failures in the checker units themselves. We adapted some well-known
results from coding theory for use in NMR for fault tolerance. The rich mathematical theory
that finds application in error-protection techniques in digital data communication has faces
that touch other subjects. The use of modular redundancy for hardware fault tolerance is
one of them.
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Abstract- Transform coding has been chosen for still image compression in the
JPEG [1] standard. Although transform coding performs superior to many other
image compression methods [2] and has fast algorithms for implementation [3],
it is limited by a blocking effect at low bit rates. The blocking effect is inherent
in all nonoverlapping transforms. This paper presents a technique for reducing
blocking while remaining compatible with the JPEG standard. Simulations show
that the system results in subjective performance improvements, sacrificing only
a marginal increase in bit rate.
1 Introduction
Digital images demand large amounts of data to faithfully duplicate the analog scene. As
a result, image coding for compression has been a major area of research since the earliest
days of digital image processing. While memory capabilities for digital storage and channel
bandwidth for digital transmission have increased in recent years, so have the applications
for digital images and the need for compression remains. However, compressed data is not
useful if it is unreadable by those who need it. An image compression standard allows images
which have been compressed for storage or transmission to be easily decompressed and used.
A proven compression method is transform coding. This technique first uses a unitary
transform to map image data into a space which allows more efficient representation. In the
ideal case, the mapping results in data which is independent or uncorrelated. However, such
transforms are difficult to implement. The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is a transform
with a known fast algorithm that also performs close to the ideal for many images [3].
Subsequent to transformation the data is typically quantized and then entropy coded, taking
advantage of the uncorrelated transformed data. Transform coding using the DCT has
been chosen for the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) still image compression
standard [1].
JPEG has been shown to perform well for greyscale compression ratios of five to fifteen. A
major limitation to further compression is a blocking effect. This visually annoying effect has
its roots in the method used for transform computation. In order to exploit local stationarity
and reduce computational load, an image is first divided into nonoverlapping areas and then
each area is acted upon individually. A JPEG standard codec divides the imaged into 8x8
blocks. If subsequent quantization is coarse, a noticeable discontinuity between neighboring
regions is visible. This is especially noticeable to the viewer because the human visual
1This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant number MIPS-9116683.
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system is very sensitive to edges [4] and even more so to edges in the vertical and horizontal
directions [5], which is the direction of the blocking effect edges in JPEG. Although in a
mean-square error sense, the blocking effect may not contribute much to the overall error,
research has shown that it can be up to ten times more objectionable to the human viewer
than random noise distortion [6].
Several approaches to reducing the blocking effect have been researched. These include
postprocessing with a smoothing function [7], doing quantization with a constraint on the
amount of distortion that is allowed between neighboring blocks [8], using human visual
system properties in coding [9], and adaptively changing block sizes [10]. Additionally,
the discovery of useful overlapping transforms has provided another framework for reducing
blocking effects. Lapped Orthogonal Transforms (LOT) [11], are a family of such transforms.
Of these methods, only the approach using postprocessing can be utilized with a JPEG
standard codec.
In this paper, a technique for reducing the blocking effect is introduced which uses an
overlapping mean estimation operator. Compatibility with JPEG is maintained by using a
pre processor before compression to make the estimate and a postprocessor after decompres-
sion to restore the estimate. The extra mean information is subtracted from the original
image data before JPEG compression to allow JPEG to perform more efficiently and is then
transmitted as a small amount of side information. It will be seen that the overall data rate
remains approximately the same with this system, but the blocking effect is dramatically
reduced.
Section 2 introduces and explains the Baseline sequential JPEG codec, which employs
only the most used features of the full JPEG standard. The differences between these
standards do not effect the theories of this paper and subsequent references to JPEG will
imply the Baseline version. Section 3 presents the pre and postprocessors used to reduce
the blocking effect. The performance of the new implementation will be compared to the
performance of an unadulterated JPEG codec in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 The Baseline JPEG Standard
A Baseline JPEG standard image compression system begins by converting the input image
data into a form suitable for processing, Fig. 1. This is necessary because JPEG is a
compression standard and not a file format standard. Each pixel in the input image must,
however, be eight bit unsigned for the Baseline lossy codec.
After conversion to a functional format, the image data is shifted to be centered around
zero. A mapping is performed from [0,2P — 1] to [—2P~1,2P-1 — 1] by subtracting 1p~l. For
eight bit data, P = 8, and 128 is subtracted as shown in Fig. 1. This step can be considered
as a simple mean subtraction.
The next step in the compression scheme is the DCT. Although an integer 8x8 DCT is
specified in the JPEG standard, the implementation details are left to the user. This leaves
room for improved algorithms to be utilized as they become available. The 8x8 forward DCT
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Figure 1: Block diagram of JPEG compression scheme
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Extensive computer simulations have shown that the outputs from the DCT are integers in
the range [-2R-\2R~l - 1] where R = P + 3 [1].
Each 8x8 block exiting from the DCT contains 64 frequency domain coefficients. These
coefficients are then quantized using uniform threshold quantization in conjunction with a
64-element quantization table, Q(u,v), specified by the user. Quantization is the principle
source of loss in the JPEG standard codec. The integer DCT also introduces a small amount
of loss.
The quantization is done according to
FQ(U,V) = Integer Round { }. (4)
It can be seen that as the value of Q(u,v) approaches unity, the quantization step goes away.
Note also that there is no saturation point in the quantizer. Saturation is not necessary
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Figure 2: Zig-zag sequence
because the input dynamic range is known apriori. Variable length entropy coding is sufficient
to deal with low probability, high valued inputs.
For this JPEG implementation, the user has control over a free parameter, q, at the
time the image is compressed. This "q-factor" is used to modify the quantization tables
before quantization. The initial values in the quantization table are in the range [1,255]. A
q-factor of 100 sets all the quantization table values to one. As the q-factor is decreased, the
quantization table values are multiplied by an at first linearly increasing and subsequently
exponentially increasing factor. When q is zero, the large quantization values basically set
all DCT coefficients to zero.
After quantization the F(0,0), or dc, coefficient of each DCT block is separated from
the other coefficients. The dc coefficient is treated differently because it represents a local
mean of image intensities on a block by block basis. Most images can be modeled as a
source whose power spectral density is concentrated in the low frequencies [12] and so the
dc coefficient is known to change slowly as the image is traversed. This correlation between
blocks is exploited by encoding only the difference between dc components.
Meanwhile, the other DCT coefficients (called the ac coefficients) are arranged into a
vector according to a zig-zag pattern, Fig. 2. This arrangements facilitates run-length
coding by placing the higher frequency coefficients, which are likely to be zero, after the
lower frequency coefficients which typically have more energy.
Entropy coding for the JPEG Baseline standard is tackled in two steps. The first is an
intermediate symbol coding step which does a type of run-length coding and outputs a pair
of symbols associated with each run. The second step does entropy coding on these symbols.
In Fig. 1 the first step is denoted "run code" and the second "entropy code".
For run-length coding, only runs of zeros are counted. Two symbols are used for repre-
sentation. The first symbol contains the number of zero valued coefficients that preceded
the nonzero valued coefficient which terminated the run of zeros. Symbol one also contains
the size in bits of the variable length integer (VLI) code that will be used to represent the
amplitude of the nonzero value in the entropy coder. Symbol two is the actual amplitude of
the nonzero coefficient.
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Figure 3: First and second order interpolators
The dc coefficients are also placed in a symbol one, symbol two pair by the "run coder",
but no run-length coding is done. Symbol one is only the size in bits of the VLI code needed
to represent the amplitude of the dc coefficient which is stored in symbol two.
The entropy coding treats symbols one and two from the "run coder" separately. Symbol
one is encoded using a Huffman code. The Huffman coder requires the use of table sets which
are supplied by the user. Each set consists of a table for the ac coefficients and a table for
the dc coefficients. Symbol two is encoded using a variable length integer coder. Although
marginally less efficient than the Huffman code, the VLI code has the advantage of being
hardwired into the codec resulting in faster computation speeds and simpler implementation.
A decoder based on the JPEG standard is basically just the inverse of the encoder. For
the Baseline codec, only two sets of Huffman tables can be used by the decoder at a time.
This limits what can be attempted in the coder. The inverse quantization is accomplished
according to
F'(u,v) = FQ(u,v)Q(u,v). (5)
At the close of decoding, the offset is added back to the data.
3 Blocking Effect Reductions
Because images tend to be low frequency in nature and the human visual system has a lowpass
spatial frequency response [13], the DCT dc coefficient conveys much of the image information
to the human viewer. Quantization of this coefficient without regard to neighboring regions
is a major contributor to the blocking effect. If the dc information can be represented with
an operator that has block overlap then the effect of the quantization will be smoothed
between regions and the blocking effect reduced.
Figure 3a shows the basis function that the DCT uses to calculate the dc coefficient. This
boxcar shaped function is of length eight, the same size as the transform. Because of the
size, discontinuities between blocks cannot be smoothly interpolated. Figure 3b shows an
alternate basis function, the second order interpolator, which has similar frequency content
as the DCT dc basis function. This function is able to represent the dc level of the image more
smoothly because the function of Fig. 3b overlaps the block size. But the triangular shaped
basis function cannot be directly substituted for the boxcar shaped DCT basis function
because of the size difference and the desire for an orthogonal transform. In order to use the
new function, a preprocessor is utilized. This is shown in Fig. 4.
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The preprocessor operates similar to a laplacian pyramid [14]. After conversion to a
useable internal format, image data is lowpass filtered ("LPF" block) by circular convolution
with the second order interpolator of Fig. 3b. Circular convolution is performed instead of
linear convolution to avoid data expansion, although some picture edge effects result. The
lowpass filtering results in an estimate of the mean of the image with the new basis function.
The image is then decimated by eight to take advantage of the now oversampled image
spectrum. The quantization and entropy coding steps are performed with the same tables
as the ones the JPEG codec will use for its dc coefficient. However, a new parameter, 'd',
is used to adjust the quantization table of the preprocessor. When 'd' is large, the effect of
quantization is reduced and the mean estimate is smooth between neighboring regions. As
'd' approaches zero, the quantization becomes more coarse and the error more blocky. When
d = 0, the preprocessor goes away.
The inverse quantization, upsampling, filtering, and subtraction of the new mean estimate
from the original signal allows the JPEG coder to use less information for its dc estimate
which reduces the JPEG bit rate. In the ideal case, the JPEG bit rate decreases by the same
amount as the extra bit rate needed for side information. The addition of 128 before JPEG
processing is necessary to cancel the effect of JPEG's initial subtraction of 128.
The postprocessor used after JPEG decompression to reconstruct the mean estimate is
shown in Fig. 5. All LPF blocks in Figs. 4 and 5 represent circular convolution with the
function of Fig. 3b. The JPEG input to the postprocessor is the output of a JPEG decoder.
The postprocessor simply puts back the information that was subtracted from the original
input. The complete system is shown in Fig. 6.
4 Performance Comparisons
Test results show that the performance of the system is dependent on the choice of 'd'. For
large 'd', the total bit rate is marginally increased due to the side information that must
be transmitted. However, subjective analysis shows the blocking effect to be significantly
reduced.
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Figure 7: Bit and distortion rates, q = 15, d increases from 0 to 100
Figure 7 shows test results for four different images all compressed and decompressed
with the system of Fig. 6 and a JPEG q-factor of 15. This results in grayscale compression
ratios of 10 to 12, depending on the images. The data for d = 0 represents compression by
JPEG without the extra processors. The solid line represents data for the building image,
long dashed line for kboat, short dashed line for cameraman, and short/long dashed line for
lenna. These are standard comparison images and will be shown at the symposium. Along
the horizontal axis of all four plots is the preprocessor parameter 'd'. Figure 7a shows the bit
rate associated with the complete system. For d = 0, the plain JPEG codec has the lowest
bit rate. The images however, are blocky. As d increases, the images become less blocky but
the bit rate is slightly increased. Figure 7b shows the bit rate associated with just the JPEG
portion of the system of Fig. 6. It is apparent that the subtraction of the mean information
from the original image before JPEG compression helps reduce JPEG's data rate.
In order to make better comparisons as to the amount image blockiness is reduced with
the use of the extra processors, the JPEG dc coefficient quantization table value is altered
for further tests to reduce blocking effects associated with JPEG alone. The quantization
table value for the dc coefficient is set to 1 for the JPEG codec used for d = 0 data.
For the JPEG codec used in conjunction with the pre and postprocessor the quantization
table value is not changed. These test results are shown in Fig. 8. From Fig. 8a, the
objective distortion measure, ppSNR, is seen to show no significant change as 'd' changes.
The subjective distortion is reduced due to a reduction in the blocking effect. This can be
seen by looking at the images. Figure 8b shows the total bit rate of the system. It can be
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Figure 8: Bit and distortion rates, different Q table for d = 0
seen that the total bit rate is lowest for intermediate values of 'd'. For d = 0, the JPEG
codec has a higher bit rate because of reduced dc coefficient quantization. As 'd' increases,
the JPEG rate (shown in Fig. 8d) decreases more than the side information rate increases,
(side rate shown in Fig. 8c) resulting in the dip in Fig. 8b. Notice from Fig. 8c, that the
side bit rate associated with the pre and postprocessor is less than a tenth of a bit for all
four of the images and all values of 'd'. This side rate is independent of the JPEG q-factor.
So Fig. 8c gives an indication of the side rate regardless of what q-factor is chosen. Because
of image degradation that can occur in printing the symposium proceedings, the images will
be presented at the symposium for subjective comparisons.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
A JPEG compatible codec has been described which reduces the blocking effect for low bit
rates. The codec uses an overlapping basis function for average pixel intensity estimation.
The mean estimate is transmitted as a small amount of side information and subtracted from
the original image before JPEG compression. Experimental results show that the blocking
effect is reduced.
There are some areas of work that could lead to better results for this system. The
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second order interpolator was used for computational simplicity, but it is not orthogonal
to the other DCT basis functions. Use of a LOT basis function could possibly give better
results. Another area that should be pursued is the reduction of picture edge effects that
result from circular convolution. This area of research has been well studied for subband
coding systems [15] and these results should be extended to this system. Also, there is still
a slight blocking effect in the neighborhood of edges for very low bit rates. This is a result
of edge information being contained in ac coefficients which are not dealt with in the extra
processors. The possible reduction of this effect needs to be addressed.
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Abstract - Most hardware behavioral languages just use texts to describe the
behavior of the desired hardware design, but it is inconvenient for VLSI designers
who enjoy using schematic approach. The proposed visual hardware behavioral
language has the ability to graphically express design information using visual
parallel models (blocks), visual sequential models (processes) and visual data
flow graph (which consists of primitive operational icons, control icons and Data
and Synchro links).
Thus the proposed visual hardware behavioral language not only can specify
hardware concurrent and sequential functionality but also can visually expose
parallelism, sequentiality and disjointness (mutually exclusive operations) for
the hardware designers. That would make the hardware designers capture the
design ideas easily and explicitly using this visual hardware behavioral language.
1 Introduction
The success of hardware design is heavily dependent on how effectively the input language
captures the ideas of the designer in a simple and understandable way. A hardware descrip-
tion is behavioral when it is expressed in a manner which conveys only what the hardware
module is supposed to do without committing to an implementation. The hardware behavior
languages are basically the best way we know today to describe what a system looks like at
a more abstract level. Many hardware behavioral languages have been proposed and used in
both academical and industrial environment. For example, VHDL, Verilog, Esim, etc. Some
HDLs provide a mechanism for attaching code written in Fortran, Lisp, Pascal or C in order
to express complex behavior such as HardwareC[10]. But VLSI designers prefer drawing dia-
grams rather than writing codes in design hardware. If the hardware behavioral language can
provide direct, manipulatable graphic models, which are consistent and complete from the
hardware designer's point of view, then simulation and synthesis based on these visualized
models will greatly improve user interface, and the users only need to understand the visual
models. This requires that the hardware behavioral language has the ability to graphically
express abstract design information. The proposed hardware behavioral language is such a
visual hardware behavioral language that can not only specify hardware concurrent and se-
quential functionality but can also visually expose parallelism, sequentiality and disjointness
(mutually exclusive operations).
There are two kinds of visual models in the proposed language: parallel model (block)
and sequential model (process). Using blocks, we are describing the hardware modules
as collections of interconnected objects which operate in parallel. Using processes, we are
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encapsulating certain aspects of the behavior which can be described in the form of a sequence
of steps and expressing these steps in a visual pictorial dataflow style. Our visual behavioral
HDL has its own hardware semantics and visual representations (such as process, block,
signal link, port, wait operation icon, drive operation icon, etc) with adoption of some data
flow syntax and visual representations from other visual language[4, 5, 6] to support the
specification of the hardware design.
2 Definitions and Visual Representations
1. port: A connected point associated with objects which may appear in blocks and pro-
cesses, and which represents information flow into or out of the objects. The attributes
of a port are name, type, width, mode and sensitive token. The port name represents
its own ID which may be a character or a letter and digit string. The type represents
the type of information to be carried through the port which may be a type of bit,
integer, float, character or string. The width indicates an array of units of information,
and the mode represents the direction of data flow into or out of the object which may
be IN, signifying information flow from the "outside" to the "inside", OUT, signifying
flow from the "inside" to the "outside", or INOUT, signifying bidirectional information
flow. The sensitive token has only two values 0 or 1 which indicates whether the port
is a sensitive port to the attached process. The visual representation of the port is
shown in Figure 1. During editing, a double-click on these port icons would enter the
port editor as shown in Figure 2.
2. Signal link: A signal link connects two ports together. A signal link is represented as
a line in the block editor. Signal link has the attributes of type and width which must
be compatible with the ports to which they are connected.
3. Block (parallel model): A form of description managed by the block editor, which
represents description as a collection of interconnected objects which are considered to
operate in parallel. A block has an external port list and contains objects and signal
links. An object may be: 1) an instance of another block; 2) a process. The ports of
the block and ports on the contained objects may be interconnected with signal links.
The visual representation for the block is an empty rectangle with some ports sticking
with it which is shown in Figure 3.
4. Process (sequential model): A form of description expressed in a dataflow style. A
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Figure 4: The visual representation for the process
process has an external port list and contains data flow primitive operation icons which
are linked by the data/synchro links to express certain behavior which is supposed to
do within the process. A process has some sensitive ports which are indicated by
tokens. A process is said to be sensitive to a particular set of its IN or INOUT ports at
any time and such that execution will be resumed by the simulator whenever there is a
state change at any currently sensitive ports of the process. A process which suspends
when completes its execution (reaching the end of its dataflow graph) will be deemed
at that time to be sensitive to all of its IN and INOUT ports and will be restarted at
the beginning of its dataflow graph upon a state change on any of these ports. We
assume that a process does not contain subprocesses. The visual representation for the
process is a hexagon with some ports sticking with its edges as shown in the Figure 4.
Dataflow graph: Some ordered operational icons connected by data and synchro links
represent certain algorithms. The visual data flow graph represents the algorithm as a
set of operational icons connected by Data links and Synchro links. Consider a process
which has the function: F = XiX2 + Xa after 20ns. A process showing the dataflow
model of this function is shown in Figure 5. The process will be activated whenever
any one input variable of the input list: (XijXajXa) changes. Once the process is
activated, the "and" operation will be executed before the "or" operation because of
its data-dependence. The "drive" operation is to model the time of function. That is,
"F" will be updated after 20ns from the time the process is activated. The operational
icons connected by Datalinks are guaranteed to execute in a serial order. The Synchro
link allows the designer to specify control dependencies among data-independent icons.
In Figure 6, the computation Aj + Aa must be carried out before the computation
A.3 + A4. The multiplication must be carried out after two additions because of its
data-dependence.
Following elements are needed to specify hardware functional behavior within the data
flow graph.
• Primitive icons: primitive icons visually represent arithmetic, relational or logical
operations. These icons have at most two inputs (terminals) and one output
(root) as shown in the Figure 7. This form corresponds closely to the operations
that can be carried out directly in the hardware. Table 5 gives the definition of
these primitive operations.
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Table 1: The definition of the primitive operations
Group
arithmetic
(binary)
arithmetic
(unary)
relational
logical
input
output
Symbol
+
-
*
/
**
mod
rr
rl
»
«
drive
+1
-1
abs
==
!=
<
>
<
>
and
or
nand
nor
xor
not
ask
show
Function
addition
subtraction
multiplication
division
exponentiation
modulus
rotate right
rotate left
shift right
shift left
signal assignment
unary plus
unary minus
absolute value
equal
nor equal
less than
greater than
less than or equal
greater than or equal
logical and
logical or
complement of and
complement of or
logical exclusive-or
complement
read data
display data
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Operation icons: There are several operation icons: Simple, Match, Wait,
Constant, Set, Get, Local. Figure 8 shows these operational icons. An opera-
tion when first created is Simple. After its name has been typed and the Return
Key pressed, the interpreter parses the name and determines whether it refers
to a primitive or a user-defined operation, altering the appearance of the oper-
ational icon accordingly. A constant icon has a value and a single root. When
the operation executes, this value is made available on its root. When a match
operation executes, its value is compared to the value flowing into its terminal.
The match operation may be 1 or 0 with the success or failure of the compar-
ison. Wait operation causes the process to suspend itself until the event being
waited occurs or the time it is waiting for has elapsed. Wait operation provides
strong synchronization across processes. Get and Set operation are used for the
variable reference. Local operation is an encapsulation of a body of codes into
a single icon. We can treat each local icon as a closed box that communicates
with the rest of the program within the process only through its inputs and out-
puts. We can alter or rearrange the statements inside the box at will, provided
the changes do not affect the local icon's input or output. In this way, we can
define a hierarchy of procedure call within a process. Consider a simple example:
F = (a + b + c + d + x + y-|-z)*s = [(a + b + c + d) + x + y + z]*s. In Figure 9,
we make the sum of 4 operants into one local icon sum4.
Control icons: Control icons are attached to the operation icons. Control icon is
visually a small icon attached to the right side of an operation icon and is used
for implementing the condition and loop functions. A control has two aspects:
the action to be taken, and whether this action is taken on success or failure of
the operation. Control icons depict these two aspects as follows:
— A check mark (V) within the control icon indicates that it is activated on
success of the operation.
— A mark (X) within the control icon indicates that it is activated on failure of
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the operation.
— The other graphics within the control icons indicate the action to be taken.
We use following types of controls: Next case, Terminate, Finish, Fail and loop
as shown Figure 10.
Consider an example of a Mod-4 up counter. The counter counts up if the control
input enable equals 1 at the rising edge of the clock, elk, signal. Figure 11
shows the behavioral representation of this counter. A method with two cases is
required to express the counter. The first case is to be activated whenever elk
and enable equal to 1. A primitive operation of the form (1 + count) mod 4
is to be executed revealing the new value of count which will be scheduled after
elk-width. The second case is activated if either elk or enable equal to 0. In
this case, the counter will retain its current value.
6. Template library: An external collection of the blocks, which consist of some generic
components such as: ALU, counters, comparators, registers and interconnect units
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(bus, multiplexors), etc. Each process in the template library has a certain function
associated with it.
3 Visual Editors for the Visual Hardware Behavioral
Language
In our proposed visual hardware behavioral language, the block is the most top model which
may contain some processes and the instances of other blocks. When one is working in
the block editor, a new model is required. The block editor is shown in Figure 12. In this
editor, a mouse is used to direct a cursor about the screen, to control selections from drawing
modes, editing modes and a set of pop-up menus, and to select and position design objects
on the screen. Pop-up menus and overlapping windows are created on the fly as needed
to select items for creation and to provide access to the file system. Drawing a rectangle
or hexagon within the editing area creates an anonymous ("unbound") model instance, the
model instance can be given a name, and ports can be added and annotated (given names,
types, widths and modes). If we type the name inside the model instance area, a search can
take place for a block or a process instance created before with the same name and the model
instance is bounded if a match is found. Otherwise the model instance remains unbound. If
the new model instance is a block and unbound, a double click on this instance can create
a new block of the same name and enter the block editor. If the new model instance is a
process and unbound, a double click on this unbounded process would enter the dataflow
editor which is shown in Figure 13. A double click on a bounded model instance would enter
the editor corresponding to the model that the instance is bounded to.
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4 Conclusions
The major features of the proposed visual hardware behavioral language are as follows:
• The ability to design abstract information graphically.
It can graphically display parallelism, sequentiality and disjointness using parallel
model (visual blocks), sequential model (visual processes) and data flow graph on
the screen.
• Two level behavioral descriptions.
At the architectural level, we use blocks and cooperating processes to describe the
communication and connected behavior of the processes within the design. At the
functional level, we use data flow graph to describe the algorithm accomplishing certain
functions.
• Data flow style.
• Easy to learn and use.
Because the proposed visual hardware behavioral language provides graphical informa-
tion such as diagrams (rectangles for blocks and circles for processes) and operational
icons in the actual process of hardware design, it is easy to learn and use for VLSI
designers.
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Abstract - We describe the formalization of a process algebra based on CCS,
within the HOL theorem-proving system. The representation of four types of
device interactions and a correctness proof of the communication between a
microprocessor and MMU is presented.
1 Introduction
This paper describes a methodology to formally verify the correctness of the synchronization
and communication within a hardware system. The methodology is based on the formaliza-
tion of a process algebra within the HOL theorem-proving system. Using this formalization,
we show how four types of device interactions can be represented and proven to behave as
specified. This paper also includes a correctness proof for the communication between the
microprocessor and an memory management unit.
Previous system integration efforts have focused on vertical integration of one layer
on top of another [1,2]. This work examines the "horizontal" integration of communicating
devices. Device communication may require only a single message or a series of messages to be
passed between two devices. The types of interactions can be loosely described as belonging
to one of the following categories: remote procedure call, process creation (fork), message
passing, or rendezvous. To demonstrate how system integration can be achieved, we will
show how several devices can be composed to form a system that uses these communication
protocols.
The remainder of this section discusses background material, Section 2 presents the
mechanization of the process algebra within the HOL theorem prover, and Section 3 presents
specification and verification examples using the formalized process algebra, including a
CPU-MMU composition proof. The final section summarizes this work and describes future
extensions.
1.1 Related Work
Hardware verification requires that the design of a system is formally shown to satisfy its
specification through a mathematical proof. Using theorem-proving techniques, an expres-
1This work was performed under Boeing Contract NAS1-18586, Task Assignment No. 3, with NASA-
Langley Research Center.
2Author's current address is: Department of Computer Science, Portland State Univeristy
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1.1 Related Work
Hardware verification requires that the design of a system is formally shown to satisfy its
specification through a mathematical proof. Using theorem-proving techniques, an expres-
sion describing the behavior of a device is proven to be equivalent in some sense to an
expression describing the implementation structure of the device. These expressions con-
cisely describe the behavior of devices in an unambiguous way. An additional benefit of
hardware verification is that the behavioral semantics of the hardware are clearly defined.
This provides an accurate basis for building correct software systems [1].
Hardware verification efforts thus far have focused primarily on a microprocessor as
the base for computer systems [2, 3, 5). However, these processors are quite limited. The
processors verified have modeled small instruction sets and, generally, have not included
modern CPU features such as pipelines, multipled functional units, and hardware interrupt
support. Tamarack-3 [2] and AVM-1 [6] do provide sufficient interrupt support to connect
with an interrupt controller. However, no system currently verified provides the memory
management functions necessary to support a secure operating system.
Process algebras and concurrency theories seek to provide formal models that aid in
our understanding of the behavior of such systems. The archetype for the process algebra
developed, is the Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) [7]. Despite the seemingly
simple syntactic definition of CCS, the semantics of its primitive operators are carefully
defined and allow complicated communication schemes to be accurately represented.
2 Mechanization of the Process Algebra
This section will describe our work to represent CCS in HOL. This representation has
allowed us to easily prove several of the CCS semantic laws. To develop the process algebra
in the HOL logic, we take advantage of several type definition mechanisms provided by the
logic. Using these facilities we define an initial algebra for agents, which are constructed
from sequences of actions. The purpose of types in higher-order logic is to prevent the
inconsistency that higher-order variables can induce. The recursive type definition facility [8]
automates the process of defining new data types in terms of already existing types. Both
constants of the new type and type operators can be defined. Type operators are constructor
functions, used to build compound members of new type from the type constants. The
properties of these new types are then derived by formal proof. This guarantees that the
new type does not introduce inconsistency into the logic. Additional recursive operators can
be defined to operate on the concrete data representation of the type.
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2.1 Actions
Using the recursive type definition facility, actions are defined to be either internal or external
transitions. The internal action represents the T action of CCS. External transitions require
an /a&e/, which consists of a name (string) and boolean value, that denotes whether the
action is a send or receive synchronization operation.
new_type_abbrev('name', ":string");;
new_type_abbrev('label', ":bool#name");;
let ACTION = define.type 'action'
'action = INTERNAL I EXTERNAL label';;
2.2 Agents
Type representations the syntax of a concrete data type and a term algebra is also formed.
Good practice suggest that the representation definition of any type, should minimize the
number of type operators. This is certainly true if the semantics of some operators can be
defined in terms of others. For determining the equivalence of two agents, we would like to
define all agents in a normal form with agent terms consisting of only the prefix and summa-
tion operators. To describe processes that execute in parallel, we adapt a method described
in [9]. This technique allows concurrently executing agent expressions to be represented with
only the prefix and summation operators. Three mutually recursive functions replace the
composition type constructor:
1. A communication operator, COMM, that declares that two agents will communicate
if they have complementary, enabled actions.
2. A left-merge operator, LMERGE, that creates a new agent from two agents, such that
the new agent must first behave as though only the left agent (first argument) were
present and followed by an agent constructed by the composition of the resulting left
agent and original right agent.
3. A compose operator ("merge" in the literature), COMPOSE, that creates an arbitrary
interleaving of the two agents (through use of the summation type constructor).
The functions relate through the following laws, where the symbol "||", denotes the
COMPOSE operator, the symbol "|" denotes the COMM operator, and "Z," denotes the
left-merge operation.
1. Given P = a.P'andQ = b.Q'
P\Q = (a = COMPLEMENT 6) -> r.(P' \\ Q'} else 0
2. x =
6.2.4
3. aLx = a.x
4. a.xLy = a.(x || y)
5. (x + y)Lz = (xLz) + (yLz)
6. ax | 6x = (a | 6).(x || y)
7. (x + y) | z = (z | *) + (y | 2)
8. x | (y + 2) = (x | y) + (x | z)
HOL does not provide a mechanism for defining mutually recursive functions, such as
COMPOSE and LMERGE. Instead, two auxiliary compound type operators are present
in the type definition with axiomd defining their semantic meaning.
let AGENT = define_type 'agent'
'agent = INACTIVE
I PREFIX action agent
I SUMH agent agent
I COMPOSE agent agent
I LMERGE agent agent
I RESTRICT label agent';;
COMM_DEF_AX = h V A B a b. COMM (PREFIX a A) (PREFIX b B) =
IS_COMPL_ACT a b -» PREFIX INTERNAL (COMPOSE A B) I INACTIVE
COMM_DIST_AX = h V A B C. (COMM (SUMM A B) C = SUMM (COMM A C) (COMM B O) A
(COMM A (SUMM B C) = SUMM (COMM A B) (COMM A C))
COMPOSE_AX = h V A B. COMPOSE A B = SUMM (SUMM (LMERGE A B) (LMERGE B A)) (COMM A B)
LMERGE.AX = h V A B a. LMERGE (PREFIX a A) B = PREFIX a (COMPOSE A B)
LMERGE_DIST_AX = h V A B C. LMERGE (SUMM A B) C = SUMM(LMERGE A C) (LMERGE B C)
2.3 Transition Semantics
Having defined the form of agents in the previous section, the transition semantics of an
evolving agent (e.g., A A B ) can be captured using the inductive relation definition package.
The inductive relation definition package provides a set of theorem-proving tools based on
a newly derived principle of definition in HOL for defining relations inductively by a set of
rules [10]. Rules consist of a list of premisses and side conditions and a conclusion. Each
premiss must make a positive assertion about membership in the relation. Side conditions
may be arbitrary propositions not involving the relation being defined (as an example, see the
TRANS-RES law definition below). The rules are essentially implications: if the premisses
and side conditions hold, then the conclusions hold. The relation is inductively defined by a
collection of such rules to be the least relation closed under all the rules.
The TRANS function defined below states that for an agent to evolve to another agent,
there must be an immediate transition by a prefixed action or a set of premisses must be
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satisfied. To embody the CCS laws, symmetric forms are needed for summation laws and
the composition laws.
let (TRANS.rules , TRANS.ind) =
let TRANS = "TRANS :agent->action->agent->bool" in
new.inductive.definition false 'TRANS' ("'TRANS x a y",D)
[
'/, ACT LAW '/,
""TRANS (PREFIX a y) a y"
;'/, SUM1 LAW '/,
[ "'TRANS x a y" ] ,
yt ___________________ • _____________________ yt
""TRANS (SUMM x z) a y"
;'/, SUM2 LAW '/,
[ ""TRANS x a y" ] ,55 — _ ------------------------------------ 55
"-TRANS (SUMM z x) a y"
;'/, COM1 LAW '/,
[ "-TRANS x a y" ] ,55 ---------------------------------------- 55
""TRANS (COMPOSE x z) a (COMPOSE y z)"
;*/, COM2 LAW '/,
[ ""TRANS x a y" 3 ,
I ---------------------------------------- 55
"-TRANS (COMPOSE z x) a (COMPOSE z y)"
;'/, COM3 LAW '/,
[ "-TRANS x (EXTERNAL (T,s)) x"1;
"-TRANS y (EXTERNAL (F,s)) y"' 3,
55 ---------------------------------------- 55
"-TRANS (COMPOSE x y) INTERNAL (COMPOSE x' y')11
;'/, RES LAW '/,
[ "-TRANS x ay";
"-( (LBL a) = (SND (r:label)))" 3,55 ---------------------------------------- 55
"-TRANS (RESTRICT r x) a (RESTRICT r y) " 3;;
2.4 Agent Equivalence
Several notions of equivalence between agents can be defined. The kinds of models that the
initial algebra satisfies will be determined by which notion of equivalence is used. Trace
semantics can be shown by defining the meaning of an agent as a set of traces where a trace
is a list of actions. Trace semantics permit fairly broad equivalence classes to be constructed.
We are frequently interested in a narrower definition of equivalence where two agents are
equivalent if an external agent cannot distinguish between the visible behavior (traces) of
the two agents. When using the notion of strong equivalence, traces consist of both external
and internal actions. For our application, a weaker notion of observation equivalence where
internal actions cannot be detected by the external agent, is sufficient.
We are actually interested in a weaker form: one-way observation equivalence. Under
this definition, P implements Q's behavior if for every action a of Q, every a-derivative of Q
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is one-way observation equivalent to some a-descendant of P. For the remainder of the paper
we will use the term observation equivalence to mean one-way observation equivalence.
Observation equivalence can be denned in terms of an inductive relation definition.
Observation equivalence laws are defined for compound terms, which are constructed using
only the PREFIX or SUMM operators.
let (OE.rules, OE.ind) =
let OE = "OE:agent->agent->bool" in
new_inductive_definition false 'OE'
C-OE A B",D)
y(1 1 ] ,
""OE A A"
[ "-OE A B"
./2 •/ ] ,
"-OE (PREFIX a A) (PREFIX a B)"
C "-(TRANS.ACT.EXISTS B C) A
-QE A C"
'/,3 '/. ] ,
"~OE (SUMM A B) C"
[ "-(TRANS.ACT.EXISTS A C) A
-OE B C"
'/,4 '/, ] .
"-OE (SUMM A B) C"
;
 c
"'OE A C";
»~OE B C"
y,5 •/, ] ,
"•"OE (SUMM A B) C"
•
' C
"~OE A B";
"~OE A C"
X6 1 ] ,
"-OE A (SUMM B C)"
Rules 1 and 2 are straightforward; observation equivalence is reflexive, and two agents
prefixed with the same action are observation equivalent if the agents without the prefixed
action are observation equivalent.
If the left-hand-side agent is a summation of two agents (i.e. OE (SUMM A B) C )
rules 3-5 may apply, and one-way observation equivalence is achieved if either:
1. Both of the summation agents (A and B) satisfy observation equivalence with the
right-hand-side agent (C). This is rule number 5, OE.LSUM.
2. The left summation agent (A) satisfies observation equivalence with the right-hand-side
agent (C) and there is no action for which a transition for both the right summation
agent (B) and the right-hand-side agent (C) exists. This is rule number 3, OE_LSUML.
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3. The right summation agent (B) satisfies observation equivalence with the right-hand-
side agent (C) and there is no action for which a transition for both the left summation
agent (A) and the right-hand-side agent (C) exists. This is rule number 4, OE-LSUMR.
The last rule states that if the right-hand-side agent is a summation agent, then the
left-hand-side agent must satisfy observation equivalence for both of the right-hand-side
summation agents. This is the symmetric case of rule number 5 for a left-hand summation.
Note that symmetric rules for rules 3 and 4 do not exist. If they were present, the OE
relation would specify trace semantics. For example,
OE (a.O + 6.0) (6.0 + o.O)
requires both:
OE (a.O + 6.0) (a.O) and OE (o.O + 6.0) (6.0)
Adding the symmetric rules would allow relations such as OE (6.0) (a.O -f 6.0) to be true. If
the semantic meaning of the OE relation is read as "implements", then (a.0 + 6.0) implements
(a.O), but,(a.O) does not satisfy/implement (a.O + 6.0).
3 Mechanization of Device Interactions
3.1 Generic Interactions
Device communication may require only a single message or a series of messages to be passed
between two devices. At a lower level, the information is passed over a bus using a hardware
protocol (e.g., 4-phase handshaking). The types of interactions can be loosely described as
belonging to one of the following categories:
1. Remote Procedure Call,
2. Message Passing,
3. Process Creation (fork), and
4. Rendezvous.
These forms of interaction are described in concurrent programming literature. While
the Ada programming language provides primitive support for only remote-procedure-call
and rendezvous features, the SR programming language provides primitive statements for
each of the above interaction forms.
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3.1.1 Remote Procedure Call
A CPU and a memory subsystem interact in a remote-procedure-call manner. The CPU
sends a memory request to the subsystem and waits for a response. If the memory subsystem
includes a memory management unit (MMU), the MMU and the actual memory may also
interact in a remote procedure form. In the example below, we show a proof of a 4-phase
handshaking protocol between a CPU and a bus.
let cpuRaiseRead = '
let cpuReadMem = '
let cpuDropRead = '
let cpuReadComplete =
let busGetRead = '
let busReturnMem = '
let busDropRead = '
let busReadComplete =
•'cpu.addr'.-'cpu.rReq'
'dataAvail'.'data'
-'cpu_ addr'.-'cpu.rReq'
. SUCCESS ';;
'cpu_ addr'.'cpu.rReq' '
. -'dataAvail'.-'data'
'cpu.addr'.'cpu.rReq' '
. SUCCESS '::
let cpuRead = cpuRaiseRead~cpuReadMem~cpuDropRead~cpuReadComplete;;
let bus Re ad = busGetRead~busReturnMenTbusDropRead~busReadComplete;;
let system.def = ' ("cpuRead-') I ('"busRead")';;
let system = Agent system.def;;
let system.done = ' SUCCESS I SUCCESS ';;
let success = Agent system.done;;
3.1.2 Message Passing
Devices also interact through a message-passing format. For example, consider the inter-
action between a CPU and an interrupt controller. These devices operate simultaneously,
performing independent tasks, and may never interact (this is, of course, unlikely). If an
enabled I/O device generates an interrupt, the system's interrupt controller will send a mes-
sage to the CPU indicating that some device requires attention. At this point the CPU
may or may not respond. Depending on the signaling discipline (e.g., signal-and-continue or
signal-and-wait ), the interrupt controller may also continue to operate. The example below
shows how the interaction between a CPU and a PIC can be modeled.
cpulnt = ' 'intPending'.CPU.PROCESS.INT';;
cpuIntEnabled = cpulnt" '+ tau.FETCH.INSTRUCTION';;
cpuIntDisabled = ' FETCH.INSTRUCTION ';;
let 
let
let
let piclnt
let picReq
let picNoReq
let system.def = ' ('-pic") I ( '~cpu~') ';;
intPending'.PIC.PROCESS.INT ';;
= piclnf ' + tau.PIC.CHECK ';;
= * PIC.CHECK ';;
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3.1.3 Process Creation and Rendezvous
The interaction between a CPU and a Direct Memory Access device (DMA), can be charac-
terized as process creation followed by a rendezvous. The process of initializing the DMA to
supervise the transfer of data from an I/O device to memory, is a form of process creation.
When the DMA has completed its task, the CPU (through an interrupt controller) will be
signaled. In many circumstances, the CPU activity must rendezvous with the completion of
the DMA activity. For example, when a new code page must be brought into memory for
an executing program to continue, the CPU may switch to other executing programs, but
once all other programs have completed, the CPU (really the OS kernel) must wait for the
DMA activity to complete.
let dmaProcCreate = ' cpuWriteReg.cpuInitExec.DMA.EXEC';;
let dmaSleep = dmaProcCreate;;
let dmaDone = ' -'dmalnt'.dmaSleep ';;
let dma = dmaSleep;;
let cpuDMACreate = ' -'cpuWriteReg'.-'cpuInitExec';;
let cpuDMAWait = ' 'dmalnt'.cpuContinue '; ;
3.2 CPU/MMU Connection Specification
To determine how a CPU and MMU interact, we examine the external interface of AVM-1
with memory and the interface that the MMU provides to the CPU. Below we show the
AVM-1 memory interface specification. If a write request is made at time t the memory
will reflect this request at time t + 1, otherwise, the memory will remain unmodified. If a
read request is made at time t then the data value returned is a function of the memory
contents at time t.
let MEM = new.definition( 'MEM' ,
"! (rep:~rep_ty) vr_s rd_s addr data mem.
MEM rep wr_s rd_s addr data mem =
!t:tiae .
(mem (t+1) =
(wr_s t => store rep (mem t, address rep (addr t), (data t))
I mem t)) A
(rd_s t ==> (data t = (fetch rep (mem t, address rep (addr t)))))"
This specification is incomplete for the purposes of connecting the CPU with the MMU
verified in [11]. There is no external line to indicate the security status of an executing
process (e.g., the supervisor line); nor is there a return code indicating whether the memory
request was validated. Additionally, the specification assumes that memory operations occur
in a single cycle. This last consideration could be dealt with by an appropriate temporal
abstraction.
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Below is a modified specification that includes these features. A security line is added
to the specification and an acknowledgment variable (ack) is added to inform the CPU of
invalid memory requests. This variable is set based on a new abstract function memMgt. The
abstract CPU functions, store and fetch, now expect the supervisor state as an additional
argument (superV). These functions should not perform as requested when security/safety
requirements are not satisfied.
let MEM = new definition
('MEM',
"! (rep:~rep_ty) wr_s rd_s addr data mem superV ack.
MEM rep wr_s rd_s addr data mem superV ack =
!t:time . (mem (t+1) =
(wr_s t => store rep (mem t, address rep (addr t), (data t), superV t)
I mem t)) A(rd_s t ==> (data t=(fetch rep (mem t, address rep (addr t),superV t ) ) ) ) A
(ack t = memMgt rep (mem t, address rep (addr t),data t.superV t.wr.s t))";;
With these additions, the process algebra term for this interface can be defined as below.
cpu_write_request = (userMode + T. superMode). write, address, data.(ack + nack)
cpu_read_request = (userMode + T.superMode). read, address.(ack + nack).data)
CPUtoMEM = cpu_write_request + T.cpu_read_request
CPU = CPUtoMEM.CPU
These terms are abbreviations for their actual representations in HOL. The PREFIX
operator is denned to construct an agent from an action and an agent rather than from two
agents as presented here.
Note the use of the internal operator to indicate that at given points, the CPU will
behave in one of two ways: communicate through the userMode action or through the
superMode action. This choice is made internally by the CPU. Without this use of r, the
terms would mean that communication could occur by either action, depending on what
an external agent might choose. This use of the T action can also be seen in the process
algebra terms for the MMU below. To express the notion that the MMU performs some
work before responding, the T action is inserted before the response is returned. Part of this
action may be to update the segment-table pointer value. While the system is able to accept
either a userMode or a superMode communication, the MMU chooses to respond with only
ack or nack communication. The MMU specification also states when the MMU segment-
table pointer is updated. This action is not relevant to the CPU -MMU interface, so it is
expressed as an internal (T) action. This specification yields the process algebra terms:
mmu_process_write = (userMode + superMode).write, address, data.T.(ack + r.nack)
mmu_process-read = (userMode -f superMode). read, addr ess.T.(ack + r.nack).data
MMUtoCPU = mmu_process-write -f mmu_process.read
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MMU = MMUtoCPU.MMU
System = CPU | MMU
3.3 Proof of Correct Composition
The agents CPU and MMU are recursively defined and exhibit an infinite behavior. To show
that the composed CPU and MMU communicate correctly, we must show that the system
is always able to return to its initial state. It is also necessary to show that progress is made
when the CPU initiates a dialogue with the MMU. The proof goal then can be stated as:
1. If either of the CPU actions, userMode or superMode, are enabled, the memory sub-
system will engage in communication.
2. The communication protocol will complete and the system returns to its initial state.
To formalize and prove this goal in HOL, agent terms are defined based on process
algebra terms. To reason about the finite protocol communication sequences, the recur-
sive behavior of the agents is removed. The recursive agent reference is replaced with an
(undefined) agent constant SUCCESS.
In the box below, we show the construction of the MMU process algebra term. The
CPU term is defined in a similar manner. The term is constructed in parts by building up
an ML string. The ML function Agent parses the ML string and returns a HOL agent
term. ML strings are delimited by backquotes (') and the string concatenation operator is
the caret symbol (").
let muw = '('write'. 'addr'. 'data'.((-'ack'.SUCCESS)+(T.-'nack'.SUCCESS)))';;
let mur = '( 'read'. 'addr'.((-'ack'. 'data'.SUCCESS)+(T.-'nack'. 'data'.SUCCESS)))'
let msw ='('write'. 'addr'. 'data'.((-'ack'.SUCCESS)+(T.-'nack'.SUCCESS)))';;
let msr ='('read'. 'addr'.((-'ack'. 'data'.SUCCESS)+(T.-'nack'. 'data'.SUCCESS)))';
let user.mmu = '( 'user' . ('" muw - ' + < " mur " ' ) ) ' ; ;
let super_mmu = '( 'super' .(" msw •'+'" msr " ' ) ) ' ; ;
let mmu = '( '" user.mmu "' + '" super.mmu " ') ' ; ;
let MMU = Agent mmu;;
To express the goal in a general form, several auxiliary definitions are defined. A re-
cursive definition (ENABLED) is defined to construct a list of all output actions that an
agent can perform. A goal predicate definition BECOMES is defined. The predicate states
that for all possible enabled output actions, a complement action exists such that a success
agent is reached immediately or reached in a descendent.
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let ENABLED = new.recursive definition false AGENT 'ENABLED'
11
 (ENABLED(INACTIVE) = Q) A
(ENABLED(PREFIX a A) = ( (INTERNAL=a) => ENABLED A I
(( (TYP a) = F) => [a] | D ))) A
(ENABLED(SUMM A B) = APPEND (ENABLED A) (ENABLED B)) A
(ENABLED(COMPOSE A B) = APPEND (ENABLED A) (ENABLED B) )" ; ;
let BECOMES = new.definition('BECOMES',
"{(system success :agent). BECOMES system success =
(EVERY (\x. (TRANS system x success)) (ENABLED sys) )") ; ;
The success agent for the composed MMU-CPU is SUCCESS \ SUCCESS. By un-
winding the agent definitions and using the TRANS laws, all possible paths are found to
reach the success agent through internal transitions. The MMU-CPU composed communi-
cation proof shows that:
I- BECOMES (CPU | MMU) (SUCCESS I SUCCESS)
4 Conclusions
We have presented a framework to formally verify the correctness of communication between
composed devices. Previous system verification research has developed vertically verified sys-
tems. However, the hardware bases for these systems have been simplistic. Our research
is developing a framework to verify a more realistic horizontally verified system. This work
demonstrates that CCS is a good choice for describing interdevice implementation-level
connections within a computer system. Additional research will expand the calculus and ad-
dress automating the derivation of process algebra expressions from interpreter specifications.
Several improvements are being investigated, including an additional type constructor for
recursive agents, greater proof support, and automation of the tedious aspects of the proofs.
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Abstract -The increasingly higher number of transistors possible in VLSI circuits
compounds the difficulty in insuring correct designs. As the number of possible
test cases required to exhaustively simulate a circuit design explodes, a better
method is required to confirm the absence of design faults. Formal verification
methods provide a way to prove, using logic, that a circuit structure correctly
implements its specification. Before verification is accepted by VLSI design engi-
neers, the stand alone verification tools that are in use in the research community
must be integrated with the CAD tools used by the designers.
One problem facing the acceptance of formal verification into circuit design
methodology is that the structural circuit descriptions used by the designers
are not appropriate for verification work and those required for verification lack
some of the features needed for design. We offer a solution to this dilemma:
an automatic translation from the designers' HDL models into definitions for
the higher-ordered logic (HOL) verification system. The translated definitions
become the low level basis of circuit verification which in turn increases designers
confidence in the correctness of higher level behavioral models.
1 Introduction
As higher transistor counts increase the complexity of VLSI circuits and the number of
potential test cases explode, traditional simulation methods can expose only a fraction of
design faults - not guarantee their absence. Formal verification methods, which prove circuit
correctness, will play an important role in design fault exclusion. It is common in modern
design methodologies to utilize abstract circuit models in a hierarchical design:
• An architectural model (i.e. highly abstract) can be used to simulate an entire system,
at an early date, to help confirm that the system specification truly meets the customers
needs.
• In a top-down design, a model of the system's architecture is refined to a less abstract
model, and this decomposition process proceeds iteratively from algorithmic descrip-
tion, to large functional blocks, to detailed logic, and right down to the circuit level.
• After the circuit structure is modeled and designed, the logic simulation of complex
systems can become very slow. Simulations run faster using behavioral models.
A problem with these design approaches is that there is no formal way to relate a circuit's
structural model to its abstract behavioral model. Formal verification allows these models
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to be related through mathematical analysis so that designers can enjoy increased confidence
that behavioral models are correct abstractions of their structure. Before formal verification
is accepted by design engineers, stand alone verification tools that are used in academic
research must be integrated with the CAD tools used by VLSI designers.
The hardware description languages (HDL) used by VLSI CAD tools can provide the
link between these tools and the verification environment. Engineers can design using their
HDL and the models can be automatically translated for use in the verification tool. The
translation process consists of two steps.
• Recognizing the syntax of the HDL.
• Constructing the translation from the syntax to the HDL's semantic domain.
The parser, for recognizing the syntax, and the translation semantic construction functions
can be built directly into the verification system.
The NOVA simulation engine, one of the CAD tools being developed and used at the
NASA Space Engineering Research Center (SERC) for VLSI Systems Design, located on
the University of Idaho campus, uses the BOLT (Block Oriented Logic Translator) HDL.
BOLT was chosen for this research because it provides ready access to many real-world VLSI
designs at the SERC. This paper presents a translator from BOLT to the HOL theorem
proving system.
Much has been published about theories for modeling MOS circuits in a verification
environment [4, 5, 7, 11,15]. Our work linking verification with VLSI design tools is related,
but has a different motivation. While we are concerned that the model accurately reflect
the true behavior of the devices being specified, we must also be concerned that the HOL
circuit primitive definitions are consistent with the BOLT primitives used in NOVA. Correct
modeling of MOS circuits requires a complex multi-valued, multi-strength data type for
signal values[3]. Reasoning about such a signal value system can be done in HOL, where the
signal value type (STATE) definition and a collection of theorems about manipulating STATE
values is known collectively as the STATE theory[6]. Other work has been published dealing
with translating HDLs to verification logics [2, 14]. Our interest in tying HOL to the NOVA
simulator has motived our work to include lower level structures (i.e. multi-strength signal
values and their resolution functions) where these problems have been largely ignored by
others.
2 HOL
HOL, an acronym for higher-order logic, is a general theorem proving system developed at the
University of Cambridge [4, 8] based on Church's theory of simple types. Higher-order logic is
suitable for specifying all aspects of hardware, including both structure and behavior [8, 10].
In using higher-order logic, predicates are defined to represent both circuit primitives and
behavioral definitions [4]. First-order logic is well suited to represent simple combinational
circuits, but not sequential circuits. In higher-order logic, variables are allowed to range over
functions and predicates, which makes it possible to represent sequential circuit behavior
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[10]. HOL is not an automated theorem prover but is more than simply a proof checker. It
could, more appropriately, be called a proof assistant.
The HOL system is implemented on top of Cambridge LCF, which is a direct descendant
of the work of Robin Milner [8]. Milner originally developed an approach to mechanizing
logic for a system called Logic of Computable Functions (LCF) designed for reasoning about
higher-order recursively defined functions. The LCF meta-language is called ML, a functional
programming language.
3 The BOLT to HOL Translator
The BOLT to HOL translator is comprised of a syntax parser, built using a parser-generator
tool included with version 2.0 of the HOL system[13], and a set of ML functions that con-
struct the semantics of the parsed BOLT syntax into HOL definition terms. The semantic
construction functions were written ad hoc.
3.1 The Syntax Parser
The parser-generator takes as input a grammar representing the formal syntax of BOLT
given in a modified Backus Naur Form (BNF) notation similar to Prolog's definite clause
grammar (DCG) [13]. The output of the generator is a ML program that recognizes the
HDL syntax and makes appropriate calls to the ML semantic construction functions, whose
names are included as action symbols in the input grammar. The BOLT syntax is defined in
[1]. The HOL parser-generator library developed at the University of Cambridge was found
to be very useful in building the syntax recognizer portion of the translator. For example
the syntax of a statement-body, as given in the BOLT manual, is:
BEGIN
[ { Module-Invocation I Case-Statement } ... ]
END ;
Where upper-case words are keywords, the expression [ ] contains an optional item that
may be omitted, { } indicates choose one of the enclosed items, and ... indicates that
an item may be repeated any number of times is entered into the parser-generator input
grammar as the following recursive production:
statement_body —> [BEGIN] invocation.list [END] [;3
invocation_list —> mod_invocation invocation_list I
case.statement invocation_list I
D.
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3.2 The Semantic Construction Functions
Because no formal semantic definitions for BOLT exist, the semantic construction functions
have been initially written in an ad hoc fashion. In order to construct a HOL definitional
translation the following data from the BOLT module is required:
1. The module name from the BOLT module declaration. The same name is used for the
HOL definition.
2. The set of ports declared to be external to the top module in the BOLT declaration.
The signals on these ports must be universally quantified in the HOL definition.
3. The names of the component modules that are invoked inside the BOLT module.
Each of these module invocations will cause an identically named HOL predicate to be
conjoined in the HOL definition predicate.
4. The set of ports declared to be an output of any invoked module. This set will be used
to determine the signals that are driven by more than one device. A JOIN predicate
must be added to the HOL definition to resolve all interconnected outputs. This set will
also be used in the identification of the internal ports that are to be hidden. In BOLT,
the ports are not explicitly declared to be module input or outputs. By convention
the outputs are listed before the module name and the inputs are listed following the
module name. Our translator relies on conformance to this convention.
5. The set of ports declared to be an input to any invoked module. The union of this set
and the set of invoked module output ports defines the set of all ports in the module.
The set difference of the set of all ports minus the set of externally declared ports is
used to define the set of internal signals that must be existentially quantified in the
HOL definition.
6. The only module parameter with any meaning to our translation is the STR parameter,
which in BOLT is used to define the output strength of an invoked module. If no STR
parameter is included in the module invocation then the default strength is active.
As the BOLT syntax is parsed, the ML functions construct a data structure from the parsed
tokens. It is this structure that is used for the creation of the HOL definition terms once the
BOLT module END; statement is found. As the BOLT syntax is parsed, the ML functions
construct a data structure from the parsed tokens. It is this structure that is used for the
creation of the HOL definition terms once the BOLT module END; statement is parsed. The
data structure is implemented as a list of lists of lists of strings. The form of the structure
is:
Structure = head : Header] body : Body
Header = name : Identifier; ext-out, extjn, intjout, intjn : Nodes
Identifier = id: String
Nodes = Identifiers*
Body = Invocation*
Invocation = name : Identifier; out,in : Nodes; param : STR
STR = Identifier*
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Figure 1: Latch Schematic
In this grammar, the asterisk ("Kleene star") has the standard language theory meaning —
a list with zero, one, or more elements [12]. The plus means a list with one or more elements.
The first sublist is the header part. It contains the module name and node lists corresponding
to the external outputs, external inputs, internal outputs, and internal inputs. The body
part is a list of component module invocations. Each invocation contains a module name, a
list of output ports, a list of input ports, and a possibly empty paramenter list containing
device output strength information. An example structure is shown in Section 4.5.
As each new module invocation is parsed, the module name, output node names, input
node names, and optional output strength parameters are added to .the data structure.
Additionally, a check is made to see if the invoked module output node(s) are already a
member of the set of internal output nodes for the current module. If it is, then two outputs
are connected to drive the signal value on that node and a join resolution function from
the STATE theory is required[6]. The join function is added by renaming the first instance
of that output node name to the decorated (primed) variation of the name and the current
invocation output is given the double-decorated node name variation. An invocation of JOIN
is then added to the end of the data structure where the output of the JOIN is the original
node name and the inputs are the new decorated and double-decorated nodes. If either the
decorated or double-decorated names are already used then the first two unused decoration
variations are added. A new blank sub-list is also appended to the end of the structure in
anticipation of the next module invocation.
When the END; statement is encountered, the set of external output nodes unioned with
the external input nodes are universally quantified in the resulting HOL definition. The
set of internal nodes subtract the external nodes are existentially quantified (hidden). HOL
terms are then generated by matching each invoked module with a previously defined HOL
constant whose name and type both match the structure built by the parser and construction
functions. The terms from all of the invoked modules are conjoined to complete the HOL
definition for the current module. A stack is maintained for current module data structures
so that embedded BOLT modules can be properly defined and translated.
4 Translator Demonstration
A data latch, implemented with gate level and pass transistor primitives, is used to demon-
strate the translator (Figure 1). This circuit is interesting because without a signal value
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representation and resolution function that realizes output dominance this circuit cannot be
correctly modeled. Fundamental to the operation of this circuit is that the output strength
of pass-transistor Ml dominates the output of inverter Inv2 to force node nl to the state of
the input d while the gate g is 1 (high voltage). The feedback inverter Inv2 acts to store the
state, by dominating the pass-transistor after the gate goes to 0, turning the transistor off.
4.1 The BOLT Structural Description
A BOLT description of the latch is:
MODULE qn .LATCH g d;
BEGIN
nl .NTRAN g d;
qn .IHVR nl;
nl .INVR qn (STR='RR');
END;
The STR=' RR' parameter in the second . INVR invocation defines the output strength of that
inverter as resistive. The default value used for the first invocation is active.
4.2 Simulating the Latch
The operation of the latch can be tested by exercising it with the NOVA simulator. The
LATCH module was run in NOVA with the following waveforms on the g and d inputs:
g
d
i i i i i i i i i i i i i I
The resulting simulator output is shown in Table 1, where the symbol 1 represents laa, 0
represents Oaa, and X represents Xaa.
4.3 The HOL Circuit Primitives
The latch structure includes three predicate definitions; a NMOS-transistor element, inverter
element, and the JOIN operation. These primitive element definitions must be made in HOL
before they can be used in a translation from BOLT. In HOL, time is represented as a
stream of natural numbers (num), the signal values are defined to be of type STATE, and
circuit signals are defined to be functions of type (num —» STATE).
A simplified transistor model is used defining that the signal at the source is equal to the
signal at the drain if the gate is a one, else it is Nil.
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q
g d n
* * *
00001>0 0 X
00002>0 0 X
00003>0 1 X
00004>0 0 X
00005>1 0 1
00006>1 1 0
00007>1 0 1
00008>1 1 0
00009>0 1 0
00010>0 0 0
q
g d n
* * *
00011>0 1 0
00012>0 0 0
00013>1 0 1
00014>1 1 0
00015>1 0 1
00016>1 0 1
00017>0 0 1
00018>0 1 1
00019>0 0 1
00020>0 0 1
Table 1: Latch Simulation Data
\-def KTRAN (s.g.d) =
(V t.
s t = (((g t =laa)V(g t =lar)V
(g t =lrr)V(g t =laf )V
(g t =lrf)V(g t =lff)) d t |
Nil))
The inverter predicate definition has five arguments. The first three arguments are of
type STATE and define the possible inverter output values (i.e. the ouput strength). The
first is the output STATE for a true state, the second for a false output, and the third the
unknown state. The unknown output value is derived from the strongest 1 and 0 strengths.
The fourth and fifth arguments are signal functions of type (num —> STATE). The fourth is
the inverter output and the fifth is the input.
\-def IHVR Is Os Xs (out, in) =
(V t.
out t = (((in t =laa)V(in t =lar)V
(in t =lrr)V(in t =laf)V
(in t =lrf)V(in t
(((in t =Oaa)V(in t
(in t =Orr)V(in t
=lif))
=Oar)V
=Oaf)V
(in t =Orf)V(in t =0ff))
Os
Is \
Xs)))
4.4 JOIN
The JOIN predicate performs two tasks. It determines the resulting signal value of resolving
the combination of circuit outputs by applying the join function from the STATE theory. The
second task is related to the sequential behavior of a charge storage node. The capacitance
of a node may result in a time delay when the node is driven to a new signal level. The
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delay increases as the capacitance increases or as the strength of the driving signal decreases.
This sequential behavior is modeled as having a variable delay, whose length is based on the
strength of the join function result. [5, 9].
The JOIN used in the latch is modeled as having two possible delays. When the pass-
transistor is turned on, the storage node at the join is driven by an active strength and the
delay is denned to be zero. When the pass-transistor is turned off, the storage node is driven
by the resistive strength of the feed-back inverter and the delay is denned to be one.
\-def JOIN (s.s'.s") =
(V t. let sig = join (s' t) (s" t) in
(((sig = Oaa) V
(sig = laa) V
(sig = Xaa) V
(sig = Xar) V
(sig = Xra)) - (s t = sig) |
(s (t+1) = sig)))
4.5 The Translation of the Structural Specification
The HOL structural specification is obtained by translating the BOLT description. The
translator may be invoked to operate on a file containing the BOLT description or on BOLT
text included between the keywords BEGIN-BOLT and END_BOLT within the HOL operating
environment. The result of translating the cell description is:
BEGIN-BOLT
MODULE qn .LATCH g d;
BEGIN
nl .NTRAN g d;
qn .INVR nl;
nl .INVR qn (STR='RR');
END;
END-BOLT
\-def LATCH (qn.g.d) =
(3 nl nl' nl".
NTRAN (nl'.g.d) A
INVR laa Oaa Xaa (qn.nl) A
INVR Irr Orr Xrr (nl",qn) A
JOIN (nl.nl',nl"))
The data structure built by the parser and construction functions is:
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[[['LATCH'];
['qn'];
['g'; 'd'];
['nl'; 'qn'; "nl"; 'nl'"];
['g'; 'd'; 'nl'; 'qn']];
[['NTRAN']; ['nl"]; ['g'; 'd'] ; D] ;
[['IHVR']; ['qn']; ['nl']; D] ;
[['INVR']; ['nl'"]; ['qn']; ['R'; 'R']];
[['JOIN']; ['nl']; ['nl"; 'nl'"]; Q];
[[]; D; D; D]]
: string list list list
4.6 The Behavioral Description
When the gate of the pass-transistor is true the latch is enabled and the output, qn, follows
as the inverse of d. When the gate is false the latch stores the previous data. It is desirable
to simplify the description as much as possible at each level. At the behavioral level the
operation no longer depends on a device's output charge sourcing ability so this specification
is written in terms of boolean signal values, not the more complex STATE data type. The
HOL behavioral description is:
hde/ LATCH.SPEC (qn.g.d) =
(V t.
(g t -+ (qn t = -.d t) |
(qn (t+1) = qn t)))
4.7 The Latch Verification
The proper operation of the latch requires that the output of the pass-transistor dominate
the resistive strength output of INV2. The pass-transistor is not an amplifier so there is a
validity condition that the signal applied to input d must be stronger than resistive.
Is_bool_active (d) =
(V t. (d t = laa ) V (d t = Oaa))
Because the behavior of the latch is denned only for boolean value signals at the gate, there
is a validity condition for the gate that it be either a 1 or 0 state. This condition yields a
12 way case analysis in the proof that is easily reduced to considering only the two cases of
enabled and latching.
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\~de] IS_boOl
(V t.(gt =(gt =(gt =(gt =(gt =(g t =
(g) =
laa)
Irr)
Irf)
Oaa)
Orr)
Orf)
V
V
V
V
V
V
(g
(g
(g
(g
(g
(g
t =
t =
t =
t =
t =
t =
lar)
laf)
Iff)
Oar)
Oaf)
Off ) )
V
V
V
V
V
The verification of the latch entails proving that the latch structural description and validity
conditions logically imply the behavioral specification. Because the latch behavorial speci-
fication is defined in terms of boolean values the signal functions must be composed with a
STATE abstraction function from the STATE theory[6]. The theorem proven is:
I- ((Is_bool_active (d) A
Is_bool (g) A
LATCH (qn.g.d)) =»
LATCH_SPEC (STATES_ABS o qn,
STATES_ABS o g,
STATES_ABS o d))
5 Future Work
The BOLT to HOL translator presented in this paper represent an important step in inte-
grating formal verification with CAD tool environments. Future steps include:
1. Expanding and validating the library of HOL definitions corresponding to the primitive
components in the NOVA library.
2. Developing an abstract syntax and denotational semantics for the circuit structure
level of HDLs.
3. Using the abstract syntax and denotational semantics, developing a translator genera-
tor that will, given a grammar representing the concrete syntax of a HDL, automatically
create a translation program for that HDL.
4. Integrating the circuit structure level translation work with the results of other on-
going research aimed at HDL behavioral model levels to create a complete link between
HDL's and verification logics.
6 Conclusion
The goal of our work is to improve CAD functional fault exclusion techniques for VLSI design
by making the use of formal circuit verification at the transistor and gate level tractable.
In this paper we have described and demonstrated a translator for moving circuit structure
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descriptions from the realm of the CAD design tool to formal verification. This is an impor-
tant step facilitating the development of correct designs as VLSI circuits become increasingly
complex.
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Abstract - A number of U.S. national programs, including space-based detection
of ballistic missile launches, envisage putting significant computing power into
space. Given sufficient progress in low-power VLSI, multichip-module pack-
aging and liquid-cooling technologies, we will see design of high-performance
multiprocessors for individual satellites. In very high speed implementations,
performance depends critically on tolerating large latencies in interprocessor
communication; without latency tolerance, performance is limited by the vastly
differing time scales in processor and data-memory modules, including inter-
connect times. The modern approach to tolerating remote-communication cost
in scalable, shared-memory multiprocessors is to (i) use a multithreaded archi-
tecture, and (ii) alter the semantics of shared memory slightly, at the price of
forcing the programmer either to reason about program correctness in a relaxed
consistency model or to agree to program in a constrained style. The literature
on multiprocessor correctness conditions has become increasingly complex—and
sometimes confusing—which may hinder its practical application. We propose
a simple modern correctness condition for a high-performance, shared-memory
multiprocessor; the correctness condition is based on a simple interface between
the multiprocessor architecture and high-performance, shared-memory multi-
processor; the correctness condition is based on a simple interface between the
multiprocessor architecture and the parallel programming system.
Keywords: high-performance multiprocessor in space, scalable shared-memory multiproces-
sor, multithreading, relaxed consistency model, multiprocessor correctness condition, parallel
programming model, programming/architecture interface, local acknowledgment protocol,
nonsequential consistency, hybrid model.
1 Introduction
A number of U.S. national programs, including space-based detection of ballistic missile
launches, envisage putting significant computing power into space. When enabling technolo-
gies such as (i) low-power VLSI, including cold chips, (ii) multichip-module packaging, and
(iii) space-based liquid cooling for hot chips—are sufficiently mature, we will see design of
1This research was supported in part by NSERC operating grants A3363, A0921, strategic grant
MEF0040121 and the NCE Micronet network. E-mail: probst@crim.ca and probst@vlsi.concordia.ca.
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space-based liquid cooling for hot chips—are sufficiently mature, we will see design of high-
performance multiprocessors for individual satellites. These machines will communicate with
each other and with ground-based supercomputers—for example, to support massive real-
time data acquisition, up to two terabytes of data per day. Very high speed implementations
of multiprocessor architectures—that is, scalable machines with short processor cycles—that
are built from clusters of interconnected processor and data-memory modules have a potential
performance bottleneck; they must tolerate the large latencies in interprocessor communica-
tion (remote memory accesses may take anywhere from 100 to 1000 processor cycles) [2,11].
Building a shared-memory parallel programming system on top of a so-called "distributed-
memory" multiprocessor architecture may motivate us—after as much latency as possible
has been tolerated by multithreading—to alter the semantics of shared memory slightly, at
the price of forcing the parallel programmer either to reason about program correctness in
a relaxed consistency model or to agree to program in a constrained style. The literature
on multiprocessor correctness conditions has become increasingly complex—and sometimes
confusing—which may hinder its practical application [1,3,4,9-11]. One positive note is that
most relaxed consistency models (actually, these are not models of multiprocessors at all but
rather restrictions on an implementation or protocol, expressed at the level of the proces-
sor/memory interface) support sequential consistency for a special class of well-behaved, i.e.,
well-synchronized, parallel programs. We propose a simple modern correctness condition
for a high-performance, shared-memory multiprocessor; the correctness condition is based
on a simple interface between the multiprocessor architecture and the parallel programming
system.
2 Memory Consistency Models
The conceptual model inherited from von Neumann machines with relatively few processors
is that all memory reads and writes appear to be atomic (indivisible). In early multiproces-
sors, this "default" atomicity was implemented by the indivisible read/write memory cycle.
Closely related to atomicity in the traditional model is the view that each operation in a
(sequential) program thread appears to execute before the next operation in the thread is
issued. The high cost of waiting for each stream operation to globally perform before the
next stream instruction issues is well known [7,8]. The first attempt to define a multiproces-
sor correctness condition that would permit assertional reasoning (essentially, the continued
existence of a program state space) and still be efficiently implementable was Lamport's
sequential consistency [12]. Assertional reasoning would still be possible, Lamport wrote,
provided that "the result of any execution [by the multiprocessor] is the same as if the oper-
ations of all the processors [had been] executed in some sequential order, and the operations
of each individual processor appear in this sequence in the order specified by its program".
In simpler language, the program behaves as if the memory accesses of all the threads were
interleaved—without destroying program order—and executed sequentially.
There are at least two problems with sequential consistency as a correctness condition.
First, it has been widely misinterpreted to mean that one processor's update to a shared
variable must be reflected in every other processor's view before the updating processor
may issue another memory access, thereby confusing the correctness condition—sequential
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consistency—with one particular low-performance implementation [7,9]. In this interpreta-
tion, all memory accesses to all shared variables are serializable even in the absence of any
explicit synchronization and/or dependence information in the parallel program. Second, (se-
quential) program order is an extremely opaque tool for expressing the semantics of a parallel
program decomposed into threads (instruction streams) [5,11]. This is what makes DASH
release consistency so conservative from a parallel-programming point of view—questions
such as, does this P protect this read? are occluded, and the program interpreter must re-
spect the (sequential) programmer synchronization as written. In the DASH protocol, this is
governed by a set of rules for the permissible orderings among acquires, releases and ordinary
memory accesses [9]. "Thread partial order" consistency is more forward looking—as far as
possible, all such questions about the protects relation on program operations are answered
clearly by the parallel programmer and expressed as a partial order on synchronizing and
ordinary memory accesses.
When a shared-memory parallel program is presented to the "program interpreter" of
a so-called "distributed-memory" multiprocessor, the machine is not—in current practice,
anyway—given an abstract program specification that defines the dependence order on the set
of program operations. In concrete terms, the dependence order includes such necessary tem-
poral precedences among program operations as uniprocessor control and data dependences
(and antidependences), interprocessor data flow- and anti-dependences, and interprocessor
control dependences (including necessary temporal precedences arising from an operation
that depends on the restoration of an invariant). By definition, the dependence order is the
limit for optimization—assuming sequential threads as the starting point—by the program
interpreter; it defines the necessary temporal precedences among program operations that
must appear to be observed in any correct execution of the parallel program. This depen-
dence order is defined over the set of all program operations, including synchronizing and
ordinary memory accesses, control-transfer instructions and register-only instructions.
In general, it is unrealistic to expect the programmer to articulate the program depen-
dence order to the program interpreter; this may be more realistic at lower levels where a
correctness proof of a critical subalgorithm can help the programmer to discover the de-
pendence order [13]. In practice, what the program interpreter has to work with is (i) all
compiler-discoverable local order, and (ii) all programmer-supplied local order, including
explicit synchronization and other dependence information. To aid the parallel program-
ming system, the high-level parallel programmer ought to do the following: (i) identify each
P-type synchronizing operation (i.e., one that potentially blocks this thread), (ii) identify
each V-type synchronizing operation (i.e., one that potentially unblocks some other thread),
(iii) identify each PV-type synchronizing operation (i.e., one that potentially either blocks
this thread or unblocks some other thread), and (iv) indicate, for each thread, the thread
partial order that specifies the necessary temporal precedences among synchronizing and
ordinary program operations in that thread. By so doing, the parallel programmer defines
the protects relation on program operations. To focus on semantics, we defer the question of
how thread partial orders and scopes of synchronization primitives are expressed in parallel
programming languages [2,5,11]. Instead, we adopt the "fiction" that threads are presented
to the program interpreter directly as partial orders. The interpreter respects the program-
mer synchronization as written, with "thread partial order" replacing "program order". The
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set of rules for respecting programmer synchronization in our protocol is given in Section 4.
Reference [14] is an elegant introduction to partial orders in parallel systems.
Interconnect
Figure 1: Abstract block diagram showing interconnection network, processor modules, data
memory modules and operation buffers. No "dancehall configuration" is implied.
3 Thread Partial Order
Figure 1 shows an abstract block diagram for a multithreaded, scalable, shared-memory
multiprocessor. Conceptually, the distinction between a distributed-memory and a shared-
memory hardware architecture is small. In either case, any processor can access any address
in the single, global address space. NUMA machines have a distinction between "cheap"
local and "expensive" remote memory access, while UMA machines provide a constant-
latency path between processors and memory. Multithreading means that a processor may
issue a (possibly blocking—it depends entirely on the thread partial order) memory access
by one thread via the operation buffer, and then—if necessary, i.e, if one has run out of
concurrently-enabled operations in this stream—perform a context switch to some other
thread while waiting for the first memory access to complete. Figure 1 applies equally well
to architectures with various degrees of data caching, whether implemented in processor or
data modules. Instruction caching is handled separately. The queues are operation buffers
for memory accesses; these buffers contain multiple instructions that have been issued in
parallel by processors and threads. Multithreading supports multiple pending operations by
an individual processor. Relaxed consistency supports multiple pending operations by an
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individual thread. Further optimization is possible when there are local acknowledgment
protocols for memory accesses; this requires (data) caching of the processor's view [5].
The sharpest formulation of relaxed consistency is to state that memory accesses see
"consistent" values only when such accesses are protected by synchronizing operations. Full
consistency states that all memory accesses see consistent values (for example, reads return
the most recent write) even when all synchronization is implicit. Most relaxed models include
the programming constraint that every pair of conflicting memory accesses is protected by
a synchronization chain. Two accesses conflict if they access the same location and at least
one of them is a write. Abstractly, P-type operations define input synchronization points
at which (i) partial or total program state is defined, and (ii) some invariants have been
restored — because certain operations in other threads have completed. Similarly, V-type
operations define output synchronization points at which (i) partial or total program state
is defined, and (ii) some invariants have been restored — because certain operations in this
thread have completed. P V-type operations (e.g., barriers) define both input and output
synchronization points, and combine the semantics of P- and V-type operations [6].
When caches are present, processors (on which threads are scheduled) can have views.
When local acknowledgment protocols are permitted due to (data) caching of a processor's
view, "soft" V-type operations define virtual output synchronization points at which cer-
tain operations in this thread have sufficiently completed so that synchronization chains
leaving this thread (possibly across processors) keep their usual semantics provided that we
implement an additional protocol. Specifically, when semaphores are bound to the shared
variables they protect, semaphore operations can be integrated with the remembering of
updated values. The use of timestamps allows only the relevant portion of a processor's
view to be copied to the other processor when there is a synchronization chain between
threads on different processors [5]. Conceptually, this amounts to absorbing interprocessor
communication into interprocessor synchronization.
thread 1: P(sem)
write(x) ^
read(y) ''
V(sem)
thread 2: P(sem)
write(y) \
read(x)''
**.
* V(sem)
Figure 2: Two thread partial orders with local acknowledgment protocols.
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Figure 2 shows the simple case of two critical sections in two threads where the operations
in each critical section are concurrent. Here, the operations in each P/V-bracketed pair com-
mute. When two concurrent operations in a thread partial order do not commute (i.e., when
both orderings are permitted but have different results), a partial-order representation with
branching structure may be required [15-17]. Incidentally, programmer-supplied local order
is not restricted to defining the protects relation; it may also include specifying necessary
temporal precedences between two program operations neither of which is a synchronizing
operation (here, the theory becomes nontrivial). Without loss of generality, suppose that
thread 1 has entered its critical section ahead of thread 2. At this point, there is a flow
dependence from write(x) to read (x), and an antidependence from read(y) to write(y).
When there is no data cache, thread 1 must learn that both its memory accesses have
completed with respect to thread 2 before its V operation may be issued. In this case, global
acknowledgment protocols notify thread 1 of completion, while synchronizing operations
guarantee completion to thread 2. When there is a data cache, thread 1 may issue its V
operation as soon as local acknowledgment protocols for both its memory accesses have
completed. Why? When thread 2 issues its P operation, an additional protocol can ensure
that the P operation does not complete until (i) the new value of x has been communicated
from thread 1 to thread 2, and (ii) the read of y has completed in thread 1 (see the next
paragraph). This form of "delayed consistency" allows thread 1 to continue past its V
operation before the output synchronization point has been actually reached [5].
The dashed arrow from read(y) to V(sem) in thread 1 may appear puzzling at first sight.
Dashed arrows only make sense if the processors on which threads 1 and 2 are scheduled
can remember their own views. In this case, why should there be an antidependence from
read(y) to write(y)? If both threads are currently scheduled on the same processor, then they
share the same view and the antidependence exists. If both threads are currently scheduled
on different processors, then their views are disjoint and no antidependence exists. Since
only the runtime system can determine which threads are currently on which processors, it
is simpler for the compiler to generate code as if both threads currently shared the same
view.
The graphics in Figure 2 can now be explained. In a thread partial order, a solid arrow
a —•• b means: b may not be issued until a has completed, while a dashed arrow a --» b means:
6 may not be issued until a has locally completed (that is, has had its serialization order
irrevocably determined). Abstractly, Figure 2 illustrates a 2-phase token release protocol.
This is an implementation optimization; using only solid arrows in thread partial orders
would not alter the correctness condition that was being implemented.
Figure 3 illustrates why the widespread emphasis on critical sections in discussions of re-
laxed consistency (due partly to programmer familiarity and partly to unexamined tradition,
we suppose) is misleading. Here, there is a static dependence between a group of operations
in one thread (protected by a V-type operation) and a group of operations in another thread
(protected by a P-type operation). It seems strange to enforce a simple flow dependence be-
tween two threads by unlocking in one thread and locking in the other (although—to borrow
a joke from Burton J. Smith—we could call this "generalized critical section" synchroniza-
tion). The constraint issue is whether we still require that any thread's access to a shared
variable be dynamically enclosed between a P-type and a V-type operation—as judged by
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the thread partial order—even in cases where we are enforcing a static dependence. This
constraint is satisfied in textbook solutions to the bounded-buffer problem, where both static
and dynamic dependences are enforced. The answer in general is, it depends. If there is
a dependence of these operations in thread 1 on "earlier" operations, then they should be
bracketed, otherwise not.
thread 1: { x x x } * V(sem)
thread 1: P(sem) {x x x}
Figure 3: Synchronization primitive scope without critical sections.
4 Nonsequential Consistency
Sequential consistency and processor consistency are correctness conditions while weak con-
sistency, release consistency, entry consistency, etc., are implementation restrictions [5,7,9].
Sequential consistency asserts that a multiprocessor execution is incorrect if it cannot be
simulated by a serial (uniprocessor) execution that respects the "program order" of each
thread. Serial program order is thus the test of whether the noncommutativity of two con-
flicting ordinary operations matters. The obvious modification is to replace "program order"
by "thread partial order". The new condition reads as follows. First, all operations within
a thread appear to execute in thread partial order, as viewed by the processor executing
that thread. Second, the result of program execution is the same as if all synchronizing and
ordinary memory accesses had been executed in some sequential order, and the projection
of this sequence onto each thread is a linearization of that thread's partial order. Serial ex-
ecution means possible (i.e., legal) execution on a uniprocessor. A multiprocessor satisfying
this condition will be called nonsequentially consistent. But this is not quite right.
The role played by a programming constraint should be stated explicitly as a premise of
the correctness condition; this is preferable to starting with an (arbitrary) implementation
restriction and arguing that it implements a traditional correctness condition like sequential
consistency given the programming constraint. In this spirit, coarsen the granularity to
consider just the synchronizing and ordinary shared-variable accesses in a parallel program.
We say that, if an ordinary shared-variable access is dynamically enclosed between a P-type
and a V-type operation, then it is a protected access; otherwise, it is an unprotected access.
A general correctness condition should include both types of access, and should allow for
concurrent noncommutative operations within a single thread. If a parallel program is run on
a nonsequentially-consistent multiprocessor, then—at this level of granularity—every correct
execution on this machine has the following property:
(t) For each thread, there exists a serial execution of all the program operations that
simulates the actual execution, and whose projection on that thread does not violate
thread partial order.
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(n) Moreover, there exists a serial execution of only the synchronizing and protected ac-
cesses that simulates the matching portions of the actual execution, and—for each
thread—the projection of this sequence on that thread does not violate thread partial
order.
The easiest way to visualize the second condition is to imagine that the parallel program
has been divided into properly- and improperly-synchronized epochs; when the final state
of one epoch is intended as the initial state of another (this is the usual case), the two
epochs will be separated by a barrier. During improperly-synchronized epochs, only processor
consistency will hold. During properly-synchronized epochs, sequential consistency will hold.
Serial simulation of a properly-synchronized epoch must take the initial and final states—
which hold at the initial and final barriers, respectively—into consideration. In this way,
a single, piecemeal serial execution can simulate all properly-synchronized portions of the
actual execution.
We propose the following implementation of nonsequential consistency; temporarily name-
less to avoid further confusion, it is one of many members of the "release consistency" family
of implementation restrictions. The primary influence—apart from viewing threads as par-
tial orders—is Tera release consistency [6,18] with an optional dash of entry consistency [5]
for those people who believe that caches are the best way to implement shared memory (they
are certainly not the only way).
(i) No processor may issue a shared-variable access until all P-type operations protecting
it—that is, all P-type operations that precede the memory access in thread partial
order—have completed.
(M) No processor may issue a V-type operation until all shared-variable accesses protected
by it—that is, all memory accesses that precede the V-type operation in thread partial
order—have (at least locally) completed.
(Hi) When a thread contains a PV-type operation (e.g., a barrier), all ancestor shared-
variable accesses must have (at least locally) completed before the PV-type operation
may issue, and the PV-type operation must have completed before any descendant
shared-variable access may issue, where memory-access "ancestor" and "descendant"
of a PV-type operation are defined by thread partial order.
That is, the program interpreter at each processor must run completion protocols for
both synchronizing and ordinary memory accesses. When there are data caches available to
processors, the optimization of "delayed consistency" is possible.
5 Conclusion
Discussions of correctness conditions and memory consistency models in shared-memory mul-
tiprocessors have grown needlessly complex in the last five years as implementation detail
and excess formalism have obscured the simple language (i.e., semantics) issues. By cleanly
separating the correctness condition (i.e., multiprocessor model) from the implementation
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restriction (i.e., protocol model), we have brought out the simplicity of the "release con-
sistency" implementation family. The key to simplicity is the programmer's definition of
the protects relation on synchronizing and ordinary memory accesses. In the absence of full
program dependence order, this is perhaps the most useful information that can be supplied
by the programmer to the program interpreter; a good optimizing compiler can then ad-
just for uniprocessor dependences without altering the protects relation. Again, there will
be elements of programmer-supplied local order in addition to the protects relation. We
have proposed a new correctness condition which encompasses a wide range of parallel pro-
gramming models, including ones with a mixture of shared-memory and message-passing
semantics. The requirements specification of a special-purpose high-performance multipro-
cessor architecture for space applications would not include applicability to a wide spectrum
of problems, but that does not make the ideas of this paper any less relevant (for example,
they could be used to evolve the AT&T DSPS Parallel Processor). We have indicated how
to make an intelligent division of labor between programmer and optimizing compiler in
discovering the thread partial order; One distinguishing feature of space applications is a
concern for reliability; we are currently investigating a distributed-memory architecture for
a fault-tolerant nonsequentially-consistent shared memory. Space systems are distributed
systems, and—in this context—fault tolerance is as important as performance.
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Instruction Set Commutivityl
P. Windley
Laboratory for Applied Logic
Department of Computer Science
University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho 83843
Abstract- We present a state property called congruence and show how it can
be used to demonstrate commutivity of instructions in a modern load—store ar-
chitecture. Our analysis is particularly important in pipelined microprocessors
where instructions are frequently reordered to avoid costly delays in execution
caused by hazards. Our work has significant implications to safety and security
critical applications since reordering can easily change the meaning and an in-
struction sequence and current techniques are largely ad hoc. Our work is done
in a mechanical theorem prover and results in a set of trustworthy rules for in-
struction reordering. The mechanization makes it practical to analyze the entire
instruction set.
1 Introduction.
Instruction pipelining 2 is critical to good performance in modern microprocessors. Almost
every microprocessor developed in the last several years contains an instruction pipeline. Sig-
nificant attention has been given to the development of scheduling algorithms to reduce the
the occurrence of pipeline hazards because of the performance degradation that they cause.
Typically, scheduling involves reordering the instruction stream produced by a compiler.
The approaches to code reordering are largely ad hoc with little or no analysis showing
whether the rules are correct and under what conditions they should be avoided. Indeed,
when asked about the rules that he gave for avoiding semantic changes one researcher, who
developed the code scheduling algorithms for the C compiler in a widely available commercial
UNIX system, stated "Its all ad hoc. It never occurred to me that there might be any other
way to do it."
Clearly, the current approach to code scheduling is unacceptable in safety and security
critical applications. On one hand, modern pipelined architectures perform poorly without
the aid of a compiler that is smart enough to reschedule code to avoid pipeline hazards.
On the other hand, the reordering that the scheduler performs has the potential to initiate
semantic changes in the code stream. We must either give up performance or live with
untrustworthy code. Neither of these approaches is satisfactory.
This paper describes the analysis of a microprocessor instruction set for commutivity.
We are interested in establishing, by analysis, under what circumstances the instructions
can be reordered while avoiding semantic changes. The next section describes related work
and the following sections present our analysis.
JThis work was sponsored by the Department of Defense under University Research Program contract
No. MDA904-91-C-7054
2See [HP90] for an excellent introduction to pipelining and pipeline hazards.
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2 Related Work
The formal analysis of code reordering is related to at least three active areas of research: mi-
croprocessor verification, compiler verification, and the automatic generation of optimizers.
This section discusses these three areas of research and relates them to the work presented
in this paper.
Microprocessor Verification There have been numerous efforts to verify microproces-
sors. These efforts have been mostly for research purposes and none have included any kind of
analysis of their instruction sets regarding code reordering. Only one formally verified general
purpose microprocessor has been fabricated and it has so few features as to be impractical
for real use. Descriptions of these efforts can be found in [Coh88, Joy89a, Joy88, Hun89). It
is important to note that none of these projects involved verification of a pipelined processor.
In [SB90], Srivas et al. describe the formal verification of a pipelined microprocessor called
Mini Cayuga, comparable in complexity of design to that of Hunt's FM8501. However, the
structure and behavior of the pipeline were hidden from the abstract specification. Only
prefetching of the next instruction was incorporated into the specification. This precluded
the possibility of formally reasoning about pipeline hazards and instruction scheduling.
We are designing, specifying, and verifying a microprocessor called AVM-2. AVM-2 has
a load store architecture and will be pipelined. The architecture of AVM-2 is largely the
same as that of AVM-1, but the design is substantially different. We described early results
of this research in [Win91] where we demonstrated the integrity of the supervisory mode of
AVM-1. In this paper, we describe results regarding instruction set commutivity for AVM-2.
Compiler Verification There has been much work on verified compilers. Space consider-
ations do not present a full treatment here. Joyce [Joy89b] gives an excellent review. Most of
the early work [Rus77, CohSO, CM86] on the compiler correctness problem used idealizations
of the hardware. Recent work by Joyce [Joy89b], Moore [Moo88], and Young [You89] have
looked at compiler verification under the constraints of a real instruction set. None of these
efforts has addressed code reordering although Young states that initial work on an opti-
mizer has begun. Even so, our approach is different from Young's due to the nature of the
specification. The specifications in Young's work are operational while ours are denotational.
Optimizer Generation Current approaches to instruction scheduling is largely ad hoc.
Current compiler technology utilizes rule-based, heuristic algorithms for optimizing code
sequences. Representative of the state of the art, the IBM RISC System/6000 XL compiler
family uses special flags associated with opcodes to indicate instructions which are "danger-
ous" to move [War90, War92]. To date, there has not been any published results describing
the application of formal methods to pipeline scheduling.
There has been some work on the automatic generation of optimizers from specifications
of one sort or another.
In [Kes84], Kessler describes a tool called Peep. Peep is an architectural description
driven peephole optimizer. The description of the architecture, given in LISP, is used to
generate a table of optimizable instructions that can be used in a an optimizing compiler.
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In [DF84], Davidson and Fraser present a system that generates peephole optimizations
called PO. PO uses productions which describe the effect of assembly language instructions
in a simulator to determine substitutions for 2 and 3 assembly instruction sequences.
While this work is interesting and related to the work presented here, these efforts differ
in several important ways:
• The descriptions used for generating optimizations are not related to the implemen-
tation in anyway. Our work uses a specification that is related through proof to the
implementational specification.
• It is not clear whether or not any kind of theory underlies the generation of the op-
timizers. As we will show later, there are concepts regarding reordering that can be
generalized and used as a basis for reasoning about reordering.
v
• it is not clear how much faith can be placed on the simulation used to determine
equivalent sequences. Our work will be done in a widely accepted theorem proving
environment.
3 AVM-2
We have designed a computer designated AVM-2 (A Verified Microprocessor). AVM-2 is a
second generation design that will be implemented in CMOS. The design, specification, and
verification of AVM-1, the predecessor to AVM-2, are given in [Win90] where it is used as
an example to demonstrate the utility of generic models in hardware verification. AVM-2,
like AVM-1, will feature a RISC-like instruction set and a large register file. Unlike AVM-1,
AVM-2 will have a pipelined implementation.
The Registers. AVM-2 has a load-store architecture based on a large register file. The
register file is divided into seven supervisor-mode registers and twenty-four general purpose
registers.
Two additional registers are visible at the architectural level: the program counter and the
program status word. The program counter (denoted pc) is used to sequence the computer—
it indicates which instruction in memory to execute next. The program status word (de-
noted psw) is used to keep track of the status of the last ALU operation, whether or not
interrupts are enabled, and the privilege level of the CPU.
The Instruction Set. AVM-2 has 30 programming level instructions. There is a group of
eight, 3-argument (source A, source B, and destination) arithmetic and logical instructions
and another group of 8 arithmetic and logical instructions that use two arguments and a
16-bit immediate value. There are 4 instructions for loading and storing registers. Only the
load and store instructions communicate with memory. In addition, there are instructions
for performing user interrupts, jumps, subroutine calls, and shifts.
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4 Instruction Set Specification
The instruction set for AVM-2has been formally specified as part of the design process. The
specification represents a denotational description of the machine language. In this section,
we present several of the state transition functions representing instructions. These examples
will be used in later sections describing the analysis.
The instructions are modeled by state transition functions. In general, each function
operates on a state tuple and an environment tuple. The state tuple, contains variables
representing the register file, reg, the program status word, psw, the program counter, pc,
and the memory, mem. The environment tuple contains variables representing the interrupt
vector, ivec, the interrupt line, int, and the reset line, reset. Each function returns a state
tuple updated to reflect the behavior of the instruction being modeled.
The NOOP instruction updates the state tuple by incrementing the program counter. No
other actions are performed.
\~dej NOOP (reg, psw, pc, mem)
(ivec, int, reset) =
let new^pc = inc pc in
(reg, psw, new_pc, mem)
Note that NOOP is not an identity function, although it is often thought of that way. The
fact that NOOP does affect the state and resides in memory affects its commutivity.
Other instructions are quite a bit more complicated than the NOOP instruction. For
example, the ADD instruction is shown below:
\~def ADD (reg, psw, pc, mem)
(ivec, int, reset) =
let a = EL (GetSrcA pc mem) reg and
b = EL (GetSrcB pc mem) reg and
d = GetDest pc mem in
let result = add (a, b) in
let cflag = addp (a, b, result) and
vilag = aovfl (a, b, result) and
nflag = negp result and
zilag = zerop result and
sm = get_sm psw and
ie = get_ie psw in
let new_reg = UPDATE_REG psw d reg result and
new.psw = mk_psw(sm, ie, vilag,
nflag, cflag, zflag) and
new_pc = inc pc in
(new_reg, new_psw, new_pc, mem)
The ADD instruction updates every member of the state tuple except the memory. The
primary action, summing two registers and updating the register file accordingly is reflected
by the updated register file, reg. The instruction also calculated new values for the overflow,
carry, negative, and zero flags of the program status word, psw. The supervisory mode bit
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Figure 1: State Congruence
and the interrupt enable bit remain unchanged, as expected. The program counter, pc is
incremented.
5 State Congruence
Our notion of state correspondence is motivated by the denotational description of the in-
struction set. Because the specification is denotational, we are interested in showing that
state transitions made by one sequence of instructions are equivalent to the state transitions
made by another sequence of instructions.
Unfortunately, the instructions sequences themselves are part of the state and so we
cannot use equivalence as the relation between states. Instead, we relate the states using
a property we call congruence. We call this relationship congruence because the states are
equivalent except for (i.e. modulo) the ordering of the instruction sequences in memory.
Figure 1 illustrates congruence. As the figure shows, we start with two states, SI and
S2, which are related by the relation p. After they have been transformed by a sequence of
instructions, we are left with two modified states SI' and S2'. Ideally, these new states are
still related by /?, but as we will see in Section 5.2, this is not always the case and so we show
them related by p'.
The primary congruence relation that we use in the examples is given by the following
predicate:
6.5.6
/ Congruent loc (regl.pssl,pel,meml)
(reg2,psw2,pc2,mem2) =
(regl=reg2) A (pswl=pss2) A (pcl=pc2) A
(V a . ->(a = address loc) A
-i(a = address (inc loc)) =>
(fetch (meml.a) = fetch (meml.a))) A
(fetch (meml,address loc) =
fetch (men2,address (inc loc))) A
(fetch (mem2,address loc) =
fetch (meml.address (inc loc)))
The predicate operates over a location and two state tuples. We say that the state tuples are
congruent if their register files, regl and reg2, program status words, pswl and psw2, and
program counters, pel and pc2, are the same. Additionally, we require that the memories,
meml and mem2 be the same except that the words located at loc and loc+1 in meml are
swapped in mem2.
5.1 Swapping NOOP
To start with, we examine the cornmutivity of the NOOP instruction. While this may seem
like a trivial problem, the problem is not as straightforward as it seems since NOOP does
affect the state. Also, the difficulties encountered in NOOP cornmutivity are typical of other
cornmutivity proofs.
The following theorem shows that NOOP can be commuted with any instruction that does
not modify memory or alter program flow:
h let si = (regl,pssl,pel,meml) and
s2 = (reg2,psv2,pc2,mem2) and
e = (ivec.ireq,reset) in
V inst.
(inst = macro_inst (Opcode si e)) =*•
Congruent pc2 si s2 A
HOH_MEM_IHST (Opcode si e) ^
let si' = (NOOP (inst si e) e) and
s2' = (inst (HOOP s2 e) e) in
Congruent pc2 si' e2'
We assume that the environment does not change during execution of the two instructions
(e, representing the environment, is used as an argument for both of them). The theorem
states that for every instruction in the instruction set, if the initial states are congruent the
modified states are also congruent.
The theorem is not true for instructions that alter flow control because the NOOP would
never execute in one case and some other instruction would execute in its place. For instruc-
tions that modify memory, we can prove a more restricted version that assumes that the
memory instruction does not interfere with the program (instructions and data are stored in
the same memory). We will see an example using a non-interference condition in the next
section.
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5.2 Swapping Arithmetic Instructions
The arithmetic instructions of AVM-2 that do not use the carry flag commute under weak
congruence. Weak congruence is the same as strong congruence (denned above), except that
it does not require equivalence for the entire program status word. Rather we require only
that the supervisory mode bit and the interrupt enable bit be the same. Most instructions
that modify the overflow, carry, negative, and zero flags of the program status word do so
without regard to their previous values, so the value of the two program status words cannot
be equal.
Weak_Congment loc (regl,pswl,pcl,meml)
(reg2,pss2,pc2,mem2) =
(regl = reg2) A
(pel = pc2) A
((get_sm pswl) = (get_sm psw2)) A
((get_ie pswl) = (get_ie psw2)) A
(V a . ->(a = address loc) A
-i(a = address (inc loc)) =>
(fetch (meml,a) = fetch (mem2,a))) A
(fetch (meml,address loc) =
fetch (mem2,address (inc loc))) A
(fetch (mem2,address loc) =
fetch (meml,address (inc loc)))
In order to commute two arithmetic instructions, we require that they be non-interfering.
That is, the destination registers cannot be the same as the source registers. For example,
the following instructions do not commute:
a := b + c
d := a + e
Since the second instruction uses the value computed in the first, we cannot swap them
without changing the resulting state. In addition, we require that the destination registers
be different. The following predicate defines the non-interference property in terms of the
functions used by the instruction set definition to retrieve the source and destination register
indices from memory.
t-<ie/ Non_Interf ering pc mem =
-i(GetSrcA (inc pc) mem = (GetDest pc mem)) A
->(GetSrcB (inc pc) mem = (GetDest pc mem)) A
-•(GetDest (inc pc) mem = (GetDest pc mem))
Using the weak congruence predicate and the non-interference predicate, we can show,
for example, that ADD and SUB commute:
6.5.8
let si = (regl,pswl,pcl,meml) and
s2 = (reg2,psw2,pc2,mem2) and
e = (ivec.ireq,reset) in
Congruent pc2 si s2 =>
Non_Interfering pel meml A
Non.Interfering pc2 mem2 =>
let si' = (ADD (SUB si e) e) and
s2' = (SUB (ADD s2 e) e)) in
Weak_Congruent pc2 si' s2'
Note that we use strong congruence in the assumptions, but can only show weak congruence
between the resulting states.
We have presented only two theorems regarding instruction commutivity in AVM-2. We
can prove more general theorems about the commutivity of arithmetic instructions. We can
also show arithmetic instructions commute with load and store instructions provided they
are non-interfering.
6 Discussion
We have presented only a few small theorems regarding the analysis of the A VM-2 instruction
set. A more thorough analysis is presently underway. Even so, we believe the results to be
interesting.
The fact that we can only show weak congruence when commuting arithmetic instructions
is a function of the design of the instruction set. Other instruction sets would provide
different results. The contribution of formal analysis is that this property is clearly and
unambiguously stated in the resulting theorem.
Also, the weak congruence result affects when we can actually commute arithmetic in-
structions in a program. We cannot, for example, commute two arithmetic instructions
that are followed by a conditional jump since the values of the flags are changed. Strong
congruence is required to maintain the program meaning in this case.
We should note that our initial efforts in this area have had an affect on the architecture of
A VM-2. In light of the results presented here regarding weak congruence, we have undertaken
a modification of the instruction set semantics so that arithmetic instructions commute under
strong congruence. This will allow greater freedom in code reordering to avoid pipeline
hazards.
Certainly none of our specific discoveries regarding the A VM-2 instruction set will sur-
prise veteran compiler writers. The rules that we have demonstrated for code reordering
in the AVM-2 instruction set are well known. What is important, however, is that we are
not veteran compiler writers. Analysis allowed us to show that they were correct rather
than relying on years of experience and intuition. This, it seems, is the heart and soul of
engineering [ShaQO].
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7 Future Work
We plan to extend our analysis of commutivity to explore code motion for larger code
fragments. Our intent is to automate a complete analysis of instruction commutivity for
all instruction pairs and use these results to determine when large instruction sequences are
congruent.
As mentioned earlier, the behavioral specification of AVM-2 will be verified against its
implementation. Because of the hierarchical nature of the specification (see [Win90]), the
phase-level mode of the pipeline will have a similar structure to the behavioral model of
the top-level. We believe that the techniques demonstrated in this paper will allow us to
perform an analysis of the pipeline to identify hazards. This work is underway.
8 Conclusion
This paper has presented examples from an analysis of commutivity in a modern instruction
set. Commutivity is start at a more general notion of instruction reordering that in important
to both compiler optimizations and pipeline scheduling. Analysis of instruction set reordering
is important in both safety and security critical applications because of the danger ad hoc
approaches present to the semantic integrity of the instruction stream.
Our analysis could have been performed without the benefit of a formal specification of
the instruction set or a formal statement of the desired properties. However, the formal
analysis has several benefits:
• The theorems about commutivity form a set of rules for commuting instructions. These
rules have a demonstrated correctness.
• The formal analysis was helpful in finding interferences between instructions that were
not immediately obvious.
• The assumptions and results are unambiguously stated and can be used for further
reasoning about optimization and scheduling.
• In providing a set of rules about commutivity, the instructions must be analyzed on
a case-by-case basis whether the analysis is done by hand or automated. The formal
analysis provides a tool for quickly analyzing the instructions.
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A Mean Field Neural Network
for Hierarchical Module Placement
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Abstract - This paper proposes a mean field neural network for the two-dimensional
module placement problem. An efficient coding scheme with only 0(N log N) neu-
rons is employed where N is the number of modules. The neurons are evolved
in groups of N in log TV iteration steps such that the circuit is recursively parti-
tioned in alternating vertical and horizontal directions. In our simulations, the
network was able to find optimal solutions to all test problems with up to 128
modules.
1 Introduction
Since Hopfield and Tank published their seminal paper [6], Hopfieldrtype neural nets have
been used for solving many combinatorial optimization problems. One major problem with
such solutions is scaleability. With increasing problem size two things happen: first, the
network becomes so big that simulation times are excessively long; and second, finding good
parameters becomes increasingly hard that either the network converges to invalid solutions,
or the quality of the solutions is poor [14], [2].
Two-dimensional module placement is an NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem
which is very important in VLSI layout synthesis. In most of the previous attempts to
solve this problem with Hopfield-type networks, researchers have concentrated on small-sized
problems [8], [15], [7], [1], [4]. Unfortunately, most of the interesting placement problems in
VLSI are very large, with more than 20,000 modules in some cases.
To overcome the difficulty with scaleability, we propose a neural network with O(N log TV)
neurons (instead of O(N2) neurons used in most of the previous applications) which solves
the placement problem hierarchically, in a similar way to recursive min-cut bipartitioning
methods. According to a recent survey [11], min-cut based algorithms are still very popular
in solving large problems and the results obtained are second only to simulated annealing.
It has been independently shown [5], [9], [13] that the neuron update equations Hopfield
used can be interpreted as one way of solving the mean field equations which arise from
the mean field approximation to simulated annealing. We call our network a mean field
neural network, because we use the straightforward update method of solving the mean field
equations [9]. This kind of update is much faster than Hopfield's update, and generally
produces better solutions.
7.1.2
2 Mean Field Neural Network for Hierarchical Place-
ment
2.1 Problem Formulation and Mapping
We start with an n x m array of slots and N = nm equal-sized modules. We also assume
two-point connectivities between the modules, given by the N x N connectivity matrix [c,-,-].
Thus, multi-pin nets have to be preprocessed and mapped to two-point connectivities. The
objective is to assign the modules to slots such that the estimated wiring length is minimized
and the resulting placement is routable.
In [5], Fox and Furmanski formulated the load balancing problem on hypercubes in terms
of optimal partitioning of a computational graph into subgraphs, and solved it using a neural
network. Here, we modify and expand their ideas to the problem at hand.
Let the two-tuple (rp, sp) represent the position of the slot to which module p is assigned.
The row number rp, and the column number sp are e = logn and d = logm bit binary
numbers, respectively, and are given by
r" = £>P2''
«=o
d-l
«=o
Bits rp and sp are mapped to neural variables j/f and zp such that t/f = 2rp — 1 and xp =
2sp — 1. Thus, yf (zp) represents the iih bit of the row number (column number) of p's
slot. All neural variables can have continuous values between ±1. The neural variables
will be evolved in groups of N in log N steps. First, x,°d-nx]i-\i • • -ix$~i representing the
highest bits of the column numbers of the modules are evolved. After this step, the circuit is
effectively bipartitioned in the vertical direction. Next, j/g-i> J/l-n • • • > J/e^i1 representing the
highest bits of the row numbers of the modules are evolved. This means bipartitioning the
circuit in the horizontal direction. After this, we return to the vertical direction and evolve
variables z°_2, zj_2, • • • , ^ -2- This way, the recursive bipartitioning of the circuit continues
in alternating vertical and horizontal directions until all neural variables are evolved.
2.2 Bipartitioning Neural Network
For the first vertical bipartitioning step we will use the following energy function:
The first term has its minimum when the sum of the connections between modules in separate
partitions is minimized, and the second term is minimized when the partitions are balanced.
The mean field equations can be derived from (1) as
«5_, = tanhf%) (2)
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y-partitio:
Figure 1: The situation after two vertical and two horizontal partitioning steps. The circuit
is currently bipartitioned for the third time in the vertical direction. The arrows indicate
attractive forces acting on module p.
(3)
The first term in equation (3) is an attractive force where each module q connected to p
tries to bring p to its side of the partition, and the second term tries to keep the partitions
balanced.
2.3 Placement by Recursive Bipartitioning
In order to extend equations (2) and (3) to subsequent horizontal and vertical bipartition-
ing steps, it is not sufficient to consider only internal connections. We have to consider
connections to modules in other partitions (at a higher level) as well.
Figure 1 shows the situation after two vertical and two horizontal bipartitioning steps
when the resulting partitions are being partitioned for the third time in the vertical direction.
At this stage, the modules can be grouped in the following way according to their locations
relative to module p, prior to the current partitioning process:
1. Modules in the same x- and y-partition as p,
2. Modules in the same x-partition as p but not in the same y-partition,
3. Modules not in the same x-partition as p.
The balance force in the update equation for Xj_3 should cover modules in the first group
only. For the attractive forces, we need to consider two cases:
7.1.4
• Attractive forces from modules in the third group. Such a module q is in an x-partition
either to the left or to the right of p and should bias p accordingly. However, the location
of q with respect to the current bipartitioning process is irrelevant.
• Attractive forces from modules in the first or second group. Since such a module q
is in the same x-partition as p, its location with respect to the current bipartitioning
process should influence Xj_3.
To incorporate these different forces in the update equations, we need to make some
definitions. We define X^ to be one if modules p and q are in the same x-partition after
d — i — 1 vertical partitioning steps, and zero otherwise. In terms of neural variables this can
be expressed as
Similarly, Y£q is defined to be one if modules p and q are in the same y-partition after e—j — l
horizontal partitioning steps, and zero otherwise:
(i + yfyfij (5)
Now consider the generalized situation where we have evolved neural variables xpk and yj",
for all k > i, / > j, and for all p. This means that the problem has been partitioned d — i — I
times in the vertical direction and e—j — l times in the horizontal direction. Suppose we
are evolving variables X?, i.e. we are at the (d — i)th vertical partitioning step. With the help
of the above definitions for X^q, and Y£L, we propose the following update equations for x?:
(6)
(7)
where
d-i
Of =
d-\
x> 0;
sign(x] = { -1, x < 0;
otherwise
and A, #, (7, D are constants.
The first term in equation (7) represents the attractive force from modules q with X* = 1,
i.e., from modules in the same x-partition as p. The second term is the balance force. This
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term covers modules q for which X*pqYjq = 1, i.e., modules in the same x- and y-partition as
P-
The third term represents the attractive force from modules outside the x-partition of p.
Here, Qf and Pf uniquely code the x-partitions of q and p, respectively. If module q is in an
x-partition to the left (right) of p, then sign(Q* — P?} will be -1 (+1) and the force exerted
on p by q will be proportional to — Cp, (+Cp9) which has the effect of bringing p closer to q.
Note also that the definition of the sign function above ensures that the effect of modules
in the same x-partition as p will be zero.
Finally, the fourth term in equation (7) is a computationally inexpensive way to add
random noise to the neuron input uf, suggested by Fox and Furmanski in [5]. Such a term
with the wrong sign tries to flip the neuron currently being updated. The effect is negligible
if the neuron output has already converged to its final value, whereas it helps the network
to climb out of local minima in the early stages.
2.4 Corresponding Energy Functions
Since update equation (7) was not developed from an energy function, it is not clear if
the network possesses the convergence and energy minimizing properties of Hopfield-type
networks. However, a corresponding energy function can be derived from equations (6) and
(7).
Let Tpq denote the connection weight between neurons (i,p) and (i,q), and /£ denote the
bias term for neuron (t,p). The update equation for a neuron input in a mean field neural
net in terms of Tpq and /£ is
«? = E ?>? + /;, (8)
g^p
and the corresponding energy function for a symmetric weight matrix is given by
* (9)
By equating equations (7) and (8) (disregarding the noise term) we get for our network
) (10)
(11)
9^P
Since [T^] is symmetric, an energy function corresponding to equations (6) and (7) is
-cEE <*«*»(<?* -W (12)
Note that energy function (12) is very similar to the bipartitioning energy function (1),
except for the last term which is the sum of the individual bias terms (11). Actually, EXi
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Figure 2: The 128-module example solved
Figure 3: This 64-module test problem is the largest one in the literature, to our knowledge,
solved by a Hopfield type neural network. The neural network of Sriram and Kang was able
to find a solution with a cost of 182, whereas the optimal solution shown has a cost of 168.
This solution was easily found by our network.
consists of 2ci~'~1 individual (and independent) energy functions, one for each x-partition.
If we limit p and q to a specific x-partition, say XPo, then the energy function for XPo is
given by
'p,~.~t
-c (13)
Our simulations show that the network indeed converges to local minima of the energy
functions given in (13).
3 Simulation Results
The above described neural network algorithm was implemented in C on SUN4 SPARCsta-
tions and was tested on several hand-constructed examples with known optimal solutions
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with up to 128 modules. In all cases, optimal solutions were found. Figure 2 shows the
128-module test problem.
We also tested the algorithm on the biggest example in the literature to our knowledge,
solved with a Hopfield type neural network. This 64-module example, shown in Figure 3, is
taken from [12], where the optimal solution couldn't be found. Our hierarchical algorithm
needed log 64 = 6 recursive partitioning steps to solve this problem. The number of iterations
it took to converge at each step are: 12, 12, 24, 11, 40, and 30, respectively, where in one
iteration we update all participating neurons exactly once (asynchronously). The optimal
solution shown in the figure was easily obtained. The whole process took less than 10 CPU
seconds.
In the simulations, we used a straightforward implementation of equation (7). This is
not a very efficient way of implementing the algorithm on serial computers. The simulation
algorithm can be speeded up considerably if we consider the following:
• X^Yjq, and Qf are independent of the states of the neurons at the current level.
They can be calculated before the (d — i)th vertical partitioning step. Thus, they can
be treated as constants in equation (7).
• The connection matrix [cij] can be stored as an array of linked lists where the ith list
consists of modules connected to module i. Thus, the first and third sums in equation
(7) cover only modules q connected to p, instead of all q. This will achieve substantial
speedup since the connection matrix is usually very sparse.
• The sum for the balance force stays constant from one update to the next, except for
the term involving the last updated neuron. Thus, only the change in the balance force
due to the change in the output of this neuron has to be calculated from one update
to the next, which can be done in constant time.
These speedup techniques were incorporated in the first vertical bipartitioning step and a
more than 10-fold speedup was observed. They will be implemented fully in the future
versions of the algorithm.
4 Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a 0(N log N) mean field neural network for the module placement
problem. The problem is solved in a divide-and-conquer fashion by recursive bipartitioning
where at each bipartitioning step exactly N neurons are evolved. The neural algorithm is
similar to min-cut methods, yet maintains a level of globality, since all participating neurons
evolve simultaneously.
The performance of the algorithm in our simulations has been very encouraging and
merits further investigation. With the speedup techniques discussed in the previous section
implemented, we can expect that the algorithm will take less than one CPU second to solve
the 64-module problem shown in Figure 3 on a SUN4 SPARCstation. Since the speeded up
version of the algorithm will be very fast, we will tackle larger and more realistic placement
problems, including benchmark circuits.
7.1.8
The algorithm can be extended to popular layout styles like standard cell and sea-of-gates
by integrating the area constraints. For example, the balance term in the update equation
(7) can be modified to
(14)
such that the bisection process produces partitions of approximately equal area.
One very important aspect of the algorithm is finding good parameters, and a good
simulation temperature for each bipartitioning step. It is well known that mean field nets
posses a critical temperature, Tc, [10], [5], [13], [4], where the bulk of the optimization occurs.
Estimating Tc, and annealing the network around it not only shortens the running times,
but also improves the solutions. In our simulations so far, we used a single temperature
and empirically determined parameters. Future research will include the estimation of the
parameters, the critical temperature, and the use of annealing.
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Detection of Feed-Through Faults in CMOS Storage
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Abstract- In testing sequential circuits, internal faults in the storage elements
(SEs) are sometimes modeled as stuck-at faults in the combinational circuits
surrounding the SE. The detection of some transistor-level faults that cannot
be modeled as stuck-at are considered. These feed-through faults, cause the cell
to become either data-feed-through, which makes the cell combinational, or clock-
feed-through, causing the clock signal or its complement to appear at the output.
Under such faults, the cell does not function as a memory element. Here it is
shown that such faults may or may not be detected depending on delays involved.
Conditions under which race-ahead occurs are identified.
1 Introduction
Testing of sequential circuits has long been known to be a very difficult problem. Unlike
the combinational logic, a test sequence is required to detect a fault in a sequential circuit.
The test sequence has to include an initialization sequence and a propagation sequence.
A common approach is to convert the problem of testing synchronous sequential circuits
into the simpler problem of testing combinational circuit. This is accomplished by using
testable design approaches like LSSD which provide direct access to inputs and outputs of
combinational blocks [1, 2, 3]. If one can assumes that most faults within a SE can be
modeled as stuck-at-0/1 faults on the inputs or outputs, then these faults do not need to be
explicitly considered. This is because such faults are equivalent to the stuck-at faults in the
combinational logic surrounding the SEs.
Considering SEs as primitives for the purpose of fault simulation and test generation for
sequential circuits can significantly reduce computational complexity. This paper considers
the problem of detecting faults in the CMOS synchronous SEs that cannot be modeled as
stuck-at-0/1. Such faults, termed feed-through faults, cause a SE to become either data-feed-
through or clock-feed-through and cause the cell to lose the sequential behavior [4]. These
faults generally occur due to some internal bridging faults and are independent of transistor
sizing. As an example consider the D-latch in Figure 1. Bridging faults between nodes D
and D\ causes the cell to become data-feed-through, i.e. Q = D. Bridging faults between
nodes CLK or CLK and Dl cause the cell to be clock-feed-through, i.e. Q = CLK or CLK.
These faults can lead to timing problems because of coupling between combinational blocks
normally separated by SEs. The formal definition for these two behaviors is given below.
Definition 1: Let T={ti,....,tn} be the set of all possible input combinations for an el-
ementary synchronous SE with input D and a control signal CLK. Here <,- is a 2-tuple
1This work was supported by a SDIO/IST funded project monitored by ONR.
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corresponding to (D,CLK) and n=4. Let R(s,ti) be the response of the cell to the input
vector ti applied to the cell when the cell is at state s. A faulty SE cell is said to have a
feed-through fault if it becomes either data-feed-through or clock-feed-through.
(i) A faulty SE cell is said to be data-feed-through when its behavior becomes combinational
such that R(s, ti) = 'f(y) for each ti € T, where y is the data part of i,-.
(ii) A faulty synchronous SE cell is said to be clock-feed-through if #(s,t,-) = CLK or CLK
where CLK is the control signal.
In a master-slave or a two-phase clocking circuit, the clock-feed-through fault may cause
the succeeding SEs to always latch a 1 or a 0. This will cause the clock-feed-through faults
to appear as stuck-at faults. Here we will show that in some cases data-feed-through faults
cannot be detected because they can be masked by combinational propagation delays. If
the timing allows, the data-feed-through faults can result in race-ahead, causing SE to reach
the next state one clock period too early. The following section examines the problem of
detecting data-feed-through faults in detail.
2 Feed-through Faults in Sequential Circuits
A latch is in the transparent phase when the clock is high. The falling edge of the clock serves
as the sampling edge when the latch locks in the input value, and the latch enters the latch
phase. It is common to use a pair of latches such that they are triggered by non-overlapping
clock phases <^1 and <j>2. This avoids the problem of race-ahead when feedback is present,
because at any time only one of the two latches can be in the transparent phase.
When one of the two latches in a pair is data-feed-through, it is possible for a transition
to race-ahead in one clock period through two combinational blocks (Figure 2a). If the
circuits involves feedback (Figure 2b), then the presence of a data-feed-through fault may
cause transitions normally corresponding to two successive clock-periods to occur within a
single clock-period. This can give rise to race-ahead as defined below.
Definition 2: A race-ahead occurs when a SE goes from state 5,- to s,-+2 in one clock
period, whereas normally a transition from s, to s,-+i should occur, followed by a s,-+1 to s,+2
transition in the next clock period.
It can be shown that a race-head may not occur in some cases and thus a data-feed-
through fault may not be detected. Let us consider the diagram in Figure 2a consisting of
two pipelined combinational blocks. For the normal circuit the propagation of a transition
(new logical values) can be described by the following sequence:
1. (j>l I : a transition latched in Lll.
2. ^2 J. : corresponding transition (CT) latched in L12.
3. <{>1 I : CT latched in L21 (after passing through Cl).
4. ^2 | : CT latched in 122.
5. <t>\ I : CT latched in L31 (after passing through C2).
6. < j > 2 l : CT latched in L32.
Where | indicates the falling edge.
The two phases constitute one clock period. To specify the requirements for correct
operation, let us adapt the following notation:
dci, d& = propagation delays through Cl and (72, respectively.
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diCQ = clock-to-output delay through a single latch.
dLDQ = data-to-output delay through a single latch (in transparent phase or when data-
feed-through fault is present).
ts = latch set-up time with respect to the falling edge.
*0i025 202(61 = duration between falling edge of <f)\ and 02, and 02 and 01 respectively.
50102, <7020i = the gap between (j>l | and 02 f, and between 02 J. and 01 f respectively.
The major requirements for correct operation are,
20102 > "iaz(<70102,dLCQ) + 2a (1)
20201 > ™>a-x(g<t>\<fr,dLCQ} + dci +ts (2)
20201 > maz(00i02, ALCQ] + dcimax + ts (3)
and similarly
Now let us consider the case when latch Z/21 has data-feed-through fault, when 02 signal
is active, there exists a combinational path Z/12 — Cl — L21 — Z/22. The following sequence
is possible:
1. 01 I = a transition latched in Lll.
2. 02 J. = CT latched in Z/22, provided the inequality (4) below is satisfied:
3. 01 |: CT latched in L31.
4. 02 | : CT latched in L32.
Thus between two successive falling edges of 02 (i.e. within a single clock period) both
Cl and (72 are traversed. This can occur only if:
20102 > roaa;(00i02, ^ LCQ) + JLDQ + «ki + dioq + ts (4)
where dc\ is the delay through a sensitized path.
In some situation, the condition in inequality (4) may not be satisfied and the following
sequence may occur.
1. 01 | : a transition latched in Lll.
2. 02 J. : CT does not arrive at 1,22 in time but is latched in L12.
3. 01 | : has no effect on L21.
4. 02 | : CT arrives at L22 and is latched.
5. 01 | : CT latched in 1/31.
6. 02 | : CT latched in L32.
The above sequence will occur if:
+ dci + dLDQ + ts (5)
Where T is the clock period (2^i^2+2020i), and if (4) does not hold. In this case the operation
is normal and race-ahead is not observed. This suggest that in some cases higher propagation
delays can mask data-feed-through faults.
Similar conditions can be obtained if the second latch, for example Z/22 has a data-feed-
through fault. Race-ahead can also occur in circuits with feedback [4].
7.2.4
3 Conclusion
Some defects in storage elements can cause feed-through faults which need to be considered
when high fault coverage is required. The clock-feed-through faults will generally appear
as stuck-at-0/1 faults. We have shown here that data-feed-through faults can cause race-
ahead in synchronous sequential circuits. In some cases, the data-feed-through faults may be
masked. The conditions for these have been presented.
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Figure 1 The D-latch
a. Two pipeline stages
L31 HHL32
b. Synchronous sequential circuit with feedback
Figure 2 Use of latches with 2-phased clock
•<-
Figure 3 The two clock phases
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Schematic Driven Layout
of Reed Solomon Encoders
Kari Arave, John Canaris, Lowell Miles and Sterling Whitaker
NASA Space Engineering Research Center
University of New Mexico
2650 Yale SE, Suite # 101
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
Abstract - Two Reed Solomon error correcting encoders are presented. Schematic
driven layout tools were used to create the encoder layouts. Special consideration
had to be given to the architecture and logic to provide scalability of the encoder
designs. Knowledge gained from these projects was used to create a more flexible
schematic driven layout system.
1 Introduction
The layout of custom VLSI circuits frequently requires the generation of very regular, densely
packed functional blocks. These blocks require extreme attention to area consumed as well
as attention to local and global routing considerations. It is often appropriate to perform all
routing inside the base cells of these sections. In this case, no routing channels are needed
and all routing is done with connection by abutment. The complex wiring task is addressed
by the layout designer during the planning and cell layout stage. After the base cells are layed
out they must be placed together to form the larger functional block. As all interconnections
are made by abutment, little mental effort is required at this stage.
This placement stage, in the layout of regularly structured blocks, is time consuming and
tedious. A schematic driven, smart tiler, coupled with a schematic capture system which
allows connections by abutment, provides a significant time savings in layout design.
The two Reed Solomon (RS) error correcting encoders presented in this paper were
developed for Hewlett-Packard (HP) Disk Mechanism Division using a 0.75//m triple metal
CMOS technology. These encoders were layed out using a schematic driven tiler and were
used, by HP, as macrocells on HP designed custom chips. This paper will first present
a general review of Reed Solomon encoding followed by a description of the two specific
encoders designed for HP. The paper will conclude with a description of the the schematic
driven layout and the tools used to create it.
2 Reed Solomon Encoders
A Reed Solomon (RS) code is a cyclic symbol error correcting code for correcting errors
introduced into data during transmission through a communication channel [1]. Information
is represented as m bit binary symbols forming a finite field GF(2m) containing 2m—1 nonzero
symbols. The elements of the field are specified by an irreducible, primitive polynomial p(x}.
7.3.2
Out
Figure 1: Parity generator block diagram.
A code block consists of N < 2m — 1 symbols. Each code block includes both information
symbols and parity symbols. In order to correct t symbol errors, It parity symbols are
calculated and appended to a group of information symbols during an encoding process. An
RS code is classified as a (N,k) code where k is the number of information symbols in a code
block and N is the total number of information plus parity symbols. N = 2m — 1 for a full
length code. If N < 2m — 1, the code is said to be shortened.
The RS code block can be denned as a polynomial c(x), of order N — I, formed from an
order k — 1 information polynomial, m(x), and an order N — k generator polynomial, g(x],
as in Equation 1. A shift in time, due to the addition of the parity symbols, is represented
by x2t.
c(x) = x2tm(x) + x2tm(x) mod g(x).
Consequently, every valid code block is a multiple of the generator polynomial
2t
g(x}=
(1)
(2)
;=s+i j=o
where /? = ah is a primitive element of the field, s is an offset term and t is the error correcting
ability of the code. A transmitted code block, c(x), is modified by the introduction of errors
in a noisy channel. The appended parity from the encoding process allows t such errors to
be corrected during a decoding process.
An encoder can also represent data in a dual basis such that
[z0, zi,..., zm-i] = [um_!,uTO_2,...,u0] T (3)
where [ZQ,ZI, ... ,zm-i] is the symbol represented by the dual basis, the symbol repre-
senting the normal basis is [um_i, um_2, • • •, UQ] and where T is an m by m transform matrix.
Normal data can be derived from data represented in the dual basis using an inverse trans-
form, T-1.
A dual field is simply a different representation of the original field. The coefficients of
<7(x) are linear operators. An operator O in the original representation of the field can be
used in the dual representation by applying the following transform.
Odua, = TO, •<-ioriginal (4)
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Figure 2: .Layout of constant multiplier.
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the logic required to perform the parity generation
function. The parity generator organization can be viewed as a set of slices. Each slice
consisting of a multiply/add structure and a register. Each multiplier multiplies data by a
constant, <7,-, which is a coefficient of the generator polynomial. Interleaving of two or more
encoded messages allows higher burst error correction capabilities by spreading out the effect
of burst errors over more than one codeword. The desired interleaving depth, I is controlled
by the depth of the register shown in Figure 1. Each register is therefore an m-bit wide,
7-bit deep shift register.
The two encoders designed for HP operated on 8-bit symbols (m = 8) forming a field
GF(28). The first, RSI, corrected a single symbol error (t = 1) and had no interleaving
(/ = 1). The second, RS3, corrected three errors (t = 3) and had a variable interleave depth
of / = 2,3,5 or 9. The code blocks were of variable length, 2* + 1 < N < 255 where 255 is
the full length code (2m — 1). These encoders operated in the normal basis and required no
data transformation. The primitive polynomials were identical, but the two used different
generator polynomials since the correcting capabilities were different. Both were designed for
a sustained 30 MHz (240 Mbit/sec) data rate and included circuitry in the parity generator
to detect zeros.
3 Layout
One restriction on most schematic driven layout is the requirement that the schematic exactly
match the layout. The schematic becomes a floor plan for the tiler. Rotations, mirrorings,
hierarchy, intermediate node labels, port positions, names and locations of all cells must
exactly match the layout. Since schematics are usually captured early in the design process,
so that schematic driven simulation can be used to verify the logic design, physical layout
7.3.4
Figure 3: Layout of two adjacent RS3 slice details.
information is not available at the time schematics are originally captured. This results
in additional schematic capture iterations, following the design phase, when schematics are
redrawn to match the layout, and logic simulations are rerun to verify that no errors have
been introduced during the modifications. To overcome these restrictions, tiling parameters
were added to the schematic to avoid this rework and to improve the readability of the
encoder schematics. A slice in the encoder parity generator will be used to illustrate this
improvement.
A slice consists of a multiplier, adder and register. The multiplier cell is a precharged
exclusive or (XOR) chain. Eight of these chains form a constant multiplier. The input
data word is multiplied by a constant, </,-, programmed into the multiplier as XOR cells or
interconnect (ZERO) cells. The XOR cell consists of 4 NMOS transistors. The ZERO cell
is a modified XOR cell which acts as an interconnect block.
The multiplication constant can be programmed with a single mask layer defining the
pattern of XOR and ZERO cells in the XOR chains. The final layout of a constant multiplier
is shown in Figure 2. For maximum operating speed the XOR chain is precharged from both
ends. The addition function is folded into the evaluate structure for the multiplier. The
XOR cell was designed in layout to consume minimum area and the registers were designed
to match the pitch of two XOR cells. Half the registers were placed above the multiplier and
half below.
Since the registers are twice as wide as the XOR chain, the outputs of the columns in
the multiplier alternate between top and bottom. The higher order nibble is output on one
end of the constant multiplier and the lower order nibble on the opposite end. This requires
the columns of the multiplier matrix to be rearranged such that the columns in the matrix
are [CoC^iCsC^CgCaCr]. Also, in order to avoid long interconnect runs between registers
on the top and bottom to drive the adder inputs in the multiply/add structure, a second
slice detail was drawn such that the top and bottom sections were reversed. These two slice
details were then alternated in the parity core allowing connection of the adjacent slices
by abutment. Figure 3 shows the final layout of two adjacent RS3 slices including routing
between the slices. There is no interconnect required between any of the leaf cells. The
entire structure is connected by abutment and thus is an ideal candidate for tiling.
Figure 4 is the logic diagram for the top of the slice drawn during logic design. Figure 5
is the same diagram modified to drive the tiler. Notice that the cell mirrorings and rotations
cause a loss of readability and that the hierarchy changes hide the logical functionality,
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Figure 4: Original schematic diagram for top of RSI slice.
however, the block can drive the tiler and labels are automatically placed on the artwork
from the schematic. This makes labeling a one time manual task.
Figure 6 is the original logic diagram for the multiplier core. Figure 7 is the multiplier
diagram modified to drive the tiler. The cell mirrorings and rotations again cause a loss of
readability. The schematic entry program was then modified to allow tiling parameters to be
added. This allowed the original logic diagram to drive the tiler directly without the need to
redraw the schematic. Figure 8 is the original logic diagram modified at the time of layout
with parameters to drive the tiler.
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Figure 6: Original schematic diagram for multiplier core.
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Interpolative Modeling of GaAs FET S-parameter
Data Bases for Use in Monte Carlo Simulations
L. Campbell and J. Purviance
NASA SERC for VLSI System Design
University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho 83843
Abstract - A statistical interpolation technique is presented for modeling GaAs
FET S-parameter measurements for use in statistical analysis and design of cir-
cuits. This is accomplished by interpolating among the measurements in a GaAs
FET S-parameter data base in a statistically valid manner.
1 Introduction
Statistical analysis and design of high frequency GaAs circuits requires accurate statisti-
cal models of the variation of the GaAs FETs' performance. In this paper we develop a
method for modeling a GaAs FET S-parameter data base that is concise, efficient, accu-
rate, and which can generate a simulated data base which is statistically indistinguishable
from a measured data base. Two sets of data samples will be said to be indistinguishable
if their statistical properties do not differ. This goal is met by introducing and developing
the statistical interpolation model which was first presented in this context in Campbell's
dissertation [4, 5]. The term "statistical interpolation model" was used there to refer to
the density estimation techniques used in this work. These density estimation techniques
are based on kernel density estimation and data clustering. "Interpolative model" will be
used from here on as a shortened form for statistical interpolation model. The interpolative
model is developed here for the purpose of modeling probability density functions (PDFs)
for use in statistical modeling of GaAs FETs. A probability density function is defined in
Definition 1. The weighted sum of two or more PDFs is also a PDF.
Definition 1 Probability Density Function.
/(x) 9:
 /_
2 Modeling Assumptions
As we have already stated above, our objective is to create a sample data base that has the
same statistics as a measured data base. To put this in more precise terms, we must find
the statistical distribution (PDF) of the population from which the measured samples were
taken. Such a PDF cannot simply be directly calculated. There are an infinite number of
possible densities from which a data set may have been sampled. For example, it is possible
that the PDF is a set of peaks centered at each of the measured data points, a simple uniform
distribution, or the PDF might be a series of peaks and valleys similar to the Mandelbrot set
[2]. In order to model the data PDF, we must make educated assumptions about its nature.
7.4.2
The assumptions made to construct the model require knowledge about the kind of data
expected. In order to model the PDF of a data set we need to ask the following questions:
• What are we modeling and what are the known properties of its PDF?
• What models have others used and could they be improved upon?
• For what are we going to use the model?
• What modeling assumptions should be made based on the answers to the previous
questions and what will be the effect of these assumptions?
In this work we are modeling the statistical properties of a set of manufactured transis-
tors. While other kinds of devices could be modeled, our particular application is to GaAs
integrated circuits. The knowledge about the statistical properties of the GaAs FET pa-
rameters is limited. This is because the GaAs FET manufacturing processes in general are
new and because each set of data to be modeled will come from new fabrication lines. It has
generally been accepted that the univariate marginal distributions and the joint probability
density functions of the parameters are continuous [2]. Their multivariate distributions can
be expected to have short tails and have single or multiple modes clustered in a local region
[2, 15]. We list these properties below:
• Continuous univariate marginal distributions.
• Continuous joint probability density functions.
• Short tailed multivariate distributions.
• Single or multiple modes clustered in a local region.
Others have used unimodal, univariate and multivariate trimmed and nontrimmed Gaus-
sian distributions as parameter models. This is based on the assumption that the individual
parameters are statistically independent. As shown in [2], this assumption is very simple
and highly unlikely. Others have also modeled the parameter densities by their marginal
distributions and covariance matrices [15]. As shown in [10], the marginal distribution and
covariance matrix method is not adequate for an accurate model. The main reason is that
the others' techniques do not model the higher order statistical structure of the data. That
is to say they do not properly model the local modes and valleys of the joint probability dis-
tribution. Since the parameters will be used as the input to a simulator, error from modeling
the parameters will affect the accuracy of the simulation [10]. In light of the above stated
nature of the data to be modeled, the general direction taken in this work assumes that the
data PDF is a finite mixture of multivariate Gaussian distributions.
A finite mixture p(x) is a sum of a set of subdistributions K^(x) where the subdistributions
may take any form [16]. Gaussian subdistributions are chosen because they have desirable
statistical properties [13]. In addition, the data will be assumed to be time invariant over
the time period of its use [2]. It will be assumed that new data will be measured if at any
point the underlying process changes. A finite mixture distribution is defined as follows:
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Definition 2 Finite Mixture Distribution
t=l
In theory, a finite mixture distribution can model closely any distribution since for ex-
ample as n goes to infinity the distribution has an increasing number of subdistributions.
This ultimately becomes an infinite set of points if the Gaussians have zero variance. An
infinite collection of points will accurately model any distribution. In practice, n will be a
small number, 10 for example. For small n, these modeling assumptions do not model all
the variation to be found in the PDFs of all possible data. It is however a substantially more
robust model than the previously used techniques. Detailed analysis of the accuracy of the
model was presented in Campbell [4]. How this model is constructed from the measured
data is the subject of the next sections.
3 Variable Kernel-Based Method
The first technique we will use for statistical interpolative modeling is based on variable
kernel density estimation [3]. The variable kernel approach to density modeling is the best
suited of the standard nonparametric density estimation techniques for the kinds of data we
wish to model. This will be discussed in some detail in the first subsection. Also in the first
subsection, we will describe the basic variable kernel density estimation and say why it is
useful. Then we will describe what its limitations are, and how we extended it to better suit
our particular kind of data.
3.1 Variable Kernel Density Estimation
The variable kernel density estimation method was invented by Brieman et al. and presented
in the paper [3]. It combines the advantages of the kernel density estimation technique, and
the nearest neighbor technique. That is, the data dependency of the kernel estimate, and
the local density dependency of the nearest neighbor estimate. In kernel density estimation,
the position of data samples is used as the basis for defining the shape of a density estimate.
In variable kernel density estimation, the spacing of the data samples is used in addition to
their position for defining the shape of the density estimate.
Kernel density estimation is based on the idea that each point of a data set contributes
an equal amount of information about the density from which it is sampled. If the density is
locally Gaussian, an estimate of the real density may be constructed by putting a Gaussian
distribution around each data point. The sum of these Gaussian distributions forms an
estimate of the real density. The choice of Gaussian kernel distributions is reasonable since
it matches the assumption made previously that the data PDF is a finite mixture of Gaussian
distributions.
If we take a PDF as in Figure la and sample it as in Figure Ib, then a fixed kernel
estimate would take a kernel like the PDF on the right-hand side in Figure Ic and put
it around every data point. The normalized sum of these kernels in Figure Id forms the
estimate of the original PDF in Figure la. In the variable kernel method, the kernels vary
7.4.4
in shape according to the local density of data points in a neighborhood of the data point
around which the kernel is put. A data point with a high local density would have a PDF
like the one on the right-hand side in Figure Ic, and a data point with a low local density
would have a PDF like the one on the left-hand side in Figure Ic. That is to say that the
variance of the Gaussian kernels is higher for regions of low density and the variance is lower
for regions of high density. The normalized sum of these variable kernels forms the estimate
of the original PDF as in Figure le.
The variable kernel method combines the kernel estimator and the nearest neighbor
method to produce an estimator that is smooth and varies according to the local density of
the data [11]. Kernel density estimation can also be thought of as a moving average which
averages the points within the kernel window. The nearest neighbor method is based on
the idea of smoothing data according to the local density of the data. The shape of the
kernel changes according to the width of the window needed to contain a fixed number k of
points. The width of the box is found by finding the kth nearest neighbor. If we order the
data points near a given data point x, then the Mh neighbor at distance dt-(x) is the fcth
nearest neighbor. Model parameters are chosen so that the PDF of the model smooths or
interpolates the data, in order to match the statistics of the data PDF.
3.2 Extension of Variable Kernel Density Estimation
Variable kernel density estimation is limited by the fact that the kernels are not correlated
with the local region. The Gaussian distributions used as the kernel PDFs may not accurately
reflect local trends in the data. For example, if all the data are in a line then, in order to
reflect the local trend, the kernel PDFs should be too. In the variable kernel method however,
the kernel distributions will have excess probability off the local trend. This is illustrated
in Figure 2 where the data samples are in the middle, the variable kernel method is at the
bottom, and the desired result is on top. In order to correct for this deficiency, we developed
the concept of a localized nearest neighbor.
The Kernels need to be oriented in the same manner as the orientation of the local
trend. The localized nearest neighbor matches the local trend by restricting the choice of
nearest neighbor to a "local region" around the anchor point of the kernel. Each dimension
of the kernel is normalized to reflect the direction of and distance to the localized nearest
neighbor in the local region. The shape of the local region is a rectangular box whose sides
are proportional to the standard deviation in that dimension for all the data. The size of the
local region is a model parameter added to those already required for variable kernel density
estimation. These model parameters are optimized to fit the data.
The nearest neighbor found within this local region is then used to orient the kernel
PDF so as to reflect the local trend. Consistent with our assumption about the data PDF,
the kernel PDF is a multidimensional standard Gaussian distribution with uncorrelated
components and zero mean. In order to modify the kernel PDFs to reflect the local trend,
each dimension of the kernel PDF is multiplied by the distance in each dimension to the
local nearest neighbor. This requires modification to the distance calculation in the variable
kernel estimate formula. These modifications are shown below where m is the number of
dimensions of the data and each dimension of the kernel is made proportional to the localized
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a) Original PDF d) Fixed Kernel Estimator
X1X2X3X4 X5X6 X7
b) Samples
X1X2X3X4 X5X6 X7
e) Variable Kernel Estimator
X1X2X3X4 X5X6 X7
c) Kernel PDF, K(x)
Figure 1: Kernel Variation
Figure 2: Illustration of Local Trends
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nearest neighbor ^,-^(1).
Definition 3 Extension of the Variable Kernel Method.
1 n m -I
^ •*•
The sum of all the kernel PDFs forms the model PDF used to generate the simulated
data. Figure 3 illustrates the idea, where kernels are shown as ovals around the data points.
The generation of points using the extended variable kernel method works as follows. The
localized nearest neighbor is found for all the points in the data base of samples from the
original PDF. A data point P,- is chosen at random from the data base of samples from the
original PDF. The spread around each data point P,, is determined by the model parameters
a and Ki, where Ki is a function of the fcth nearest neighbor in the local region determined
by q. The choice of o, g, and k is done by an optimization process that is discussed in [4].
The generation of points is done by the following equation where data points are vectors in
the data space:
)) (1)
Where:
PJ is a data point vector generated from this
model;
Pi is a measured data point vector chosen at
random from the measured data;
a is a constant model parameter;
AP,- is a vector chosen at random from the kernel
PDF;
Ki(k,q) is a scaling vector containing the distance
from the chosen Pi to the fcth nearest neigh-
bor in each of the data's dimensions [6].
4 Cluster-based methods
The previous technique works well for large data sets in low dimensional spaces [13]. The
analysis in [13] suggests that it will not work as well for larger numbers of dimensions. This
was investigated in Campbell [4]. This section presents an alternative way of reconstructing
the large dimensional PDFs of an S-parameter data base. It has the added benefit that it
requires less memory for storage and thus may be used for data reduction. The assumption
made in order to model S-parameters was that the PDF was a finite mixture of Gaussian
distributions (Section 2 and repeated below). This new process works by finding the groups
of data that make up the individual Gaussian distributions Ki(x) of the finite mixture.
Definition 4 Finite Mixture Distribution
p(x) =
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Figure 3: Illustration of Kernels
This presents the problem of deciding from which subdistribution a given data point
was sampled. We solve this problem by grouping the data into clusters which represent the
subdistributions. A cluster is a collection or set of data points. Each data point is defined as
a set of coordinates in a multidimensional Euclidean space [7]. The Euclidean space defines
the possible operating properties that may be held by the device the data represents. Data
points are assigned to clusters according to which cluster they are closest to.
Below we will briefly describe the methods used for clustering. A more detailed examina-
tion is given in Campbell [4] in which we examined the methods of forming groups of clusters
from a given set of data and explain our choice of clustering technique. We will examine the
various methods for measuring the distance between two clusters in order for the clustering
methods to determine the best possible grouping of data points to form clusters. Then we
will use an example to describe how the finite mixture distributions are constructed from
the clusters.
4.1 Clustering
All methods for clustering data decide which cluster a data point belongs to by the distance
between data points. Clustering may be thought of as the process of joining two smaller
clusters to form larger clusters, the simplest example being that of forming a cluster from
two data points (each of which may be thought of as a cluster of one). How points are
chosen to be members of different clusters is what distinguishes the different cluster distance
measures.
To find the most compact clusters, the best cluster merging method is complete linkage.
In complete linkage, the distance between two clusters is measured by the longest distance
between any two points in the two clusters. The two clusters in the data set which have
the shortest complete linkage distance are joined to make a larger cluster. Complete linkage
tends to find very tight clusters [8]. Cluster distance measuring techniques are the basis for
the cluster forming methods which are discussed next.
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Cluster analysis is a technique for finding grouping patterns in data [1, 14, 8]. There are a
number of clustering techniques, but they are mostly variations on the following techniques.
There are two hierarchical clustering methods which produce a hierarchical tree of clusters.
The most commonly used techniques are listed below.
• Agglomerative hierarchical clustering
• Divisive hierarchical clustering
• Nonhierarchical K-means clustering
The agglomerative clustering method is the most desirable method since it is efficient and
merges outlyers only at the top of the clustering hierarchy. Agglomerative techniques work
by starting with all the data points as separate clusters, finding the clusters that are closest
together, and merging them one at a time. Ultimately, there is only one cluster. The user of
the program must decide by his own criteria how many clusters are desired. Thus the chosen
method for finding a Gaussian cluster from a finite mixture is agglomerative clustering using
complete linkage. \
4.2 Cluster-Based Density Estimation
Next we will discuss how finite mixtures are reconstructed using the clustering-based meth-
ods. We will do this first using a one-dimensional example which will illustrate the basic
method. Then we will show how new simulated data points can be generated from a finite
mixture. We will also discuss possible variations to the approach including a method for
efficiently storing the finite mixture.
For the example, if seven data points are chosen from a PDF (Figure 4a) at random as
illustrated in Figure 4b. These points are labeled X\,Xi, ...5X7, and are defined by their
position values. The next step, as shown in Figure 4c, is to identify the clusters. For this
example the data will be grouped into 4 clusters. For the one-dimensional case, a cluster is
the average of the values of data points in the cluster.
Definition 5 1-d Cluster
f — Vn* Y*ci — —^t=i^tTlj
For the one-dimensional case, the Gaussian kernel PDF (/* below) for a cluster is centered
at the average of the cluster, and the variance of the Gaussian kernel PDF is proportional
to the variance of the data points in the cluster. This is illustrated in Figure 4d. The
basic technique is to cluster the data, then model each cluster by a kernel density. Because
the clusters can contain different numbers of data points, the kernels will be stored with
numbers (KJ below) indicating the proportion of the total number of points each kernel's
cluster contained. When points are generated from the kernels, each kernel is allotted a
generated point with a probability that is proportional to the number of points in the kernels
divided by the total number of points in the original data set. The density estimate for the
data is shown in Figure 4e and in the equation below.
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a) Original PDF
b) Samples
X1X2X3X4 X5X6 X7
d) Kernel Density, C2
C2
X2X3 X4
e) Cluster-Estimated PDF
Cl C2 C3 C4
c) Cluster Identification
Cl C2 C3 C4
Cl =X1
C2 = (X2+X3+X4)/3
C3 = (X5+X6)/2
C4 = X7
Figure 4: Cluster-Based Density Estimation
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Definition 6 1-d Example of Cluster-Based Density Estimate
F(x) = Z»=1vMx - Cj)
In the multidimensional case, there are a number of additional considerations. The
coordinates of a cluster kernel are found by the geometric average of the data points in the
cluster. The cluster kernel PDFs may then be correlated to the data by using the square-
root method [12]. The square-root method uses a square root of the correlation matrix of
the cluster data points to correlate vectors generated from the kernel PDFs. The required
matrix square root is computed using the Cholesky decomposition [17].
One of the problems in the simulation of circuits is representing the distribution of pa-
rameters for the devices of a system. The Truth Model [10] proposes to use measurements
of actual devices as the data to model their parameter distribution. This has the problem
of requiring a considerable amount of storage for the data. In order to reduce the required
amount of data stored for each kernel, the kernels may be uncorrelated Gaussian distribu-
tions with the variance in each dimension proportional to the cluster data points. This is a
considerable storage savings since for correlated kernels the entire correlation matrix must
be stored. The resulting model requires far less storage than the Truth model [4].
5 Summary
In this paper, we examined the existing density modeling techniques available, and we gave
the details of the density-estimation techniques developed in this work for modeling the
data. We considered the assumptions that can be made about the nature of the data to be
modeled, and it was assumed that the data PDF is a finite mixture of multivariate Gaussian
distributions. In addition, the data were assumed to be time invariant [2] over the time
period of its use. We introduced two density estimation techniques to model this data:
1. Extended Variable Kernel Density Estimation.
2. Cluster-based method.
There is a relation between the two density estimation techniques presented here. The
extended variable kernel density estimation technique is simply the cluster-based method
with a cluster size of one. Together they constitute the statistical interpolative GaAs FET
models.
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Teaching VLSI in High School
CHIPS Cirriculum Project
L. Volkening
Moscow High School
Moscow, Idaho 83843
Abstract - Current educational reform methods do not allow for students to
become true partners of applications technology, especially in the context of
microelectronics. Students are rarely exposed to the fundatmentals of digital
logic design.
1 The Discussion of the Problem
One main goal of educational reform is to infuse into curriculums problem solving logic from
conceptualization to solution. Yet, many educational reforms are versions of the 'updating'
concept. Problem solving methods are being taught in the frame of mind that hands-on use
of microelectronics will naturally develop higher thinking skills. Students and teachers are
taught how to use microelectronics without knowing why microelectronics works or how logic
is applied in designing a microcircuit. And as long as there is room for one error in analyzing
a problem, then the whole process of conceptualizing and solving a problem becomes invalid.
Higher thinking skills should involve the teaching of students to become visionary thinkers,
creative problem solvers, logical analyzers of knowledge, creators of new knowledge and in-
dividuals able to appreciate applications technology. If students and teachers are to fully
realize these goals, they must become part of the process of technology beyond the applica-
tion of a black box. They must not be held hostage to the directives of a microcircuit black
box or a computer interface. This major concern still exits in regards to the argument of
teaching math using calculators.
2 Analyzing the Problem
The problem is the result of years of allowing the education process to lag far behind tech-
nology applications process. Dependence on solving problems has become so far ingrained
in the black box mentality, logical reasonable thinking skills have become a lost art in many
curriculums and at many age levels (K-12).
The education process needs a quantum jump into the 1990's just to begin teaching
students methods to use to meet the needs of the next 20+ years. The jump will require
three questions to be answered.
1. How does an educator bridge the gap between yesterday's technology applications
and today's technology applications, especially in areas that are seldom referenced in
textbooks or typical lab activities?
2. How does an educator acquire current equipment, materials, and training?
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3. How does the classroom become a place where the materials, methods, and instructor
are constantly revitalized to new concepts at the same pace as technology is being
applied to the world outside the classroom?
These questions will never be resolved until the rates of educational change match the
rates at which technology is applied to solve problems beyond the classroom. And, if the two
rates continue to diverge at an increasing rate, the technology gap may never be closed. If
teachers and students are to appreciate the dreams, desires and goals of mankind in general,
changes must be made and they must be made in a manner to ensure continuity.
3 Developing a Solution to the Problem
The methods and logic used in microelectronics research and design can act as an ideal host
vehicle to better understand conventional basics as well as implement new concepts and new
technologies into the curriculum. The process needs not to be age level based either. Logical
approaches to problem solving can be applied through out the total K-12 curricula.
This is a systems approach to education. Inherent in this approach a concept of revi-
talization becomes a natural outcome. A 'living system' develops where old concepts are
explored and utilized via the logic of microelectronics applications. Example, a new form
of student involvement in auto mechanics is evolving. Through redesigning computer chips
applications, it is possible to alter automotive performance. Years ago, similar classroom
content evolved based on the operation of carburetors.
3.1 The Problem Solution
Teachers and students must be made to feel it is an natural to design a microelectronic device
to help solve a problem as it is to pick up a pencil or search out a formula. Specific examples
of the basic fundamentals of microelectronics as listed below must fit into the curriculum
and be applied as needed towards the solving of problems.
Digital Notation
Gates and Transistor Logic Sequence
Chemistry Technology Considerations
Quantum Level Considerations
Clocking and Timed Event Applications
Computer Simulation Programming
CAD Technology
Fabrication Methods
System or Chip Uses
Data Interpretation
Scientific Methods Applications
Truth Tables
Beginning Basic Bread Boarding
Key Debouncing (Debouncers)
Pulse Train Analysis
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3.2 Implementation of the Problem Solution
Applications of the fundamentals listed above might involve the use of the following concepts.
And if looked at closely, many of these concepts do not require new educational methods or
major educational reforms to be understood.
• Transistor logic
• Logic design elements (NAND to NOR Gates)
• Logic skills development through games and riddles
• Logic skills applications to calculator uses (shortening steps in calculator math)
• Logic skills applications in estimation techniques
• Inquiry based digital logic labs
• Boolean algorithms to explain series and parallel circuits
• Math curve fitting abilities to develop pattern recognition skills
• LEGO type interfacing to the computer
• Data Analysis (Rapid scan IR, UV/VIS, NMR, Field Theory, etc.)
• Recognition of 'Hubble' on-line information systems.
• Square Wave Generation/Key Debouncers and the like
• Pulse Train Analyzers' can be the result of truth table analysis and/or bar code analysis
As this approach of integration into existing curricula continues, students will graduate
with skills capable to solve problems without being hostage to the black box mentality.
Additionally, they will be more likely to become sincere supporters of an education that
requires the design, development and application of logic design elements in classrooms.
3.3 Problem Solution Applications
The job of the teacher becomes one of facilitator to help the student tie the fundamentals
^of digital logic design to application concepts which would evolve into educational methods
not yet designed. Some examples might be:
1. Boolean algebra can be used to develop fundamental circuit analysis and logic sequenc-
ing.
2. Chips could be designed to help a student understand the analysis of optics from
interference patterns to bar codes.
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3, Analog to digital conversions can be used to help students develop a better under-
standing of the concepts of acceleration and gravity.
4, Rotational dynamics can be better visualized if a chip were designed to look at clock
pulse rates.
5, FET technology is an exceptional technology for helping the student understand and
conceptualize the problems inherent in the study of field theory.
6, Quantum theory concepts are easily illustrated through the use of explaining the chem-
istry of the production of a microcircuit.
7, A scheme could be designed for a student to visualize and appreciate a work of art
through the eyes of an artist and through the eyes of a scientist.
8, Truth table logic techniques could be used to help make informative decisions.
9, Data analysis and pattern recognition are natural processes in the analysis of clock
pulses.
10. Student designed I.C.s' can become a focal point for those willing to take the next
step.
3.4 Problem Solution Implementation Bonuses
Bonuses from integrating fundamental logic design elements into existing curricula would be:
1. Use of microelectronics helps the student prepare for the future with a clear vision.
2. The integration of math and science technology becomes routine in the classroom.
3. Each strand of a curriculum can be strengthened with the threads of microelectronics
applications. (Microelectronics applications can be used to help unify various aspects
of the curriculum.)
4. The student will gain self confidence as the course progresses, since common concepts
can be explained using higher thinking skills.
5. Becoming a better citizen can be realized since microelectronic circuit designing tech-
niques require team efforts.
6. Logic skills can easily be transferred and applied towards understanding other curricula.
7. Full problem conceptualization occurs as students use hands on activities developing
critical thinking skills.
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4 How to Make the Solution to the Problem Work
The solution to the problem could easily be achieved by setting-up a resource of highly
trained individuals which will readily share high level technical information at a level easily
integrated into the classroom. This resource of teachers could also become liaisons for sharing
and helping concepts be developed into educational methods. In addition, this resource of
teachers could also develop a resource of students that other students could identify with in
their attempts to understand the problem solving process as well as applications of microchip
technologies. Digital logic designs might also be shared through various sites and schools as
students realize they could become part of a team beyond the classroom.
5 Summary
Classrooms should be places where students are taught to look ahead using visionary and
realistic mentalities. Classrooms should also be places where the problem solving process is
taught from the starting point of conceptualizing a problem to understanding how to move
through the steps of solving a problem. Microelectronics logic is unique in that the same
inherent skills are required by the circuit designer when developing a circuit for application
to a particular problem or when developing a circuit that allows a user to analyze a problem.
These skills are also unique since they can readily be adaptable to most areas of physics,
math, other sciences, as well as cross curricula.
6 A Starting Point
Phase Three Teachers of the Microelectronics Research Center at the NASA Institute for
Secondary Science and Math Teachers met for three weeks in the Summer of 1992. The
group decided to pool various ideas to act as a continuation of the starting points developed
during phases I and II. A 10 day plan was developed to act as a common starting point for
the Fall of 1992. This was agreed to in order to have in the future a 'base line' for reference
in further curriculum development work. Depending on equipment, the group would be
delivering the same background materials at the same time in the year. Teachers could then
be free to develop throughout the year units integrating microelectronic technology into the
other basics offered in the course. When funding becomes available the teachers plan to meet
again during the year to share success and failure stories.
In addition, this group shared ideas and concerns with the Phase 1 and Phase 2 teachers
also meeting at the institute during the Summer. As a result, several new curriculum content
materials were discovered. Phase 1 and Phase 2 teachers requested to continually be updated
as the project grows. The 10 day plan was also shared.
At this time , a task force of highly trained teachers at various teaching levels, back-
grounds, regional sites and work loads are involved at implementing curriculum that has its
roots in the fundamentals of digital logic design. It is expected that many more will also
benefit as ideas are shared.
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Bit-Systolic Arithmetic Arrays Using
Dynamic Differential Gallium Arsenide Circuits
Grant Beagles Kel Winters A. G. Eldin
Texas Instruments Advanced Hardware Architectures University of Toledo
Lewisville TX 75067 Moscow ID 83843 Toledo OH 43606
Abstract - A new family of gallium arsenide circuits for fine grained bit-systolic
arithmetic arrays is introduced. This scheme combines features of two re-
cent techniques of dynamic gallium arsenide FET logic and differential dynamic
single-clock CMOS logic. The resulting circuits are fast and compact, with
tightly constrained series FET propagation paths, low fanout, no dc power dis-
sipation, and depletion FET implementation without level shifting diodes.
1 Introduction
The advantages of parallel arrays of serial arithmetic processing modules have been recog-
nized since the 1950s. These arrays were initially seen as a way to speed up signal and
information processing. With the advances in VLSI technology, it is now possible to easily
realize these highly modular architectures.
A number of bit-systolic arithmetic arrays have been developed with the intent of max-
imizing the clock rate for a given CMOS process, including a 2-D convolver for image pro-
cessing, an integer polynomial solver and, a finite-field polynomial solver. These arrays
were modeled using SPICE in a 2-micron (minimum feature size) CMOS process offered
through MOSIS. Even using this relatively inexpensive low-performance process and worst
case models, cells were reliably modeled well in excess of 100MHz [9,13].
A new dynamic gallium arsenide logic circuit family was proposed in 1991 [1]. These
circuits, resembling GaAs D-RAM circuits, have several advantages over previously used
dynamic GaAs logic circuits. Prior dynamic GaAs circuits use both depletion and enhance-
ment mode devices on the same die and typical process yield is about 50%. A very major
advantage of the new family of dynamic circuits used for this project is that only depletion
mode devices are required to realize any function. Using only one type of device should give
significantly higher process yields.
A second advantage is the absence of any DC power supply. This characteristic completely
eliminates the DC power dissipation problems that have severely limited the use of dynamic
GaAs logic circuits. This characteristic is not without its downside, however, since the clock
driver must be hefty enough to rapidly charge the capacitors used in the circuits and clock
skew is critical.
Another characteristic which sets these circuits apart from other dynamic GaAs circuits
is their regularity and lack of level shifting diodes, a messy requirement of previous dynamic
GaAs families. These circuits may be very compact and possess the traits desirable in systolic
architectures.
The systolic arithmetic cells described earlier were redesigned using this new dynamic
GaAs logic. The new circuits were modeled using P-SPICE and process parameters charac-
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teristic of the Vitesse depletion mode GaAsFET. The models show an order of magnitude
improvement in clock speed when compared to the CMOS cells described by Winters et.al.
2 Dynamic GaAs Circuits
The complexity of GaAs FET VLSI circuits is limited by the maximum power dissipation
while the uniformity of the device parameters determines the functional yield. For a given
process yield, the functional yield can vary significantly. The variation is due, in part, to the
use of different circuit structures that may be operated in either dynamic or static modes.
Also, the sensitivity of the proper functionality to variations in the process parameters is
highly dependent on the selection of the circuit structure and the mode of operation.
Static GaAs circuits are ratioed circuits. This is one of the reasons why their functionality
and speed of operation are strongly dependent on the variations in the device threshold
voltage. The fundamental requirement for dynamic circuits is that the ratio of the device
current in its ON state to that in the OFF state should be sufficiently large (several orders
of magnitude). This basic requirement for dynamic logic circuits can be met using GaAs
circuits.
Dynamic circuits are ratioless, which makes their functionality completely insensitive to
threshold voltage variations. The dynamic GaAs circuit's speed is also significantly less
affected by these variations than in static logic designs.
The family of dynamic GaAs circuits used for the designs in this project do not dissipate
DC power. Dynamic circuits have smaller device counts when compared to static circuits
having similar functionality. These features are very attractive for the implementation of
ultra high speed VLSI architectures as demonstrated in this paper.
The evolution of the new GaAs dynamic circuits [1], used in the implementation of the
systolic arithmetic arrays is an extension of the ideas employed in the JCMOS DRAM Cell
and the related work on BiCMOS dynamic memory and logic structures [10]-[12].
The operation of the new circuits can be easily explained using the diagrams in Figure
1. An intermediate stage of a dynamic shift register and its idealized functionality are
illustrated.
V,In C1
IT— V
—
C2
C3
p«2-*[K \L-F
J_ Phil
out
PW2
-3.5
Master Slave
Figure 1: The D-type flip-flop uses depletion mode transistors having a threshold voltage of
-0.7 volts.
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During 7\, Phi^ = 0 volts. The master section is in the sample phase. The input data is
stored on C\. C\ is charged to 2 volts or discharged to 0 volts for a logical 1 or 0 respectively.
C2 is precharged to approximately 3.5 volts through J2(Phii = —3.5 volts).
The slave section is in the evaluation phase. Transistor Ja is in cut off and the drain
voltage of Jj> ^r»2 = 0 volts, thus providing a reference voltage for evaluating the data stored
on C3. If Cz is charged, J4 is turned off and the precharged capacitor 6*4 retains its voltage
(logic 1). However, if 63 is discharged, J± is turned on and C* is discharged to represent a
logic 0. During TI, the roles of the master and slave sections are interchanged.
Simulations of this circuit using a device model which accounts for second order side
effects and is accurately calibrated to a 1 micron HFET process, verifies the operation of
the D-Type flip-flop at 2GHz [1]. A comparison with DCFL implementations show that the
dynamic circuit requires 30% less area and dissipates only 10% of the power (dynamic only)
of the DCFL flip-flop.
The basic dynamic circuit can also be used to implement the AND, OR and complex
logic functions. The operation of the basic circuit is similar to that of the dynamic flip flop.
Fig. 2 summarizes the operation. When the input is logic 0, the capacitor C is discharged
during the sampling phase and J2 will turn on during the evaluation phase. Similarly, if the
input is a logical 1, the capacitor is charged during the sampling phase causing Jj to turn
off during the evaluation phase.
DISCHARGED
CHARGED
ON
OFF
Figure 2: Basic dynamic logic circuit
Figure 3 shows a complex dynamic logic gate.
Bit-systolic systems are defined here as synchronous digital systems whose combinatorial
timing paths involve the computation of no more than one bit of data. Moreover, these
systems are constrained to be locally connected, that is, modules at each level of hierarchy
are connected exclusively to their nearest neighbors in the physical artwork. Therefore, bit-
systolic systems are very fined grained pipelined architectures with tightly restricted fanout
and interconnect capacitance. Such systems may also be said to be bit-extensible, implying
that a computational word width may be extended to an arbitrary number of bits without
affecting the clock speed (excluding clock and control signal loading).
For example, Figure 4 illustrates a bit-systolic serial-parallel multiply-accumulator intro-
duced in 1990 as a building block for 2-D image convolver and single-instruction multiple
data path (SIMD) processor arrays [13]. Here, the multiplier, x, is pipelined through n
stages, and the multiplicand, y, is input in parallel form. The maximum fanout in the multi-
plier pipeline is 2 gate inputs. Summing is performed in an accumulator pipeline consisting
of full-adder modules and pipeline delays aligning the product-sum to the multiplier. This
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Figure 3: The dynamic complex logic gate
systolic multiplier requires 2n clock cycles to multiply two n-bit unsigned integers. The
least significant bit of the product, xOyO, appears at the output n clock cycles into the mul-
tiplication sequence. The module may be easily extended to accommodate signed inputs.
Operation of the bit-systolic multiplier is illustrated in Table 1.
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Figure 4: Bit-systolic serial-parallel multiplier
The useful property of this configuration is that it contains n bits of storage for the
multiplier and 2n bits for the product. An array of these modules would have the proper
ratio of operand versus product storage. For instance, a product sum could be accumulated
by a single multiplier whose output is fed back to its addend input in 2n clock cycles per
multiplication.
The product pipeline can accumulate external addends with its partial products without
additional adder logic. The external addend is shifted serially into the a input and must
be pre-shifted n bits into the product pipeline before the LSB of the multiplier is entered.
Thus, the lower n bits of the addend occupy the high n bits of the product pipeline at the
beginning of a multiply sequence. Then, n multiplier bits are shifted into the multiplier
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Table 1: Bit-systolic multiplier operation
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pipeline, leaving the LSB of the accumulated product in the LSB of the product pipeline.
During the next n clock cycles, the multiplier is shifted out (replaced by zeroes), the low n
bits of the product are shifted out of the product pipeline, the high n bits of the product
are left in the low half of the product pipeline, while the low n bits of the next addend
are pre-shifted into the high product pipeline half. This is illustrated in Table 2 for a four
bit Systolic S-P multiplier. Once again, the shaded rows represent the multiplier pipeline.
The unshaded rows represent the accumulator pipeline, where only the contents of the first
flip-flops in each bit-cell are shown.
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Table 2: Multiply/Accumulate Operation
Each bit-cell of the multiplier module may be constructed from four basic cell types:
XOR, Carry, Latch, and Product, which will be described later. In the CMOS version, these
were implemented in differential dynamic circuits that, like the array architecture, were very
constrained in propagation path, fanout, and connectivity. Mapping the basic differential
circuit structure to dynamic GaAs circuits was straightforward.
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3 GaAs Systolic Cells
The first step in this project was to design the circuits for each cell required. The CMOS
circuits were available and their performance characteristics well documented [9]. The CMOS
design required 5 cells; a latch, a product cell, a carry cell and both a P-logic and N-logic
XOR cell. These cells could then be tiled into arrays with alternating P and N stages. The
GaAs cells are composed of only depletion mode devices and so only 4 cells were necessary.
Pipelining in the GaAs arrays is accomplished through the two clocks whereas the CMOS
relies on the alternating P and N stages with a single clock signal. Figures 5 and 6 show the
CMOS circuits and the corresponding GaAs analogs respectively.
latch XOR elk
elk
in
elk
(P-MOS)
out
^
product cell
««£
D*
ZL
Figure 5: CMOS logic cells for systolic arrays
A quick comparison of the CMOS and GaAs shows that the device count (including
capacitors) is quite comparable. The CMOS process offered by MOSIS is a 2fim (minimum
feature size) 2 metal layer process. MOSIS offers a .7/zm, 3 metal layer GaAs process
(Vitesse). The smaller feature size along with an additional metal layer should equate to
more densely packed circuits and hence reduced parasitic capacitances. Smaller parasitics,
coupled with gallium-arsenide's higher charge mobility, mean that the cells should perform
at a significantly faster clock speed than the CMOS circuits.
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Figure 6: GaAs logic cells for systolic arrays
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4 Simulation
The GaAs circuits were simulated using PJSPICE (professional version). Since a circuit
layout was not implemented, the parasitic capacitances were conservatively estimated. All
of the GaAs circuits were simulated at 1 and 2 GHz and all of the cells showed reliable
operation at 2 GHz.
5 Conclusions
The speed of Gallium Arsenide technology implemented in differential dynamic circuits in
bit-systolic arrays would enable very high performance solutions to a broad range of problems.
The basic cell architectures themselves have been tested and their performance verified in
CMOS [9]. The GaAs cells have the same functionality as the CMOS cells, however, since
no layout of the circuits has been done, the performance evaluation is preliminary and
conservative. It is estimated that, given a good layout , these cells would perform at least 2
times faster than the models used for this paper.
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Abstract -A VLSI design for performing the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
operation on image blocks of size 16x16 in a real time fashion operating at 34 MHz
(worst case) is presented. The process used was Hewlett-Packard's CMOS26—A
3 metal CMOS process with a minimum feature size of 0.75//m. The design is
based on Multiply-Accumulate (MAC) cells which make use of a modified Booth
receding algorithm for performing multiplication. The design of these cells is
straight forward and the layouts are regular with no complex routing. Two
versions of these MAC cells were designed and their layouts completed. Both
versions were simulated using SPICE to estimate their performance. One version
is slightly faster at the cost of larger silicon area and higher power consumption.
An improvement in speed of almost 20% is achieved after several iterations of
simulation and re-sizing.
1 Introduction
Modern image processing techniques find applications in television broadcasting as well as
transmission of pictures from space based artificial satellites. Since a single image requires
a tremendous amount of storage or communication channel bandwidth for it's transmission,
data compression is employed to reduce this requirement. The Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) [1] is an important step in many data compression algorithms. The DCT is a fre-
quency domain transformation of a time domain signal which performs very close to the
statistically optimal transform—the Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT).
In the digital VLSI domain, Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) tech-
nology is well renowned for it's low power consumption when compared to other logic fami-
lies. Traditional CMOS technology uses both PMOS and NMOS transistors for forming logic
and hence the name 'Complementary'. In CMOS pass technology [7, 8, 9, 12, 13] however,
NMOS transistors alone are used for forming the logic. Both PMOS and NMOS transistors
are employed only in the inverters which serve the dual purpose of inverting logic as well as
buffering signals. The inverter buffers are needed to restore the quality of the signal passed
by an NMOS transistor since it passes a degraded '!'. The most important reason for using
pass transistor technology is the area savings that result when compared to the traditional
CMOS [8, 9]. The pass transistor based VLSI layouts are dense and compact and in general
most of the chip area tends to be the area devoted to forming the logic itself.
This paper presents the design and VLSI implementation of a major portion of a two
dimensional DCT chip proposed to NASA to be incorporated in one of their space based
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image compression applications. Since the emphasis is on speed, we have tried to improve
the speed of the chip while maintaining power and area requirements within acceptable
limits. The design steps are reviewed in the following sections on a block diagram level. The
transistor level circuit diagrams are available in [4]. Some of the important layout aspects
are mentioned with details and actual layouts being available in [4]. A section on design
verification is included with explanations on how an improvement of nearly 20% in speed is
achieved without any consequent increase in area. To conclude, the salient features of the
chip designed are summarized in a table along with notes on what remains to be done to
complete the chip before it can be fabricated.
2 Circuit Design
The design of 2D DCT chip is explained on a block diagram level in the following three
subsections. The transistor level circuit diagrams used in the design are available in [4].
2.1 Definition of DCT and overall chip description
The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [1] of a finite data sequence which in this case is the
real time image data a\j] of length N is defined as
!) (1)
The above definition applies to one dimensional (ID) data sequence.
For a two dimensional data sequence, like the two dimensional (2D) image data a\j, k]
having the dimensions of N x N, a 2D DCT is defined as
where u = 0,1,..., (N- I) & v = 0, 1,. . . ,(N - 1)
Here the values of the scale factors m(u) and m(u) are defined as was m(u) in equation (1).
Assuming the image is divided into blocks of 16 x 16 pixels, a[j, k] in equation (2) becomes
a 16 x 16 matrix. Equation (2) can be partitioned so that the 2D DCT is performed essentially
as two ID DCTs, the first operating on the rows of the image data and the second on the
transpose of the matrix resulting from the ID DCT operations. Assuming that the pixel
data is input to the chip row- wise one pixel (word) at a time, the proposed method performs
a ID DCT on each row of the input data. This takes 16 clock cycles per row assuming data
is presented at the rate of one word per clock cycle and assuming that a multiply-accumulate
operation can be performed in one clock cycle. The multiplication referred to here is the
multiplication of the pixel data with the cos terms in equation (2) appropriately scaled.
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Since the scaled cos terms can be pre-computed they are treated as constant coefficients and
stored in memory. For the DCT to be computed in real time, assuming the pixel data is a
continuous never-ending stream of data, we need 16 multiplier-accumulators (MACs). Each
MAC is responsible for computing one of the 16 transform domain terms using equation (1).
After 16 x 16 cycles, all the row DCTs will be completed. Then the DCTs on the columns
can begin. Assuming again that real time operation is required, a second set of 16 MACs
is needed. When the column DCTs are being computed, row DCTs can be referred to the
second 16x16 image block. This requires a 16 x 16 buffer memory (called the transposition
memory) between the two sets of MACs. Each set of MACs can be configured as either a
4x4 array or an 8 x 2 array depending on the size of the transposition memory. The overall
block diagram of the chip is shown in Figure 1.
The ROM cells alongside each of the MACs are arrays of Read Only Memories with each
cell containing an unique column of the coefficient matrix (scaled cos terms from Equation
2). The transposition memory performs a transpose operation and provides the transposed
ID DCT output to the second dimension processing MACs one word at a time as shown in
Figure 1. Image data enters the chip from the top left one word at a time and the 2D DCT
output from the chip leaves the chip one word at a time through the shift register at the
bottom right. The shift register is a parallel input (word) serial output (word) register.
The multiply operation for the DCT is accomplished in the MAC cell by using modified
Booth receding. The function of the MAC can be expressed mathematically by the following
recursive equation.
c[i}= a[i] • b[i] + c[i - 1] for i = 0,1,... ,15 (3)
Here the a[i] input is the image data and b[i] input is the scaled cos term in equation (1). At
the beginning of the process when i — 0, c[i — 1] is set to 0 with a[0] and 6[0] being the first
element of the first row and the first column of the image matrix and the coefficient matrix
respectively. For the next 15 clock cycles when i = 1,..., 15, the c output from the previous
multiply-accumulate operation becomes the present c input. Thus, each MAC accumulates
the inner product of one row of image data and one column of the coefficient matrix.
This method was chosen mainly due to it's speed and regularity of implementation. The
VLSI layouts for two versions of the MAC were completed and both were found to be highly
area efficient and neither version required any complex routing. In the proposed design due
to accuracy considerations, a 16 x 16 bit multiplier with accumulate capacity was chosen.
Both versions of the multiplier cells are considered in detail in the next subsection.
2.2 Design of Modified Booth Recoded MAC
The process of parallel multiplication of two multi-bit numbers, say A and B, consists of
multiplying all the bits of A by each of the bits of B starting from the Least Significant
Bit (LSB) and shifting the resulting partial products one bit to the left for every operation
before performing the final addition of the properly shifted partial products to form the final
answer. The modified Booth algorithm reduces the number of partial products that must
be added together, thereby speeding up the computation [2] by receding the bits of B. The
exact magnitude of the speed up is a function of the number of bits the algorithm considers
8.2.4
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Figure 1: Overall block diagram of the 2D DCT chip
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Figure 2: Block diagram of a 4 x 4 bit Booth MAC
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in each step. In this design, a bit-pair receding is employed as a result of which the number
of rows of partial products to be added together is cut in half thereby yielding a speed up
factor of nearly 50%. The receded digits take on values ranging from -2 to +2 depending
on the combination of three bits of B including one overlap bit for every step. The details
about this receding scheme are available in [2] and design steps for it's implementation in
pass transistor technology are summarized in [4].
The block diagram of 4 x 4 bit Booth MAC is shown in Figure 2. Since the receding
algorithm requires that the partial products be shifted 2 positions to the left for every row of
partial product, the array takes a trapezoidal shape. The circular blocks labeled M are the
multiplier cells, the HA blocks are simple Half-Adders, the FA block shown is a Full-Adder,
the blocks denoted as A are the Add 1 cells and finally the RECODE blocks are the receding
circuits for the B operand.
The multiplier cell is responsible for selecting the appropriate partial product bit and
adding this to two other bits namely, the Sum-In (SI) and the Carry-In (CI) as shown in
Figure 3. The SI and the CI are the Sum-Out (SO) and Carry-Out (CO) signals from
appropriate cells of the row above the multiplier cell in question. The partial product bits
presented to each multiplier cell are A; (A) and A,-_i (AMI) with their complements being
provided by inverters within the multiplier cell. The outputs of the multiplier cell namely,
the SO and the CO signals become the SI and CI inputs to the appropriate cells in the
row below it. This carry save technique [11], is depicted in Figure 2. The multiplier cells
in the top row contain Half-Adders where as the multiplier cells in all the other rows use
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Figure 3: Block diagram of a multiplier cell
Full-Adders. The signal labeled MI takes care of the sign extension.
The design steps for implementing the above cells in pass transistor technology are avail-
able in [4]. In pass transistor implementation we need both the signal and it's complement.
There are two ways in which this can be done within the MAC array. One option is to
simultaneously generate the complements of signals using redundancy in hardware. This
option (option A), increases the individual cell areas in the MAC, thereby increasing the
area of the MAC cell itself. Option B reduces hardware redundancy thereby saving some of
the area of a multiplier cell by using additional inverters to obtain complements of signals.
Figure 4 illustrates the multiplier cells designed using both options. The area of these cells
and their comparative speed etc. are given in subsequent sections. In this figure the block
named BTS is a Binary Tree Structured [6] network and INV(l) as well as INV(2) represent
a single and double inverters respectively. The block labeled MUX is a 5:1 multiplexer.
2.3 Conditional Sum adder for the final addition
An interesting scheme called the conditional sum adder scheme [10] has been investigated by
K. Cameron and J. Canaris [3] and changes in the design to suit CMOS pass transistor version
have been proposed by them. This type of adder is found to be extremely fast particularly
for large word sizes. This adder has since been incorporated in a VLSI chip fabricated
using a 1.6 fan. double metal CMOS process. The same approach has been adopted in this
design with appropriate changes in transistor sizing and VLSI layouts to suit the 1/jm drawn
(0.75/im internal) three metal CMOS process that has been used here. As expected, this
not only saved chip area but after re-sizing some of the transistors reduced the worst case
delay through the adder as compared to the earlier design. These details are included in the
subsequent sections.
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Figure 4: Block diagrams of the multiplier cell for option A and option B
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Figure 5: Typical layouts of a regular and square transistor
3 Layouts
The following two subsections deal briefly with the layouts of some of the cells required for
the multiplier section and the conditional sum adder section.
3.1 Layouts of multiplier cells
After taking into account the various VLSI issues discussed in detail in [4], the layouts for
multiplier cells for option A and option B were drawn. The areas of the cells in option A
and option B are 69/im x 69/im and 42.2/im x 76.6/zm respectively which translates to an
area saving of 32% for option B when compared to option A.
3.2 Layouts of conditional sum adder
As mentioned earlier, the conditional sum adder was previously designed using a 1.6/im
double metal process [3]. Since the process used for this design had a minimum feature size
of Ifim (drawn) which after the shrinkage was reduced to 0.75/xm, effectively there was a
reduction in the minimum lengths of transistors by a factor slightly more than two. This
implied that the widths of transistors could be reduced by the same factor without any
appreciable change in the performance of the transistor. Doing this resulted in the adder
taking about 25% less area when compared to the earlier design.
Square transistors were used in certain inverter buffer cells to take advantage of the
resulting reduction in capacitance thereby improving the speed. Figure 5 contrasts the
regular and square transistors. More details about these two ways of drawing a transistor
along with their merits and demerits are available in [4].
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SO signal
First row
Second row
Third row
Fourth row
Fifth row
Delay for option A (ns)
4.27
5.88
7.65
9.41
11.32
Delay for option B (ns)
4.5
6.5
8.5
10.4
12.8
Table 1: The worst case delay through the multiplier section
The approximate areas of the multiplier section in option A and option B are 2300//m x
and 1600/zm x 850^m respectively. The area of the conditional sum adder is approxi-
mately 1150\iTfi x 210/xm. Thus, when the multiplier and conditional sum adder sections are
combined, option B is not only more area efficient, but also less area is wasted as compared
to option A.
4 HPSPICE simulation
Representative portions of the multiplier section for both options and the 32 bit conditional
sum adder are simulated using HPSPICE to estimate their worst case propagation delay as
well as the approximate dynamic power dissipation in them. The worst case conditions for
this design are assumed to be 4.3V VDD and 0.3V VSS after accounting for the noise on the
power supply and a temperature of HOC.
4.1 Simulations on the multiplier section
Representative portions of the multiplier sections for both options were simulated for several
worst case input patterns. The worst case timing patterns were determined by [5] for a
similar structure. Since the sum path through the multiplier array turned out to be the
critical delay path, the input pattern which resulted in only the sum signals transitioning
as a result of input signals transitioning was found to be the worst among the worst case
patterns analyzed. This pattern was A = 1111 1111 1111 1111 and B = 1000 0000 0000 0001
and (7 = 0. None of the carry signals transitioned during this simulation. Table 1 summarizes
the delays for SO signals for the top five rows of the multiplier section for both the options.
This table shows that option A is slightly faster than option B by about 1 ns for four rows
which can be extrapolated to 2 ns for the entire multiplier section.
An approximate estimate for the average dynamic power dissipated in the multiplier
section of the 32 bit MAC is obtained as 47.4 mW for option A and 29.8 mW for option B
at the maximum operating speed.
4.2 Simulation of conditional sum adder
The conditional sum adder was earlier designed using pass transistor technology using a
l,6//m double metal CMOS process with a worst case propagation delay of 24 ns [3]. In
this design the corresponding number after the first-cut simulation using standard transistor
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Signal name
Q3
Q7
Q15
Q31
conditional sum adder delay (ns)
6.83
9.85
13.82
18.9
MAC delay (ns)
10.96
15.56
24.19
29.39
Table 2: The worst case delays through the conditional sum adder and the MAC
layouts everywhere was 23 ns assuming a load capacitance of 1 pF. Using square transistors
in two of the inverter buffer cells namely, MUXBUFF2(D) and MUXBUFF2(E), the worst
case delay was reduced to 22 ns. Further analysis of the simulation results and after resizing
the transistors in MUXBUFF2(E) to reduce the capacitive load on the critical delay path,
the delay was reduced to 18.9 ns which translated into a speed improvement of nearly 20%.
In order to estimate the performance of the MAC, information from two separate simu-
lations namely, the multiplier section alone and the 32 bit conditional sum adder alone was
used. Since the worst case output timing pattern for each output of the multiplier section
is predictable as per Table 1, the timing of the inputs to the conditional sum adder were
all shifted in time by the same amounts as they would be if they were to be the outputs of
the multiplier section. The simulation that followed yielded a worst case delay through the
conditional sum adder and due to the time shifting of inputs, the delay through the entire
MAC itself as 29.39 ns. This translated into a clock frequency of 34 MHz for the DCT chip.
Table 2 summarizes the delay for the various bit positions of the conditional sum adder
outputs alone and with it's inputs shifted in time to mimic the performance of the MAC.
An estimate for the average dynamic power consumption in the conditional sum adder
was 10.25 mW. Thus the approximate figure for the MAC turned out be 57.7 mW for option
A and 40 mW for option B.
5 Conclusions
Critical blocks for 'a pass transistor based CMOS 2D DCT chip were designed and perfor-
mance estimated. An improvement of nearly 20% in speed was obtained over previous work.
The processing of the image data was performed parallelly using 16 MACs for ID processing
and an equal number of MACs for the second dimensional processing. The two 16 x 16
matrices representing the real-time image data and the coefficients were multiplied using
MAC cells the layouts of which were regular and there were no complex routings. The MAC
employed the modified Booth receding algorithm and performed the multiplication in 2's
complement arithmetic. A 32 bit conditional sum adder was used inside each MAC for the
purpose of final addition. This adder was found to be extremely fast with the minimum
number of series transistors in it's critical path thereby making it one of the fastest adders
for the word size among various types of adders investigated. This was verified by simula-
tions on the actual layouts using a software tool for VLSI design wherein after the resizing
of some of the inverter buffers to improve the speed by nearly 20%, the final adder overhead
for one of the worst case delays turned out to be only 10.5 ns. Table 3 summarizes the
salient features of the chip. Although none of the blocks in Figure 1 other than the MAC
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Technology
Process
Minimum length
Core area for 32 MAC cells
Transistor count for 32 MAC cells
16x16 bit worst case multiply time
Worst case clock frequency
Ave. dynamic power consumption (32 MACs)
Number of pins
DCT rate
Digital CMOS
CMOS26 (3 metal)
1/im (drawn) 0.75/mi (internal)
6.4mm x 6.8mm (option B)
247,904 (option B)
29.39 ns (option B)
34 MHz. (option B)
1280 mW (option B)
32 + power, ground, clock etc.
34Mtiz
16x16
Table 3: The salient features of the chip designed
has been exclusively designed and simulated for this design, some estimates are available for
the design and implementation of these blocks. The ROM cells placed along side each of the
MAC cells need to store 256 bits of data each. From an earlier design in which ROM cells
were used [14] it was possible to estimate the area required for each ROM after adjusting for
the process as 200/^m x 140/Ltm. This was found to be a very small percentage of the area
of the MAC cell. Likewise it is envisaged that it would not take too much of silicon area to
implement the transposition memory, shift register etc shown in the overall block diagram in
Figure 1 and it is expected that it would be easy to pitch match these blocks to the existing
MAC layouts. It would then remain to provide buses for the power supplies, input output
pads, pad drivers, clock, clock drivers etc. before the chip could be fabricated. Even if all
these items meant doubling the core area for 32 MACs as a rough estimate for the entire 2D
DCT chip, the chip size would still remain a very practical and realizable entity.
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A High Speed CMOS A/D Converter1
Don R. Wiseman and Sterling R. Whitaker
NASA Space Engineering Research Center
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Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
Abstract - This paper presents a high speed A/D converter. The converter is a
7 bit flash converter with one half LSB accuracy. Typical parts will function at
approximately 200 MHz. The converter uses a novel comparator circuit that is
shown to out perform more traditional comparators, and thus increases the speed
of the converter. The comparator is a clocked, precharged circuit that offers very
fast operation with a minimal offset voltage (2 mv). The converter was designed
using a standard 1 micron digital CMOS process and is 2,244 microns by 3,972
microns.
1 Introduction
Today, large integrated circuits (ICs) are involved in solving complex signal processing prob-
lems. A mixture of digital and analog signals often must be integrated into a single system
[1]. Modern digital-to-analog (D/A) and analog-to-digital (A/D) converters have become
common components for integrated signal processing. Of the many styles of A/D converters
available [l]-[2], only three [3, 4], the flash, half flash, and successive approximation, take
full advantage of the speed that CMOS technologies can provide.
Of the three types of converters, the flash converters are clearly the fastest, but they are
also the largest. For high performance systems, the flash converter is, however, the choice.
To minimize the area required this coverter was designed for 7 bits of resolution, thus limiting
the comparator chain to the length of 128 comparator cells. Secondly, the comparator cell
itself is highly optimized for both performance and size [5]. Finally, the state of the art
process used to manufacture this converter will allow 1 micron gate lengths, thus helping to
keep the size of the individual transistors to a minimum.
The basic configuration of a flash A/D converter is shown in Figure 1. This type of A/D
converter is fully parallel, since it processes each of the n output bits simultaneously thus
accounting for the speed of operation [6]. However, the price for this speed is the require-
ment for 2n comparators. Thus, for large values of n this can make flash A/D converters
prohibitively large.
This style of converter works by first taking a reference voltage (Vref) and dividing it
down a chain of resistors. The voltage at each resistor is fed to a comparator, and is compared
with the input voltage (Vin). Thus the output down the chain of comparators will be a logic
zero until the divided reference voltage is less than the input voltage. At that point, and
further down the comparator string, the outputs will be a logic one. The outputs of the
1This research was supported in part by NASA under Space Engineering Research Center Grant NAGW-
1406.
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Figure 1: Flash A/D converter
comparators are then latched into flip-flops so that comparison of the next input sample
may begin, without destroying the results of the previous conversion. The outputs of the
flip-flops are fed into a 2n to n encoder. This encoder is essentially a set of XOR (Exclusive
Or) gates and a small ROM (Read Only Memory) that determines the n binary output bits
given the sequence of m zeros and 2n — m ones. Finally, the output from the encoder is sent
to a set of output buffers, and the digital representation of the input sample is output from
the converter [3, 7].
2 Circuit Design
MOSIS will be used to fabricate this part using Hewlett-Packard's CMOS-34 process. CMOS-
34 is a single poly, double metal layer process with 1 micron minimum gate lengths. Using
CMOS-34 design rules, this A/D converter was designed to perform at a worst case of 100
MHz. To make the digital logic sections of the converter function as fast as possible, pre-
charged logic was used in the memory section of the converter. Additionally, a pipelined
architecture was implemented throughout the part to assist in increasing circuit speed. A
diagram of the basic structure a flash A/D converter can be seen in Figure 1.
This A/D converter was designed for a 6 volt analog voltage supply and a 5 volt digital
supply. This results in a maximum analog input voltage swing of 5 volts. With a 5 volt swing
possible at the analog input, each successive count of digital output represents approximately
40 mV of change on the input voltage.
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2.1 Accuracy Considerations
Before designing an analog integrated circuit, it is necessary to have an understanding of the
types and sources of possible inaccuracies in the analog to digital conversion. In the worst
case, a sum of all these errors should not result in either circuit failure, or skewed output of
more than one half of a least significant bit (LSB), 20 mV.
The first type of error that can occur is called offset error. Offset error occurs when the
analog input voltage for each digital step output is in error by a fixed amount. Pictured in
Figure 2, offset error is most commonly caused by a uniform offset voltage being present on
the inputs of all of the comparators. The comparators used in this design have a simulated
offset voltage of less than 2 mV. Therefore, offset voltage problems should be reasonable. To
determine the offset voltage of the comparators simulations were created that decreased the
differential input voltage until the comparator failed.
The analog input voltage difference between two digital output steps is ideally one LSB.
The difference from this ideal is called differential linearity error. This type of error, pic-
tured in Figure 3, can be caused by systematic or random offsets in the comparators, or by
resistance mismatches in the resistor chain. If differential errors are large enough, the A/D
converter can lose its monotonicity. Monotonicity is the characteristic that there is a unique
input voltage for each and every digital output word, and that the digital output always
increases for increasing analog input voltages [3].
Another error that can occur in flash A/D converters is integral linearity error. Also
picture in Figure 3, this error represents a summation of the differential errors up to any
point in the digital output. Because of this, integral linearity errors generally have the same
sources as differential linearity errors [3]. The measures taken to reduce these errors are
discussed throughout the remainder of this paper.
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2.2 Resistor Ladder
The chain of resistors shown at the left of Figure 1 was constructed from a long strip of
polysilicon. The actual resistance of the the line, and thus each individual resistor value, is
not critical. What is critical is that each resistor have the same value, such that the ratios
of resistance at any point is fixed [8].
Additionally, in order to maintain a regular current density down the line of polysilicon,
contacts (equipotential surfaces) are not placed in the current flow. Rather the voltage is
tapped on "dog-leg" type structures that come from the polysilicon at regular intervals.
Also, in order to keep the reference voltages as stable and noise free as possible, decoupling
capacitors were integrated at each reference node. These capacitors help to greatly reduce
noise that is coupled through the differential input on the comparator during the pre-charge
phase of comparison.
2.3 Comparators
Three viable comparators with typical styles were selected and compared. After the anal-
ysis, the best comparator style for this project was selected, and then optimized using HP
Spice. The analysis was performed by attempting to size the comparators so that they
were of approximately equal speed and accuracy. The comparators were then simulated and
their characteristics were compared. These characteristics included size, power, noise, offset,
clocking, and input and output voltage levels.
The first comparator analyzed was a clocked, precharged CMOS comparator. This com-
parator is shown in Figure 4. The circuit functions as follows. First, while the clock, (<^1), is
low, nodes one and two (Nl and N2) are precharged to VDD. Then when the clock goes high
the input and reference voltages will turn on transistors Q5 and Q6. If there is a voltage
difference between Vin and Vref, Q5 and Q6 will conduct different currents. This causes a
potential difference between N3 and N4. This in turn provides positive feedback such that
the current difference through Q3 and Q4 increases, and very rapidly, either Nl or N2 will
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be discharged to VSS. The output voltage may be read at either N7 or N8 depending on
the logic level that is desired. Whichever of the two nodes is used for the output, the other
inverter stage is left in place to create a balanced circuit.
The next comparator is slightly simplier than the previous comparator. It uses capaci-
tively stored logic levels to increase its speed, and it requires two synchronized clocks. As
seen in Figure 5, during <f>l the input and reference voltages are stored on Cl and C2. Then,
during <^2, the comparator turns on and the two voltages on the capacitors are compared.
The output of the comparator may be taken at either Nl or N2, or from both locations if a
differential output is desired [9].
The final comparator was a three stage, autozeroing comparator. This comparator has
the advantage of allowing the input voltage to swing from rail to rail. It also uses a clocked
scheme to increase its speed. Figure 6 shows this comparator circuit. During ^ 1, the reference
voltage is placed on Nl and the first two stages are autozeroed. Then during <^1 the input
voltage is placed on Nl. The difference between the reference voltage and the input voltage
is coupled into the three stages of inversion and gain with the output appearing at N6.
The three comparators were simulated and compared. Tables 1 through 3 represent a
synopsis of the comparisons that were performed and the results. A simple ranking scheme
was used to determine which comparator performed the best. Each attribute for each com-
parator is marked with either a 1, 2, or 3, depending on how the comparator performed. A
1 was given to the best, a 3 to the worst.
As can be seen from Tables 1 to 3, clearly the clocked, precharged, comparator of Figure
4 out performs the other two. Therefore, this comparator was used in the design of this A/D
converter.
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Attribute
Size
Power
Noise Generation
Offset Errors
Clocking
Input Levels
Output Levels
Ranking
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
Comments
14 somewhat large transistors.
No DC paths to VSS or bias currents.
Input signals have only minimal coupled noise.
Offset reduced to lOmv fairly easily.
Requires only one, single phase clock.
Input levels from VDD to VSS plus a threshold.
Outputs from VDD to VSS.
Table 1: Summary of Evaluations for Clocked, Precharged, Comparator
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Attribute
Size
Power
Noise Generation
Offset Errors
Clocking
Input Levels
Output Levels
Ranking
1
2
2
3
3
3
3
Comments
Small number of transistors keeps this cell small.
Draws power from inputs and bias current during </>2.
Some noise is transferred to input signals by Cl and C2.
Offset harder to control.
Requires two, double phase clocks.
Smallest valid input voltage range.
Reduced output voltage range.
Table 2: Summary of Evaluations for Dual Clocked, Stored Level, Comparator
Attribute
Size
Power
Noise Generation
Offset Errors
Clocking
Input Levels
Output Levels
Ranking
3
3
3
1
2
1
1
Comments
14 somewhat large transistors plus 5 capacitors.
High power; large current while zeroing first two gain stages.
Large noise transferred to inputs and to the power supplies.
Because of autozeroing, no offset problems.
Requires one, double phase clock.
Valid inputs from VDD to VSS.
Outputs from VDD to VSS.
Table 3: Summary of Evaluations for Three Stage, Autozeroed, Comparator
2.4 Other Cells
There are two other cells of some interest in the digital section of the A/D converter. First
is an exclusive-or (XOR) gate. There are many XOR styles available, but a 6 transistor one
was chosen primarily for its speed and low transistor count [10]. The only XOR gates with
fewer transistors, require both complemented and uncomplemented input signals. This can
reduce the transistor count by two in the XOR gate, but it actually increases the number of
transistors in the flip-flop cell that feeds the XOR by two fairly large transistors since they
are drivers. These not only add to the size of the cells, but also to the capacitance in the
cell. Therefore, for overall size and speed of the converter, this XOR gate was chosen.
The other cell of interest is the encoding ROM. This ROM takes the 128 signals from
the XOR gates and encodes them into to proper seven bit representation. In order to
make this ROM as fast as possible, precharged logic is used. Basically, the cell functions
by precharging all of the seven bit lines while the clock is low. During this time, all of the
discharge transistors are turned off. Then during the high phase of the clock, the appropriate
bit lines are discharged, and the correct digital representation is sent on to a bank of output
drivers.
3 Layout Considerations
Because, of the speed and analog nature of this chip, the layout of the circuitry is just as
critical as the circuit design. Any small oversight could introduce an error term that would
make the part much less usable at higher speeds. In particular, the comparator cell was
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drawn several times before a balance of all the important design criteria was reached. With
the high speed digital side of the chip, there were several timing and noise challenges, as
well.
The final layout of the chip core is shown in Figure 7. On the left side of the chip is the
comparator chain and resistor ladder. A guard ring surrounds this section to isolate it from
the digital side of the chip. The analog side is also fed from a power supply separated from
the digital side, again to keep the sensitive analog circuitry as isolated as possible.
The dimensions of the core are 2,244 microns by 3,972 microns. The core was intention-
ally left in this rectangular fashion for several reasons. First, to square up the chip would
either require several turns in the resistor ladder or running several critical signal lines over
susceptible circuitry. Both of these options are very undesirable because of the potential
error terms that would be introduced. Additionally, since the long term purpose of this con-
verter is to be used as a macrocell on a larger chip, there is really no need for the converter
to be square. Therefore, it was decided to leave the core slightly rectangular.
3.1 Comparator Layout
The comparator cell layout was the most critical layout on the chip. This is because the
accuracy of the A/D converter is primarily set by performance of the comparator. Also, the
speed of the converter is limited by the speed of the comparator. The layout for the cell is
shown in Figure 8. (Refer back to Figure 4 for a schematic of this comparator.)
Because there is a stack of 128 of these cells, it was necessary to layout the comparator
horizontally. Also, to minimize the comparator's offset, it was necessary to draw the cell
symmetrically. This symmetry keeps the transistors as balanced as possible. The final size
of the comparator cell is 317.2 microns by 24.8 microns.
It is difficult to simulate or calculate the exact amount of noise, offsets, and other error
factors that may occur in this comparator, because they are so dependent on manufacturing
tolerances. This fact is complicated by the lack of analog process modeling done for the
CMOS-34 process. This process is primarily intended to be a digital, not analog, process.
Therefore, every attempt was made in layout to optimize the comparator cell so that the
most accurate cell possible in CMOS-34 would be created while retaining the desired speed
characteristics.
Offset and noise effects were modeled into the comparator cell simulations in an attempt
to ensure the accuracy of the circuit. As shown earlier, the offset voltage for the comparator
is less than 2 rnV. One half LSB accuracy is desired for the converter, so 17.5 mV of noise
could appear on the inputs of the comparators and the circuit would still be within accept-
able limits. Simulations that include noise sources like power supply noise, substrate noise,
clocking noise, etc. show that the total error voltage that could be present on the inputs to
the comparators is less than 13 mV. Therefore, this A/D converter will have better than 1/2
LSB accuracy.
On the right side of the cell is the poly-silicon strip that creates the resistor ladder. The
nominal resistance of the poly-silicon strip is 670 ohms per cell. Next to the resistor is a gate
capacitor structure which yields a nominal capacitance of 0.8 pF per cell. This capacitor,
along with the resistor, form an RC time constant that helps to keep the reference input of
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Figure 7: Layout Core of the A/D Converter
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Figure 8: Comparator Cell Layout
the comparator (Vref) noise free. This in turn helps to minimize the differential errors that
could occur during the conversion process from reference node noise.
Many other enhancements to the layout have been made to keep the cell as accurate as
possible. First, the gates of large transistors are driven at both ends. This helps to minimize
the resistance of the gate poly-silicon along the length of the transistor. Next, the source and
drain diffusions of all the transistors are tied to metal down the entire length of the diffusion.
This keeps source and drain resistance to a minimum, and thus increases the speed of the
devices. Thirdly, the power supply lines that run throughout the cell are sized such that the
noise on them (and thus the noise they couple into the cells) is kept to under 0.25 volts. If
the lines were sized too small, large voltage spikes would appear on them and potentially
couple into the comparator circuitry. Additionally, the cell was drawn so that signal lines do
not cross over any sensitive nodes in the comparator. In certain instances, signals crossing
over certain nodes could capacitively couple enough charge onto the node to corrupt or
distort the comparator's operation. Also, the differential input pair of the comparator was
sized minimally so that the noise that is coupled into the comparator through the parasitic
capacitors of the transistor pair would be small.
3.2 Digital Cells
The stack of comparator cells feed directly into a stack of flip-flops. Recall that the com-
parator uses half of the clock phase for pre-charge, and the other half to evaluate the current
analog input. Because of this, the output of the comparator is only valid during half the
clock. This flip-flop will take the output of the comparator, amplify it to full digital levels,
and turn it into a signal that is stable for an entire clock. The layout for the cell is shown
in Figure 9.
In addition to accepting an analog input, these flip-flops must be able to function with
worst case parameters at 100 MHz. This is extremely fast for current CMOS technologies,
but simulations show that these cells work at that speed. The flip-flop has a setup time of
less than 0.5 ns and a hold time of 0 ns. With these timings the flip-flop will accept 3.0 V
for an input high voltage and 1.5 V for an input low voltage. It then drives the 0.6 pF of
capacitance that the next cells (the exclusive or cells) presents to it in 3.0 ns.
The next stack of cells in the path of the data flow are the exclusive or (XOR) cells. The
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Figure 9: Layout of First Flip-Flop
output of each flip-flop, and thus each comparator, is XOR'd with its neighbor to find the
point in the comparator stack where the reference voltage becomes smaller than the analog
input voltage. Once this point is known, the digital output can be found through a simple
memory lookup. The layout for the XOR cell is shown in Figure 10.
The remaining digital cells consist of a pulse type flip-flop, a precharged ROM, and an
output flip-flop are not shown. Each cell has enlarged clock and power supply distribution
networks to handle the high frequencies for which this circuit is designed. Additionally, the
precharged ROM makes use of an unusual transistor configuration. The transistors in the
ROM are constructed in a square or "waffle" type fashion. By doing this, the node at the
center of the "waffle" has an absolutely minimal parasitic diffusion capacitance. This keeps
the capacitance on the data lines as small as possible, and thus allows the ROM to function
as quickly as possible. In fact, the capacitance on the data lines in the ROM cell is about
1.2 pF. This is quite small considering there are more than 64 transistor diffusions on each
line. A single transistor drawn in this "waffle" fashion is shown in Figure 11.
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Abstract - Logic Behavior of Double BJT BiCMOS device under transistor level
shorts and opens is examined. In addition to delay faults, faults that cause
the gate to exhibit sequential behavior were observed. Several faults can be
detected only by monitoring the current. The faulty behavior of Bipolar (TTL)
and CMOS logic families is compared with BiCMOS, to bring out the testability
differences.
1 Introduction
Combining the advantages of CMOS and Bipolar, BiCMOS is emerging as a major technology
for many high performance digital and mixed signal applications. The main advantages
of CMOS technology over bipolar are lower power dissipation and higher packing density.
Bipolar technology offers better output current drive, switching speed, I/O speed and analog
capability. Combining the advantages of bipolar and CMOS, BiCMOS offers the following
advantages [1]; improved speed over CMOS, lower power dissipation compared to bipolar,
flexibility in I/O (TTL, ECL, CMOS compatibility), high performance analog capability and
latch up immunity. Compared to the CMOS counterparts, BiCMOS circuits can be faster by
a factor of upto two for the same level of technology. Access times of less than 10ns have been
reported for 0.8 jum BiCMOS ECL input/output 256K and IM-bit SRAMs [2]. BiCMOS is
even being considered for high performance microprocessors and dynamic RAMs, and it is
felt that it will be one of the main technologies to drive almost all functions in the decade
ahead [3].
In the present day integrated circuits, most of the defects and failures can be abstracted
to shorts and opens in the interconnects and degradation of devices [4]. Transistor level
shorts and opens model many of the physical failures and defects in ICs [5]. A study by
Gailiay [6] on 4-bit MOS microprocessor chips revealed that many of the faults were shorts
and opens at the transistor level. Analysis of faults in elementary static storage elements
suggest that transistor level testing provides a higher coverage of faults compared to that at
the gate level [7]. Thus, it is necessary to study the effects of failures at the transistor level
and develop accurate fault models at this level [5].
The major fault models at transistor level are stuck-at faults, and shorts and opens
of transistors and interconnects [8]. It has been shown [9, 10] that the stuck-at model
does not cover many of the manufacturing defects in BiCMOS devices and that most open
faults manifest themselves as delay faults. In this paper, we present the behavior of double
BJT BiCMOS device under stuck-ON and stuck-OPEN failures for all transistors and bring
1This research was supported by a SDIO/IST funded project monitored by ONR.
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out the testability differences between the three logic families, namely; TTL, CMOS and
BiCMOS. Levitt et. al. [9] presented inadequacy of stuck-at fault models for BiCMOS.
Testing of BiCMOS circuits and a design for testability scheme for current testing of BiCMOS
circuits was presented in [11]. In this study, we present detailed behavior of BiCMOS device
under various faults along with a comparison with CMOS and TTL logic families.
Several different designs of BiCMOS circuits exist. The most common type of BiCMOS
circuits employ bipolar transistors to perform the function of driving output loads and CMOS
to perform logic functions. In this paper, we briefly review the operation of a double BJT
(D-BJT) BiCMOS NAND device. Logic behavior of D-BJT BiCMOS NAND devices are
examined under different faults and their comparison is presented with other logic families
(TTL and CMOS).
This paper is organized as follows. The operation of D-BJT BiCMOS NAND devices
is described in Section 2. Section 3 deals with the analysis of physical failures in D-BJT
BiCMOS devices, where the logic behavior of D-BJT BiCMOS devices are examined under
different faults. Comparison of the three logic families (TTL, CMOS and BiCMOS) are done
in Section 4. Finally, conclusions drawn from the study are given in Section 5.
2 BiCMOS Devices
BiCMOS circuits employ one or two Bipolar Junction Transistors (BJTs) to perform the
function of driving output loads and CMOS to perform logic functions. In this section, the
operation of a double BJT (D-BJT) NAND device is presented.
A Double BJT BiCMOS NAND realization is shown in Figure 1. There are many other
realizations possible and we have investigated the above realization. The BiCMOS NAND
realization shown in Figure 1 uses two output BJTs (Bipolar Junction Transistor) and there
are other implementations that use single BJT. In this study, we deal with only double BJT
BiCMOS devices. The functioning of the BiCMOS NAND can be explained by first applying
logic '0' to one or both of the inputs which would cause at least one P-device to be ON and
at least one N-device in each serial N-pairs to be OFF. With at least one N-device in each
serial N-pairs being OFF, no current is supplied to the base of Qz resulting in transistor
Q2 being OFF. With the P-devices (Pj and/or P2) ON, the base of the bipolar NPN (<3i)
transistor would be about 5V supplying base current and turning ON the bipolar transistor
(Qi) providing logic '!' at the output. With either of the inputs being at logic '0' and the
other input at logic '!' would still cause either of the parallel connected P-devices to be ON
and either of the series connected N-devices to be OFF. This would still supply base current
to the bipolar transistor Q\ causing logic '!' at the output. With both the inputs at logic
T, the P-devices (Pi and P2) would be turned OFF, and the N-devices NI, JV2, N3 and N4
would be turned ON, supplying base current to Q2 which discharges the load. Transistor
NI and JV2 draw current from the base of Qi thus rapidly turning this device OFF. This
will cause the output to be a logic '0'. Thus the circuit realizes the NAND function. It may
be noted that during output High to Low transition, transistor N$ turns OFF as a result of
transistors NI and N? discharging Qi base, causing the gate of N& to be low [12], this results
in all the current through NS and JV4 to be provided as base current to transistor Qi. During
output Low to High transition, transistor NS turns ON to discharge the base of Q% quickly
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to speed up the transition. It may also be noted that the static power consumption of the
circuit is negligible neglecting reverse biased leakage currents. Block diagram of a general
D-BJT BiCMOS device is shown in Figure 2. A D-BJT BiCMOS gate consists of CMOS p-
and n-parts to perform logic function, and two output BJTs for driving the output node.
D-BJT BiCMOS devices do not have the full VDD to Ground logic swing of CMOS
devices. The output High voltage (Von) is limited to VDD-VBE(Q\) an<i output Low voltage
(VOL) is limited to Gnd+VBE(Q2)- Vii^ax and V///mt-n were determined to be 2.2V and 2.7V
respectively [13]. The logic levels for D-BJT BiCMOS are 0.6V to 2.2V for logic level '0'
and 2.7V to 4.4V for logic level T [13]. Any voltage between 2.2V and 2.7V is considered
indeterminate. The device characteristics given for Fujitsu BiCMOS gate array devices [14]
are VIHmin=2V, VOffm«=2.4V, V/Lm0*=0.8V and
3 Analysis of Physical Failures in D-BJT BiCMOS
devices
The response of the D-BJT BiCMOS NAND shown in Figure 1 is evaluated for hard failures
of the bipolar & MOS transistors and their results are presented in this section. Possible
failures considered are stuck-ON and stuck-OPEN of transistors. The output of the BiCMOS
gate is obtained by simulating one failure at a time for all possible stuck-ON and stuck-OPEN
failures for all transistors. Stuck-ON and stuck-OPEN were simulated by turning ON and
turning OFF the respective transistors. Open (OP) in bipolar transistor terminals (emitter,
base & collector) were simulated by connecting a resistance of R>lMfi in series with the
respective node and short (SH) were simulated by connecting a hard short of R<0.01fl
between the respective terminals. The BiCMOS gate outputs obtained analytically have
been compared with SPICE simulation outputs to ensure correctness.
The fault-free and faulty behavior of BiCMOS NAND is summarized in Table 1. The
length and width of pMOS (LP,WP) and nMOS (Ln,Wn) transistors used for BiCMOS de-
vices in this study are (Lp=1.5/zm,Wp=30/jm) and (Z-n=1.5/tm,Wn=26^m), similar to the
values used in [9], for consistency. Simultaneous current monitoring was performed during
SPICE simulation and the observed IDDQ values are listed in the Table along with the out-
put logic levels. In Table 1, the subscript represents the transistor number for the BiCMOS
circuit shown in Figure 1 and superscript represents the type of hard failure under consid-
eration where ON indicates stuck-ON failure and OP indicates stuck-OPEN failure. For
example, N°N indicates transistor NI stuck-ON, N°F indicates transistor N\ stuck-OPEN,
Q°f indicates transistor Qi collector open and Qi£Le indicates transistor collector to emitter
short.
In order to make the analysis a true representative of circuit conditions, CMOS inverters
were used to drive the BiCMOS device and CMOS inverters were used as load to the BiCMOS
device as shown in Figure 3. Gates G\ and GI are CMOS inverters used to drive the BiCMOS
NAND gate G3. CMOS inverter G4 is used as load to the BiCMOS NAND. The length and
width of pMOS (Lp,Wp) and nMOS (Ln^Wn) transistors used as CMOS driver devices in this
study are (Lp=5//m,Wp=60/im) and (Ln=5/xm,Wn=20//m). The sizes for the CMOS load
devices used are (Lp=5//m,Wp=40//m) and (Ln=5^m,Wn=15^m). To study the effects of
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output fan-out on BiCMOS devices, analysis was conducted with one CMOS load alone and
also with an RC (Resistor Capacitor) load along with a CMOS load as shown in Figure 3.
R=100fl and C=lpF were chosen for this study and RC load referred to henceforth in this
paper refers to the above values.
3.1 Stuck-ON faults in D-BJT BiCMOS NAND
Referring to the D-BJT BiCMOS NAND shown in Figure 1, for the physical failure P°N,
input vector '11' causes the N-devices (JVj, N^, N3 and N+) to be ON. This causes transistor
Q2 to be ON, providing a conduction path from VDD to Vss(Gnd), resulting in enhanced
IDDQ- The current drawn by the device with this vector for the fault under consideration is
2mA instead of the normal 0.2/iA. Current testing technique can be employed to detect this
fault. Similar result is observed for transistor Pj stuck-ON failure (P°N). SPICE simulation
indicates the output voltage level to be «1.63V, which is logic '0' level for BiCMOS devices
indicated as '0' in Table 1. For transistor NI stuck-ON and input vector 01, transistors
PI, NI and JV4 would be turned ON and with transistor N\ stuck-ON leads to transistor
Qi to be ON. This provides a conduction path between VDD and Vss(Gnd), resulting in an
increased current flow (enhanced IDDQ)- SPICE simulation indicates the output voltage to
be 1.86V, which is logic '0' for D-BJT BiCMOS devices. For transistor N2 stuck-ON, input
vectors 00, 01 or 11 would exhibit fault-free behavior. With input vector 10, transistors /\
and NI would be turned ON and due to the transistor NI stuck-ON under consideration,
causes transistor Q^ to be ON. This results in a conduction path to exist between VDD and
Vss(Gnd) resulting in enhanced IDDQ- SPICE simulation indicates the output voltage level
to be wl.86V, which is logic '0' level for D-BJT BiCMOS devices. Stuck-ON failures of
transistors N3 and N4 result in enhanced IDDQ for input vectors 01 and 10 respectively.
The fault-free and faulty logic levels for N3 and AT4 stuck-ON failures exhibit logic T at
the output. Since the fault-free and faulty logic levels are the same, current testing alone
can detect the failures. Transistor N& stuck-ON failure does not cause any appreciable effect
for output Low to High transitions. However, during output High to Low transitions, with
input vector '11', the output finds a low resistance path through transistors N$, 7V4 and NS.
Due to this low resistance path, transistor Qi does not turn ON and hence, High to Low
transition gets delayed. This delay is dependent upon the output load. For RC load, the
High to Low transition delay was observed to be 1.45ns instead of the normal 0.89ns. It may
be noted that due to the low resistance path through transistors N3, JV4 and NS, output goes
all the way to ground instead of Gnd+VsE(Q2)- Transistor Qic_e and Qib-c shorts result in
enhanced IDDQ and causes a faulty output logic level'!' for input vector 11. Transistor Q^c-e
and QU-C shorts also result in enhanced IDDQ and causes a faulty output logic level '0' for
input vectors 00, 01 and 10. Transistor Qu-e and Qib-e shorts result in delay faults for Low
to High transition and High to Low transitions respectively, as the base to emitter junction
of the transistors do not get forward biased and hence do not get turned ON. The Low to
High transition delay observed for Qib-e short with RC output load is 1.98ns compared to
the fault-free delay of 1.07ns. The High to Low transition delay observed for Qu-e short
with RC output load is 1.47ns compared to the fault-free delay of 0.89ns.
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Table 1. Behavior of D-BJT BiCMOS NAND with Stuck-ON and Stuck-OPEN faults.
BiCMOS NAND Stuck-ON and Stuck-OPEN results
Input
A B
0 0
01
1 0
1 1
Input
A B
0 0
01
10
1 1
//
X i
1 n
1 n
1 n
O n
//
X
1
1
1
0
pON
X i
1 n
1 n
1 n
O a
pOP
X
1
1
Qn
0
pON
X i
1 n
1 n
1 n
0 a
POP
X
1
Qn
1
0
NON
X i
1 n
O a
1 n
O n
N°p
X
1
1
1
0i-o
N°N
X i
1 n
1 n
O a
O n
N?p
X
1
1
1
0i-o
N°»
X i
1 n
1 a
1 n
O n
N°r
X
1
1
1
0i-o
N°N
X i
1 n
1 n
1 a
O n
N°P
X
1
1
1
0i-o
NON
X i
1 n
1 n
1 n
0i-o n
N°p
X
0o-i
Do-i
Do-i
0
f)SH
Vlc-e
X i
1 n
1 n
1 n
1 a
Q?eP
X
R
R
R
0
f)SH
Vlb-c
X i
1 n
I n
I n
1 a
()OPVifc
X
R
R
R
L°
r)SHVife-e
X i
DO-I n
DQ-I n
DQ-I n
0 n
n°pVic
X
Do-1
D0-l
Do-l
0
f)SHVlc-e
X i
0 a
O a
0 a
O n
OopV2e
X
1
1
1
01-0
rtSHV26-c
X i
0 a
0 a
0 a
O n
OopVjb
X
1
1
1
I>i-o
f)SHV26-e
X i
1 n
1 n
1 n
0i-o n
HOPV2c
X
1
1
1
01-0
X = Output, i = Current drawn by the device. Q" = Previous State,
ON = Stuck-ON OP = Stuck-Open SH = Short,
// = fault free, /* = Indeterminate (2.2-2.7Volts), (e, b. c = emitter, base, collector),
n (Normal Current) = 2e-7A, a (Abnormal Current) > 2.00e-2A, R = Stuck-at-0 after initialization,
DO-I = Low to High transition delay, DI-Q = High to Low transition delay.
Current testing can be very effective for testing failures which result in elevated IDDQ
from a normal «0.2/zA to enhanced «2mA, an increase by a factor of wlO4. Since stuck-ON
failures P°N, PON, NON and N°N provide same logic level for faulty as well as fault-free
operations, current testing alone can detect the failures. Transistor N\ and JV2 stuck-ON
as well as Qi£Le, QibLc,Qj^Le, and Q%£-c failures exhibit dissimilar outputs under faulty
and fault-free conditions, conventional logic testing can detect the failure. However, current
testing would detect this failure mode. Transistors Q\ fc Q% base to emitter shorts manifest
as Low to High and High to Low transition delays respectively and hence delay test alone
would detect the failure modes.
3.2 Stuck-OPEN faults in D-BJT BiCMOS NAND
Two faults in the D-BJT BiCMOS NAND exhibit sequential behavior (Qn), similar to the
behavior seen in CMOS circuits. Presence of the fault PI stuck-OPEN with input vector '10'
causes the previous state to be retained resulting in sequential behavior. Similar sequential
behavior is observed for P? stuck-open with input vector '01'. Two pattern tests can be
applied to detect these stuck-open failures.
S-OPEN failures of transistors NI and 7V2 exhibit unique delay faults, as observed in
S-BJT BiCMOS NAND. A first glance would lead one to expect that with input vectors
'11', the output parasitic capacitance would be discharged by turning ON of transistors A^,
N4 and Qi. However, due to the OPEN fault of NI or NI under consideration, the vectors
00, 01 or 10 would charge up the parasitic capacitors at the base as well as the emitter nodes
of the bipolar transistor Q\. With the application of input vector 11, the series path of NS
and JV4 will be turned ON but the series path of NI and JV2 will not be turned ON due to the
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fault. This will cause transistor Q\ to remain ON for sometime because of the charge stored
at the base of the bipolar transistor Q\. Transistor Qi would be discharged slowly through
7v"3, N4 and Q-i path alone causing delay in the output response. The slow to fall delay fault
is shown in Figure 4a,b,&c. This type of fault has been observed in [9]. Figures 4a&b show
the response of the D-BJT BiCMOS NAND to N?p failure with one CMOS output load
and input pulse width tpw of 10ns and 4ns respectively. Figure 4a shows the response of
the BiCMOS NAND to N°p with only one CMOS connected to the BiCMOS output. The
inputs shown in this figure are the inputs applied to the BiCMOS NAND and the input
pulse width (tpw) is 10ns wide. The response of the BiCMOS NAND with N?p fault with
input tpw=lOns shows slow to fall delay (tuz) of 4.5ns instead of the normal propagation
delay (t^n) of 0.526ns. Response of the BiCMOS output with the same one CMOS load and
with tpw of 4ns causes a High to Low delay of 7.2ns instead of the normal propagation delay
of 0.58ns. As the clock period is small, it should be noticed here that the output barely
reaches the switching threshold and the logic level does not have a chance to drop to logic
'0' range. If the clock period is further reduced or if the output load is increased, the output
level will not have a chance to reach even the switching threshold. An example of which is
shown in Figure 4c where an RC load is used in addition to a CMOS load. It can be seen
that the output does not have a chance to reach the switching threshold. The response of the
fault-free BiCMOS NAND with tpw=4ns and RC load gives a propagation delay of 0.79ns.
Response of stuck-OPEN failure of AT4 are shown in Figures 5a,b&c. For the stuck-OPEN
failure of N± shown in Figure 5a, with input vector '11' exhibits a delay (thi-i) of 1.204ns and
output logic level of IV instead of the normal propagation delay of 0.526ns and logic level
of 0.6V, with one CMOS load and input pulse width tpw of 10ns. Reducing the pulse width
tpw to 4ns exhibits a delay (t^n) of 1.25ns in place of the normal thn of 0.58ns as shown
in Figure 5b. The output level is observed to be «1.5V instead of the normal output level
of «0.6V, however, the output logic level is still a valid logic '0' level of D-BJT BiCMOS
devices. With RC load and input pulse width tpw of 4ns, the output logic level does not fall
below the logic threshold as shown in Figure 5c. Hence, the fault appears as stuck-at-1 for
logic testing purposes.
Bipolar transistor Q\ emitter and base open faults manifest as stuck-at-0 after initializa-
tion (shown as R in Table 1). It can be seen that with either of the above faults, output
cannot go to logic T (other than during power up) as no path exists between output and
VDD. With Bipolar transistor Q\ collector open, the output exhibits Low to High transition
delay (A)-i) as shown in Figures 6ab&c. Figure 6a shows the response of BiCMOS NAND
to Qi collector open with one CMOS load connected to the BiCMOS output and with in-
put pulse width tj^ of 10ns shows Low to High transition (tihi) delay of 1.08ns instead of
the normal Low to High transition (thii) of 0.823ns. Response with the same one CMOS
load and with input pulse width (tpw) of 4ns exhibits Low to High transition delay (tihz)
of 1.105ns instead of the normal propagation delay (</AI) of 0.72ns as shown in Figure 6b.
Figure 7c shows the response of the BiCMOS NAND with input f?m,=4ns and RC load where
the faulty output exhibits a larger delay for the Low to High transition. The faulty Low to
High transition delay is seen to be ^2=2.3ns instead of the normal Low to High transition
delay of </M=0.91ns.
Bipolar transistor Qi emitter, base & collector open faults manifest as High to Low delay
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faults. Base and emitter opens are shown in Figures 6a,b&c. With one CMOS load and
input tpw of 10ns shows a delay (thiz) of 1.059ns instead of the normal propagation delay
(thii) °f 0.526ns for Qi base open. However, Q2 emitter exhibits a lower delay compared to
Q-2 base open. With input tpw of 4ns and with one CMOS load, the output exhibits a delay
(thii) of 1.68ns instead of the normal propagation delay (thn) of 0.58ns. With RC load at
the output of the BiCMOS NAND input tpw of 4ns, the output exhibits a delay (thn) of
3.22ns instead of the normal propagation delay (thn) of 0.79ns, for transistor Q? base open.
Transistor Q2 emitter open with input tpu) of 4ns exhibits stuck-at-1 behavior since before
the input can make a transition to output low, the input undergoes transition to opposite
logic level. If the input pulse width (tpw) is made wider, the output would go to the other
side of the logic threshold.
Transistor N$ serves the purpose of discharging the base of Q? quickly to speed up the
output Low to High transition [12]. Stuck-OPEN failure of transistor N5 can be expected to
result in delayed Low to High transition.
There is an interesting observation during output High to Low transition which needs
mentioning. During output High to Low transition and with JV5 stuck-OPEN, it is observed
that the output transition speeds up and causes enhanced dynamic current (!DD) as shown
in Figure 7. This can be explained as follows. Under normal operation with JV5 fault-free,
any of the input vectors 00,01 or 10 causing output high(l), turns ON transistor N5, thereby
base of Q2 remains discharged, keeping transistor Q-i OFF. With transistor N5 stuck-OPEN,
any of the input vectors 00, 01 or 10 causing output high(l), will not be able to turn ON
transistor N$ and discharge base of Q2. This causes some base bias to exist at the base of
transistor Qz- The base bias existing at the base of Q-2 may be sufficient enough to turn ON
the device partially. Since the input vectors 00, 01 or 10 are intended to turn ON transistor
Qi to provide output High, with Q2 also partially ON, enhanced dynamic IDD is observed. It
may be noted that given sufficient time the current may decay to Zero. Hence, this probably
cannot be termed as enhanced IDDQ fault and so this is being termed as enhanced dynamic
IDD fault. IDDQ testing may detect this fault as the enhanced dynamic IDD current is about
2 orders of magnitude greater than fault-free current, just after the initial transient. Due to
the existence of residual base bias on transistor Q2, with input vector 11, turns transistor Q2
ON faster than fault-free where no residual base bias exists. Hence, the speed up for output
High to Low transition. The fault-free output High to Low transition delay is observed to be
0.90ns and with transistor N5 stuck-OPEN 0.43ns, resulting in 0.47ns early transition than
that of fault-free.
4 Comparison of the three logic families (TTL, CMOS,
BiCMOS)
Summary of faulty behavior of double BJT BiCMOS NAND, TTL NAND and CMOS NAND
is provided in Table 2, where transistor stuck-ON and stuck-OPEN faults have been exam-
ined. It was shown [9] that some of the open failures manifest themselves as delay faults.
Apart from delay faults, we have observed sequential behavior, stuck at 0/1 and some faults
that cause degraded signal levels. Most of the stuck-ON faults can be tested in a definite way
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using power supply current monitoring. Some of the stuck-OPEN failures exhibit sequential
behavior which require two pattern tests to detect the failure.
Table 2. Summary of faulty behavior in BiCMOS, CMOS and Bipolar NAND Gates.
Summary of BiCMOS, CMOS & TTL
Type of faulty Behavior
Stuck-at-0 or 1
Sequential Behavior
Current Testable Fault
Delay Fault
BiCMOS
NAND (D-BJT)
7.7%
7.7%
38.5 %
46.1 %
CMOS
NAND
« 2 5 %
«25 %
«50 %
—
TTL
NAND
> 9 0 %
—
—
—
Conclusions that are drawn from the above summary is that almost «38.5% of the
physical failures in D-BJT BiCMOS devices manifest as current testable faults, which does
not include N5 open fault manifesting as enhanced dynamic IDD current. Hence, a good
number of physical failures can be detected using current monitoring techniques [15, 16, 10].
A scheme for current monitoring in BiCMOS devices is presented in [11]. Apart from faults
manifesting as abnormal IDDQ, majority of failures manifest as delay faults.
5 Conclusions
Physical failures causing transistor stuck-OPEN in Double BJT BiCMOS devices were ex-
amined. In addition to sequential behavior observed in CMOS devices, BiCMOS devices also
exhibit delay faults. Some of the stuck- ON faults can be detected by observing voltage level,
however, power supply current (!DDQ) monitoring would definitely detect the fault. Faulty
behavior of the three different families, namely, TTL, CMOS and BiCMOS were compared
to bring out the testability differences between the three logic families.
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Abstract -This paper presents an architecture for a high-speed carry select adder
with very long bit lengths utilizing a conflict-free bypass scheme. The proposed
scheme has almost half the number of transistors and is faster than a conventional
carry select adder. A comparative study is also made between the proposed
adder and a Manchester carry chain adder which shows that the proposed scheme
has the same transistor count, without suffering any performance degradation,
compared to the Manchester carry chain adder.
1 Introduction
The trend in Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuits is toward ever increasing complexity
at faster clock rates. This necessitates the use of high-performance arithmetic circuits.
The computing performance of many systems is limited by the propagation delay through
the arithmetic processing units. Very long bit length adders are becoming the norm. For
example, in order to conform to IEEE standards dictates that a double-precision floating-
point parallel multiplier needs at least a 108-bit adder[l].
Recently, a 112-b transmission gate adder has been proposed [1] using a Manchester
scheme with a conflict-free bypass circuit. The authors concluded that their adder was 20%
faster with less than the half the number of transistors compared to a conventional carry
select adder. This paper presents a novel carry select adder architecture with the same
transistor count and propagation delay as Sato's adder[1].
A discussion on conflict-free bypass circuits has also been presented in [1]. One of the
bypass circuits discussed therein suffers from a potential failure. This issue has been ad-
dressed in Section 2 of this paper. The design of the proposed adder is presented in Section
3. Section 4, includes a comparative study of the proposed adder with the Manchester adder
and the conclusions are presented in the last section.
2 Conflict-Free Bypass Circuits
Manchester adders have been primarily implemented in dynamic and domino logic families.
It was shown in [2] that the incorporation of a bypass circuit decreases the carry propagation
delay time in a Manchester adder. This circuit was also implemented in dynamic logic. The
same bypass circuit design seems to have been adopted in [3], but transmission gates have
been used in order to ensure that the circuit remains static. This is illustrated in Figure 1.
It has been stated by Sato et al[l] that "this circuit solves the power consumption problem.
However there are some transition phases in which the bypass circuit does not provide any
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Figure 1: Manchester adder bypass circuit.
performance improvement. The authors further explain that, when the C-l signal changes
from low to high, the signal passes through the bypass circuit to node A and the signal C3
immediately responds. However when C-l signal changes from high to low, the transition of
C3 does not occur until the ripple carry signal reaches the NAND gate at B thereby yielding
no performance enhancement.
In addition, under certain conditions the circuit may fail to function as desired. Referring
to Figure 1, consider the case when C-l=l and PO... P3 = 1... 1. Then A=0 and C3=l.
For the next addition, if PO...P3 ^ 1...1, the transmission gate which outputs A is
disabled and so node A is left storing the logic level in the form of charge on the input
capacitance of C3. Over time, if the condition PO... P3 ^ 1... 1 continues, this charge is
affected by leakages through the reversed biased junctions associated with the transmission
gate. Leakage paths exist to both VDD and VSS. The dominant path is determined by
both layout and processing parameters. If the node A leaks to a logic 0 then C-3 would be
erroneously evaluated as a logic 1 irrespective of the value of B. If node A settles midway
between VDD and VSS, then there is excessive power consumption due to the dc path set up
by turning on both the p-channel and n-channel transistors in C3 driven by A. The circuit
would work as desired only if the node A remains at a logic 1. This is clearly undesirable
since the length of time PO... P3 7^ 1... 1 is data dependent during operation leading to
possible failure.
To remedy this problem, the circuit needs to be modified as shown in Figure 2, so that
when PO... P3 ^ 1... 1, the P type transistor turns ON, forcing node A to a logic 1. It
is noted that although this modification guarantees the circuit to function as desired but
fails to provide any performance improvement. The transition of C3 still must wait for the
ripple carry signal to reach the final NAND gate, when C-l goes from high to low with
PO...P3 = !...!.
Another solution which yields performance improvement without posing any circuit prob-
lems at the expense of extra hardware is shown in Figure 3 [1]. The three transmission gates
controlled by Tl, T2 and T3 perform an OR operation. The signals Tl, T2 and T3 are given
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Figure 4: Block diagram for a 112-bit adder.
by:
Tl = PO' * PI' * P2' * P3
TI = PS'
T3 = PO * PI * P2 * P3.
The principle used is one of the underlying principles of the BTS pass design methodology
[4]. This scheme not only resolves signal conflict but also reduces power consumption.
3 Architecture
This section discusses the architectural details of the proposed Carry Select Adder. In order
to provide an effective comparison between the proposed scheme and the Manchester carry
adder scheme suggested in [1], we will follow the same design style and Module organization
as in [1]. The proposed carry select adder is different from the conventional carry select adder
since the carry path has been optimized for minimum delay. As a result of the optimization,
the generate signal is no longer used in our scheme. Also, the adder cells, which usually have
two transistor delays between carry in and carry out, have been redesigned to have only one
transistor delay.
The 112-bit adder is divided into seven 16-b adder blocks. Figure 4 shows the block
diagram of the adder. Figure 5 shows a, 1-b circuit diagram of MS-16; It comprises of MLA,
MCS16, MSS16 and SEL16 blocks (SEL 16 block is not shown in Figure 5). Transmission
gates are employed to reduce area, power consumption and to reduce delay times. The MLA
consists of an XOR circuit producing the carry propagate signal (Pn). MCS16 produces two
carry-out signals BCZn and BCOn associated with carry-in = 0 and 1 respectively. MSS16
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produces two sum signals BSOn and BSZn corresponding to carry-in= 1 and 0 respectively.
SEL16 selects either BSOn or BSZn depending on the value of BCGm. The SEL16 is a 16-b,
two to one, Multiplexor constructed entirely from transmission gates. This is not shown in
the Figure 5 for the sake of brevity. The critical paths for the MCS16 block are formed
by the paths through which the signals BCOn and BCZn propagate. These critical paths
have sixteen transmission gates in a chain. In order to linearize the quadratic nature of
the relationship between the length of the chain and the propagation delay, inverters are
placed at suitable points. The placement of the inverters depends on the process parameters
and is a fit candidate for global optimization. However, to achieve the high performance
expected, the use of bypass circuits in the critical paths become a necessity. Figure 6, shows
the 16-b multiple bypass circuitry generating the BCZ15 signal. This is similar to the bypass
circuit in [1]. It is noted that the speed could be increased further by optimal placement of
inverters. However for the sake of comparison, we shall restrict ourselves to the same inverter
positioning as the scheme in [1]. It is seen that the propagation delay of BCZ15 consists of
four or less transmission gates (excluding the inverter delays). The by-pass circuitry shown
in Figure 6, provides conflict-free by-pass performance.
Similar circuitry ensures that a delay of less than four transmission gates for BC015
signal. In Figure 6, the signal BCZ15 has three paths which are wired-OR (Input of the final
inverter). The three transmission gates are controlled by the following three signals:
(i) T2' * P15
(ii) Tl' * T2' * P15
(iii) Tl * T2 * P15
where Tl = P6 * P7 * P8 * P9 * P10
T2 = Pll * P12 * P13 * P14
Only one of the transmission gates is enabled at a time enabling conflict-free performance.
The BCG block provides the BCG signals for the terminal multiplexors (SEL16) in the
16-b MS16 slices. These BCG signals act as the control signals for the MUX'es to select the
proper sum outputs. Depending on whether BCG=1 or 0, BSOl-15 or BSZ1-15 is output as
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SUMO-15 respectively. The logic generating the BC63 signal is shown in Figure 7. Similar
logic generates the rest of the BCG signals. The BCG block also uses a multi-bypass circuit
as shown in Figure 7 to reduce the propagation delay.
4 Comparison
The transistor count of the one bit slices of the proposed adder and Sato's adder will be
compared and it is shown that both have the same transistor count and propagation delays.
Since the only comparison vehicle is Sato's adder, it will be referred to as the "existing
adder".
The existing adder consists of seven 16 bit MS16 slices and a BCG block. Each MS16
slice, comprises of ML A, MB 16 and a ML16 block. The proposed adder follows the same
module organization and consists of seven 16 bit MSS16 slices and one BCG block. Each
MSS16 slice is made up of MLA, MCS16, MSS16 and SEL16 subblocks.
The proposed MLA is the same as the MLA block in the existing adder. The MB 16 of
the existing adder has three transmission gates and one P transistor. The proposed MCS16
block has four transmission gates. The ML16 of the existing adder also has four transmission
gates plus one NAND gate (four transistors). The MSS16 and SEL16 blocks have four and
two transmission gates respectively. Running a global BCG'm through the SEL16 block saves
an inverter (two transistors). Accounting for the extra transistor used in our MCS-16 block,
we are still left with one transistor less than the existing adder configuration.
Sato et al. concluded that their adder has half the number of transistors as that of a
conventional carry select adder and is about 20% faster than the same. The proposed carry
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select adder design has the same advantage in the number of transistors. Additionally, the
critical paths of the proposed adder have the same number of the transistors as that of the
existing adder. Hence, it should be possible for the proposed adder to be at least as fast
as Sato's scheme. Since in the existing adder, the critical signal BCm must pass through
a NAND gate and an inverter before the final transmission gate is enabled to output SUM
while in the proposed scheme, a similar signal BCGm is fed directly to the final transmission
gate the proposed scheme should have a speed advantage. The delay of both the signals
BCGm and BCm are the same because both of them are produced by similar circuitry.
5 Conclusion
In summary, we have presented a new design for a carry select adder with conflict-free bypass
circuit with optimal hardware. An existing bypass circuit was shown to suffer from potential
failure and was modified to ensure satisfactory performance. A novel 1-b adder design was
also proposed with an optimized carry path. Incorporating this design in the long bit adder
along with the bypass circuit results in a saving of about 50% in transistor count and also
increases the speed by about 20% compared to the conventional carry select adder designs.
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Abstract - In many applications, the limited density of the embedded SRAM
does not allow integrating the memory on the same chip with other logic and
functional blocks. In such cases, the embedded DRAM provides the optimum
combination of very high density, low power and high performance. For ASIC's
to take full advantage of this design strategy, an efficient and highly reliable
DRAM compiler must be used. The embedded DRAM architecture, cell and
peripheral circuit design considerations and the algorithm of a high performance
memory compiler are presented .
1 Introduction
The storage functions of a digital system can be implemented by one of two approaches. The
first approach is illustrated in Fig. 1, where standard off-the-shelf memory chips are used.
Chip A contains the logic functions whereas chip B provides the memory. This approach
is generally adopted if the application does not justify the cost of developing an ASIC chip
while the logic and processing functions can be economically and conveniently implemented
by off-the-shelf components or semi-custom design using Gate Arrays that do not usually
contain or enable the implementation of any sizable storage function efficiently. Additionally,
the use of the off-the-shelf memory chips is the only choice in cases where the size of the
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required memory is too large to be integrated with, the logic and processing functions on the
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same ASIC chip. In this approach, there is an additional 40% delay in accessing the memory
due to driving large off chip capacitive loads. The second approach is illustrated in Fig. 2
where the memory and logic functions are integrated on the same chip. Embedding memories
increases the system speed by eliminating the Input/Output delays resulting from driving
large off chip loads. Embedded memories have larger memory bandwidth (number of bits
accessed per second ) as there is no restriction on the number of I/O pins due to packaging
requirements. This approach also increases the level of system integration. It provides lower
power dissipation and system cost. To take advantage of the embedded memory approach,
a reliable and efficient memory compiler (Fig. 3) takes the user's specifications such as type,
size, organization, speed and aspect ratio and provides the verified design including the
mask data for fabrication, the circuit model for accurate simulation, the logic model, delay
parameters and logic symbol for logic and functional simulation and the layout boundary,
input/output and signal tables for automatic placement and routing. Embedded/read write
Random Access Memories are either static (SRAM) or dynamic (DRAM). A comparison
User Specification .. . _
 Av<?g w?v *"'" Mask Data
Type
Speed
size
organization
Memory
Compiler
logic models and
delay parameters
Module boundary
s. and I/O signal tables
Figure 3: Memory compiler
between the embedded SRAM using the 6-Transistor (6-T) cell and the 1-Transistor (1-T)
cell DRAM shows that the DRAM is approximately four times denser than SRAM while the
SRAM is twice as fast as the DRAM [1]. The density advantage of the DRAM is due to the
smaller cell size. The DRAM is inherently slower because of the charge sensing of the 1-T
cell that requires a more critical timing to ensure that the different phases of the read/write
cycle are completed in the proper sequential order. The embedded DRAM is critical for
implementing such applications in a cost effective way. There are major differences between
embedded DRAM blocks and standard off-the-shelf DRAM chips in terms of fabrication,
memory size and organization, design strategy, testing, yield enhancement and applications.
The fabrication of standard DRAM chips uses a process that is tailored to provide the
maximum number of bits per chip. It offers limited choices in the organization (number of
words x number of bits per word). The process provides either the trench or stacked capacitor
DRAM cell which are three dimensional structures to realize the maximum capacitance per
unit area of the chip. The increase in the process complexity is justified because of the
very large production volume of such devices. At the present time, embedded DRAM's
are fabricated using standard CMOS process. Three dimensional capacitors are not readily
available and therefore the cell area of the embedded DRAM is significantly larger than that
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of the standard DRAM. This is the reason that standard DRAM chips can have a capacity of
up to 25 In this paper, The embedded DRAM design and the compiler's synthesis, verification
and characterization algorithms are presented.
2 Embedded DRAM Design
The 1-T DRAM cell is shown in Fig. 4. The storage capacitance Cs = 50 fF. The cell is
placed in an N-well to reduce the leakage and alpha particle induced soft error rate. The
access transistor is a P-channel transistor. The maximum ratio of the bit line parasitic
capacitance Cb to the storage capacitance is (Cb/Cs) = 6.5 which provides a minimum
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Figure 4: 1-T DRAM CeU Figure 5: 1-T DRAM Cell lay-
out
sense signal on the bit line of 200 mv. This ensures reliable fast operation. The capacitor
plate (polysilicon) is connected to 0 volts and covers the whole array except where the access
transistors are formed. This provides low resistance effective shielding of the storage nodes
from different noise sources. The metal lines are made of the second layer of metal (Metal2)
to reduce the parasitic bit line capacitance and the word lines use the first layer of metal
(Metall). The layout of the cell is illustrated in Fig. 5. Two cells share one drain contact
to the bit line and one poly contact to the word line.
The basic block architecture of the embedded DRAM is shown in Fig. 6. It consists of two
arrays. Only one array (when selected) remains connected to the sense amplifiers through
the bed. All amplifiers switches are lumped together and assembled at the top of the array
to improve the layout symmetry of the sense amplifier around the sense lines. This results in
higher sensitivity. A new reference voltage generator design is based on the threshold voltage
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of the CMOS inverter. The circuit is shown in Fig. 7. The reference voltage generator
precharges the bit lines to 3.6 volts through the equalization switches. These switches and
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Figure 7: Reference Voltage Generator
the bit line capacitances are represented in Fig. 7 by one lumped transistor and one capacitor
for each array. The generator has always at least one array connected to its output. These
switches are normally ON except when the array is selected for reading or writing. The
output voltage V«f is compared to the threshold voltages of the two inverters which are 3.5
v. and 3.7 v. Either the P-ch or the N-ch transistor will turn on depending on whether Vref
is lower than 3.5 v or larger than 3.7 v. to charge or discharge the output to the desired
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reference level respectively. This circuit accurately produces the desired reference voltage
Vjef = 3.6v. with minimum power dissipation. This reference voltage is approximately the
average value of the minimum and maximum voltage levels of the storage nodes which are
2 v. and 5 v. respectively, the input/output circuit uses a gated static latch to realize a 17
ns access time using the 1.5 pn CMOS process. The control block uses self timed circuits
to generate the control and timing signals required to ensure that the different phases of the
read/write cycle are completed in the proper sequential order for proper DRAM operation.
Figure 8: The circuit schematic of the basic DRAM block
The circuits of different blocks of the architecture are shown in Fig. 8 while Fig. 9
illustrates the circuit of the control block. The operation of the DRAM is summarized as
follows.
First phase (RAS = 1)
9.1.6
The precharge transistors of the row decoder are turned off. Either FBLR or FELL is logical
1 depending on the value of MSB being 1 or 0 respectively. This disconnects the precharging
and equalization transistors of the selected array and floats the bit lines. The bit line switches
of the unselected array are turned off thus disconnecting the bit lines of the array from the
common sense amplifiers inputs (sense lines). The floating of the bit lines of the selected
array is detected by the FBLROK or FBLLOK depending on selecting the right or left array
respectively. Assuming that the right array is selected, FBLROK=1 results in RS=1 which
enables the row decoder of the right hand side array. The selected word line potential is
pulled down to 0 v. This selects all the cells on that word line. The charge transfer takes
place between the cell capacitance and the associated bit line capacitance. The selection
of the word line is detected by one of the P-chQQQ transistors on the top column of the
array. The turned on transistor on the top of the array causes the sense amplifier enable
signal to be SAE=1 after sufficient delay to ensure that the charge sharing mechanism is
completed before the sense amplifier is enabled. The turning on of the sense amplifier is
detected by a pair of inverters connected to the bottom pair of bit lines. This signal enables
the column decoder (CS=1) after making sure that the sense amplifiers have latched to the
correct states stored in the memory cells of the selected word line. The column decoder
connects the output of the selected sense amplifiers of the I/O data lines through the pass
transistors of the decoder. The data of the sense amplifiers overwrite the previous data in
the weak latches of the I/O circuitry and in the same time restore the data in the selected
memory cells. In the write cycle, the column decoder is enabled immediately after RAS=1.
The data to be written (D-m) is routed to the selected sense lines and override the much
weaker signal from the memory cells. When the sense amplifiers are enabled the DJU are
written into the selected memory cells.
Second phase (RAS = 0)
The row decoder is disabled (RS=0) and the precharge transistors are turned on to unselect
the word line. Once all the access transistors of the memory cells are turned off, the sense
amplifiers are disabled (SAE=0). The bit lines are precharged end equalized (FBLR=0) and
the bit line switches of the unselected array (left array) are turned on to reconnect the bit
lines to the common sense lines. In the same time CS=0 and the column decoder is disabled.
This disconnects the I/O data lines from the sense lines. A new cycle can be initiated after
the bit lines are equalized at the same reference potential Vref.
3 The DRAM Compiler Algorithm
The compiler performs several functions that include DRAM module synthesis, design veri-
fication through DRC and simulation, accurate DRAM module characterization and models
for higher level simulation, placement and routing. The correctness of the synthesis algo-
rithm is critical to ensure the proper functionality and high performance of the variable size
DRAM while realizing the highest density. This is because the DRAM operation requires
accurate timing of sequential control signals and a certain maximum limit of the ratio be-
tween the bit line capacitance and the storage capacitances as was detailed in Section 2.
The signals delay and the value of the sense signal are strong functions of the different line
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capacitances which in turn heavily depend on the synthesis algorithm.
The algorithm generates DRAM modules that have a size range between 256 bits and
262144 (256 kbits). The maximum limit is based on the assumption that the maximum chip
size is 1 cm2 and that the DRAM occupies 80% of the chip area using a 1.2 fjm CMOS process.
The maximum size also fulfills the storage requirements of most ASIC applications. Below
the minimum DRAM size of 256 bits, the DRAM advantage of area savings is diminished and
the use of the SRAM is a better choice. The DRAM is built of basic DRAM blocks. Each
basic block (Fig. 6) has a maximum of 32768 bits (32 kbits). A block decode logic is used
to select on out of a maximum of 16 identical basic blocks. The relative placement of these
blocks is determined by the required overall DRAM aspect ratio, the number of generated
blocks and the aspect ratio of each block. Table 1 shows the minimum and maximum size and
organization parameters of the DRAM module. Table 2 shows the maximum and minimum
values of the parameters of the basic DRAM block.
The method of calculating the number of blocks, rows and columns per block, can be
explained with reference to Fig. 10. The x and y axes represent the minimum number of
basic DRAM blocks required to realize the specified number of words (WORDS) and bits per
word (BITS) respectively. The numerical entities in the table indicate the minimum number
of identical basic DRAM blocks required for the implementation of a particular DRAM
design (module). The number of blocks (BLK) is obtained by multiplying the number of bit
blocks (BLK1) by the number of word blocks (BLK2). The word block is 256 words and
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Table 2
Number of basic blocks
Number of rows per block
Number of columns per block
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the bit block is 128 bits. Fig. lOa is used if (BITS > 64) while Fig. lOb for (BITS < 64).
For example if the required DRAM module is organized as (280 words x 300 bits), then
BLK1=3, BLK2=2 and the total number of blocks is BLK=6. Each block is organized as
(140 words x 100 bits). The DRAM module is built as shown in Fig. 11 where one block
select address line (BS) connects the bit lines either from the blocks labeled (A) or (B) to
the I/O data bus. BS is also used to activate the selected blocks. When the number of bits
per word (BITS) is larger than 64, no column decoder is required. An other organization
example that uses the table of Fig. lOb is (1300 words x 28 bits) which requires 2 blocks
(BLK=2).
(a)
22-25
Figure 10: Number of basic blocks for all possible DRAM modules
The algorithm of calculating the number of basic blocks, number of rows (ROWS) and
columns (SA) per block is illustrated in the flow chart of Fig. 12. All variables are integers.
The algorithm first calculates the rninimum number of blocks (BLKl) required to satisfy the
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specified number of bits per word (BITS). If (BITS > 64), no column decoder is required
(K=l). The minimum number of blocks (BLK2) required to satisfy the specified number
of words (WORDS), is calculated. Thus the total number of blocks (BLKS) is determined.
The number of rows per block (ROWS), number of sense amplifiers, which is equal to
the number of columns, per block (SA) and the number of bits per block (10), which is
equal to the number of I/O data lines, are calculated. If BITS < 64, the value of k is
calculated where
k = number of column decoder address lines (n) + 1 (1)
This initial value of k gives the maximum number of sense amplifiers and the minimum
number of rows per block. To optimize the aspects ratio of the basic block, the algorithm
attempts to satisfy the condition (2 x SA < ROWS). This means that the total number of
memory cells of one array in the x-direction equals to that in the y-direction. if this condition
is satisfied, the array's aspect ratio equals that of the memory cell. This optimizes the speed
of operation by providing balanced capacitive loads on the word and bit lines and avoids the
generation of DRAM blocks with uncommon dimensions that may be difficult to fit in ASIC
chip. This condition is satisfied by iteratively reducing the number of the sense amplifiers
while increasing the number of rows. Then number of total blocks is then calculated. A
simplified flow chart is shown in Fig. 13 that highlights the basic synthesis and verification
steps of the compiler algorithm. The specified size and organization are checked against the
values of Table 1 to determine whether they are within the supported limits. The size and
number of basic blocks, number of rows and columns per block and the size of the column
decoder are determined as explained earlier with reference to Fig. 12. The size of the basic
block row decoder in bits (m) is related to the number of rows per block as,
om—1 < ROWS < T (2)
The number of I/O data lines and associated circuits (10) per block is given by (10 = ^).
The sizes of the transistors of the reference generator are scaled according to the total number
of bits per block, this for area efficiency and circuit stability. Similarly, the sizes of the sense
amplifiers switches, word line drivers, column address drivers and drivers of the bit line
switches and equalization and precharge switches are scaled proportionally with the number
of sense amplifiers per block. The size of the row address driver is scaled proportional to the
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number of rows per array. For each of those variable size circuits, a lower level compiler is
used. The scaling of such sub-circuits achieves area efficiency, performance consistency and
reliable operation of different DRAM sizes and organizations.
An automatic circuit simulation (using SPICE) and analysis are performed on the result-
ing DRAM module. The skeleton spice file contains the circuits of Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The
sub-circuits are only extracted once from the layout to reflect parasitic capacitances. The
loading effect due to the variable size is modeled using scalable load cells on the word and
bit lines. The results of the simulation are automatically analyzed to verify the completion
of different phases of the cycle in the proper sequential order and the proper operation of the
generated module. It also measures the access and and cycle times and other internal criti-
cal delay times. The compiler is capable of generating 20,971,360 different DRAM modules.
Therefore, this accurate method of circuit design verification is essential. The following step
is to proceed with the building of the sub-blocks, basic DRAM block and the top level of the
DRAM module. The generated layout is automatically checked hierarchically for electrical
and design rule violations The interior bulk of the cell arrays is excluded to save in processing
time and storage requirements. Finally, the mask data are released. The logic model and
symbol are generated and delay parameters are accurately extracted from the spice simula-
tion data. The DRAM module boundary box and I/O pin and signal tables are generated.
Table 3 summarizes the results obtained using this synthesis algorithm for several DRAM
modules. It compares the user's specific specifications with the actually generated modules.
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The efficiency (77) of the generator is defined as rj = x 100%) where size and
sizeG are the total specified and generated DRAM module sizes in (bits) respectively. It
reflects the compiler's ability to generate area efficient DRAM modules. It is a measure of
the compiler's flexibility and the silicon area utilization of the DRAM. The table also lists
the aspect ratio of the array for an aspect ratio of the DRAM cell of 1.67.
4 Conclusions
The DRAM compiler presented is capable of generating 20,972,360 different DRAM modules
that cover a wide range of sizes, organizations and support very large number of applications.
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The use of the described architecture, memory cell, peripheral circuitry, self-timed control
signals, variable size sub-circuits, very flexible synthesis algorithm, automatic verification and
accurate characterization results in highly area efficient, reliable, dense and high performance
DRAM modules.
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Abstract - This cache mechanism is transparent but does not contain associa-
tive circuits. It does not rely on locality of reference of instructions or data.
No redundant instructions or data are encached. Items in the cache are ac-
cessed without address arithmetic. A cache miss is detected by the simplest
test; compare two bits. These features would result in faster access, higher hit
rate, reduced chip area and less power dissipation in comparison with associative
systems of similar size.
1 Introduction
Most computer programs exhibit the property of temporal locality; i.e.,
• Much of the code consists of repetitive loops.
• The same data is accessed several times within a short interval of time.
Often, they also exhibit the property of spatial locality; i.e.,
• Instructions executed in sequence occupy a contiguous area of the main memory.
• Successive instructions access data in a contiguous area of the main memory.
All cache systems rely on temporal locality to meet the basic objective of reducing accesses
to the main memory. Conventional cache systems that rely on temporal locality alone must
employ fully associative access of the cache. But associative hardware is complex and costly.
Hence, most conventional cache systems depend on the property of spatial locality as well.
As a result the hit rate decreases when the program exhibits poor spatial locality.
The system proposed in this paper uses no associative hardware at all. Yet, its perfor-
mance is totally independent of spatial locality of code and data in the main memory. Hence
its performance would be as good as or better than that of a fully associative cache of similar
capacity.
If a cache memory system is to be completely transparent to software it should cater to
the following two attributes of programs:
• A datum may be operated on by several distinct instructions.
• An instruction may receive control from that assigned to the preceding location in the
main memory or from a branch instruction.
The following sections show how a hypothetical computer utilizing the proposed cache
mechanism provides for these attributes while minimizing accesses to the main memory.
For clarity here, the hypothetical computer is assigned a simple architecture. However,
with suitable modifications, the proposed mechanism will complement most other features
of modern computers including those of multi-processor systems.
9.2.2
2 General Features
This cache system is completely transparent to software. Programs are compiled or assembled
and loaded onto a random access main memory as if there were no cache. In contrast to
conventional systems, there is no restriction on the location in the cache at which an item may
be entered. The Execution Unit (EU) does not perform address arithmetic for instructions
or for scalar data. This work is done by a Cache Management Unit (CMU) and is required
only when a miss occurs. The miss detection test is the simplest possible; compare two bits.
The cache is accessed as a random access memory. When decaching and encaching, it is
operated as a normally full cyclic FIFO buffer. All decached items are returned to the main
memory. Thus, only one copy of each item is maintained. Instructions and scalar data are
placed in the same cache. Arrays may be placed in the same cache provided that each array
is taken in its entirety. Arrays may also be placed in a separate cache. These conditions are
necessary for the proper functioning of the miss detection test.
3 Structure
Fig. 1 shows the functional components of the proposed system. For clarity at this stage we
consider a computer in which all instructions and data are of fixed length p bits, with each
instruction or datum occupying one word of the main memory.
2m-l
EU
CACHE
(p + 2c + 3)bits
2C-1
MAIN MEMORY
CACHE MANAGEMENT UNIT
00
p bits
Fig. 1 Functional components of the cache system.
The cache consists of 2C lines; i.e. a line has a physical address of c bits. We use the term
"physical address" because, at a later stage we need to introduce the term "logical address"
with respect to cache lines.
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The cache contains both instructions and data. Each cache line contains one item, viz.,
one instruction or one datum. The cache is normally full. Hence the current item in a line
must be decached before a new item can be encached there. A register contained in the CMU
holds the address of the line from which an item will be decached next. This is referred to as
the Decache Address (DA). The cyclic FIFO rule is implemented by incrementing DA after
each encache operation, with wraparound when necessary.
For this simple model it will be shown that each line should contain (p + 2c + 3) bits. Of
these, p bits are required for the encached item. The additional (2c -f 3) bits comprise fields
that hold information required for non-associative operation of the system. The function of
each of these fields will be described as the need arises.
The inventory holds the main memory address of each encached item. Thus a cache
address refers to a line in the cache as well as the corresponding entry in the inventory. If
the main memory contains 2m words then each entry in the inventory takes m bits.
The CMU encaches each item when it is first required by the EU. Hence, the EU needs
to communicate with the cache only, unless a miss occurs. In this event it signals the CMU
which in turn accesses the cache, inventory and main memory to take corrective action.
4 The Contents of the Cache
An instruction must be in the cache before its execution may commence. Similarly, a datum
must be in the cache before it may be operated on.
Consider the execution of a register/memory instruction in which the register is implied
in the opcode. Assume that the instruction has been just encached at CACI, the Cache
Address of the Current Instruction, and that the datum and the next instruction are in the
main memory.
The EU is unaware that the datum is not in the cache and tries to access it using the
content of a field from the extra (2c + 3) bits at CACI. The exact line accessed is irrelevant
at this point; it is sufficient to note that, because the datum is not in the cache, the miss
detection test must return a miss.
The current instruction which is in the line at CACI consists of the opcode and the
operand as obtained from the main memory (Fig. 2). The operand is the Main memory
Address of the Datum (MAD). The CMU gets MAD from the line at CACI, accesses the
main memory, obtains the datum and encaches it in the line at DA. Note that MAD and
DA are not related.
The CMU enters DA in a field set apart for it from among the extra (2c + 3) bits in the
line at CACI. This field is referred to as the Cache Address of the Datum (CAD). The EU
hereafter uses CAD to access the datum in the cache.
For this particular example, since the current instruction and the datum were encached
in immediate succession, we have
CAD = CACI+1 (1)
This relation will not hold true in general because the datum may have been encached earlier
for it to be operated on by a preceding instruction. Hence, the pointer CAD in a field in the
line at CACI is a necessary requirement.
9.2.4
CAD
CACI
CACHE
DATUM
opcode operand = MADJ CAD 1
INVENTORY
MAIN MEMORY
— MAD
Fig. 2 Current instruction and its datum encached in succession.
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In the case of a datum which has been encached earlier, the CMU must first locate the
line containing the datum in order to update the CAD field at CACI. The procedure to
locate this line will be explained in a later section.
After the datum is operated on, the EU tries to pass control to the instruction at the
next sequential location in the main memory. But, since this instruction is not in the cache
the EU scores a miss. The CMU then takes corrective action as described below.
At the time that the current instruction was encached the inventory would have been
updated. Thus the inventory entry at CACI contains MACI, the Main memory Address of
the Current Instruction (Fig. 3). Let the Main memory Address of the Next Instruction be
denoted by MANI. Then,
MANI = MACI+1 (2)
The CMU accesses the inventory at CACI and obtains MACI. It then increments MACI
and accesses the main memory at MANI to obtain the next instruction which it encaches at
CANI, the Cache address of the Next Instruction. It then enters CANI in a field in the line
at CACI.
From the FIFO rule, for this particular example
CANI = CAD + 1 = CACI + 2 (3)
Again, this relation does not hold true in general because what is referred to here as the
"next instruction" may have been executed earlier, after which a branch may have transferred
control to the current instruction. In that case the next instruction would have been in the
cache before execution of the current instruction commenced. Hence the pointer CANI in
the line at CACI is a necessary requirement.
The two pointers CAD and CANI account for 2c bits at CACI. The remaining 3 bits are
employed for the miss detection test which will be described later.
If the instruction at CACI receives control at a subsequent time and if its datum and the
next instruction have not been decached in the meantime, the pointers CAD and CANI will
remain valid. The instruction at CACI will then be executed with no access to the main
memory or to the CMU. The only additional work for the EU is the miss detection test.
Now, consider the execution of a branch instruction. Let the branch condition be implied
in the opcode. Here, the operand MAD points to the "datum" which is in fact the branch
destination in the main memory. If the branch is not taken the EU does not need the
"datum" and hence does not access the cache at CAD. As before, CANI passes control to
the next instruction. When the branch is taken for the first time, the EU scores a miss when
accessing the "datum" in cache. At this point the CMU locates the "datum" and updates
the CAD field of the line at CACI. The EU then branches to CAD. Thus, a loop containing
one or more branch instructions will, after the first pass, be executed with no reference to
the CMU, the inventory or the main memory. The only condition is that the code and data
of the loop do not require more lines than the total number in the cache.
If the EU exits the loop more items may need to be encached. By the FIFO rule some
items will be decached. If the EU enters the loop again it may attempt to access an item
which has been decached. On attempting access using the now erroneous content of a CAD
field or a CANI field it scores a miss. The CMU then encaches the item or finds where it is
in the cache and updates CAD or CANI.
9.2.6
CANI
CAD
CACI
CACHE
next instruction
datum
current instruction | CAD | CANI
INVENTORY
MACI
MAIN MEMORY
INCREMENT
MAD
•MANI
MACI
Fig. 3 Current instruction, its datum and the next instruction encached in succession.
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In summary, after encaching an instruction the CMU augments it with two cache ad-
dresses. The EU runs the program with no address arithmetic.
5 The Contents of the Main Memory
CACI
CACHE
opcode operand = MADJ CAD 1
datum
INVENTORY
MAIN MEMORY
MAD CAD
Fig. 4 Datum encached by a preceding instruction.
In trying to access a datum in the cache the EU scores a miss whenever the pointer CAD is
invalid. CAD can be invalid under two conditions:
• The datum is in the main memory.
• The datum has been encached by a preceding instruction.
In the former case, the CMU encaches the datum and updates CAD by inserting DA as
explained in the previous section. In the latter case the CMU must find where the item is
before it can update CAD. In order to provide for this, whenever a datum is encached DA
is written in the word in the main memory from which the datum is taken. Thus only one
copy of the datum exists at any instant; after a datum is encached the word that originally
carried it will contain a pointer to it. MAD becomes an indirect pointer to the datum and
CAD becomes a direct pointer. This procedure guarantees that the CMU can link a datum
9.2.8
to any number of instructions. Thus, for the case where a miss occurs while the datum
is in the cache, the CMU obtains MAD from the operand field of the instruction itself and
accesses the main memory at MAD to get the cache address of the datum (Fig. 4). A similar
procedure is carried out whenever the EU scores a miss in trying to access an instruction.
The main memory now contains a mix of items and cache pointers. The CMU must
distinguish between these two types. An obvious way to provide for this would be to increase
the length of a main memory word to (1 +p) bits, with the extra bit carrying a boolean field
INMAIN. An alternative technique which maintains the length of a main memory word at
p is described in a later section.
6 The Encache Procedure
Whenever a miss occurs the EU supplies CACI to the CMU. It also indicates whether the
fault was in CAD or in CANI. The CMU then accesses the main memory at MAD or MANI
as appropriate. If the required item is in the cache it updates the faulty field at CACI. If
the item is in the main memory the CMU encaches it before updating the field.
The steps of the decache/encache procedure and the reason for carrying out each step
are listed below.
1. Get the inventory entry at DA. This entry is the main memory address of the word
from which the current item in the line at DA was taken.
2. Return the current item in the line at DA to the main memory word at the address
given by the inventory entry. Only one copy of an item is maintained.
3. Invalidate the content of the CAD and CANI fields at DA. If the new item to be
encached is an instruction it must be forced to score misses when first attempting to
access the datum and the next instruction.
4. Place the new item in the line at DA. The EU will access this directly hereafter.
5. Copy DA into the main memory word. The CMU will use this as a pointer to the item
if it becomes necessary to link it to other instructions.
6. Enter the main memory address of the encached word, in the inventory at DA. This
entry is required for proper decaching of this line. Decaching will become necessary
once DA has been incremented through one wraparound. This entry is also necessary
to find MANI and explicitly link an instruction to its successor in the cache.
7. Insert DA in the appropriate field, i.e., CAD or CANI, in the line at CACI. This ensures
a hit if the current instruction is executed again.
8. Increment DA with wraparound if necessary. This implements the cyclic FIFO rule.
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DA
(n + 1)2C
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n2c
00
valid
decached
Fig. 5 Logical addresses of cyclic FIFO
buffer represented as a quasi-finite stack.
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7 The Miss Detection Test
For decache/encache operations, the CMU treats the cache as a FIFO buffer with physical
addresses ranging from 0 to (2C — 1). Logically, this FIFO buffer may be treated as a quasi-
infinite stack in which only the top 2° locations contain valid items (Fig. 5). In this logical
representation, to encache an item the CMU pushes it on to the stack. Since only the top
2C items are valid a decache operation is not required.
The logical address of a line in the stack lies in the range 00 to (DA - 1) and is given by
logical address = physical address + n2° (4)
where n is the count of the number of wraparounds since power-up, n is held in a field of
MSBs in DA. This field may be referred to as the wraparound part of the logical address.
Whenever an item is encached the wraparound field of DA is stored in a field set apart
for this purpose at each location in the cache. The logical address of a cache location is
determined by appending the physical address to the content of the wraparound field at the
accessed location, treating the former as LSBs.
Recall that whenever an item is encached, its cache address CAD or CANI as the case
may be, is stored in a field at CACI. If CAD and CANI consist of logical addresses a miss
may be detected by comparing the wraparound part of CAD or CANI with the content of
the wraparound field at the accessed location. Equality indicates a hit.
As the program runs, more and more items get encached and n increases steadily. It
appears that the miss detection test would be effective only if the wraparound field is large
enough to accommodate all wraparound from power-up to shutdown. The upper bound to
the length of the wraparound field may be determined as follows.
At the instant that CAD is updated to a value say CADi, the datum and the current
instruction are both present in the valid portion of the stack. Hence,
0 <| CADi - CACI |< 2C (5)
Let the contents of the physical location represented by CADi be replaced zero or more
times. Let the resulting logical address of that location be CADj. If the same instruction
receives control again then CACI and CADj must fall within the valid portion of the stack.
Hence,
0 <| CADj - CACI |< 2c (6)
Also CADj > CADi Therefore, from equations (4) and (5),
0 < CADj - CADi < 21+c (7)
Lemma If K, Z/, M are non-negative integers such that K — L < 2M
then, K = L iff [K = L] modulo 2M
Thus, CADi = CADj iff [CADi = CADj] modulo 2l+c
Hence, the maximumlength required for logical addresses is (1+c) bits. The wraparound
field need not be more than 1 bit long.
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Now, since CADi and CADj both refer to the same physical cache location
[CADi = CADj] modulo T. (8)
Therefore the miss detection test reduces to comparing two bits; the MSB of CAD or CANI
and the wraparound bit stored at the accessed line.
In summary, DA is maintained as a register of (1 + c) bits. The current MSB or
wraparound bit is recorded at each location when an item is encached. When the datum is
encached the (1 + c) bits of DA are entered in the CAD field. The EU accesses the datum
using the c LSBs of CAD and compares the MSB of CAD to the wraparound bit stored
at the accessed location. Equality indicates a hit. The procedure in the case of the next
instruction is similar.
8 Miscellaneous
8.1 Word Length of Main Memory
As explained earlier, whenever an item is encached its cache address is placed in the main
memory word. As a result the main memory contains a mix of items and pointers. In order
to distinguish between these two types an additional bit may be incorporated in every word
of the main memory. The following procedure eliminates the need for an additional bit.
MA
INVENTORY
CA
MAIN MEMORY
•CA MA
Fig. 6 Pointers at an encached word of the main memory and in the inventory.
Whenever the CMU accesses the main memory, say at MA, it interprets the c LSBs of
the content of the accessed word as a cache address, say CA (Fig. 6). It then obtains the
inventory entry at CA and compares it with MA. Equality indicates that MA contains a
cache pointer. Inequality shows that MA contains a program item.
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8.2 Decaching the Current Instruction
It is possible that the EU scores a miss when CACI is equal to DA. This would result in
the current instruction being decached. This possibility should be taken into account in
organizing the data transfers within the CMU.
9 Conclusions
A novel method of implementing a cache memory is proposed. Its primary features are the
absence of associative hardware and complete independence from spatial locality of code
or data. The absence of associative hardware makes large caches possible at relatively low
cost. Conventional single-ad dress instructions get automatically augmented to a two-ad dress
format. This enables the program to be executed from the cache without address arithmetic.
A cache miss is detected by the simplest possible test; compare two bits. The correctness of
the test has been proved with mathematical rigor.
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Abstract - The design of a defect-tolerant control circuit for a set-associative
cache memory is presented. The circuit maintains the stack ordering necessary
for implementing the LRU replacement algorithm. A discussion of programming
techniques for bypassing defective blocks is included.
1 Introduction
The dramatic increase in cache memory size and diminishing geometries has resulted in lower
yields. Today's high performance processors often have on-chip cache and consequently
the yield of these memories can be a significant factor in determining the ultimate cost
of the processor. One way of increasing yields is to provide defect-tolerance through the
use of redundant resources. The two methods for achieving defect-tolerance most commonly
employed, error correcting codes and spare rows and columns [4], require additional hardware
and introduce additional access delays. This paper describes a cache design which uses
the redundancy inherent in set-associative caches to operate correctly in the presence of
manufacturing defects with minimal additional hardware or propagation delays.
Caches are small memories which operate between the processor and main memory.
Their goal is to reduce average memory access time. This is accomplished by using very
fast memory, storing only the most used bytes (instructions and/or data) in the cache, and
copying multiple word units of main memory called blocks. Block usually contain 4 to 16
bytes from main storage and are organized into groups called sets. In a direct-mapped cache,
each set consists of only one block, whereas in an n-way, set-associative (SA) cache, each set
contains n blocks, where n is the associativity. The total cache size is the product of the
block size, the number of sets, and the associativity [2].
Sohi observed that a cache memory does not have to be defect free to meet its objective,
namely reduce the average memory access time of a hierarchical memory system [6]. A
direct-mapped cache memory with a defective block will never be able to hold items from
main memory which map to that set in the cache. For a cache to operate properly under
this condition two things are necessary: one, the cache must be able to recognize a defective
block and generate a miss and two, must have the capability of performing a load-through,
so that the processor can access the item. An associative cache has alternate locations within
a set which can be used when there is a defective block present. Ideally, the circuitry which
implements the replacement algorithm would be modified at test time to exclude defective
blocks from selection during replacement. Provided each set has at least one good block, all
items from main memory can map to a good location in the cache. This exclusion would be
implemented in the replacement algorithm circuitry.
1This research was supported by NASA under Space Engineering Research Center Grant NAGW-1406
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Figure 1: The Reference Matrix
c) The non-redundant
information.
When the processor requests a piece of data not currently in the cache, then a miss is
said to occur. The cache must decide which block's data to remove, making space for the
new data. For a direct-mapped cache, the decision is trivial, as each block from main storage
maps to a single block in the cache. However, with a set-associative cache, assuming the
referenced set is full, there are n possible blocks to replace. One of the best replacement
algorithms is referred to as least recently used (LRU), where the set is treated as a stack
and accessing a particular block moves that block to the top of the stack. The least recently
used block is always at the bottom of the stack and a miss will load the data into this block
and move it to the top of the stack. A block is also moved to the top of the stack on a
cache hit because it now the "most recently used." Efficient implementations of the LRU
replacement algorithm require n(n — l)/2 bits of storage per set to maintain the n\ possible
stack configurations. Consequently, a 4-way SA cache requires 6 bits of storage per set, while
an 8-way SA cache requires 28 bits per set [3]. Alternative replacement strategies are first
in, first out (FIFO), and random [2].
2 LRU Replacement Circuit Operation
The set-associative, fault-tolerant cache uses the algorithm described by Maruyama to imple-
ment LRU replacement [3]. This method revolves around the concept of a reference matrix,
which stores the stack order. The matrix is square, with a column and row for each block.
Each bit represents whether or not one block has been used more recently than another
block. A 1 indicates that the row block has been used more recently than the column block.
For example, if there is a 1 in the B row and C column, then C block has been used less
recently than B block.
The entire square matrix is not needed to store the stack order. First, the diagonal can
be removed, because B column and B row has no meaning. B block can only occupy one
space in the stack. Also, one of the remaining triangular sections may be removed since
stack order is symmetrical, i.e., if A row, C column indicates the relationship between A
and C blocks, then we don't need C row, A column to do the same thing. This leaves only
the upper right hand half of the matrix, a triangle with n(n — l)/2 elements, where n is the
associativity of the cache. Figure 1 shows the reduction of the matrix. Note that in part c),
the first block has no column and the last block has no row.
Figure 2 shows the circuit implementation of the defect-tolerant LRU replacement algo-
rithm. The circuit has n inputs and n outputs, one of each for every block. Of the n outputs,
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Figure 2: LRU Control Circuitry
one and only one will be high at any one time. This output indicates the block which has
been used least recently. The order of the other three blocks is stored correctly within the
circuit, but cannot be discerned from the outputs. When a block is faulty, a fuse is blown
at its output, permanently fixing that output low. In the case where all blocks have been
marked, all outputs will remain 0. This is the only case where at least one output is not
high.
The inputs are used to notify the control circuit when a certain block has been referenced.
In other words, when the CPU makes a memory call and the cache receives it, either the
address being called is already in the cache or it needs to be loaded into the cache. In both
cases, that block must now be placed at the top of the stack, indicating that it is the most
recently used. This is done by bringing the input line called " 'block' to top" high. For
example, suppose that after normal operation the stack comes to rest in the order BCDA,
where A is at the bottom of the stack (least recently used) and B is at the top of the stack.
The CPU sends a request for an address which happens to be located in block D. The cache
circuitry routes the appropriate data to the CPU, but at the same time sets the "D to top"
line to a 1, causing the stack to place D at the top. The final state of the stack is DBCA.
Note that although the stack order has changed, A is still at the bottom of the stack. The
"D to top" line must be set regardless of D's position in the stack as it is now the most
recently used block. This causes D to go to the top of the stack.
There are several patterns which describe the internal operation of the LRU control
circuit. Each row has a certain permanent priority among the blocks. The A block has the
9.3.4
A B C D A B C D A B C D
A
B
C
D
1 1 0
0 1
0
A
B
C
D
1 0 0
0 1
1
A
B
C
D
1 0 0
0 0
0
a) The initial state. b)After C block accessed. c)After D block accessed.
Figure 3: Normal Circuit Operation
lowest priority and priority increases to the highest, which is D for a 4-way cache. This
priority is invoked only when there are two or more blocks with zero rows. Normally, if all
the bits in a row are 0, then that block is on the bottom of the stack. If there is more than
one row with all zeros, then priority breaks the tie. An example of this is the initial state. At
startup all bits are set to zero and because the A block has the lowest priority, it is selected
as being on the bottom of the stack.
When a block is selected, that is a memory reference to it is made, it must be moved
to the top of the stack. This is accomplished by setting all the bits in the block's row to 1
and all the bits in the block's column to 0. For example, take the stack state as shown in
Figure 3, part a). This is for the stack order ABDC, where C is at the bottom. When C is
referenced, C row (only a single bit) is set to 1 and C column is set to 0. This case is shown
in part C. D then comes to the bottom. Once D is referenced, B comes to the bottom.
To use the fault-tolerant properties of the circuit, fuses must be installed at the output of
each NAND gate. The fuses have the characteristic that once they are blown, the incoming
signal is left floating and the outgoing signal is drawn to ground. This forces the faulty block
to always indicate that it is above the bottom of the stack even though it will eventually
float to the top and its row bits will saturate to zeros. Consequently, the faulty block will
never be selected for replacement during a cache miss.
3 Programming Techniques
There are several methods for implementing memory reconfiguration in the presence of de-
fects. These are electrically programmable links, electron-beam programmable fuses, and
laser cutting/welding [5]. These techniques are employed to bypass faulty resources and
activate spare units in common applications, but special considerations must be made for
the circuit described in this paper.
Typically, spare rows are initially connected as well as the primary rows. Whether or
not any repair takes place, there must be some fuses blown. This is acceptable when the
number of rows and columns is limited. In our design, however, there is a fuse for every
block. For an 8K cache with a block size of 4, 2K fuses are implemented. It is not feasible
to burn all of them on every chip. For this reason, in the absence of defects the circuitry
must operate properly with the fuses in-place, without requiring laser programming. Past
redundancy techniques typically use only one type of programming. For example, many
RAM chip designs are programmed by opening certain connections. A few close certain
connections, but none use both technologies. This is acceptable for their purposes, but not
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for the LRU control circuit.
The LRU circuit requires that for one output line, two input lines are originally connected
so that one is dominant until the fuse is burnt, in which case the secpnd line becomes
dominant. Circuitry to implement this requirement is troublesome. One of the simplest
solutions is to put a resistor between the second input and the output so that originally, the
difference in signals becomes a voltage drop across the resistor and after the fuse is opened,
the second signal can be passed through the resistor. This solution is costly. Resistors, or
their VLSI equivalent, must be added to 2K fuse locations in the cache, consuming area
and some considerable power will be dissipated through the resistors whether or not the
fuse is blown. Other more complicated solutions become even more cumbersome. The ideal
solution would be to simply open the first line and close the second. This may be possible.
P.W. Cook discovered that connections could be made through an oxide layer on silicon
using the same technology which is used to open connections [1]. He documents this in a
1975 paper using a 6 micron technology.
4 Future Work
As stated above, P.W. Cook's method of combining open-fuse and closed-fuse technology
may be the best possibility for the cache design presented. One area of research will be to
determine if it is still feasible in today's smaller geometries. Electron-beam methods will
also be examined. More testing will continue on the operation of the LRU circuit itself as
well as defining its surrounding circuitry.
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A 1 GHz Sample Rate, 256-Channel,
1-Bit Quantization, CMOS, Digital Correlator Chip
C. Timoc, T. Tran and J Wongso
Spacebourne, Inc.
742 Foothill Blvd., Suite 28
La Canada, CA 91011
Abstract - This paper describes the development of a digital correlator chip with
the following features:
• 1 Giga-sample/second
• 256 channels
• 1-bit quantization
• 32-bit counters providing up to 4 seconds integration time at IGHz
• very low power dissipation per channel
The improvements in the performance-to-cost ratio of the digital correlator chip
are achieved with a combination of systolic architecture, novel pipelined differ-
ential logic circuits, and standard 1.0 um CMOS process.
1 Introduction
Digital correlation spectrometers have been in use in radio astronomy since Weinreb intro-
duced a 100-channel 1-bit autocorrelator built with transistors to measure the spectrum of
radiation collected by a single antenna [8]. The power spectrum of radio astronomy signals
is obtained after a Fourier transform, performed with a general purpose computer, of the
correlation function.
A number of digital correlation spectrometers have been built over the past few years
with either CMOS or bipolar ECL (Emitter Coupled Logic) technologies. However, existing
correlators are either limited in bandwidth or in the number of channels (lags) per chip.
At Caltech, B. Von Herzen has developed a CMOS digital correlator for the Submillimeter
Observatory at Hilo, Hawaii. The correlator comprising 320 channels is fabricated with a 1.0
um CMOS process and operates at a maximum clock frequency of 400 MHz with a power
dissipation of 13W per chip [7]. Also at Caltech, S. Padin and S. L. Scott have developed an
ECL digital correlator chip which operates with a sample rate of 250 MHz. This correlator
has been installed at the Owens Valley Radio Observatory [5].
Another group of researchers from the University of Idaho led by J. Canaris and S.
Whitaker have developed for NASA/JPL a 32-channel, CMOS correlator which operates
with a maximum clock frequency of 25 MHz when it will be fabricated with a 0.8 um CMOS
process [3]. Also at NASA/JPL a group of researchers lead by K. Chandra and W. Wilson
have developed a 26-channel, ECL correlator chip capable of operating at a maximum clock
frequency of 300 MHz [4].
10.1.2
Yet another group of researchers very active in the development of digital correlators is
lead by Alexander Bos from the Netherlands Foundation for Radio Astronomy. They have
constructed several digital correlators [1], [2].
At the NRAO (National Radio Astronomy Observatory) R. P. Escoffier and others have
been developing different types of digital correlator spectrometers for the past two decades.
Many of these correlators are installed in the VLBA Array Operation Center in Soccoro,
NM.
Traditionally, the CMOS technology has dominated high-density integrated circuits and
bipolar ECL has been used to fabricate high-performance products. However, theoretical
studies of computation in VLSI show that CMOS offers excellent opportunities for fabricat-
ing, not only moderate performance VLSI circuits, but also high performance products. Re-
timing can be used to transform combinational networks into systolic (maximum pipelined)
structures with order-of-magnitude improvement in performance and throughout. Compared
to other competing technologies (e.g., silicon bipolar, GaAs), CMOS is a technology in which
transistors and wires (chip area) are extremely plentiful and inexpensive. Therefore, signif-
icant improvements in the performance-to-cost ratio could be obtained by using systolic
systems fabricated with a CMOS technology.
In a prior research and development effort, we developed a novel CMOS circuit, called
PDL (Pipelined Differential Logic), which is capable of operating with short propagation
delays, low power dissipation and low switching noise. A total of 18 different designs using
PDL circuits were fabricated for the past 6 years through the MOSIS service. A 256-bit shift
register was designed with PDL circuits and it was fabricated with a 1.0 um CMOS process.
The shift register operated at a maximum clock frequency of 1 GHz [6].
2 Digital Correlator Spectrometer
The architectural organization of the correlator is illustrated in Fig. 1. The correlator
calculates the correlation function of input signals A and B. To perform an auto correlation
function inputs A and B are connected together. The A signal is delayed while the B signal
is broadcast undelayed to all channel. Each correlator channel comprises a multiplier and an
accumlator. One input of a channel receives one of the delayed signals while the other input
receives one of the delayed the undelayed signal. The correlation products for each delay
stage (channel) are accumulated in counters. The contents of all counters are read from the
correlator by a computer for calculating the power spectrum by a Fourier transform.
A cell library using novel PDL (Pipelined Differential Logic) circuits has been developed
for each logic function required by the correlator. This involved the sizing of transistors,
by circuit simulation (SPICE), in order to achieve 1 GHz operation with minimum power
dissipation. Since no layout was available when the first transistor sizing was performed, the
loading capacitance of each interconnecting wire was estimated based on previous experience
with a 1.0 um CMOS process. In addition to the design of logic circuits, input and output
circuits have also been designed to operate with 1 GHz clock signals, with standard ECL
logic levels, on 50 ohm (characteristic impedance) transmission lines.
An example of PDL circuit [6], performing a 2-way exclusive-OR function, is illustrated
in Fig. 2. A set of differential inputs (A, -A, B, -B) are connected to a cascade switch (tran-
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Figure 1: A block diagram of the proposed digital correlator showing the major functional
elements
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sistors N3-N8). A sense amplifier comprising transistors Nl, N2, Pi, P2 and equalization
transistor N9 is connected on top of the cascade switch.
Udd CLOCK
Q
Figure 2: An example of a pipelined differential logic (PDL) circuit performing the exclu-
sive-OR function
The PDL circuit operates in two phases. In one phase of the clock, the two output signals
(Q,-Q) of the logic gate are forced by the equalization transistor to a voltage equal to one
half of the power supply voltage. On a second phase of the clock, the outputs of the logic
gate are partially released by the equalization transistor and the sense amplifier produces a
differential output which is a function of the differential logic inputs applied to the cascade
signal which has an amplitude substantially smaller than that of the power supply voltage.
The PDL circuits achieve extremely short switching time by:
1. reducing the voltage swing of the clock and logic signals
2. using a very fast current controlled sense amplifier
3. forcing the terminals of the sense amplifier to the most sensitive operating point, which
is one half of the power supply voltage, before the circuit switches to valid logic levels
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The performance of a very high speed PDL circuit is illustrated (Fig. 3) by an oscillogram
showing the clock (top) and data out (bottom) of a 256 bit shift register fabricated with a
1.0 um process. The voltage swings inside the chip was reduced from 5V swing, which is
commonly used in conventional CMOS circuits, to only IV. A PDL off-chip receiver amplifies
an input ECL signal, with voltage swings as low as 350 mV, to PDL signals of IV. An off-
chip driver has the capability to deliver ECL levels (up to 800 mv) on 50 ohm transmission
lines at a clock frequency is 1 GHz while the data out is shown at half the clock frequency.
However, it is worth noting that in a pipelined system, in general, and in the 256 bit shift
register, in particular, the data rate is equal to the clock rate.
After the development of a cell library in which the transistors of each logic cell had
been sized with estimated loads, we perform the layout of a 16-channel 1-bit quantization
correlator. We started with the placement of the power distribution buses and the clock
distribution network arranged such as to accommodate a standard-cell layout style. Next,
the layout of each logic cell was performed so that all logic cell had the same height but
different width. The requirement for equal height was necessary so that each cell fits into the
layout of power and clock structure. The logic cells have been placed and wired as indicated
by the gate-level logic diagram. After the completion of all interconnections, actual loading
capacitances for each logic cell were extracted and transistor sizing, with the newly available
loads, was repeated. The final layout was then verified to assure that the schematic diagram
had been translated correctly into mask specifications.
The fabrication of the 16-channel correlator is being done at Hewlett Packard through
the MOSIS Service. The chip will be packaged in high frequency leaded chip carries available
from Triquint Corp.
3 Conclusions
The anticipated results of this project are expected to demonstrate experimentally that a
16-chanuel correlator will operate with a clock frequency of 1 GHz and that it will dissipate
less than 1 W. The objective of a future project is to increase the number of channels per
chip to 256 while maintaining the 1 GHz clock frequency and 40 mW power dissipation per
channel. The 256-channel correlator will be fabricated in a 0.65 um (Leff) CMOS process
(i.e., Hewlett Packard CMOS34) through the MOSIS service.
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Low Power, CMOS Digital Autocorrelator
Spectrometer for Spaceborne Applications
Kumar Chandra and William J. Wilson
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109
Abstract - A 128-channel digital autocorrelator spectrometer using four 32 chan-
nel low power CMOS correlator chips has been built and tested. The CMOS
correlator chip uses a 2-bit multiplication algorithm and a full-custom CMOS
VLSI design to achieve low DC power consumption. The digital autocorrelator
spectrometer has a 20 MHz band width, and the total DC power requirement is
6 Watts.
1 Introduction
In the future, multi-channel spectrometers using digital correlation techniques will replace
analog filterbank spectrometers in airborne, balloon and space-borne millimeter wave ra-
diometers. The digital technique for spectrum analysis has advantages over analog filterbanks
due to the inherent stability of the digital circuits, flexibility in reconfiguring the bandwidth
and resolution between observations, reliability, small size, low mass and low cost of digital
correlator chips for spectrometers with more than 50 channels. The digital autocorrelation
technique is a proven method and has been in use in many ground-based astronomy observa-
tories. With continuing developments in both materials, processing technologies and using
novel logic circuit design, it will be possible to custom-design high speed digital correlator
integrated circuits for wideband (1 GHz) and high resolution (1 MHz) spectrometers with
very low DC power consumption. The Microwave Limb Sounder for the Earth Observing
System (Eos/MLS) and the astrophysics missions such as the Submillimeter Intermediate
Mission (SMIM), and the submillimeter lunar array are some of the flight projects that will
require low power and stable spectrometers.
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory has been involved in developing low power, wideband
digital autocorrelator spectrometers for the flight projects for many years. In 1990, a pro-
totype 52-channel spectrometer using specially designed ECL correlator chip was completed
and tested as proof of concept project (Chandra et al, 1990). This spectrometer was used for
analyzing signals with a 125 MHz bandwidth and consumed 35 Watts of DC power. Due to
the large DC power requirement, it is not suitable for spaceborne spectrometer applications;
however, the ECL correlator chips will be used in balloon-borne spectrometers where the
DC power consumption is not as critical.
To reduce the DC power requirements, a narrowband VLSI CMOS correlator chip was
designed at the Microelectronic Research Center (MRC) at the University of Idaho in col-
laboration with JPL. The chip was fabricated at the Hewlett-Packard foundry at Corvallis,
Oregon with a 1.2 micron CMOS process. A prototype 128-channel spectrometer was built
using four of the correlator chips and it consumed only 6 Watts with a 20 MHz bandwidth.
10.2.2
This low power CMOS spectrometer may be used by the Eos/MLS project for its narrow-
band, high resolution applications. Two spectrometers using the CMOS correlator chips
will also be flown in the JPL/UCSB (University of California, Santa Barbara) balloon for
astrophysics observation in 1993. The chips are also under investigation for possible use in
the NOAA's (National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration) Microwave Tem-
perature Sounder (MTS).
In this paper, the background information on autocorrelator spectrometers is provided
followed by the design of the CMOS correlator chip and the 128-channel CMOS autocorre-
lator spectrometer.
2 Digital Autocorrelator
2.1 Background
The autocorrelation function of a signal is expressed as follows:
R(r) =
 Tlkn f(t)f(t + r)dt (1)
where f(t) is the input signal,
T is the delay time and
T is the integration time.
A theorem due to Wiener and Khintchine (Robinson, 1974) relates the autocorrelation func-
tion measured in the time domain to power spectrum in the frequency domain by the Fourier
transform using the following equation:
(2)
0
where S(f) is the power spectrum of the input signal.
Because the autocorrelation function is an even function, only the cosine transform is re-
quired. In the digital autocorrelator, shown in Figure 1, the input signal is band limited,
sampled at the Nyquist rate and digitized to a few bits. The sampled signal is delayed using
shift registers and multiplied with the undelayed sample using simple logic circuits. The
multiplier output from each delay stage is accumulated in a binary counter. Each delay
stage is called a channel or lag. The autocorrelation function for the sampled data can be
expressed as:
, K-I
R(n6t) = - £ [X(t(Q)x(t0 + (n + m)St)] (3)
"• m=0
where n = 0,l, .......... N—l represent the delay in one of the signal
paths,
K is the number of products in the integration time T,
± is the delay, usually made equal to to the sampling interval.
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The digital spectrometer uses the relationship between the autocorrelation function of
the signal and its power spectrum by performing a Fourier transform on the autocorrelation
data. The N channels or lags (corresponding to the N delay values) in the autocorrelation
function, measured in the time domain, are transformed into N points on the frequency
domain by using the Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) relationship,
= 0,l, ,N-l (4)2NSt N
where P(j/2N ± t) represents the power on the jth point on the
output spectrum,
R(Q) is the correlation coefficient for the zero delay channel
(=1 after normalization)
and R(n ± t) is the normalized autocorrelation coefficient for
delay n ± t.
Generally the input signal is digitized to only a few bits. Limiting the number of bits
speeds up the multiplication and addition process because only a few digital operations
are required. This permits the use of higher sampling frequency which increases the input
bandwidth. However, the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of the correlator is degraded by using
only a few bits. The loss in SNR is 13% when two bit digitization is used with the correlator
(Cooper, 1970). When more than two bits are used to digitize the input signal, the SNR
increases rapidly to that of a continuous correlator. Quantizing schemes where the input
signal is represented by more than two levels have also been considered by others (Cooper,
1976). However, the size and the complexity of the digital logic grows as the number of
bits to represent the input signal increases. This will be of particular concern for space
applications because the DC power requirement increases as the gate count is increased.
The two-bit correlator scheme offers a reasonable trade-off between sensitivity and the size
of the hardware which determines the DC power requirement for the logic circuit.
2.2 Digitizer
The first element in the digital correlator is the analog to digital converter is called the
digitizer. The sensitivity and the stability of the spectrometer is determined by the digitizer
characteristics such as threshold stability, gain variation, sampling aperture width and the
uncertainties in the sample timings due to slow clock edges or jitter. The correlator sensi-
tivity is decreased due to increase in the digitization noise by adverse effects in the above
parameters.
The digitizer outputs a two-bit word for every sample of the input analog signal. One
of the bits represents the sign (zero-crossing detector output) and the second bit represents
the magnitude. The four states of the two-bit digitizer and the assigned weighting factors to
these states are shown in Table 1. The sign bit is assigned a value "one" if the input voltage
to the zero-crossing detector is negative and is assigned a value "zero" if the input voltage
is positive. Similarly, the magnitude bit is assigned a value "one" if the input voltage to a
window comparator is outside the pre-determined limits, ±Vref, or assigned a value "zero"
4th NASA Symposium on VLSI Design 1992 10.2.5
SIGN
1
1
0
0
MAGNITUDE
1
0
0
1
WEIGHT
— n
-1
+ 1
+n
Table 1:
if the input voltage is between the limits.
For n = 3, setting the decision levels for the magnitude comparators at a level equal to
the RMS voltage of the input signal gives an optimum SNR of 88% relative to the continuous
correlator (Cooper, 1970).
2.3 Correlator Multiplier
Since the correlation is a multiplication and averaging process, the digitized signals repre-
sented as in Table 1 are multiplied after one of the signals is delayed in time using shift
registers. A special multiplication algorithm (Cooper, 1970) is used to generate the products
as shown in Table 2.
Undelayed Signal
Delayed
Signal
SM
11
10
00
01
11
+3
1
-1
-3
10
1
0
0
-1
00
-1
0
0
1
01
-3
-1
1
3
Table 2:
The inner products are deleted which results in 1% loss to the correlator sensitivity
(Cooper, 1976). A bias of +3 is added to the normalized multiplication Table 2 so that only
positive numbers need to be added using full adders during each successive multiplication.
Table 3 shows the final multiplication algorithm used in the hardware realization.
Undelayed Signal
Delayed
Signal
SM
11
10
00
01
11
6
4
2
0
10
4
3
3
2
00
2
3
3
4
01
0
2
4
6
Table 3:
The binary coded output from the multiplier is added using a four bit adder and the
carry output from the adder is accumulated using ripple counters.
10.2.6
2.4 Accumulators
The product from the 2-bit multiplier logic is counted using binary ripple counters. The
length of the binary counters is determined by the rate at which a computer will be allowed
to read the counter values. Typically the computer readout will occur a few times a second
to once a second. The counter length is determined by the number of product terms that
can be accumulated during each integration time. However not all the bits of the counter
chain are readout to the computer and this reduces the size of the readout logic. In practice
(M/2) — 3 bits are discarded where M is the total number of bits in the binary counter chain
(Cooper, 1976). A simple interface circuit is used to read the counter values from each delay
channel in a short time compared to the integration period to minimize the "dead time"
between each integration.
3 128-channel CMOS Autocorrelator Spectrometer
The prototype 128-channel auto correlator spectrometer used four CMOS correlator chips.
The chip was custom-designed at the Microelectronic Research Center (MRC) at the Uni-
versity of Idaho (Canaris, Whitaker, 1990) and fabricated at the Hewlett-Packard foundry
at Corvallis, Oregon using 1.2 micron CMOS process. It measures 5.24 X 4.32 millimeters
and is packaged in a 48-pin quad flat pack for surface mounting on a printed wiring board.
The chip has 32 channels, consumes 400 milliWatts of DC power at 40 MHz clock speed.
It also has 24-bit binary ripple counter in each channel and interface circuits for the com-
puter to readout the correlated data. The block diagram of the 128-channel autocorrelator
spectrometer is shown in Figure 2.
The CMOS autocorrelator spectrometer consists of two hardware modules. They are:
amplifier and 2-bit analog to digital converter module and the 128-channel autocorrelator
module. In addition, a personal computer (PC) and a digital I/O board are used for the
autocorrelator data acquisition and spectrum calculations. The hardware modules are fab-
ricated in multilayer printed wiring boards with controlled line impedance for handling the
high frequency digital signals. Surface mount devices (SMD) are used for most of the logic
gates. The power consumption for the two modules is about 6 Watts at a 40 MHz clock
speed.
3.1 Low Power 2-bit Digitizer
The first circuit in the 128-channel autocorrelator spectrometer is a 2-bit digitizer. The
amplifier is a part of the digitizer module and it consists of an AGC amplifier, and an
op-amp which drives three ultrafast TTL comparators. The op-amp provides gain to the
analog signal and impedance matching at the comparator inputs. The analog input to the
comparators is set at 3 volts peak-to-peak across an equivalent resistance of 150 Ohms.
The three comparators are ultrafast TTL comparators, 9698KR and 9696KR, made by
Analog Devices, Inc. The 9698KR is a dual comparator chip and it is used as the magnitude
comparator. The 9696KR is a single comparator chip used as the sign or zero-crossing
detector. The threshold voltages - two for the magnitude comparators, +VTH and —VTH,
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10.2.8
and one for the sign or the zero-crossing detector, VTO - for the comparators are derived
from a high stability voltage reference amplifier. The three threshold voltages can be set
by low noise potentiometers. The three comparators digitize the input analog signal into a
two-bit word shown in Table 1. The 2-bit data from the digitizer module is the input to the
correlator module.
3.2 CMOS Correlator Integrated Chip
The CMOS correlator chip is an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) implemented
in VLSI technology. The chip performs 2-bit multiplication of digitized signal as given in
Table 3. The main features of the correlator chip are listed below.
1. Autocorrelation or cross-correlation
2. 32 channels and integral binary ripple counter in each channel
3. Low power (< 12 milliWatts per channel at 40 MHz clock rate)
4. Can be cascaded to increase the number of channels
5. Selectable auxiliary data input ports
6. Integration can continue while data is being sent to the computer
7. CMOS and TTL compatible input and outputs
3.3 128-channel Autocorrelator
The 128-channel autocorrelator spectrometer uses a four layer printed wiring board. The
four correlator chips are mounted on a special carrier printed circuit board. The correlator
board, shown in Figure 3, has circuits to drive the correlator clock input, to readout the
channel data and a timer circuit to signal the end of an integration period. A programmable
32-bit timer 1C counts the correlator clock and generates a pulse every 0.8 second. This pulse
interrupts the correlation and the chip transfers the correlated counts in the 24-bit binary
ripple counter into a shift register within the correlator chip. The chip also sets a data ready
flag. The computer polls the data ready flag and resets the timer for a new integration
cycle. The computer then reads the counter values in the shift register by generating a series
of readout clocks until all the counter data is read. The correlator board has a hardware
jumper connection to select the data output in either 8-bit byte or 16-bit word mode. The
computer can also do post integration of the counter values.
The input clock and the output data lines of the four correlator chips are connected in a
bus structure. The input clock to the correlator chips is also the sampling clock used in the
digitizer. The prototype correlator chips require that the clock "high" input should not be
more than 2.8 Volts. A limiter amplifier is used to limit the clock amplitude to the correlator
chips. Also, to reduce the current transients due to simultaneous switching, the computer
generated readout clock is skewed with respect to the correlator clock edges.
OWGSNAL PAGE JS
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DIGITAIMUTOCORRELATOR SPECTR
3.4 Computer Interface
The output data from the correlator module is CMOS/TTL compatible. A Burr-Brown,
digital I/O board (PCI-20087W-1) is used with the computer to read the data from 128
channels in byte mode. The digital I/O board, under program control, reads each correlator
chip's counter values from the output shift register by generating 96 readout clock pulses.
Under program option, post integration and the averaging of the channel data can be per-
formed in the computer before the Fourier transform is done on the autocorrelator data.
Also, before the Fourier transformation, a continuous correlation function is obtained by
applying a correction formula to the 2-bit correlation values.
where
Room = 1.146^2 - 0.049^ for 0 < £2 < 0.9
- 0.034/^ for 0.9 < R2 < 1.0
(5)
(6)
Rcont is the correlation coefficient for the continuous correlator
and RI is the correlation coefficient using 2-bit digitization.
The above formulas are derived from the conversion table given by Cooper (1970). The com-
puter uses separate programs to acquire the autocorrelation data, display the autocorrelation
function, perform a 128-point cosine Fourier transform and display the power spectrum.
10.2.10
4 Power Spectrum Measurements
Tests on the correlator module were done with both static and dynamic inputs. The test
setup is shown in Figure 4. A frequency synthesizer was used for generating the sample clock
and a second synthesizer was used as the analog signal source for measuring the frequency
and spacing of the channels. A stable, wideband noise source was also used as the input
signal for the power spectrum measurements. The synthesizer frequency for the sampling
clock was set at 25 MHz. The amplitude from the second synthesizer was set to give a 3 volts
peak to peak signal at the three comparator inputs. The frequency of the second synthesizer
was varied and the output spectrum from the autocorrelator spectrometer was displayed for
each frequency setting. This test verified that the input frequencies appeared at the right
channels after the autocorrelation and its Fourier transform. For the test with a noise source,
a 19.8 MHz low pass filter was used at the digitizer input to eliminate alising of frequencies
above 40 MHz which was used as the (Nyquist) sampling frequency. The results from the
spectrum measurements made with a CW signal and a band limited noise signal are shown
in Figure 5(a) and 5(b).
SIGNAL GENERATOR/
NOISE SOURCE
Fig. 4. 128-CHANNEL CMOS AUTOCORRELATOR TEST SETUP
One important test is to measure the stability of the spectrometer. According to the ra-
diometer formula, the standard deviation of the power spectrum decreases with the increase
in integration time as given by the equation:
ST
TW =
where ±T is the expected RMS value,
Tgya is the system noise temperature,
BN — 0.5/rmax is the noise bandwidth
ft is the quantization loss factor (= 1.13 for two-bit correlator),
T is the integration time.
(7)
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The factor 2 in the above equation is due to spending equal time on the signal and
reference measurements and then subtracting two noisy signals for the RMS calculations.
For the RMS calculations, two sets of spectra were measured, each set of two spectra for 0.8
and 80 seconds, with no difference in the input power level. One of the spectra is subtracted
from the second and is gain normalized by the second spectrum. This is generally referred to
as Y-factor measurement and expressed as where ±T is the expected RMS of input spectrum.
Normally the Signal has the spectral feature of interest and the Reference is a comparison
spectrum having uniform power over the bandwidth. The stability test showed that the
spectrum RMS decreased with the increase in integration time and agreed closely with the
calculated value.
5 Conclusion
Though the CMOS correlator chips were initially specified for 25 MHz clock speed, the tests
revealed that the chips can be clocked at 40 MHz. Due to its low DC power consumption,
and stability of at least 80 seconds the spectrometer is well suited for signals with bandwidth
up to 20 MHz and high spectral resolution.
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A Rea^ Time Correlator Architecture
Using Distributed Arithmetic Principles
A. Benjamin Premkumar and T. Srikanthan
Nanyang Technological University
School of Applied Science
Singapore - 2263
Abstract- A real time correlator design based on the principles of Distributed
Arithmetic (DA) is described. This design is shown to be more efficient in terms
of memory requirement than the direct DA implementation, specially when the
number of coefficients is large. Since, the proposed architecture implements the
sum of product evaluation, it can be easily extended to finite and infinite response
filters. Methods to further reduce the memory requirements are also discussed.
A brief comparison is made between the proposed method and different DA
implementations
1 Introduction
The increasing flexibility and decreasing cost of computing technology have made real time
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) both possible and cost effective. In many areas such as radar
and sonar detection, speech processing etc., real time signal processing is best performed by
special purpose hardware. An operation that is common to many signal processing appli-
cations is the sum of products evaluation. Some of the most commonly used DSP imple-
mentations using the sum of products operation are: Finite Impulse Response filters (FIR),
Infinite Impulse response filters (IIR) and Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT). This type of com-
putation is executed most efficiently by DA principles. The advantage of DA is its efficiency
of mechanization of the sum of products operation. For example, the DFT can be evaluated
using DA, since the expression for the DFT is given by: X(k) = jjY^n=o x(n)e~^2v^k, and
contains the sum of products. Generally, the FIR filter can be described by the equation
ym = J2%=o afc^m-fc) where the infinite sequences {xj}, {y,-} are the input and the output
sequences, respectively, and a* is the set of K coefficients. This expression is very general, for
a trivial modification to the above expression, converts it into a cross correlation operation,
ym = J^kJo dkxm + k. Here, {a;,-} is an infinite sequence of samples of data which is cross
correlated with K sample reference function to yield an infinite sequence of cross correlation
samples, {yi}. Since, both FIR and IIR filters can be described by similar equations, any
architecture implementing one could well be used to implement the other.
In this paper, we propose an architecture which evaluates the sum of products efficiently
using DA principles. In the implementation of the architecture, modifications have been
made to the direct DA implementation resulting in reduced memory and faster throughput
with minimum initial latency. Although, the implementation described is based on real
numbers, the principle can be extended to complex numbers easily.
10.3.2
2 The Correlator
Several hardware implementations of the correlator architecture are available in literature
[1, 2, 3]. In all these implementations, emphasis is laid on the multipliers to speed up product
evaluation. However, in the implementation of correlator using the DA principle, emphasis
is laid on the reduction in memory and hardware, since no multiplication is performed in
the evaluation of the product of two numbers. The principle underlying the design of the
proposed correlator is the somewhat different implementation of the DA concept.
It is well known that DA is a computational operation that forms the inner product of
a pair of vectors [4]. DA is considered slow because of its bit serial nature of computation.
However, this seemingly slow bit serial nature of DA is not real if the number of bits in each
element of the vector is nearly equal to the number of elements in the vector. As an example
of DA implementation of the sum of products, consider the expression:
K
y = SafcZfc (!)
k=l
where, a* are the coefficients and the Xk are the input data. This expression for the sum of
products can be rewritten as:
K N-I
n=0
where each x/c has N bits. Interchanging the order of summation results in:
n=0 fc=
Since bkn can take values of either 0 or 1, it is easier to precompute the values for X)fcLi °fc
and store them rather than compute them as and when fcjtn arrive. This would mean that
a memory of 2K is needed for storing Y$=i Ofc&fcn for different combinations of b^. Stanley
White, in his paper [4], has proposed a way by which the memory can be reduced by a factor
of 2 by recasting the input data as offset binary code instead of straight binary code.
Modifications to the principles described above, have been made and implemented as
architectures [5, 6, 7], A correlator based on DA is described in [8] in which the sum of
products expression is converted into three sums. By changing the order of summation of
the three sums and using negabinary representation for the 2's complement input data, sum
of products is evaluated. In the design to be discussed, the sum of products is evaluated
using look up tables and high speed adders. In this design, the size of the look up tables
used is smaller than that used in the direct DA implementation. The following sections
describe the correlator implementation and also discuss the modifications to the proposed
method which result in further reduction in memory. A comparison is made with the direct
DA design of the correlator using 2 bits at a time (2BAAT) and 4 bits at a time (4BAAT).
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3 Design of the Correlator
The proposed correlator is based on the design explained in reference [9]. In the evaluation
of the expression y = Y^=o akXm-k, it is seen that y at any instant contains the sum of
products of all the input samples until that instant with all coefficients. Hence, it would
be efficient to multiply all coefficients with each sample as it is input to the correlator and
store them temporarily. When a new sample arrives at the input, it is also multiplied with
all coefficients and then added to the delayed sums generated until the previous sample.
However, in the proposed design, no multiplication of the input sample with the coefficients
takes place. Look up tables in which the products of the coefficients and input data (for
different combinations of the bits in the input data) are stored are used. A block diagram
of the architecture is shown in Fig. 1.
The correlator is capable of accepting data serially and producing correlated output with
a latency of one clock period. As can be seen from the figure, the number of tables required
is equal to the number of coefficients used in the correlation. The input data sequence is
fed serially into all coefficient tables. The bit pattern of each input data is used to access
the memory location in which the product of the coefficient with that particular bit pattern
is stored. The accessed data enters the summer where it is added with the delayed data
corresponding to the previous input. Delay units in the circuit enable the previous sum to
be added to the product of the current input and the coefficients. The output is available at
the last adder unit with a delay corresponding to one clock cycle.
Storing the products of the coefficients with the input data requires a memory of size
M = n x 2fc, where, M is the total memory required, n is the number of coefficients and b
is the number of bits in the input data. However, it is possible to partition the input data
into two fields of | bits each and store data with suitable weights assigned to the partitioned
bits. This way, it is possible to reduce the total memory required. For any input, the
products corresponding to the two partitioned groups of data bits are accessed and then
added. This extra addition is not an overhead, since the existing adders can be clocked at
twice the input data rate. Consider, for example, the following case: Supposing the number
of coefficients is 8 and the input data width is 8 bits, direct implementation of the look
up tables will require a total memory, M = 8 x 256. However, partitioning the input data
into two groups of 4 bits each results in a total memory requirement of M = 2 x 8 x 15,
a considerable saving of memory. The memory can be further reduced by a factor of 2
by partitioning input data into smaller groups of 2 bits each. However, an additional set
of adders will be required whenever data is accessed from the table. Fig.2 illustrates the
architecture using this principle. With single partitioning, the total memory requirement
is given by the expression: 2n(2z — 1) for b even. For 6 odd, the memory requirement is
given by the expression M = n(2 2 + 2~ — 2). The adders in the architecture can be
speeded up using carry save techniques. In the correlation operation, the result, j/, at the
nth sample instant is not expected at the output until n samples arrive at the correlator
input. Hence, the summing operation can be performed in the carry save domain, where
the propagation and the addition of the carry is deferred until the very last adder where the
10.3.4
Parameter
No. of Bits (input)
No. of Coeffts (K)
No. of Add. lines
Output Data/Clock
Memory Required
1BAAT
8
4
3
0.5
m
16
12
11
0.75
m
2BAAT
8
4
7
1
m2
16
12
23
1.5
m2
4BAAT
8
4
15
2
m4
16
12
47
3
m4
Proposed
8
4
7
1
ma
16
12
13
1
m-2
Table 1: Comparison between the DA and Proposed Method
output is available. This eliminates the delay due to carry propagation in the intermediate
adders, thus speeding up the overall sum of product operation.
4 Comparison with Conventional DA Approach
In the direct DA implementation, with input data at the rate of 1 bit at a time (1BAAT)
computation of the sum of products is slow. If b be the number of bits in the input data,
b clock cycles are needed to form the sum of products. However, equivalent of K separate
products are being formed during 6 clock cycles. Thus, it is seen, that if K is greater than
6, then the DA processor is faster than the conventional multiplier in the evaluation of the
sum of products. However, the number of inputs to the memory may restrict the number
of coefficients. The computation can be speeded up at the expense of linearly increased or
exponentially increased memory [4]. In the case of linearly increased memory, the input
word is partitioned into L subwords. The memory requirement is determined by the number
of bits in each subword. The data is input as subwords and this increases the speed by a
factor of L. However, high speed and large capacity accumulators are needed. Because of
the bit serial nature of the input data, shift operations become mandatory. By inputing
data, p bits at a time, the memory increases exponentially and is given by the expression
M = |{2*p}. Since the memory increases exponentially with the number of coefficients,
this approach to DA implementation becomes impracticable in applications where K is
large. Also, in this approach, the number of input lines to the memory is directly related
to the number of coefficients. Thus, VLSI implementation of this method to applications
where K is large, becomes exceedingly difficult. In the correlator described, the memory
requirement is governed by the number of bits in the input data. Since, in most of the
signal processing applications, either 16 or 8 bit data resolutions are sufficient, the memory
requirements are not large. As stated earlier, by either increasing the number of adders
or speeding up the adders, one might be able to reduce the memory considerably. Table 1
compares the direct DA implementation with p bits at a time with the proposed correlator
with respect to the speed and memory requirements. In the table, m, mi and 1713 are defined
as follows: m = 0.5 x 2*, mx = 2K(24 - 1) and m2 = 2K(2S - 1). The expression for m
assumes that the input data is recast into offset binary code. This table, however, does not
take into account the additional time required in shifting the data for alignment in the case
of 1BAAT, 2BAAT and 4BAAT approaches. This additional time may significantly reduce
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throughput rates.
5 Conclusion
DA is a very efficient means of evaluating the sum of products. However, direct implementa-
tion of DA principles involves use of large memory. The memory requirements are even larger
if the speed of the computation is to be increased or whenever the number of coefficients
required is large. In this paper, a new correlator has been proposed in which the input data
is partitioned into fields consisting of smaller number of bits. This way the total memory
needed is reduced. The only additional requirement is that the existing adders be clocked at
twice the data rate or high speed adders be used. In the design, carry save adders have been
proposed, since in the evaluation of the sum of products, the output is not expected until all
the samples arrive at the correlator. This design lends itself very well for VLSI fabrication
of the correlation operation.
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Low Energy CMOS for Space Applications1
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1 Introduction
The current focus of NASA's space flight programs reflects a new thrust towards smaller,
less costly and more frequent space missions, when compared to missions such as Galileo,
Magellan, or Cassini. Recently, the concept of a microspacecrafthas been proposed, whereby
a small, compact spacecraft that weighs tens of kilograms performs focused scientific objec-
tives such as imaging. Similarly, a Mars Lander micro-rover project is under study that will
allow miniature robots weighing less than seven kilograms to explore the Martian surface.
To bring the microspacecraft and microrover ideas into fruition one will have to leverage
compact 3D MCM technologies. Low energy CMOS will become increasingly important be-
cause of the thermodynamic considerations in cooling compact 3D MCM implementations
and also from considerations of the power budget for space applications. In this paper, we
show how the operating voltage is related to the threshold voltage of the CMOS transistors
for accomplishing a task in VLSI with minimal energy. We also derive expressions for the
noise margins at the optimal operating point. We then look at a low voltage CMOS (LVC-
MOS) technology developed at Stanford University which improves the power consumption
over conventional CMOS by a couple of orders of magnitude and consider the suitability of
the technology for space applications by characterizing its SEU immunity.
2 MOS Transistor Model
A MOS transistor has three regions of operation where the behavior is described by the
following equations [1]:
if Vgs < Vt
if 0 < Vds < Vgs - Vt
if 0 < Vgs - Vt < Vda
where
Ida = drain current
Vg3 = gate-source voltage
Vds = drain-source voltage
Vt = threshold voltage
VT = thermal voltage
n = a process parameter between 1.2 and 1.4
ft = transistor gain factor
1
 Partial support for this work was provided by the Data Systems Program NASA Code-R CSTI
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Figure 1: Gate capacitance charge/discharge
Note that the leakage current (/<>//) through a transistor when the gate voltage is zero
(Vg3 = 0) is given by:
where /o = /3nV^. Thus the lower the threshold voltage (Vt), the higher the leakage current.
3 Gate Switching Time
Consider a complementary CMOS gate driving the gate of another transistor. The gate
capacitance of the driven transistor will be charged or discharged by the driving gate. The
charge needed to charge or discharge the gate capacitance is given by:
Q = CV
where C is the gate capacitance and V is the voltage swing at the gate (usually the operating
voltage unless we are using differential mode logic). Let the time required to switch the gate
capacitance be denoted by tp. The charge Q is then given by:
Q = (Ion — Iojf}tp
where /„, is the saturation current through the ON device and /<,// is the leakage current
through the OFF device. We thus have the following expression for the gate switching time:
tp =
The charging/discharging of the gate capacitance by the ON/OFF currents is shown in
Figure 1. We are now in a position to consider the energy required for VLSI computation.
4 VLSI Task Energy
The energy needed to accomplish a given task in VLSI is equal to the sum of the AC energy
and the DC energy. The AC energy is consumed during computation due to transistors
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switching state, while the DC energy is the energy that is dissipated due to leakage currents.
Let us assume that we can attain a speedup s(m) in a VLSI computation where m is the
number of transistors, and let tp denote the gate switching time of a transistor. The time
required to complete a task is then expressed as ktp/s(m) where k is some constant for the
task. The AC energy for the task is expressed as:
where / is the frequency of operation and a is the average fraction of transistors that switch
in a clock cycle. The DC energy for the task is given by:
Edc = mI0fjVktp/s(m)
Thus the total energy for the task is given by:
E = Eac + Edc
By using the expressions for tp and the leakage current 70//, it can be shown that:
km(afCV2
~
s(m)(P(V - V,)2 -
This is minimized when
=8V
which leads us to a cubic equation of the form:
c3V3 + c2V2 + Cl V + CQ = 0
where the coefficients are given by:
c3 =
c2 = -
Note that this means that the optimal supply voltage is dependent not only on the
threshold voltage but also on various other parameters like the frequency of operation, the
activity of the logic, the capacitance of the nodes, and the transistor geometry. However,
for sufficiently high threshold voltages where Vt ^ > nVr, the cubic equation reduces to the
following quadratic:
V2 - 4VtV + 3Vt2 = 0
whose solution is given by V = 3VJ. This result is independent of the activity and the
frequency of operation and suggests that the threshold voltage should be set to a third of
the supply voltage for optimal operation. We next show that the relative noise margins are
unaffected by the operating voltage.
10.4.4
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Figure 2: Regions of operation of an inverter
5 Noise Margins
The operation of a CMOS inverter can be divided into five regions [1]:
• Region A. In this region p-device is in the linear region while the the n-device is cut-off.
• Region B. In this region the p-device is in the linear region while the n-device is in
saturation.
• Region C. In this region both the n- and p-devices are in saturation.
• Region D. In this region the p-device is in saturation while the n-device is in the linear
region.
• Region E. In this region the p-device is cut-off and the n-device is in the linear mode.
The noise margins are defined to be:
NML = VIL - VOL
= VOH - VIH
where the voltages VIL and VIH are given by the unity gain points and the voltages VOL
VOH are 0 and VM for ideal inverters [1]. The relative noise margins are defined to be the
ratio of the noise margins to the operating voltage and are given by:
RNML =
NML
Vdd
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„„,, NMHRNMH = -^JL
Vdd
The unity gain points occur in regions B and D and are given by setting the derivative
dVo/dVi to -1. It can be shown that the output voltage in region B is given by [1]:
V0 = (V, - Vtp) + [(V/ - V;P)2 - 2(V/ - Vdd/2 - Vtp)Vdd - £(V, - V^)2]1/2Pp
Assuming /?„ = /3P and Vtn = — Vtp = ctVdd, we have by taking the derivative and setting it
to -1, the following expression for
VIL = v«(3 + 2a)
The noise margin NMi, is thus given by:
and the relative noise margin RNMi, is given by:
RNML = | + ia
Similarly, in region D, the expression for the output voltage is given by [1]:
V0 = (V, - Kn) - [(V/ - Vtn? - 4(y/ _ Vdd
Again, by taking the derivative and setting it to -1, we have:
VJH = ^Vdd(b - 2a)
The noise margin NMjf is thus given by:
and the relative noise margin RNMjj is given by:
RNMH = l+\<*
Thus at the optimal operating point for minimal VLSI energy, the relative noise margins
would be given by:
RNML = RNMH = 11/24
Note that this depends on several assumptions of which the most important ones are:
• The absolute values of the threshold voltages are equal.
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• The ft values of the n- and p-devices are equal.
• The supply and threshold voltages are such that all devices are capabale of operating
in all 3 regions of operation (subthreshold, linear and saturation) and that the inverter
characteristic shows 5 regions of operation as outlined above.
The reason for considering relative noise margins as opposed to noise margins is because
the noise on the chip will scale down as the supply voltage is scaled down. Note that the
relative noise margins for any computation at the minimal VLSI energy are independent of
the supply voltage and this appears very encouraging since it allows us to scale the supply
voltage as much as possible. We now show the operating characteristics of a low voltage
CMOS technology that can be operated with a wide range of operating voltages.
6 Stanford LVCMOS
Low voltage CMOS devices built at Stanford University allow chips to be operated with
supply voltages of several hundreds of millivolts to 5V. The devices are manufactured such
that the zero-bias threshold voltage of the n- and p-devices is almost zero [2]. The bulk bias
is then adjusted to set the threshold voltage to the appropriate value. The substrate of the
p-devices is tied to a voltage Vpi, = Yu + ^5 where Vjj is the extra bulk-bias voltage while
the substrate of the n-devices is tied to a voltage Vn\, = — Vjj. One disadvantage of this
technology is that three voltages (Vdd, V^,, Vnb) need to be routed on the chip besides the
ground. The routing of four voltage levels may adversely affect the integration density of the
devices. We are looking into the effect of the 4 rails on the integration density as opposed to
the dual rail design in conventional CMOS. Figures 4-10 show some of the characterizations
that have been done for this technology. One can. see that the devices fail to saturate when
operated at a supply voltage of lOOmV with no extra bulk bias. However, the devices can
be made to saturate at the same supply voltage by an extra bulk-bias of 0.5V. Increasing
the extra bulk-bias decreases the saturation current through the devices since it increases
the absolute value of the threshold voltage. This also makes the devices slower as shown by
the inverter propagation delays in Tables 1 and 2. Tables 1 and 2 show the relative noise
margins and inverter propagation delays for the LVCMOS technology at operating voltages
of lOOmV and 500mV respectively. The tables show that the inverter propagation delays
for an operating voltage of 500mV degrade very gracefully with increasing bulk-bias but the
propagation delays for an operating voltage of lOOmV degrade very badly with increasing
bulk-bias. Also, since the devices do not saturate at an operating voltage of lOOmV without
a significant amount of extra bulk-bias, it means that the devices cannot be operated at
lOOmV except for really slow applications. The inverter propagation delay degradation
is less with increasing Vj,6 for higher operating voltages. For a 5V operating voltage, the
inverter propagation delay remains virtually constant at O.llns. Figures 11-13 show the
inverter characteristics for an inverter in this technology for three different supply voltages.
For a low energy operation, one would choose an operating voltage of 500m V and set the
threshold voltage to be a third of the operating voltage by adjusting the back-bias to achieve
optimal operation. We next consider the SEU immunity of this technology.
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VU(V)
0
0.5
1.0
2.0 ,
RNML
0.00
0.35
0.30
0.25
RNMH
0.55
0.54
0.60
0.64
tinv(ns)
2
8
680
5840
Table 1: Relative noise margins and inverter propagation delays at lOOmV
VU(V)
0
0.5
1.0
2.0
RNML
0.20
0.26
0.38
0.44
RNMH
0.60
0.58
0.48
0.48
tinv(ns)
0.34
0.41
0.53
1.00
Table 2: Relative noise margins and inverter propagation delays at SOOmV
7 SEU Immunity of LVCMOS
We now characterize the SEU immunity of the LVCMOS technology by looking at the critical
charge needed to cause an SRAM cell upset. Figure 3 shows the SPICE model used for the
SEU immunity study. The particle strike is modeled by a pulsed current source with a
triangular pulse having a 1:9 riserfall shape. The pulse height is adjusted using a binary
search to determine the critical charge at which the cell is just upset [3]. The critical charge
for the upset (Qc) is given by the area under the current pulse. Simulations were performed
for an operating voltage of 500mV for different bias voltages. Simulations show that the
critical charge is quite independent of the pulse width for pulse widths below SOOps. [The
typical alpha particle pulse width is 200ps]. Table 3 shows the critical charge for various
pulse widths and bias voltages for an operating voltage of SOOmV.
The results show that this technology is much more prone to SEUs when operated at
SOOmV because the critical charge is much smaller than conventional CMOS. However, the
advantge of this technology is that the devices can be operated at higher operating voltages
Vbb(V)
0
0.5
1.0
2.0
20ps
42fC
41fC
38fC
33fC
200ps
42fC
41fC
39fC
35fC
2ns
49fC
47fC
45fC
42fC
Table 3: Critical charge for various pulse widths at SOOmV
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Figure 3: SRAM SEU model
VM(V)
0.5
1.0
2.0
5.0
Qc
42fC
95fC
160fC
420fC
Table 4: Critical charge for various operating voltages
to ensure better SEU immunity. Table 4 shows the SEU immunity of the devices at V^ = 0V
for various operating voltages when the SEU particle strike is modeled by a pulse of 200ps
width. We see that the SEU immunity of the technology for an operating voltage of 5V
is quite comparable to that of rad-hard CMOS. To achieve low energy operation, we can
allow two different operating voltages for the chips. The chips will operate at a low voltage
(say 500mV) in a clean environment and a higher voltage (say 5V) in a radiation intensive
environment to ensure better SEU immunity. One can envision a system designed with a
radiation detector that switches the operating voltage from SOOmV to 5V when it encounters
radiation and switches back to low voltage operation when the environment becomes clean
again.
8 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented the analysis for optimal supply voltage for achieving a
task in VLSI with minimal energy. We also showed that the relative noise margins are
independent of the operating voltage. We then showed some characteristics of the Stanford
LVCMOS technology and showed how the logic speed depends on the operating voltage in
this technology. The threshold voltage in this technology is adjusted by setting the back-
bias appropriately. For optimal energy operation, the threshold voltage would have to be
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Figure 4: VI characteristic for Ht = 0V and lOOmV operating voltage
set to a third of the operating voltage. We also characterized the critical charge for SEUs in
this technology and showed it to be significantly less than conventional technology when the
operating voltage was 500m V but comparable to rad-hard technology when the operating
voltage is 5V. The benefit of the LVCMOS technology is that the supply voltage and the
threshold voltage can both be changed and designed for more SEU tolerance. We propose
the design of systems with two operating voltages - a lower operating voltage to achieve
low energy in a clean environment and a higher operating voltage to achieve SEU tolerance
in a radiation intensive environment. The results described in this paper represents work
currently in progress. We need to explore further the tradeoffs between the energy efficiency
and radiation tolerance by exploring not only the relationship between energy and SEU
immunity but also the effect of fault tolerant design on the energy efficiency.
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Figure 5: VI characteristic for Vjj, = 0.5V and lOOmV operating voltage
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Figure 6: VI characteristic for VH, = 0V and SOOmV operating voltage
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Figure 7: VI characteristic for Vu = 0.5V and 500m V operating voltage
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Figure 8: VI characteristic for VM = IV and 500mV operating voltage
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Figure 9: VI characteristic for Vu = 2V and 500mV operating voltage
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Figure 10: VI characteristic for Vbb = QV and 5V operating voltage
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Figure 11: Inverter characteristic for lOOmV operating voltage
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Figure 12: Inverter characteristic for 500mV operating voltage
Figure 13: Inverter characteristic for 5V operating voltage
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